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ACCEPTANCE AND APPROVAL

YAYIMLAMA VE FİKRİ MÜLKİYET HAKLARI BEYANI
Enstitü tarafından onaylanan lisansüstü tezimin tamamını veya herhangi bir kısmını,
basılı (kağıt) ve elektronik formatta arşivleme ve aşağıda verilen koşullarla kullanıma
açma iznini Hacettepe Üniversitesine verdiğimi bildiririm. Bu izinle Üniversiteye verilen
kullanım hakları dışındaki tüm fikri mülkiyet haklarım bende kalacak, tezimin tamamının
ya da bir bölümünün gelecekteki çalışmalarda (makale, kitap, lisans ve patent vb.)
kullanım hakları bana ait olacaktır.
Tezin kendi orijinal çalışmam olduğunu, başkalarının haklarını ihlal etmediğimi ve tezimin
tek yetkili sahibi olduğumu beyan ve taahhüt ederim. Tezimde yer alan telif hakkı
bulunan ve sahiplerinden yazılı izin alınarak kullanılması zorunlu metinleri yazılı izin
alınarak kullandığımı ve istenildiğinde suretlerini Üniversiteye teslim etmeyi taahhüt
ederim.
Yükseköğretim Kurulu tarafından yayınlanan “Lisansüstü Tezlerin Elektronik Ortamda
Toplanması, Düzenlenmesi ve Erişime Açılmasına İlişkin Yönerge” kapsamında
tezim aşağıda belirtilen koşullar haricince YÖK Ulusal Tez Merkezi / H.Ü. Kütüphaneleri
Açık Erişim Sisteminde erişime açılır.
o

Enstitü / Fakülte yönetim kurulu kararı ile tezimin erişime açılması
mezuniyet tarihimden itibaren 2 yıl ertelenmiştir. (1)

o

Enstitü / Fakülte yönetim kurulunun gerekçeli kararı ile tezimin erişime
(2)
açılması mezuniyet tarihimden itibaren ….. ay ertelenmiştir.

o

Tezimle ilgili gizlilik kararı verilmiştir. (3)
……/………/……
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“Lisansüstü Tezlerin Elektronik Ortamda Toplanması, Düzenlenmesi ve Erişime Açılmasına İlişkin Yönerge”
(1)

Madde 6. 1. Lisansüstü tezle ilgili patent başvurusu yapılması veya patent alma sürecinin devam
etmesi durumunda, tez danışmanının önerisi ve enstitü anabilim dalının uygun görüşü üzerine
enstitü veya fakülte yönetim kurulu iki yıl süre ile tezin erişime açılmasının ertelenmesine karar
verebilir.

(2)

Madde 6. 2. Yeni teknik, materyal ve metotların kullanıldığı, henüz makaleye dönüşmemiş veya
patent gibi yöntemlerle korunmamış ve internetten paylaşılması durumunda 3. şahıslara veya
kurumlara haksız kazanç imkanı oluşturabilecek bilgi ve bulguları içeren tezler hakkında tez
danışmanının önerisi ve enstitü anabilim dalının uygun görüşü üzerine enstitü veya fakülte
yönetim kurulunun gerekçeli kararı ile altı ayı aşmamak üzere tezin erişime açılması engellenebilir.

(3)

Madde 7. 1. Ulusal çıkarları veya güvenliği ilgilendiren, emniyet, istihbarat, savunma ve güvenlik,
sağlık vb. konulara ilişkin lisansüstü tezlerle ilgili gizlilik kararı, tezin yapıldığı kurum tarafından
verilir *. Kurum ve kuruluşlarla yapılan işbirliği protokolü çerçevesinde hazırlanan lisansüstü tezlere
ilişkin gizlilik kararı ise, ilgili kurum ve kuruluşun önerisi ile enstitü veya fakültenin uygun görüşü
üzerine üniversite yönetim kurulu tarafından verilir. Gizlilik kararı verilen tezler Yükseköğretim
Kuruluna bildirilir.
Madde 7.2. Gizlilik kararı verilen tezler gizlilik süresince enstitü veya fakülte tarafından gizlilik kuralları
çerçevesinde muhafaza edilir, gizlilik kararının kaldırılması halinde Tez Otomasyon Sistemine
yüklenir.
* Tez danışmanının önerisi ve enstitü anabilim dalının uygun görüşü üzerine enstitü veya
fakülte yönetim kurulu tarafından karar verilir.

ETİK BEYAN

Bu çalışmadaki bütün bilgi ve belgeleri akademik kurallar çerçevesinde
elde ettiğimi, görsel, işitsel ve yazılı tüm bilgi ve sonuçları bilimsel ahlak
kurallarına uygun olarak sunduğumu, kullandığım verilerde herhangi bir
tahrifat yapmadığımı, yararlandığım kaynaklara bilimsel normlara uygun
olarak atıfta bulunduğumu, tezimin kaynak gösterilen durumlar dışında
özgün olduğunu, Tez Danışmanının Prof. Dr. Serpil EROĞLU ÇELEBİ
danışmanlığında tarafımdan üretildiğini ve Hacettepe Üniversitesi Sosyal
Bilimler Enstitüsü Tez Yazım Yönergesine göre yazıldığını beyan ederim.
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ABSTRACT

MUSA, Mohammed Ali. Transnational Social Fields of Ethiopian Migrants in
Turkey, Doctoral Thesis, Ankara, 2019
Using the lens of transnational social fields of migration, this thesis examines and
scrutinizes motivations, adaptations, transnational practices, and the lived experiences of
Ethiopian migrants in Turkey and returnees in Ethiopia. The present day Ethiopian
migration to Turkey is intricately associated with the broader domains of transnationalism
such as economic, social, cultural, political fields, as well as historical processes in which
Ethiopian migrants engaged in their daily activities. The thesis empirically and
theoretically examines a fundamental and salient research question: how do Ethiopians,
as individuals and group, perceive, act, and interact in the transnational social fields
(most often unequally distributed) while living in Turkey and after returning home? The
thesis is carried out based on the existing knowledge of socio-cultural anthropology of
migration, multi-sited ethnographic research and qualitative approach. Tools such as
participant observation and a variety of interviews were employed to collect data from a
group of Ethiopian educatıon and labor migrants living in Turkey (Ankara and Istanbul)
and returnees in Ethiopia (Addis Ababa).
The research findings reveal that Ethiopians in Turkey maintained two ways of
connection: adaptation/integration to the Turkish society and transnational attachment to
homeland but with different level of adaptation, and transnational experiences &
practices. The social fields in which Ethiopians engaged in transnational practices, the
fields that they constructed, reconstructed, and maintained between host and home
countries are unequally distributed as they do not have the same experiences, capacity,
skills, opportunities, and legality to play. As Ethiopians moved to Turkey with varying
motivations and aims, they did so return home with varying motivations, transnational
experiences and capital. Returnees, adding new ones, maintained transnational
practices that they created while living in Turkey, and with the capital and experiences
they accumulated in Turkey and brought with them, they acted as agents of social
change in their homeland.

Key Words
Emigration, Ethiopia, Immigration, Social Fields, Transnationalism, Turkey
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ÖZET
MUSA, Mohammed Ali. Türkiye'deki Etiyopyalı Göçmenlerin Ulusötesi Sosyal
Alanları, Doktora Tezi, Ankara, 2019
Bu tez, ulusötesi göç alanlarının merceğinden, Turkiye'deki Etiyopyalı göçmenlerin
motivasyonları,

uyarlamaları

ve

ulusötesi

uygulamaları

Türkiye’de

ve

kendi

memleketlerine döndükten sonraki yaşam deneyimlerini bütün boyutlarıyla inceleyip
değerlendirmektedir. Günümüzde Etiyopya'dan Türkiye'ye göç, Etiyopyalı göçmenlerin
günlük faaliyetlerinde bulundukları tarihsel süreçlerin yanı sıra ekonomik, sosyal, kültürel
ve politik alanlar gibi ulusötesiliğin daha geniş alanları ile ilişkilidir. Bu çalışma bu
bağlamlardaki bulguları ortaya koymaktadır
Tez, ampirik ve teorik olarak şu temel araştırma sorusunu incelemektedir. Türkiye'de
Etiyopyalı göçmenler arasında ulusötesi sosyal alanlar hangi unsurlardan oluşmakta;
birey ve grup olarak, Etiyopyalılar, bu sosyal alanlarda da nasıl hareket etmekte ve
etkileşmektedir? Sosyo-kültürel antropolojide göç, çokmekânlı etnografik araştırmaların
birikimine ve

niteliksel

yaklaşıma

dayanarak,

Etiyopyalı

göçmenlerin

ulusötesi

etkileşimleri, ilişkileri ve onların Türkiye'deki yaşanmış deneyimlerine odaklanmaktadır.
Tez, mevcut sosyo-kültürel göç antropolojisi, çokmekânlı etnografik araştırma ve nitel
yaklaşım bilgisine dayanarak gerçekleştirilmiştir. Araştırmanın verileri Türkiye'de yaşayan
(Ankara ve İstanbul) bir grup Etiyopyalı eğitim ve işçi göçmenleri ve Etiyopya'ya (Addis
Ababa) geri dönen göçmenlerle katılımcı gözlem ve çeşitli görüşme gibi araçlarla
toplanmıştır.
Araştırma bulguları, Türkiye'deki Etiyopyalı göçmenlerin iki şekilde bağlantı kurduğunu
ortaya koymaktadır: Türk toplumuna uyum / entegrasyon ve ulusötesi bağlantı, fakat
uyumluluk ve ulusötesi uygulamaların derecesi bireyden bireye farklılık gösterdiğini
ortaya koymaktadır. Etiyopyalıların ulusötesi pratikleri gerçekleştirdikleri sosyal alanlar,
göçmenlerin göçmen alan ve gönderen ülkeler arasında sürdürdükleri ve sürekli yeniden
inşa ettikleri bu alanlar eşitsiz olarak dağıtılmıştır çünkü Etiyopyalı göçmenler aynı
deneyimlere, kapasiteye, beceriye, fırsatlara ve yasallığa sahip değildir. Bu tez, genel
olarak, Etiyopyalıların farklı motivasyon ve hedeflerle Türkiye'ye göç ettiklerini ve
edindikleri

bu farklı

deneyim ve

sermaye

birikimi

ile

ülkelerine

döndüklerini

göstermektedir. Yerine her geçen gün yenileri eklenirken geri dönenler, Türkiye'de
yaşarken edindikleri ulusötesi pratikleri sürdürmekte; Türkiye'de biriktirerek getirdikleri
sosyal ve kültürel sermaye ve tecrübeleriyle anavatanlarında sosyal değişimin failleri
olarak eylemektedirler.
Anahtar Sözcükler
Dışgöç, Etiyopya, Göçmenlik, Sosyal Alan, Türkiye, Ulusötesilik,
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The history of migration is as old as the history of human society. Africa,
particularly Ethiopia is assumed to be the cradle of human being from
where modern human ancestors were originated and later moved to the
rest of the world (Johanson and Edey, 1981). American anthropologist
Donald Johanson made this assumption possible in 1974 with the
discovery of an estimated 3.2 million years old fossil remains called
Australopithecus afarensis, also recognized as Lucy, or Dinknesh in
Amharic ('you are wonderful'). Anthropological sources indicate that the
first human migration on the planet started million years ago by Homo
erectus from Africa, mainly Ethiopia, and then moved to Asia and Europe
(Johanson and Edgar, 1996; Wenke and Olszewski, 2006). The
successors of Homo erectus (i.e. Homo sapiens and modern human)
extensively mushroomed to different parts of Asia, Africa and Europe. The
modern human migrated further to the rest of the world occupying areas
suitable for living.
Before the Neolithic revolution that denoted the advent of agriculture and
domestication, hunting and gathering societies were not spatially
fixed. When food resources in one place were reduced and exhausted,
people would resort to migration as a survival strategy. As Rosman et al.
(2009, p. 163) states, hunting and gathering peoples “followed a migratory
cycle because it was necessary to be in particular areas to harvest what
had become available in those areas at that time.” These people were
generally nomads, moving on as food supplies diminish. Since huntergatherers were dependent upon the natural availability of food, they were
relatively mobile, moving on as their food supplies become exhausted. In
a similar fashion, like hunting-gatherer societies, anthropological studies
on pastoral societies starting with Evans-Pritchard (1940) indicate that
pastoralists were apparently mobile as their cultural adaptation required
extensive seasonal migration pattern to find pasture lands and water for
their cattle (Ingold, 1980).
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The pattern of migration in the contemporary world is quite different; it has
become increasingly a global phenomenon affecting all regions of the
world. “No single cause is ever sufficient to explain why people decide to
leave one country and settle in another” (Castel and Miller, 2009, p. 28).
Nonetheless, people move from place to place seeking better life and
evading from potential threats to their life at place of origin. Today, we are
living in a period of globalization in which international migration has
penetrated deep into the remotest of hinterlands which once were viewed
by anthropologists to have been areas of ‘intact’ cultures. The socioeconomic, political and cultural structures of many countries are
transformed by international migration. As a result of contemporary
international migration and the subsequent increase in the cultural
diversification of society in destinations, various states came to adopt
different perspectives towards immigrants. What makes the contemporary
migration quite unique is that the increasing numbers of people in mobility
are causing a wide range of impacts both for sending and receiving
nations (Castles and Miller, 2009). There is a reciprocal relationship
between sending and receiving countries. While receiving countries
benefit economically from the cheap labor of the immigrants, sending
countries get significant portions of remittances sent by immigrants. And
also immigrants get the opportunity to change not only their lives but also
the lives of their household members in many ways.
Before the 1950s, the conventional trend in anthropological studies
predominantly focused on static culture in a specified and bounded place,
particularly concentrated on small scale rural societies and their cultures.
However, in and after the 1950s, anthropology’s strict territorialism gave
way to the changing world environment that saw a rapid migration of
people from rural areas to urban centers. People across various
geographical areas (i.e., rural-urban and cross boarders) became
interconnected through migration, transnational practices and modern
technologies. Significant number of people moved from rural areas to the
urban centers and from developing countries to the developed ones.
These dynamics forced anthropology to reshape itself in accordance with
the changing global landscape (Brettel, 2008). When anthropologists
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initially engaged in migration study, they focused on migrants who moved
from rural areas to urban centers but subsequently their attention was
diverted to the study of international migration that ultimately resulted into
the production of significant number of ethnographic accounts in different
regions of the world (Brettel, 2008). Depending on their traditional level of
analysis such as individuals, households and groups, anthropologists
have come to focus,
less on the broad scope of migration flows than on the articulation
between the place whence a migrant originates and the place or
places to which he or she goes. This includes exploration of how
people in local places respond to global processes (Brettell, 2000, p.
98).

Today, anthropology has come to the position in the forefront of the study
of migration and migration related issues. Vertovec (2007) mentioned a
wide range of topics in which anthropologists are engaged in the study of
migration, including
migration and identities, citizenship, law and legal status, religion,
family and kinship, children and ‘the second generation’, language,
education, health, media consumption, internet use, the construction of
‘home’, sexuality, remittances, home town associations, development,
local politics, work places and labor markets (Vertovec, 2007, p. 961).

Since many fields of social sciences deal with migration, it is imperative to
identify points of departure that discern anthropology from that of others.
Even as anthropological scholarship on migration has flourished and
diversified in recent decades, it still has a unique approach compared to
other social sciences (Brettell, 2008). Anthropological studies of migration
focus on,
matters of adaptation and culture change, on forms of social
organization that are characteristic of both the migration process and
the immigrant community and on questions of identity and ethnicity
(Brettell, 2000, p. 98).

Anthropologists such as Glick Schiller and Çaglar (2013) argue that ethnic
identity should not be taken for granted as the central unit of analysis in
the study of migration. They rather offer ‘multiple embeddedness’ as an
alternative approach by which anthropologists can understand immigrants’
belonging in a specific urban context. Çağlar (2007) also calls for
investigation of transnational ties of migrants to a specific place of
departure. Her theoretical assumption emanates from the belief that
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migrants can form multiple identities and can choose between those
identities at specific context.
International migration is surely the most important constituent that has
come to the forefront defining and framing today’s world (Castles and
Miller, 2009). Researchers such as Lessinger (1995) recognize that the
contemporary international migration is more complex than we thought in
the past, given the fact that the contemporary migration is affecting both
the individual migrant and the mass. Social life is not confined and limited
only to a national boundary as it rather transcends national borders (Levitt
and Jaworsky, 2007). An increasing ties and network of immigrant people
with their place of origin, and their fluid position in the place of settlement
and origin led to the emergence of transnationalism as a marvelous
approach and analytical tool in the study of migration in the early 1990s.
Although the study of migration in anthropology was late in contrast to
other social sciences, it was, however, anthropologists who pioneered the
transnational approach in the study of migration which immediately got
wider attention across disciplines (see Glick Schiller et al, 1992; Basch et
al, 1994; Glick Schiller, 2003). With the emergence of transnational
migration studies, the focus of international migration research has largely
shifted from examining immigrant assimilation to the receiving nations to
exploring their transnational behaviors (Glick Schiller et al, 1992).
In this age of globalization, migration has become an integral dimension of
transnational networks of relations that have become important aspects of
life for people in the developing world who seek social and economic
improvement. Migrants leave their home country for abroad with the
dream that their migration makes possible their socioeconomic ambitions,
not only with the availability of opportunities in the host country, but also
with the transnational networks they create and maintain across borders.
The transnational networks enable them to extend their relationship with
their families, friends and institutions both in receiving and sending
countries. Whether it is for shorter or longer period, it is an apt description
that migrants enter into a new sociocultural environment in which they are
expected to adapt and negotiate in their day to day life activities and
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routines. This, in turn, offers them distinctive experiences of living in a new
environment.
Today, anthropologists, together with others, are in the vanguard of
migration research in the academic community and hence there is
significant number of scholarly published anthropological works related to
international migration. Anthropologists conduct migration research both
on sending and receiving countries. In the origin countries, they study the
cultural, social, economic and political impact of migration while in the
countries of settlement they “frame the questions in relation to ethnicity,
the construction of identity, and a sense of belonging” (Brettell and
Hollifield, 2008, p. 23). Anthropologists argue that economic factors
cannot and do not fully predict population movement when they are
divorced from social and cultural context and thus are interested in looking
more on how migration affects cultural change and identity, examine at
the levels of individuals, households and groups. Most importantly,
anthropologists offer us a nuanced understanding of culture (as well as
ethnicity and identity) due to the discipline’s long history of engagement in
these concepts.
Modern Turkey, just following its foundation in 1923, had long been known
to the world more as a receiving country of ethnic Turks from neighboring
countries than ethnically diverse societies. As diversities (both religious
and linguistic) had long been seen a threat to political stability of Turkey,
the government followed ‘Turkification process’ in which only Turkic
origins were allowed to settle and acquire Turkish citizenship (Armstrong,
2012; İçduygu and Kirişci, 2009; Karpat, 2004). Immediately after the
disintegration of the Soviet Union in 1991, however, the ‘Turkfication
process’ of migrants came to an end when the Turkish government
extended serious migration policy. Due to an increasing process of
globalization, Turkey’s past three decades have witnessed dramatic
change in trends and patterns of migration as diverse migrant groups
migrated to the country from a wide range of areas which Turkey did not
experience before. Now, Turkey has seen unprecedented cultural diversity
in its major cities like Istanbul where migrants are located considerably.
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Turkey’s engagement in sub-Saharan Africa in recent years has been
ostensibly observed through its grant of education scholarships to
students of the continent. Accompanying its economic interest, Turkey has
“the apparent desire for influence among sub-Saharan Africa’s large
Muslim population” (Shinn, 2015, p. 2). As a sub-Saharan country,
Ethiopia is not an exception. Ethio-Turkish relation could be traced back to
the 16th century when the Ottoman Empire backed the Muslim group of
eastern Ethiopia against the Christian highlanders who, in turn, had also
been abetted by Portugal. Since then, the Ottoman Turks developed a
strong interest to the present day Eritrea, Djibouti and Somalia. Turkey
had also strong relationship with Harar, the focal point of cultural and
commercial ties in eastern Ethiopia since long time ago. Being one of the
few world countries, Ottoman-Turkey opened its consulate in this part of
Ethiopia in 1912 and its embassy in Addis Ababa in 1926. In its part,
Ethiopia, the only independent country of Africa, opened its Embassy in
Ankara in 1933.
The relationship between Turkey and Ethiopia has recently developed
enormously, particularly in economic domain. Turkey’s investment in
Ethiopia is the biggest compared to other countries (Shinn, 2015),
including China which has also special economic interest in Africa. It
should not also go unsaid that Turkey has been popular among the
Ethiopian public through its films dubbed in Arabic and channeled via Arab
satellite over the last decade and now the Turkish films dubbed in local
language (Amharic) have swept Ethiopia with series of episodes through a
private television known as Kana. Historical phenomena, social networks,
availability of Turkish government scholarships to international students
and contemporary developments all played important roles in motivating
Ethiopians to migrate to Turkey.
Ethiopian migration to Turkey is a recent phenomenon which is noticed
over the last four or three decades due to this process of globalization,
internationalization of education and internal developments in Turkey.
Ethiopians living in Turkey, including students and laborers, can be
categorized as temporary migrants. Although several number of Ethiopian
labor migrants located in Turkey are considered as transit migrants who
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seek to move further to European countries, many of the research
participants interviewed for this research have future intension to return
home. Most of them earn a living as domestic workers, night-club players,
salespersons, massage therapists, and construction & company workers.
There are also Ethiopian business migrants who are mainly located in
Istanbul with temporary business visa. As compared to other categories of
Ethiopian migrants in Turkey, Ethiopian education migrants are located in
various Turkish universities across major cities and are relatively visible in
the Turkish sociocultural landscape. Although both education and labor
migrants are temporary, they have actively engaged in transnational
relations and practices that connected Turkey with their homeland,
Ethiopia. But the social fields amongst these migrants are not equally
furnished.
Ethiopian migrants have sustained social networks, economic resources
and cultural practices across borders with periodic visiting particularly at
summer time for education migrants, texting and chatting on social media
such as Facebook, messenger, whatsApp and viber, and talking on the
phone, sending remittances, moving back and forth, and carrying Turkish
goods, Ethiopian migrants often keep transnational social relations in
touch with others across a wide range of spaces. They travel back and
forth to visit families and relatives, partake in organizational activities and
engage in different events at home, including conferences, weddings, and
mourning. Both education and labor migrants engaged in carrying or
sending Turkish products either for market or gift.
Although the study of transnational migration has gained significant
momentum in the western countries where migrants from diverse
geographical, religious and ethnic backgrounds had long settled, it is a
neglected subject of study among transnational migrants in Turkey.
Turkey had long been an important destination of migrants throughout its
history, but it was the Turkish emigration to the west that has got a loaded
attention across social sciences. Considerable number of books, journal
articles and book chapters are published to deal with Turkish emigration to
America since the late 19th century (Karpat, 2004) and Europe since
the1960s. Given Turkish history of mass emigration to Europe, particularly
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to Germany, anthropologists have dealt with the identity, adaptation
(integration), citizenship and the transnational activities of Turkish
immigrants in their host countries (White, 1995, 1997, Caglar, 1995, 1998,
2013; Mandel, 2008; Zıhr, 2008, 2017). With regard to research on
migration to Turkey, however, the great majority of them focused on
contemporary migration since the 1980s. Much of these works focus on
policy and give us general patterns and trends of migration. When it
comes to educational migrants in Turkey, it becomes more difficult to find
relevant research conducted in the field of social sciences.
In spite of the fact that the idea of transnational social field in the study of
migrants in Turkey is an alluring option, it seems that there has been no
ethnographic evidence in backing this assertion. Thus, by using the
paradigm of transnationalism, particularly transnational social field, this
research explores Ethiopian migrants’ negotiations and their lived
experiences in the new sociocultural environment, their transnational
sociocultural networks and practices of both sending and receiving
contexts. Epistemologically, the transnational social fields enable me to
explore a range of migrants’ engagement, participation and interactions as
well as the sociocultural and economic practices that connect both Turkey
and Ethiopia. Existing Ethiopian migration to Turkey is inextricably linked
to the broader economic, cultural, political and historical processes that I
situate my findings within these contexts.
Depending on the existing knowledge of socio-cultural anthropology of
migration, multi-sited ethnographic research and qualitative approach, this
research explores transnational interactions, practices, relations and the
lived experiences of Ethiopian migrants in Turkey and returnees in
Ethiopia by addressing the following questions.


Why do Ethiopians migrate to Turkey and what ideals buttress their
migration?



How do Ethiopian migrants in Tukey create and maintain
transnational social fields, and negotiate in their daily life in the
contexts of host and home countries?



How do Ethiopian return migrants maintain transnational relations
and practices while adjusting and readapting to homeland society?
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How do social networks, sociocultural and economic capitals
accumulated while living in Turkey affect the lives of Ethiopian
return migrants and their homeland in general?

1.1.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

Drawing on transnational social fields and multi-sited ethnographic
approach, this research contributes to a qualitative understanding of
Ethiopians’ motivation to migrate to, negotiations and lived experiences in
Turkey; their transnational practices between Turkey and Ethiopia; their
embeddedness, appropriation of social networks, and the roles of
sociocultural and economic capitals in their day to day lives through an
anthropological fieldwork in two major cities of Turkey (Istanbul and
Ankara), and the capital city of Ethiopia (Addis Ababa). Thus, as an
anthropological study of migrants in Turkey, this thesis intends to
contribute and enrich migration studies in Turkey, and unearths the
situations in which Ethiopians are living and gives light about their roles as
transnational actors.
Beyond its contribution to the field of anthropology in particular and the
field of migration in general, the study aims to contribute to a wider
community, including government and non-governmental organizations
and research institutions to better understand transnational migration in
Turkey as well as its transnational effects between sending and receiving
countries.

1.2.

THESIS OUTLINE

This thesis is consisted of eight chapters. Chapter 1 discusses migration
on a global context and presents how I am motivated to situate Ethiopian
migrants in Turkey within the frame of transnational social fields.
Chapter 2 offers pertinent literatures related to migration study in
anthropology, theories and concepts of migration, and it frames the thesis
within the context of transnational social fields. It discusses how migration
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theories and concepts emerged responding to societal problems and
questions. I review migration study first as a neglected and then as an
important area of investigation in the history of anthropology. After
outlining the typology of migration, I discuss three main theoretical frames
familiar within the anthropology of migration in a rough chronological
order: modernization theory, historical-structural theory (dependency and
world system theories) and transnationalism. I explicate, in detail,
transnationalism as the frame of this research first discussing its
emergence in the fields of international relations and political sciences in
the early 1970s and later its adoption in the study of migration by other
social sciences, including anthropology and sociology. Moreover, I review
such important concepts as Culture of Migration, Education Migration,
Brain Drain, Labor Migration, Social Network, Diaspora, and Return
Migration which are of importance to this research.
Setting the social context of the thesis, chapter 3 offers historical, political
and economic backgrounds of migration in Ethiopia and Turkey, and it
provides a comprehensive thesis about the position of Ethiopians as
international or transnational migrants while demonstrating Turkey as a
country of immigration. The chapter shows how the social fields
concerning Ethiopian migrants in Turkey is quite recent – and have come
to be seen only recently – there seem to be several historical, religious,
political, economic factors that contribute to the migration of Ethiopians
both in the internal and international contexts.
Chapter 4 deals with my methodological choices and sets the general
ethnographic context of the study which is multi-sited in nature. As the
study endeavors to find out meanings to the lived experiences and
everyday actions of migrants, I utterly focus on qualitative research
approaches by employing such tools as participant observation and a
variety

of interviews

(i.e.,

unstructured

interview,

semi-structured

interview, life story or narrative). The chapter describes the methodology,
tools of data collection, and analysis.
In chapter 5, I briefly discuss patterns of migration from Ethiopia to
Turkey, motivation for migration, social networks in the migration of
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Ethiopians to Turkey and maltreatment experienced by Ethiopian women
migrants in Turkey. I discuss the narratives of respondents as to how they
were motivated to migrate to Turkey. In other words, this chapter presents
Ethiopian migrants’ initial migration trajectories. I have found it important
to discuss the stories of migrants’ motivation to migrate to Turkey as it
entails a lot of things about home and host countries(Ethiopia as a poor
country with a deep culture of migration and Turkey as an emerging
country attracting migrants from diverse geographical spaces). The
chapter further explains education and labor migration of Ethiopians to
Turkey, internationalization of higher education in Turkey, social networks,
its context and problems in the migration of Ethiopians to Turkey,
maltreatment and abuses experienced by Ethiopian women migrants (i.e.,
withholding or denying monthly payment (salary), limiting freedom of
movement, rebuffing weekly or monthly rest days).
Chapter 6 provides a good insight about the relationships between
adaptation and transnational practices in the context of Ethiopian migrants
in Turkey and offers a general understanding about Ethiopians’
adaptation& lived experiences in Turkey and their attachment to homeland
society. In this chapter, I argue that Ethiopians in Turkey maintain two
ways of connection: adaptation/integration to the Turkish society and
transnational attachment to homeland but with different degree of
adaptation and transnational experiences and practices.
Chapter 7 addresses motivation of Ethiopian migrants to go back home
after staying in Turkey for some years, their adjustment or adaptation to
the post-return situation while maintaining transnational practices that
connected their homeland with the host country, and finally, their
contribution to the sociocultural and economic landscape of their home
country.
Chapter 8 concludes about the findings and discussions of the research,
alluding to important insights that the research generated and shows
direction for future study.
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CHAPTER 2
THEORIES AND CONCEPTS OF MIGRATION

2.1.

THE STUDY OF MIGRATION IN ANTHROPOLOGY

Migration issues have been, and continue to be, the focus of much
anthropological research and theorization. First, I briefly expound the
history of migration studies in anthropology as a neglected area, and then
deal with its development as the mainstream field leading to the current
interest in transnational migration.
For much of the history of anthropology, the study of migration was
marginalized and lingered outside of theoretical developments. Up until
the late 1950s and early 1960s, anthropologists didn’t take migration as a
serious object of study (Lewellen, 2002; Brettel, 2008). In the early period
of the discipline, anthropologists were more concerned with small scale
tribal societies with sedentary life than those who were on mobility.
Consequently, anthropological researches had long focused on culture
fixed in a specific place which entails the ecological immobility of the
native people (Malkki, 1992). In fact, Margaret Mead mentioned in her
study of the Papaw in New Guinea that men villagers went away from
their villages to work for whites, but her intension was not to study about
migration. Mead noted that once the men came back, the villagers were
eager to listen to the stories that the returnees experienced in or brought
with them from the host places (Brettel, 2008).
Although few anthropologists in America such as Boas, Gamio and
Redfield carried out researches on migration in the early period of
anthropology, their works did not get attention by the mainstream
anthropology because anthropologists were more interested in exotic
cultures and were more concerned with documenting the cultures of exotic
people before it had been wiped out by the impact of modernization
(Brettell, 2003). When anthropologists started studying migration, they
initially focused on rural-urban migration. While American anthropologists
first demonstrated interests in Latin American immigrants, the British
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anthropologists were well established in South Africa, particularly Northern
Rhodesia (Zambia).
The first anthropological study on immigrants seems to have been
conducted by Franz Boas, the ‘father’ of American anthropology, in the
first decade of the 20th century. Boas, an immigrant himself from a
German-based Jewish community, studied European immigrants in
America. Indeed, his study was not about motivations, patterns and
adaptation of migrants, which were the focus of social sciences, but rather
it was about how emigration to a different environment influences the
human anatomy and physiology. This makes true that Boas’s study has
been established more in biological anthropology than in cultural
anthropology.
In his effort to fight against racism and unilineal evolution theory of his
time, Boas produced a piece on Changes in Bodily Form of Descendants
of Immigrants (1912), which has been a comparative study of children with
their immigrant parents. In this study, Boas also made comparison
between children of immigrants born in America and those children born in
Europe before their emigration to America with their parents. The result of
his study indicates that within the space of a single generation, immense
changes have undergone in physical type. The most striking of these
changes involved the ‘cephalic index’, which was thought, for long period
of time, to have been unchanging and stable. The underlying factor for this
change, according to Boas, was just change of environment by
immigrants who moved from Europe to America (Gravlee et al, 2002,
2003). Boas’s findings challenged the dominant belief of the time that
asserted biological factors determine human differences, and this enabled
him to focus on culture as the defining human attribute and key to human
diversity, and hence importance was given to the role of environmental
factors that affect biological development. To further discard biological
factor as the determinant of human differences, his students focused with
the newly established approaches in the study of society dominantly
known as cultural relativism, historical particularism, and culture and
personality perspectives. In fact, his students were uninterested or less
interested to continue research on migration as they rather focused on
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anthropological study of indigenous peoples whom Boas himself studied
among the Kwakiutl.
The Chicago School of Sociology in America was an inspiration to
anthropologists to study the life of migrants in urban centers (Hannerz,
1980). Early studies of migration that was interest to anthropology
emerged first from the Chicago School of Sociology with the publication of
The Polish Peasants in America and Europe in 1918. Thomas and
Znaniecki (1918) studied the migration of Polish people to urban areas in
America and their transnational ties with their family and community back
home. Among the Polish peasants, migration was used as a means of
diversifying their livelihood strategies. To this end, permanent migration to
North America and seasonal migration to the neighboring regions such as
Germany was common. Thomas and Znaniecki introduced a series of
letters that served them as firsthand information to analyze the socioeconomic, cultural transformation of the Polish peasants.
At the core of the Polish peasant letter series, we find the importance of
looking at letters or personal documents to better understand the socioeconomic change and the day to day lives of people. The letters showed
that there were strong ties between immigrants and their families back at
home, and also shows the disintegration and the rebuilding of families in
the process of immigration in the host countries. Thomas and Znaniecki
(1918) focused on the micro and meso-levels of analysis, which was also
of great importance to the anthropological study of migration, by dealing
with the adaptation of individual migrants to the new mode of life in
destination countries and the subsequent transformation of family and
community due to migration and industrialization. Although their use of
letters and other personal documents, which later came to be called life
histories, contributed to enrich qualitative research in sociology, their use
of these documents was also criticized for lacking validity (as reliable
scientific sources) in the same field of discipline (Blumer, 1939). However,
anthropologists, such as Kroeber (1930), have given prominence and
appreciation to The Polish Peasants in America and Europe and advised
ethnologists to benefit out of the use of this work by adapting Thomas and
Znaniecki’s approach.
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Although migration study was no a mainstream interest to anthropology in
its ealiest period, there were a few attempts made by such anthropologists
as Gamio and Rieldfield who studied rural-urban migration in America in
the 1920s. Gamio focused his study on the Mexican labor immigration in
the US which resulted in to the publication of two of his works in 1930 and
1931, commissioned by America’s Social Science Research Council
(Pedraza, 2000). Leaving aside anthropometric analysis which at the time
was used by anthropologists to measure skull and body size, Gamio
focused on sociological aspects of immigrants (Walsh, 2004). While his
first publication Mexican Immigration to the United States (1930) included
the general characteristics of Mexican migration to America, including the
repercussion, patterns and sources of migration, the second The Mexican
Immigrant: His Life Story (1931) was about life stories of individual
migrants from whom he collected their day to day life experiences and
feelings. And this has given us an insight into the sociocultural and
economic background of immigrants and their adaptation to America.
These two publications are the first anthropological works that examined
the socioeconomic life of Mexican immigrants in America. Gamio had a
strong belief upon return migrants in that they would positively transform
the Mexican society and economy with the experiences and potentials
they accrued from the U.S (Walsh, 2004). Based on his research, Gamio
asserts that the experiences that Mexican migrants accumulated in the US
helped them motivating the revolutionary movements at home country as
they developed consciousness of being exploited by their government and
spread this consciousness at homeland for socioeconomic and political
changes (Gamio, 1930).
With Wirth’s work on ‘urbanism as a way of life’, published in 1938, many
sociological studies on rural-to-urban migration concentrated on his
assumption which asserts once migrants are settled in urban centers will
develop a new way of life just abandoning their traditions, including kin
ties. As a distinctive form of social organization unlike rural life, Wirth
define ‘urbanism’ as,
substitution of secondary for primary contacts, the weakening of bonds
of kinship, the declining social significance of the family, the
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disappearance of neighborhood and the undermining of traditional
basis of social solidarity (Wirth,1938, pp. 20-21).

As the rural-urban continuum is missing in this assumption, cities are
believed to be dissociated from rural areas which are the source of urban
residents (as the case in Ethiopia where the majority of urban dwellers are
migrants who left their villages).
Following Wirth and developing on his idea, American anthropologist
Robert Redfield introduced the concept of rural-urban continuum. While
individualism, secularism and division of labor characterize Wirth’s
urbanism,

intercultural

interactions

define

Redfield’s

rural-urban

continuum. Breaking the anthropological approach of his time, which
focused on ‘bounded’ and ‘isolated’ small scale societies, Redfield, who
conducted field work among the Mexican peasants in 1925, suggested
that the rural/folk-urban continuum is dynamic in that the process of
interaction is continuous as traditions move from one center to the other.
In his folk-urban continuum, Redfield suggests that cities or urban centers
have greater impact on the lives of peasants by bringing individualization
and kinship disorganization which in turn contributes to the alteration of
traditions among rural societies (Redfield, 1941; Redfield, 1947).
Redfield’s works enthused anthropologists to deal with urban settings.
Oscar Lewis, most renowned for his controversial concept of ‘culture of
poverty’, which is pigeonholed in terms of unemployment and incapability
and incompetence to prosper, contributes to the understanding of slum life
and examines problems of adjustment in the family life of migrants to
cities(Lewis, 1959, 1961 and 1968). Restudying Tepoztlan, the same
community that Redfield conducted field research 20 years before him,
Lewis challenged Redfield’s notion of folk society. Redfield’s (1947, p.
235) description of The Folk Society as “homogenous, with a strong sense
of group solidarity” was not accepted by Lewis who described the
community with “violence, disruption, cruelty, disease, suffering and
maladjustment” (Lewis, 1951, p. 428). Lewis extensively wrote on the lives
of poor slum migrants, mainly in Mexico City.
…Mexico City now has a population of about two million. Of these at
least a million are from the out skirts, from rural areas. In this sense
the colony of Tepoztecans may be representative of many country
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people who came to Mexico. We should know what happens to these
people when they come to the city.(Quoted in Rigdon, 1988, p. 198).

Lewis and Hannerz conducted researches in different places (Lewis’s in
Mexico City and New York while Hannerz’s in Washington) and unearthed
as to how migrants to urban centers adapt to the new sociocultural and
economic settings. While urban centers were thought to have strong
impact to transform the life and culture of migrants, Lewis and Harnnez
have come up, in their findings, with ethnically homogenous urban
villagers living in the same poor neighborhoods and maintaining strong
connections with their kin or communities at local places (Jaffe and De
Koning, 2016).
As discussed above, American Anthropologists studied rural-urban
migration but their interest focused on the lives of rural migrants in slum
areas and the impact of urbanism on the lives of these migrants. While
American anthropologists focused on ruralism and urbanism (rural-urban
migration

of

peasants) in

Latin

America

(Matos,

1961),

British

anthropologists concentrated on social transformations among tribal
societies in South Africa that resulted from colonialism and urban forces
(Gluckman, 1960; Mayer, 1962). What had been common in both cases
was that social change or transformation was inevitable as peasants or
tribal migrants moved to cities. Similar to that of American anthropology,
the study of migration in the UK did not come to the attention of
anthropologists in the early period of the field (up until the 1940s).
The earliest British anthropologists paid more attention to exotic cultures
elucidating the patterns of socio-cultural order based on functional and
structural-functionalism perspectives that undermined the study of
conflicts and social change. In the 1940s, however, the Manchester
School of social anthropology took the lead in the study of migration,
urbanization, and ethnicity. Drawing from the Chicago School of sociology
in America, Gluckman and his colleagues established the Manchester
school of Social Anthropology in the UK (Kapferer, Bruce, 2010; Gewald,
2007; Ferguson, 1999; Crehan, 1997). The school contributed to the study
of conflicts, social change and the concept of social network based on
“extended case study method” (Pfaff-Czarnecka, 2008, p. 314).
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British anthropologists of Manchester School such as Mitchel (1956),
Epstein, (1958), Gluckman, (1960) and Cohen (1969) studied the
processes of social transformation, which was a deviation from
functionalist perspective of British anthropology, through urbanization &
colonialism and their impact on the lives of tribal peoples. These
anthropologists produced articles and manuscripts that would have a
lasting impact on the study of immigration within anthropology, and their
new approach gave rise to the introduction of new methodological tools
such as network analysis (Mitchell, 1966). Gluckman, who served as
director of the Rhodes-Livingstone Institute in Northern Rhodesia and later
as Professor of Social Anthropology at the University of Manchester,
made significant effort in the study of social change that transformed the
tradition of anthropological research.
Taking the case of colonialism in Africa, Glukcman argues that Africans
have undergone significant social change, an idea in contrast to
Malinowski’s ‘cultural contact’, through new social and economic system,
largely through land alienation and the system of migrant labor. Gluckman
(1940) underlines conflicts between black and white would ultimately be
leading to social change and developments. Given cities were regarded to
be “the receiving areas for new immigrants” (Brettell, 2003b, pp. 168),
Glukman and his followers reveal the impact of cities on the life of
immigrants. They assert that urban Africans have transformed significant
social change adapting to new urban environment, which is opposed to
“those who insisted on seeing urban Africans as tradition-bounded
primitives” (Ferguson, 1999, p. 27). Anthropologists in the Manchester
School argue that tribal people who migrated to urban centers are well
urbanized adapting themselves to the new urban sociocultural settings.
In this regard, Gluckman puts:
It seems to me apparent that the moment an African crosses his tribal
boundary to go to the town, he is “detribalized” out of the political
control of his tribe. And in the town, the basic materials by which he
lives are different: he walks on different ground, eats food at different
hours and maybe different food at that. He comes under different
political authorities, and associates with different fellows. He works
with different tools in a different system of organization (Gluckman,
1961, p. 69).
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This idea thus should be understood in terms of urban settings, which is
totally a different view from Mayer’s assertion of migrants living in urban
centers as ‘tribal’ (Mayer, 1961). Following the footstep of Gluckman, the
Manchester School students emphasized the importance of studying
social problems associated with the processes of industrialization and
labor migration in British Central Africa.
Gluckman and his colleagues in the Manchester School produced a
number of research works that focused on migration in urban centers and
they came to adapt social change as the fundamental process and
analytical tool (Werbner, 1984). As to methodological approach is
concerned, they applied case studies and social networks which were
exclusively qualitative in nature (Mitchell, 1969). The Manchester school
influenced and continues to influence the works of many migration
scholars in the field of anthropology and other fields of social sciences
(Vertovec, 2007).
In general, before the 1950s, the study of migration in anthropology was
marginal. Since the 1950s, however, many anthropologists felt that
migration should receive more attention and hence, studies of people
moving from rural villages into cities as well as other migration streams
began to populate the literature of anthropology (Brettell, 2003). The
migration of guest workers to Europe, particularly to Germany, in the
1960s, attracted anthropologists to examine new comers such as Turkish
communities (Mandel, 1987, 2008; White, 1995, 1997; Caglar, 2013).
Migration researchers, particularly sociologists, using assimilation theory,
gave much emphasis on how immigrants would be assimilated in the
culture of host countries (Heisler, 2000). This theory, however, was
untenable to respond to the persistence of racial inequality and conflict
that America saw in the 1970s, which in turn, gave rise to the study of
ethnicity. In the course of time, the study of migration was firmly
established in anthropology widening its scope of research from the
traditional trend of anthropological focus on marginal group of migrants to
international migration and structural forces that impact the process and
trend of migration (Gmelch, 1980; Kearney, 1986).
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The anthropology of migration during the 1970s and 80s was
characterized by the studies of ethnicity, especially in the European and
North American urban contexts (Vertovec, 2007) and also interest in
migrants and migration study highly increased and thus anthropologists
engaged in a wide range of topics including assimilation (Peterson, 1972),
ethnicity and racial discrimination (Watson, 1977), forced migration (Kiste,
1974), labor migration (Wiest, 1974; Marx, 1986), return migration
(Gmelch, 1980; King et al., 1984), and refugee (Gmelch, 1983). Moreover,
influenced by Wallerstein’s World System Theory and Marx perspectives,
anthropologists studied the impact of political economy on the lives of
peripheral peoples and their response to the system. The period of the
1980s and onwards were characterized by mass migration of people from
developing countries to more developed ones marking migration as a
worldwide phenomenon and part of globalization (Clifford and Marcus,
1986; Appadurai, 1990; Gupta and Ferguson, 1992; Lewellen, 2002).
Since the 1990s, the world has witnessed a massive and constant flow of
people across national boundaries. Transnationalism as analytical
framework helped anthropologists and other social science scholars
explore the multiple networks and affiliations of migrants beyond a state
boundary. Transnational migration gave us clear images about the
general patterns of international migration and how immigrants are
connected with their countries of origin and the ways in which they
establish transnational ties and multiple identities (Basch et al., 1994). In
1990 the number of international migrants were 120 million, which
increased to 232 million in 2013 (UN, 2013) that certainly defines the
contemporary period as “the age of migration” (Brettel and Holifield, 2000,
p. 1).

2.2.

THEORIES OF MIGRATION

It is a longstanding anthropological tradition to first identify typologies “as
a way to theorize about similarities and differences” (Brettell 2008, p.115).
Similarly, in the study of migration, anthropologists first formulate
typologies of migrants and migration (see Gonzalez, 1961). The earliest
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work in this regard was Gonzalez’s (1961) typology of migration that is
believed to be valuable to anthropologists for a variety of reasons,
including understanding the impact of migration on the family members
left behind and the very organization of the family itself. Gonzalez
identifies five types of migration such as seasonal migration, temporary,
non-seasonal migration, recurrent migration, continuous migration and
permanent removal (Gonzalez, 1961, p. 1265). In Gonzalez’s typology,
temporary migrants usually move alone and do not bring their families to
the destination. According to Gonzalez, young people migrate to a
different place or country in order to change their life in terms of economic
gains and social prestige. Temporary migration is thought to be an
important way
for draining off a labor surplus…. If this labor surplus is channeled into
activities which increase the flow of wealth into the society, the
general standard of living will probably increase, even though the
economic base remains the same (Gonzalez, 1961, p. 1266).

The migrant usually support the family back home, and undergoes a
period of exploration and encounters a lot of new things and people that,
in turn, result into social changes in the lives of the migrant. As the typical
migrant is considered to be unmarried males, this kind of migration usually
leads to disparity between the sexes; many women in the home countries
remain unmarried due to the fact that so many young men left their home
countries. Ethiopian labor migrants, particularly moving to the Middle East
countries might not fit into this category as the majority in this region is
women. What is said in some rural parts of Ethiopia is that there is
scarcity of girls for marriage due to women’s emigration. Thus, it can be
argued that there are more surplus unmarried men than women in some
parts of Ethiopia where the migration of women has already become
culture.
Gonzalez’s typology gives us an impression of how anthropologists dealt
with the study of migration. Her typologies could be significant when
dealing with Ethiopians, especially labor and education migrants for it
offers an idea of why and how people called ‘temporary non-seasonal
migrants’ leave their home and move to the host countries. Temporary
migrants may be further classified as weekly commuters, seasonal and
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sojourner. While all these are associated with voluntary migration,
migration caused by conflict, natural disaster, government-induced
displacement and political measures can be categorized under forced
migration (Dinneen, 2010). Permanent migrants are those who settle in
the host country and do not think of return home due to various reasons
such as marriage, new citizenship and the like. Legal and illegal migrants
are also parts of migration typology. While legal migrants are entitled to
live in the host country having all the necessary documents, illegal
migrants fail to do so. All these types are intertwined and “shaped by local,
regional, national and international economies” (Dinneen, 2010, p. 115).
Migration scholars have suggested different theories to explain as to why
people move from one place to another. Relying on such theories as
neoclassical economics, push-pull theory, historical-structural models,
systems & network, and the new economics of labor migration, migration
scholars identified and expounded the causes and motivations associated
with international migration (King, 2012). Similarly, since migration is
ubiquitous always lending itself to change, anthropologists formulated
different theories in order to examine the cause, process and effect of
those changing aspects and over the decades, different theories have
been used, amended, and sometimes rejected. Some of these theories
are described below.
In this section of the thesis, I discuss three main theoretical approaches
familiar within anthropology in the study of migration in a rough
chronological order: Modernization theory, historical-structural theory
(dependency and world system theories) and transnationalism. By
developing a theoretical approach that would suit their discipline,
anthropologists tried to answer key questions as to why people move, who
these people are, and what happens to them after they moved. Most
anthropologists classified theories of migration into three, with a slightly
different version of naming from one anthropologist to another. For
example,

Kearney

(1986)

classifies

theories

of

migration

into

modernization, dependency and articulation while Lewellen (2002)
identifies a bit different ones such as classic, modern and emergent. And
finally,

Brettel

(2008)

has

modernization,

historical-structural

and
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transnationalism. Though the naming of these categories seems to be
different, they are concerned with similar issues at different phases. For
example, Kearney’s ‘modernization’ and Lewllen’s ‘classic’ deal with the
neoclassical economic assumption of linear stages of development while
Kearney’s ‘dependency’, Lewllen’s ‘modern’ and Brettel’s ‘historicalstructural’ focus on world capitalist system in which imbalances between
places pull people from less advantaged places to the more advantaged
ones (i.e., from developing to developed countries or from rural to urban
centers). Drawing largely on Brettel’s (2008) categorization of migration
but enriching them with other sources, I succinctly explain ‘modernization’
‘historical-structural’ and ‘transnationalism’ approaches.

2.2.1. Modernization Theory of Migration
A large amount of anthropological studies of migration had been
dominated by modernization theory (Kearney, 1986). Anthropological
approach of modernization in the study of migration first emerged with
Redfield’s formulation of folk-urban continuum. The ‘folk’ were associated
with traditional society, while the ‘urban’ was equated with ‘modern’
society. A peasant migrant moving to the urban center was thought to be
a rational decision maker who responded to rural needs such as cash.
Exciting life in the urban centers was viewed as pulling factor in the ruralurban migration of the youth (Mayer, 1961). The basic assumption of
modernization theory is that while situations in sending places play the
role of pushing factors, receiving places, especially urban centers have
also pulling factors.
Modernization theory was developed based on the neoclassical economic
assumption of equilibrium model of development in which people migrated
from less advantaged places with pushing factors to the more advantaged
ones with pulling factors in an advance towards modernity, because these
places have disparities in terms of labor supply and demand (Kearney,
1986, Lewellen, 2002; Castles, 2003). As Brettell (2008, p. 119) puts,
there was a strong conviction among proponents of this theory that,
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the movement of people from areas that had abundant labor but
scarce capital to areas that were rich in capital but short of labor
would ultimately contribute to economic development in both sending
and host societies.

Rather than the structural forces that influence people to migrate, the
individual migrant, as a rational decision maker, was considered to be the
unit of analysis in this theory. The migrant was regarded progressive who
would bring development to his/her place of origin evading imbalances
between the sending and receiving places and ultimately achieving
equilibrium.
Modernization theory just simplified social change as something that can
be achieved through the migration of people from less advantaged areas
to that of advantaged ones (Coetzee et al., 2007, p. 101). Although
migrants may act as agents of change or development through
remittances sent to their countries of origin, they may also create
remittance dependent communities or families. It is not also an easy task
for return migrants to apply knowledge and skills gained abroad to home
contexts due to the wide ranging differences of the socio-economic,
cultural and political environments between destination and origin
countries (Brettel, 2008). However, migration was not entirely progressive
as high urban unemployment was an unlooked-for result of rural to city
migration (Kearney, 1986). As Brettell (2008) points out, this vision has
not always come true. On the contrary, the money earned by the migrants
is often spent on consumer goods and the skills learned at the place of
destination cannot always be easily transferred to the native area. In the
end, instead of migration creating prosperous and self- dependent towns
and villages in the countryside, it made these places become migrantdependent, and hence movement of people continues over several
generations of migrants.

2.2.2. Historical-Structural Theory of Migration
The

historical-structural

approach

of

migration,

the

opposite

of

modernization theory and basically based on Marxist perspective of
political economy, asserts that political and economic powers are
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unbalanced across spaces. And this, in turn, resulted into the pulling of
cheap labor from “labor-exporting, low-wage countries” to “labor-importing,
high wage countries” (Brettel, 2008, p. 119). This theory contends that the
development of the Western European countries became true at the
expense of the non-Western countries and thus, the development of the
western world (core) is viewed as the underdevelopment of the rest
(periphery). While the western world gets richer and richer, the rest
inexorably remained poorer and poorer (Arce, 2000). This theory argues
that migration is not merely understood with reference to the experience of
the individual migrant, but rather it is analyzed in relation to the world
capitalist system and it illustrates that migrants are not agents of
development in their home countries as they were thought to be by
modernization theorists due to the fact that the world capitalist system has
exclusive power in the flow of capital and labor activities. This approach
asserts that migrants are manipulated for the benefit of host countries in
particular and the world capitalist system in general (Brettell, 2008).
Although anthropologists seem to be sympathetic to this theory, it was not
helpful to them to find answers to the day to day activities of individuals
(Lewellen, 2002). As it focuses on macro level of analysis, most
anthropologists are not interested in this theory as such (Dinneen, 2010).
The theory is criticized for being “overly generalized” (Galatay 2011, p. 4).
By overestimation of macro structural forces, dependency and world
system theories ignore individual activity, and political conflicts and
persecution at local levels. For instance, it does not explain the migration
that resulted from political persecution of peoples in the 1970s and 1980s
in Ethiopia and Turkey respectively, and more recently in Afghanistan,
Iraq, Syria and Yemen. Furthermore, it does not explain the recent influx
of migrants to Turkey from Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan and Somalia where
people are forced to migrate due to inter group conflicts and civil wars.
The other problem associated with this theory is that it failed to consider
cultural factors in relation to migration (Dinneen, 2010) and it does not
explain the reasons why people emigrate from countries that are well
incorporated into the capitalist economy.
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2.2.3. Theory of Transnationalism
Discontented with the ‘overly generalized’ approach of the historicalstructural theory (Galatay, 2011, p. 4) for it focused on the macro level of
analysis rather than the individual agency as well as the inability of other
theories such as assimilation paradigm in dealing with the trans-border or
transnational ties of migrants with homelands, anthropologists came to
propose and offer a more advanced approach of studying migration. This
approach came to be called transnationalism, an approach that
challenged

the

over-simplified

view that

avers migrants

forsake

sociocultural and political ties with their homelands as they are assumed
to be assimilated to the culture of host countries (Basch et al. 1994; Faist
2000; Vertovec 2009). Transnationalism as a migration approach was first
formulated by anthropologists and subsequently embraced by social
scientists across disciplines (Guarnizo, 1997; Faist, 2000; Levitt, 2001).
Transnationalism is defined as “the process by which immigrants build
social fields that link together their country of origin and their country of
settlement” (Glick Schiller et al, 1992, p. 1). Later, in their book, they
defined transnationalism as “processes by which immigrants forge and
sustain multi-stranded social relations that link together their societies of
origin and settlement” (Glick Schiller et al, 2005, p. 8). In the following
section, I explicate, in detail, transnationalism as the research paradigm of
this thesis. Transnationalism first emerged in the fields of international
relations and political sciences in the early 1970s and later developed in
the study of migration by other social sciences, including anthropology
and sociology.

2.3.

CONCEPTUALIZING TRANSNATIONALISM AS THE FRAME
OF THIS STUDY

Much of social science researches have long taken for granted the
borders of nation states as the boundary of society. Beginning from the
emergence of the nation-states in the late 19th century, methodological
nationalism dominated the social sciences with the tendency of treating
nation states as equivalent with society or treating nation-state as a
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container of society (Wimmer and Glick Schiller, 2002). In other words,
social science scholars had long territorialized the identity of people
(Malkki, 1992) and by so doing, they had been territorially trapped
(Agnew, 1994).
Malkki (1992) notes the importance of looking into the question of
rootedness in relation to identity and the forms of territorialization. She
expounds that identity and territory are reflected in day to day language,
national discourses and in the academic studies of nation, nationalism and
refugees. She makes a kind of comparison between the concept of nation
and the anthropological concept of culture. Using the metaphorical linkage
between people and place, nation and culture, Malkki explains how
peoples are conceived as if they are fixed in space and rooted in soil. The
indigenous peoples were thought to have been rooted and confined to a
‘fixed’ land with strong emotional ties, a rooting that is morally and literally
botanical. As a result, identity of people and place has been naturalized.
For a long period of time, anthropological researches had long focused on
culture ‘fixed’ in specific places that entail the ecological immobility of
native peoples (Malkki, 1992). Today, however, we are living in a
globalized world where international migration has penetrated deep in to
the remotest of hinterlands which once were viewed by anthropologists to
have been areas of “intact” culture.
Political geographer Agnew (1994) explains about the problem of
‘territorial trap’1 in relation to the study of social issues in the social
sciences. He proposed three entangled geographical assumptions about
the territoriality of state that dominated the theory of international relations.
The first assumption notes that a fixed boundary of a state is essential for
the survival of the nation states, while the second recognizes the
importance of distinguishing between domestic and foreign affairs. The
third contends that states are counted as containers of societies. It is
these assumptions that Agnew labeled as ‘territorial trap’. Agnew (1994)
strongly opposes international relations theorists in the post-cold war for
‘Territorial trap’ is an assumption that contends a state is contained in a static
boundary, a boundary that is considered to be the boundary of society too
(Agnew,1994).
1
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their indifference to deal beyond the territorial trap. He accuses them for
being trapped in fixed territories. Both Malkki (1992) and Agnew (1994)
assert that society is not static and fixed to a territorialized place; rather it
is constructed in process. People move from place to place, and through
living and remembering, it is possible for them to reconstruct attachments
and identity. We have attested through globalization that the static notion
of territory is transforming and changing, and there is a deterritorialized
competition of power due to a loosely connected web of social practices
that transcend a territorialized state.
Wimmer and Glick Sciller’s piece on Methodological Nationalism (2002)
was a very compelling critique on the ways we define social sciences and
its consequences on migration studies. Wimmer and Glick Sciller (2002)
point out that the nation-state building process gave rise to the
development of methodological nationalism which in turn has influenced
the study of migration. The nation-state building processes have molded
the ways in which migration is understood in social sciences. At the core
of methodological nationalism is the idea that society and nation-state are
alike and defined in the same way; both are assumed to be synonymous
in which social phenomena is explicated only within the boundaries of
nation-state. The mainstream migration research had long been framed by
these modes of methodological nationalism in which the social science
researchers delimited themselves on social phenomenon restricted to the
nation state boundaries (Wimmer and Glick Sciller, 2002).
By methodological nationalism migrants were depicted as aliens and risks
to the security and unity of a nation in a state. The strong belief of the
ethno-nationalist is that society will be better off if people of a state shares
similar language, religion, customs and traditions, which is a belief that a
country should stop immigration if it wants to reduce tension. In a number
of host countries, immigrants are perceived as ‘foreigners’ ‘strangers’ and
‘stealers’ of job. For example, the recent past movement in Germany
against immigrants by a movement called Patriotic Europeans against the
Islamization of the Occident (PEGIDA) was mainly based on ethnonationalistic perspective. The movement leaders claim to put PEGIDA on
to the political agenda by leading weekly rallies to defend what they called
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German or European values or to protect Europe from what they called
the process of Islamization. Nowadays, at the core of radical right-wing
parties’ agenda in Europe is the issue of immigration against multicultural
society. However, whether the radical right-wing parties opposed or not,
migration has already become inevitably a global process by making
diverse people interconnected each other. Immigrants preferred to
maintain and preserve their homeland culture rather than fitting into the
melting-pot project of host countries. Methodological nationalism cannot
be able to grasp the processes of the very dynamics of the national
societies in this modern period of globalization. Transnational practices
have gone beyond methodological nationalism.
Transnationalism as a research paradigm first emerged in the fields of
international relations and political sciences in the early 1970s through a
series of volumes published on Transnational Relations and World Politics
edited by Nye and Keohane (1971). The term transnationalism initially
referred

to

the

multinational

organizations

and

corporations

simultaneously operating in several countries typically situated in the more
industrialized world (Skjelsbaek, 1971).
Being sure that the world has seen a complex web of socio-economic
interaction that went beyond nation-state boundaries, political economists
came to use the concept of transnationalism to explicate the interactions
and activities of non-governmental organizations(NGOs), including
transnational corporations on international level (Nye and Keohane,
1971). Nye and Keohane contend that a nation-state is no more could be
seen as the only actor of relations on the international landscape as nonstate actors like transnational corporations and NGOs could also influence
foreign affairs and politics which were previously taken for granted as the
sole domain of nation-states. Nye and Keohane distinguish four types of
interactions across state boundaries:
communication, the movement of information, including the
transmission of beliefs, ideas, and doctrines; transportation, the
movement of physical objects, including war materiel and personal
property as well as merchandise; finance, the movement of money
and instruments of credit; and travel, the movement of person (Nye
and Keohane, 1971, p. 332).
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Nye and Keohane (1971) define transnational interactions as "the
movement of tangible or intangible items across state boundaries when at
least one actor is not an agent of a government or intergovernmental
organization” (Nye and Keohane, 1971, p. 332). Skjelsbaek (1971) sets
two minimum criteria for an organization to be transnational: 1) there
should be representation of at least two countries in the organization and
2) one of the representatives must not be an agent of a government.
Skjelsbaek asserts that the state centered view of world affairs is obsolete
and cannot explain new developments in the global system. Inter-state
model is unfit in the modern world for the reasons that nation states are
not the only actors in the global system and cannot have a unified
structure of command (Skjelsbaek, 1971).
Later on, the concept of transnationalism has been adopted and
developed in the study of migration by other social sciences, including
anthropology and sociology. The concept of transnationalism was
imported to the study of migration in the 1980s by a group of
anthropologists who produced a number of ethnographic accounts edited
by Sutton and Chaney (1989). It emerged in an era of an increasing
awareness of immigrants’ loose interconnectedness in a web of social
practices and relations between receiving and sending countries.
In the introduction part of this edited volume, Sutton (1989) presented the
notion of transnational sociocultural systems as an important concept to
the study of migration and with this notion she explicated the
socioeconomic and cultural transformation of Caribbean immigrants. She
argued that the deterritorialization of people, like the Caribbean migrants
in New York City, would affect the cultural, social, economic and political
context of the receiving societies while immigrants still maintain social,
cultural, economic and political ties with their homelands. Sutton points
out that the Caribbean migrants served as a bridge channeling the flows
of ideas, practices and ideology between their homelands and that of New
York City. These two ways of interactions has come to be called
transnational sociocultural system.
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The transnational sociocultural system let the Caribbean migrants develop
a dual place orientations and identities by maintaining strong homeland
ties and becoming both Caribbean and New Yorkers. Sutton discuses that
the Caribbean migrants caribbeanized New York with what they brought
with them and with what they added in the cultural landscape of the city.
As Sutton contends, Caribbean’s strong ties to their homelands have
influenced the transfer and transformation of their cultural heritages.
Sutton's discussion of transnational sociocultural systems was compelling
in that it produced cognizance among migration scholars of a "continuous
and intense bi-directional flow of peoples, ideas, practices, and ideologies
between the Caribbean region and New York City"(Sutton, 1989, p. 19). In
the context of transnational sociocultural system, my thesis may consider
to answer the following questions. How are Ethiopian migrants’ lives
shaped by the culture, socioeconomic, and political systems of Turkey?
How do these affect not only their lives but just their families, friends and
home people? Could they add something their own to the cultural
landscape of Turkey?
Anthropologists realized the wider gap of understanding of the previous
and present form of migration. The previous immigrants were regarded
‘uprooted’ who had no sociocultural, economic and political ties with their
countries of origin or homelands. They were thought to have been
incorporated or assimilated into the sociocultural system of receiving
countries. It was viewed that people move to “a new land, settle,
assimilate, and ultimately forsake ties to their homelands” (Mahler, 1999,
p. 691). Assimilation with the mainstream society was expected by
migrants who otherwise were depicted as aliens and risks to the security
and unity of a nation in a receiving state.
Today’s immigrants, however, are qualitatively different compared to their
previous counterparts as they are connected with their homelands by
maintaining a wide range of social relationships and interactions that
transcend the boundaries of nation-states. Improved and fast modes of
transportation and social media have made easier interactions and
communication between people of different countries. By separating
society from that of nation-states, transnationalism now challenged the
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assumption of methodological nationalism (Wimmer and Glick Schiller,
2002) and territorial trap (Agnew, 1994). The enduring relationships and
transnational interpersonal and institutional networks between those who
migrated and those who stayed behind challenged the already taken for
granted assumption of methodological nationalism.
An increasing ties and network of immigrant people with their place of
origin, and their fluid position both in the place of settlement and origin led
to the emergence of transnational migration research approach. Following
the publication of the Caribbean Life a group of women anthropologists
broadly defined and offered detail outline to the framework of
transnationalism in their article first published in 1992 (Glick Schiller et al.,
1992). Glick Schiller and her colleagues later well elaborated this
framework in a book published in 1994. They define transnationalism as;
The process by which immigrants forge and sustain multi-stranded
social relations that link together their societies of origin and
settlement. We call these processes transnationalism to emphasize
that many immigrants today build social fields that cross geographic,
cultural, and political borders (Basch et al. 2005, p. 8).

Immigrants having such link are called “transmigrants” who “build social
fields by maintaining a wide range of affective and instrumental social
relationships spanning borders.” (Glick Schiller et al. 1992, p. 1) They
“develop identities within social networks that connect them to two or more
societies simultaneously” (Glick Schiller et al., 1992, p. 2) and actively
engage in activities related to social, political and economic practices that
connect the migrants with their home country. Referring to the time in
which they produced this analytical framework, the authors describe;
Now, a new kind of migrating population is emerging, composed of
those whose networks, activities and patterns of life encompass both
their host and home societies. Their lives cut across national
boundaries and bring two societies into a single social field.”(Glick
Schiller et al. 1992, p. 1)

Basch and her colleagues (2005) explicate the importance of historical
and theoretical points in understanding transnationalism. They offered
three cases of immigrant groups living in America such as the Haitian, the
Grenadian and the Philippine immigrants and expound that the use of
nation-state as a unit of analysis is inadequate and obsolete which could
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not explicate the dialectical interplay between homeland and receiving
countries. The solution to this problem is proposed to shift from the
national to the world system of transnationalism. With this, they assert that
society

and

nations

are

“unbound”.

The

authors

proposed

transnationalism with four premises which include:
1. sociocultural,

political

and

geographical

boundaries;

transnationalism as the product of capitalism that produced a new
type of migrant experiences;
2. transnationalism as the social process whereby people operate in
social fields that transcend
3. the problem with previous anthropologists to address the multiple
ties of migrants across borders
4. the position of trans-migrants who actively participate in the nationbuilding process of two or more nations(Basch et al. 2005, p. 23).
In general, transnationalism is about interaction between people of various
states. These interactions may range from an individual to collective ties
including political, economic, organizational and religious connections.
Thus, we can conceptualize transnationalism as the social process
whereby people operate in social fields that transcend sociocultural,
political and geographical boundaries (Basch et al. 2005, p. 23).
Transnationalism includes not only migrants who left their homelands but
also non-migrants who are left behind. Both are embedded in
transnationalism as their actions and behaviors transcend beyond the
boundary of a state. There are different domains of transnationalism such
as social, religious, economic, political and cultural fields in which
migrants engage in their day to day lives (Levitt and Jaworsky, 2007).
Transnational migrants’ engagement into two or more places or
institutions would enable them to exploit relative benefit through what
Bourdieu (1977) termed as a theory of practice which consisted of habitus,
social field and capital. For Bourdieu, habitus is about dispositions that
people possessed in their life experiences, while social field is arena of
struggle for position. Having a position in a habitus does not necessarily
allow individuals to occupy a position in the social field as they may not
have the necessary capital to do so. Social field is about power as it
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requires people to struggle for positions (Bourdieu, 1977). By adapting to
various environments, transnational migrants may accumulate social,
economic and cultural capitals.
Although Bourdieu’s notion of social field is applicable in the study of
transnational migration, he did not describe or suggest the importance of
social field beyond methodological nationalism. First, it was in the 1990s
that scholars from the field of anthropology came to describe social fields
in the study of transnational migration (Basch, et al., 1994). Later, Levitt
and Glick Schiller (2004) well defined and conceptualized the concept of
social fields in their piece Conceptualizing Simultaneity: A Transnational
Social Field Perspective on Society. In order to analyze the lives of
transnational migrants, it is imperative to “rethink the boundaries between
social lives” (Levitt and Glick Schiller, 2004, p. 1003). The concept of
transnationalism in general and transnational social field in particular has
emerged a useful way to move beyond the container of the nation-state
for social analysis.
A social field approach is used in the study of migration and transnational
practices that enable researchers to go beyond the exclusive definition of
nation state. Social field is defined as “a set of multiple inter-locking
networks of social relationships through which ideas, practices, and
resources are unequally exchanged, organized, and transformed” (Levitt
and Glick Schiller, 2004, p. 1009). By social field the authors mean there
is a set of multiple, multidirectional interconnected networks of social
relationships which expedite the uneven exchange of ideas, practices and
resources. The social field is a field in which cross–border interpersonal
networks, cross-border business activities and other cross-border
practices are conducted. It also constitutes the construction and
reconstruction of identity beyond the nation state. Migrant’s engagement
in the social field ranges from transnational social relationship to the
activities related to identity. A social field enables researchers to visualize
simultaneous participation, social relation and interaction of trans-migrants
in the sociocultural, economic, political and religious activities that cross
the borders of nation states (Levitt and Glick Schiller, 2004).
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In the social field, Levitt and Glick Schiller (2004) distinguish two ‘ways’:
ways of being and ways of belonging. Migrants can be embedded in both
‘ways’ but with different contexts. A person, for example, may engage in
transnational activities in the social field where he/she established
contacts with family, community or friends at homeland or may adhere to
religious and other traditions of own people without necessarily or
consciously identifying himself/herself with a specific place or community.
While such habitual practices are called ways of being, a person’s practice
that is combined with consciousness signifying his/her identity through the
identification of oneself with a particular group of people and place is
called ways of belonging (Levitt and Glick Schiller, 2004). Thus, all people
in a social field may not necessarily identify themselves with cultural
markers or symbols connected with the field. A person may not have
social relations with co-nationals in the host country or their relation may
be very limited, but he/she may show ways of belonging through wearing
traditional clothes or observing religious symbols. Ways of belonging can
also be expressed in the form of memory, homesickness and
reminiscence. When people participate in habitual transnational practices
that include cultural, economic, political and religious dimensions in their
day to day lives, they show transnational ways of being. Similarly, when
people consciously engage in transnational practices that identify them
with a particular group and place, they are demonstrating a transnational
ways of belonging (Levitt and Glick Schiller, 2004, p. 1011).The ways of
being denotes the social interactions in which individuals engage(i.e.
Speaking Amharic (Ethiopian official language and other local languages),
watching Ethiopian television) while ways of belonging describes practices
associated with the identity of an individual with a conscious connection to
a group of people belonging to his/her country of origin(i.e., wearing
habesha kemis (popular Ethiopian clothes) at special programs, carryingout Ethiopian coffee ceremony, and flying Ethiopian flag). Transnational
migrants can have both ways of being and ways of belonging. Levitt and
Schiller write, “individuals within transnational social fields combine ways
of being and ways of belonging differently in specific spaces"(Levitt and
Schiller, 2004, p.1010).
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While describing power relations within social field, Levitt and Schiller
(2004) acknowledge that migrants play roles that may affect the
socioeconomic and politics of homelands and impact the policies and
definitions of citizenship within a state. Thus, states may be forced, in fact
for reciprocal benefits, to renegotiate the rights of migrants and definition
of their membership or citizenship. Race, gender and class are important
elements in understanding the social relations between groups of
migrants, as well as the relationship between migrants and the state.
Social power plays a vital role in structuring transnational relationships. In
fact, places such as country of settlement and country of origin are
structured by unequal relationships. The power relations produce and
reproduce

hierarchy

and

inequality

between

people

within

the

transnational social field. The power is held in varying degrees both by
sending and receiving states.
Transnational migrants come to live and settle in a region/country where
they assume they would gain social power through migration. Most often,
migrants move from a state that is relatively weak to a state that is
economically and politically powerful. Such destinations would give
migrants a relatively better advantages and opportunities compared with
their homelands, which most often is expressed as weak(Levitt and Glick
Schiller, 2004). This is certainly true for Ethiopians who leave for any
country which is relatively better compared to their home. In this case, the
social field between the homeland and host lies across and is maintained
partly by these unequal relationships. The migrants in the host country
secure better education and social security, social and cultural capital that
would not be achieved if they were at homelands. Many migrants in a
transnational social fields gain social power through an increased access
to social, cultural and economic capital in the host country compared with
the power they had before migration. It is certainly the case for Ethiopian
migrants abroad who feel economically powerful compared to their
counterparts at homeland. In fact, their social power can be expressed in
the form of social and economic remittances that they send to homeland.
Based on the political opportunities they allow to their emigrant people,
Levitt and Glick Schiller (2004) have identified three categories of sending
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states. The first group constitutes states that treat their emigrants as long
distance members (i.e. El Salvador, Dominican). These states are so
dependent on remittances that emigrants send. Here, migrants’
participation has become an integral part of national policy. The second
group comprises states that strategically encourage certain forms of
transnational participation but aim to control or dictate what migrants can
and cannot do. They want migrants’ relationship with homeland but do not
want their return. In this regard, Haiti and India are mentioned as
examples who tried to obtain support from emigrants without granting full
participation in internal political affairs. The third group of states considers
its emigrants as traitors and thus, denounces their national membership
(ex. Cuba).
As Molina et al. (2012) outline, the anthropological concept of social fields
is different from that of the sociological concept of social space in that the
former is about individual or personal social networks in specific places
from the perspective of transnational phenomena (Glick-Schiller and
Fouron, 1999; Levitt and Glick-Schiller, 2004), while the latter is about
whole social networks in the context of global or wider areas (Faist, 1999;
Pries, 2001). Molina et al. (2012) note:
What distinguishes personal networks from whole networks is that the
boundaries of the network members are unconstrained – that is, all
types of relationships and institutional settings are allowed (whereas
whole networks normally are restricted to explore a single institutional
setting). This makes personal networks particularly interesting for
eliciting transnational ties and levels and types of embeddedness since
personal networks are intended to capture all settings and kinds of
meaningful contacts for individuals (Molina et al., 2012, p. 15).

In fact, both concepts deal with social networks and are used
interchangeably by social science scholars (Molina et al. 2012). As the
objective of this study is to assess various echelons and kinds of
embeddedness in more than one society across boundaries by individual
migrants and investigate the broader social, cultural and economic
processes to which individual migrants react, it uses transnational social
fields as its conceptual frame. Since transnational social fields focus on
the experiences, challenges, strategies, adaptation of individual migrants
as well as their transnational practices across boundaries, qualitative
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approach, particularly interview is the best way to collect and analyze data
(Molina et al., 2012).
Associated with the theory of transnational migration is the idea of
simultaneity which signifies that transnational ties with home country and
adaptation/integration in the host country occur in parallel (Levitt and Glick
Schiller, 2004). While migrants integrate in the host country, they can also
engage in transnational ties with homeland. Dealing with simultaneity is
dealing with an endured relationship between homeland and host country
and is also dealing with how home and host countries affect each other.
Does effective adaptation of migrants to the host country affect their
transnational ties with home country? Some scholars see adaptation and
transnationalism as contradicting each other because of the belief that
migrants keep transnational practices as a means to avoid integration and
assimilation into the culture of the host community (Vertovec, 2009) while
researchers such as Cohen and Sirkeci (2005) suggest that transnational
practices hinder migrants’ effective integration in the host community.
Many, however, are not sure to what extent transnationalism positively
affects the adaptation of the individual migrant in the receiving society
(Vertovec, 2007). The other view contends that adaptation in the host
society

reinforces

transnational

practices or

it

is

believed

that

transnational practices improve adaptation to the receiving society
(Portes, 2001; Guranizo et al, 2003).
When a migrant moves to a new country, it is certain that he/she
encounters with new culture that requires him/her to adapt to. Integration,
a result of the process of acculturation in the host society, helps the
individual migrant maintain virtuous relationships with the host society and
entails about cultural change that occurs as a result of contact between
two or more cultures. Traditionally, acculturation was equated with
assimilation in which a person or groups of people abandon their original
culture and completely adopt the culture of the host society or the
dominant culture; however, Boas (1940) asserts that all societies pass
through the process of acculturation. For Boas, acculturation is not a
unidirectional process whereby only minorities fit into the dominant
culture. As interaction occurs between two cultures, reciprocity is an
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inevitable fact; however, minorities would be more acculturated than the
dominant group. Migrants go through various processes of acculturation
depending on the degree of their connection to the receiving society.
Scholars such as Berry (1994) identified different degrees of acculturation
through which a migrant enters into the host society. These include
integration (a migrant keeps own culture while concurrently engaging in
the host society), assimilation (abandoning one’s culture and totally being
absorbed into the host culture), separation (being not willing to participate
in the host culture) and discrimination (having no attachment either to
one’s culture or to the receiving one).
Transnational migration researchers are expected to assess the extent in
which migrants create and maintain simultaneity in the context of sending
and receiving countries because it helps them grasp how the
socioeconomic, cultural and political lives of migrants are not confined in
host country as it also crosses national borders. Border crossing of social
lives tells us multiple-embeddedness of migrants in different social fields,
including homeland and host country (King, 2002). In general, simultaneity
is about concurrent assessment of migrants’ linkages with their homeland
as well as their adaptation/integration to the host country.
Embeddedness and transnationality are not equally distributed among all
migrants. Documented migrants’ social field may differ from that of
undocumented ones. Education migrants are different from that of labor
and transit migrants as well as refugees. Thus, migrants’ integration to the
host country and their linkages with home country is not uniform as it
greatly varies from one group of migrants to the other group or from
individual to individual migrants (Portes and Rumbaut, 2006). There are
significant differences among migrants, including their intention to migrate
and patterns of migration. Labor migrants leave their homeland primarily
for economic opportunity and the pattern of their migration may be through
smuggling or legal means; educational migrants primarily move to Turkey
for education but they are also motivated with the economic opportunity or
better life in the host country, and transit migrants move either to reunite
with family or seek better economic opportunity in Europe; return migrants
with the hope to prosper or serve their people at homeland with what they
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accumulated in the host country, including social and cultural capital.
While this research addresses theoretical questions from the perspective
of transnational migration studies, it also addresses differences that exist
between migrant groups such as labor migrants, education migrants and
returnees. Are migrants equally embedded in various social fields? While
some of the migrants are established and integrated in Turkey, others
have no interest to stay in Turkey as they want to move further to western
Europe, still others are comparatively new who haven’t yet get well into
the culture and people of Turkey.
Turkey’s economic boom since the 1990s and its strategic location
between Africa, Asia and Europe attracted numerous migrants, especially
from Asia and Africa. Turkey hosts large number of migrants among which
the majority are Syrian refugee and asylum seekers. Ethiopian migrants to
Turkey could be classified as labor, education, business migrants as well
as refugees. Many labor migrants and refugees tend to be transit migrants
who use Turkey as a transit point to move further to European countries.
Labor migrants both legal and illegal as well as refugees have similar
characteristics in that all of them are “characterized by the structural
violence of chronic poverty and a lack of access to basic resources” (Miller
et al. 2002, p. 347). However, while labor migrants both ‘legal’ and ‘illegal’
have left their home country for better life in the countries of destination,
refugees move away from life threatening violent conditions or persecution
for political or religious reasons at home land (Lewellen, 2002; Miller et al.,
2002).
Malikki (1995), in her field research in Tanzania among the Hutu refugees
who escaped the Tutsi massacre in Burundi, identified two opposing
refugee groups in terms of defining their identity. Her comparative study of
camp refugees and town refugees indicates that camp refugees
reconstruct their identity as the nation of Burundi in exile while town
refugees developed multiple identities that change based on situations.
Given the isolated camp living, camp refugees gave priority to their
national identity and their intention was always to return home, but the
town refugees, being cosmopolitan, integrated themselves with the town
people. Malikki finally asserts that identity is not something static and fixed
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into a territorialized place, but rather it is constructed in process. Through
living and remembering, it is possible to reconstruct attachments and
identity.
What scholars agree is that it is complex and difficult to easily differentiate
refugees from that of economic migrants (Lewellen, 2002). Even though
some of the migrants who participated in my study were not officially
recognized and registered as refugees to be entitled in seeking asylum,
they display refugee attributes as defined by Miller et al. (2002). While
migrants with the necessary documents, either to live or work in the
country of destination, can move back and forth between host and origin
countries, refugees are constrained in transnational physical movements
(Hein, 1993). However, as transnational practices are not limited only to
homeland visits by individual migrants for it also includes, but not limited
to,

remittances

and

transnational

communication,

refugees

or

undocumented migrants are not restricted from engaging in transnational
social fields of networks that connect them with people back at home.
Ethiopian migrants living in Turkey include students, labor workers
(documented and undocumented) and few Ethiopians registered as
refugees. Though the magnitude of connection varies from one type of
migrant to the other, they all create their own social fields in which they
participate and play. Much of the labor and transit migrants followed social
networks of prior migrants or the promise of better economic opportunities
abroad. While some Ethiopian labor migrants are transnationals in the
sense that they maintain ongoing religious, cultural and economic
relations with friends and family in Ethiopia, most of them cannot
physically move and visit their people at homeland because they are living
in Turkey without having the necessary documents and some of them
have strong motivation to move further to European countries rather than
going back home.
Because of the fact that these migrants keep ties not only with people at
homeland but also with people across countries, they are engaged in
various transnational social fields. In order to understand the ways in
which Ethiopian migrants negotiate in their day to day experiences, I
found it imperative to explore the transnational processes in various social
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fields that connect sending and receiving countries, Ethiopia and Turkey.
In this regard, migrants’ transnational ways of being and belonging are
analyzed mainly in the context of Turkey and Ethiopia. Since my objective
in this research is to fill a gap in the study of transnational migration in
Turkey through the lens of Ethiopian migrants, I focus on migrants’
experiences, coping strategies, adaptation in Turkey as well as their
transnational or cross border activities or behaviors that tie them with their
homeland as well as their intension to return back, post return experinces,
their transnational practices and contribution to homeland. Various issues
including language, religion, local and transnational social connections,
transnational movements, remittance, labor and etc.are analyzed for they
affect as to how migrants engage and play in the social fields. By applying
transnational social field as the theoretical frame of this research, I provide
acumens into a compressive understanding of sociocultural factors of
migration. Given the fact that much of Turkish researches focused on
policy and security issues of migration (Erdoğan, 2014; Icduygu, 2013),
this research focuses on the untouched issue, human perspectives of
migration mainly based on the voices, belonging and transnational
activities of individual migrants.
This study, broadly drawing on the works of Glick Schiller et al. (1992),
Basch et al. (1994) and Levitt and Glick-Schiller (2004), explicates and
frames itself within the theory of transnational migration. I also referred
sociological materials. I intend to work on transnational practices of
Ethiopian migrants in Turkey who are both actors in the transnational
practices and serve as source of network for further migration of other
Ethiopians to Turkey. Although the majority of Ethiopians in Turkey are
believed to be temporary migrants who would either return home or head
to Europe after staying some years in Turkey, there are also Ethiopian
migrants who settled in Turkey as a result of marriage with Turkish
nationals or because of naturalization. All are actively engaged in
transnational practices having strong ties with homeland.
Among Ethiopians in Turkey are education migrants who came to Turkey
mainly for education but also engaged in different transnational practices
that connect Turkey with Ethiopia. They go back and forth; concurrent with
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their education, many students engaged in transnational business
activities while some as members or leaders of Ethiopian organizations
mobilize Turkish resources (aid and investment) that are to be consumed
in Ethiopia. Labor migrants show lesser transnationalism because the
majority of them could not visit their homeland as they are undocumented.
Return migrants, though returned and settled in their home, maintained
strong transnational relations and practices with the Turkish society. The
three focal groups (education, labor and return migrants) showed different
transnational social fields. Transit migrants are engaged in three or more
places such as Turkey (a transit zone), Ethiopia (home country) and thewould be destination country in Europe. For example, Zinet who had been
living in Ankara was waiting for visa to move to Norway in order to reunite
with her husband. She is in regular contact with people in Ethiopia, her
husband in Norway and has strong social interactions and relations with
co-nationals living in Turkey and the Turkish people.
In terms of research methodology, this research exclusively depends on
qualitative approach that enables the researcher understand the
transnational experiences and practices of individual migrants through
observation, interview and storytelling. As this study has drawn data from
host and home country, it followed a multi-sited research approach
(Marcus, 1995; Hannerz, 1998) and through which embeddedness of
migrants in various social fields is explored. Using this approach, the
research shows the simultaneity of migrants’ experiences with respect of
their homeland and country of residence. Transnational migration
research is interdisciplinary by its orientations, but I confine myself,
throughout the paper, to the theoretical orientations dominated by
anthropology and sociology. I examine individual migrant’s transnational
embeddedness in the principal places such as Ankara, Istanbul and Addis
Ababa. In the transnational social fields, every focal place brings different
experiences and social network. Levitt and Glick Schiller’s(2004) notion of
social field is suitable for my thesis as I intend to explore the
interconnected networks of social relationships through which Ethiopians
conduct transnational social, economic, cultural, interpersonal and civic
practices that link host country with homeland.
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2.4.

MORE CONCEPTS ON MIGRATION

2.4.1. Culture of Migration
Differences of living conditions between migrants and non-migrant families
are forceful motivating factors for non-migrants to choose migration. In
fact, migration is not simply an economic response to challenges, risks
and opportunities, but rather it is molded by “cultural traditions and
practices that frame, reframe, and finally form responses and outcomes
that allow people to make sense of what is going on around them”(Cohen
and Sirkeci, 2011, p. xi). Cohen and Sirkeci (2011) used cultures of
migration approach to explore the sociocultural patterns, norms, traditions
and beliefs associated with migration across countries in the world. The
authors give much focus on household as an important model of analysis
for understanding the process of migration among migrant sending
countries because household is the core that determines and fulfills the
needs and desires of its members depending on its ability and resources.
They used meso level of analysis by showing that there is a strong
connection between family, household and community members with
regard to who migrates and who stays behind as well as where to move
and what to do after migration (remittances).
The household responds to macro-level forces such as poverty or
economic inequalities, famine, war and political forces. These factors
prompt the household to decide which members to send abroad.
Individuals act accordingly as per the expectations of family; household
and community, in turn, also act according to regional, national and global
forces. Household as a meso-level model has been taken as a bridge that
connects between micro-level (individual) and macro-level (regional,
national and global forces). Although migration is decided at household
level, it is stimulated by the social networks in the countries of destination
(Massey et al., 1993, 1994).
There were particular periods of political instabilities that led to larger
migration in the history of Ethiopia, particularly during the military-Derg
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regime (1974-1991) (Solomon, 2005). Before the 1970s, few Ethiopians
migrated to the western world, mainly for education. During this period,
although the American government provided Ethiopians a minimum of 100
visas each year through its immigration quota system, Ethiopians did not
use this opportunity effectively because of their aversion to emigration. As
migration to the outside world was considered taboo in Ethiopia, the
majority of those who went for education returned home (Getahun, 2007;
Kebede, 2012). Thus, before the 1970s, emigration was not a culture in
Ethiopia. Following the 1974 revolution, however, culture of migration has
come to define the cross-boundary movements of Ethiopian populations.
Over the last four decades, a ‘culture of migration’ developed in Ethiopia
with many Ethiopians who are, across places and ethnic boundaries,
ready in order to cross overseas to work and change their lives,
regardless of the perils and endangerments they may encounter while
moving towards their desired destination and the uncertainties that follow
after their arrival. Nowadays, it seems that Ethiopians have a more
developed culture of leaving for foreign countries than staying at home;
they prefer dying on the way to their destination.
Despite the fact that the existing Ethiopian government has claimed to
have registered two digits of economic growth in the last decade, Ethiopia
has still remained to be one of the poorest countries in the world, and thus
emigration continued increasingly even in the absence of grim political
messes (Jureidini, 2010). Various factors such as poverty, political
problems, etc. pushed Ethiopian people to seek new life abroad. Ethiopian
migrants constituted one of the highest African diaspora populations
(Emerta et al, 2010). While the majority of them are situated in North
America, Europe and the Gulf region, some chose Turkey as their
destination and transit point. Today, according to data obtained from
Turkey’s Directorate General of Migration Management, more than 1, 200
Ethiopians are living in Turkey with education, work and family resident
permits. As there are no official reports that capture the exact number of
Ethiopians in Turkey, their number is quite bigger than this number, given
the irregular and informal migration of Ethiopians through human
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smuggling and trafficking. The Ethiopian Embassy officer in Ankara
estimated that there were about 3000 Ethiopians living in Turkey.

2.4.2. Education Migration
People’s imagination about the outside world, outside of homeland, is very
crucial in understanding student’s migration (Baas, 2012). Student
migrants, like any other migrant groups, have a number of reasons to
migrate to foreign countries. In fact, the motivation to pursue education
abroad varies from individual to individual. Findlay et al (2005) expound
that some students may be motivated to learn foreign language, some
others seek a better prospect with personal development, some students
want to enhance their cultural and social capital or experiences and still
others may consider themselves “cosmopolitan” (Findlay et al, 2005).
Obviously, students do not move to a foreign country solely for academic
achievement (i.e. diploma, as their intension goes beyond that). Going to
a foreign country, particularly to the West, for education is more than a
diploma.
Students’ exposure to the outside world would profoundly change their life
through the accumulation of social and cultural capital. Since going
abroad is perceived as a life changing and rewarding opportunity, many
students expect to undergo personal development and social change
through the accumulation of cultural and social capitals. Thus, education
migrants set out with the promise of the life changing rewards that they
expect while being abroad (Hansen and Thøgersen, 2015). Studying
abroad would give international students a lot of benefits and advantages
including better education, different experiences, cultural awareness &
immersion, interpersonal & intercultural skills, language acquisition, a
competitive edge in the job market. Acquisition of interpersonal and
intercultural skills allows international students to expand their knowledge
of other cultures and gives them improved prospects in the labor market
(OECD, 2004).
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Transnational education migration can be associated with the concepts of
cultural and social capitals. Cultural capital is the accumulation of nonfinancial symbolic assets such as educational skills with which a person
competes to occupy a position in a society. Some cultural capital is more
preferred than other types, which in turn results in creating inequality
among people. Cultural capital can be incorporated in the host society
when the possessor acquired the necessary language and educational
skills in the process of socialization. In this case, students who possessed
skills and qualifications in some fields may be more preferred to work in
various institutions in the host country than those students who have not.
And some students may also accumulate social capital via social network
by extending their relationship with various individuals, associations and
institutions in the host country and country of origin. Like other migrants,
student migrants negotiate with the sociocultural environment of the host
societies as a form of adaptation and accumulation of social capital.
People with social capital can derive some types of benefits (Bourdieu,
1986) when compared to those who had no such social contacts. Both
social and cultural capitals have an effect on the productivity of individuals
and groups. Oftentimes, the social capital obtained in as the result of the
student’s migration in the host country may have stronger influence than
the actual educational credential obtained in the process of education.
People having more knowledge, experience and connection through the
course of their life may succeed more than those who are from a less
experienced background.
Education migrants are considered important component of knowledge
migration. The rise and expansion of student migration or mobility across
the globe can be conceptualized as the product of globalization which is
also credited for increased flows of goods, information, people and capital
among other things (Findlay, et al, 2005). The advancement of
globalization paved its way to the internalization of education which pulled
a rapidly increased foreign students seeking education outside of their
country of birth (Bijwaard and Wang, 2013). Student mobility is an integral
part of skilled migration which is referred to as brain drain (Kapur and
McHale, 2005). There is competition between migrant receiving countries
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as they tend to prefer skilled migrants to unskilled ones (Wojtyniak et al.,
2010).
The 1990s saw a scarcity of highly skilled workers in the member
countries of Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) that resulted into the transition of “knowledge society”. In an effort
to attract skilled workers and international students, OECD countries let
their entry regulations get eased while the regulation for less qualified
people has become more tight and tougher, particularly after September
9/11 (Robertson, 2013). International students are preferred as potentially
capable and skilled group, who would migrate with education visa, and
concurrent with their education or after the completion of their education
would fill labor gaps in the host country (Robertson, 2013). What makes
student migrants distinctive from other migrants is that they are
considered ‘skilled’ and eligible to have entry visa easily and move freely.
Over the past 15 years, the pattern and nature of educational migration
has shifted paradigmatically and has become increasingly important
subject calling the attention of researchers. In 2012, it was reported that
more than 4.5 million mobile students enrolled outside of their country of
origin (OECD, 2014). This number was an increase from 3 million in
2005(OECD, 2016). What is apparent in the migration of international
students is that these students moved from less affluent countries to that
of more affluent ones. Top five destination countries for international
students include USA, UK, Australia, Germany and France (OECD, 2013).
International students are attracted to the OECD countries not only to
obtain quality education from reputed academic institutions but also to
remain there as ‘immigrants’ after the completion of their studies. In
addition to economic motive, other elements such as language, cultural,
religious and geographical proximity play important role as pulling factors.
The great majority of international students in the OECD countries
originated from Asia, particularly from China and India (OECD, 2013).
International students provide short term and long term benefits to the
host societies. Governments promote their education systems at least for
two obvious reasons: 1) big source of income (revenue) and 2) skilled
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human resources. For, instance, Australia benefited from international
students as education is the third largest export service of the country
(Farrer, 2007). And also, according to data compiled by the Association of
International Educators (NAFSA), during the 2016/2017 academic year,
international students added about $ 37 billion to the economy of America
and contributed to the creation of 450,000 jobs. Moreover, it is reported
that international students were important source of revenue in the UK.
During the 2014/15 academic year, they generated £25 billion in the UK
economy (Universities UK, 2017). In addition to their contribution in
foreign exchanges, international students are considered potential human
resources to fill gaps in the job market of the host countries. They are
generally young and can easily adapt to the sociocultural system of the
receiving societies. Australia is one of those countries that encourages
international students to engage in the country’s job market both while
they are studying and after the completion of their study (Ziguras and Law,
2006).
Like other types of migrants, an increasing number of education migrants
are making Turkey their destination. In fact, Turkey had long been
regarded as one of the top countries of origin for international students
and thus known as student sending country rather than receiving one. For
example, Turkey was the seventh highest ranking country in sending
international students in 2006 (Güngör and Tansel, 2007). Nevertheless,
Turkey is not just a student sending country, but it also hosts an
increasing number of international students enrolled in various higher
education institutions in the country. From year to year, the number of
international students coming to Turkey from more than 150 countries of
diverse geographical, sociocultural, linguistic and religious landscapes,
the majority being from neighboring countries, is on the rise. More
recently, in 2013, 59, 000 Turkish students were studying abroad (OECD,
2016) while Turkey hosted 50,000 international students in the same year.
Migration of Turkish students declined in 2014. It decreased from 59,000
in 2013 to 55,000 in 2014(OECD, 2016). According to information from
Turkey’s Directorate General of Migration Management (Göç İdaresi
Genel Müdürlüğü, 2017), in 2016, there were 103,723 foreign students
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enrolled in the Turkish Universities. Top six origin countries of foreign
students included mainly its neighbors such as Azerbaijan (15,036), Syria
(14,765), Turkmenistan (10,642), Iran (6,181), Afghanistan (5,316) and
Iraq (5,118). Turkey receives international students from many western
countries too, including Germany, Italy, France, the USA and others. As
part of the internationalization of its higher education, Turkey relentlessly
worked to open new universities across the country. In 2006, the number
of universities in Turkey was only 90, but in the subsequent years (from
2006 to 2014), the number of universities rapidly grew to 190 (CoHE,
2014). The Turkish government set ambitious plan to attract large number
of foreign higher education students who grew to 110,000 in 2017/18
academic year. This number is an increase from 50,000 in 2013. This
significant shift can be explained in terms of Turkey’s present position as
emerging economy.
Studies indicate that some international students choose Turkey due to
their close attachment or affinity with the culture, religion, and language of
the Turkish people while others prefer Turkey on account of scholarship
opportunity, a relatively affordable living condition and quality of education
(Özoğlu et al, 2015). The growing education migration to Turkey from
different parts of the world is an aspect of the contemporary globalization
processes. Turkey has restrictive legislation on immigration, but its
education program has opened up new pathways for education migrants
to enter the country legally. Although it is debatable with regard to who are
legally entitled to come and stay in the country, Turkey has already
become a country of immigration.
In 2014, the Joint Implementation Plan of Turkey-Africa Partnership 20152019,which was the second summit following the first ‘Turkey-Africa
Cooperation Summit’ that was held in Istanbul in 2008, carried out with the
objective to strengthen cooperation for mutual benefits. Their partnership
includes cooperation in culture, tourism and education among many
others. The cooperation in relation to education accentuates the
importance of offering training to the youth in diplomacy and encourages
realization of joint programs and activities in the fields of education,
science and technology. Turkey’s engagement in sub-Saharan Africa in
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recent years has been apparently observed through its grant of
educational scholarship to students of the continent (Shinn, 2015). Turkish
scholarship opened the doors for African students, including Ethiopians, to
pursue their higher education in Turkey. Sub-Saharan Africa in general
and the horn of Africa in particular has the lowermost scores of higher
education participation. For instance, such horn countries as Ethiopia (3.6
%) and Eritrea (2.0%) have had below Africa’s average gross rate of
tertiary education enrollment (8%) in 2011(Montanini, 2013). In this
regard, Turkey’s scholarship grant to Ethiopian students is believed to
have many consequences indubitably enabling them to equip themselves
with indispensable knowledge, skills and experience to vie in the labor
market, serve in various sectors (private, government, non-government,
and universities) and bridge the two countries. Given Turkey’s current
economic significance to Ethiopia, students from that country (both
graduates and those on study) can project Turkey’s positive influence to
their home country.
Following the formation of modern Ethiopia and the introduction of the
capital city of Addis Ababa in the late 19 th century, Emperor Menelik
realized the importance of opening and expanding modern education
system to modernize the country and uphold its independence. To this
end, the Emperor sent Ethiopians to Switzerland and Russia in the 1890s.
During and after the 1920s, an increasing number of Ethiopians were
dispatched to follow their education overseas in countries such as Egypt,
Sudan, Lebanon, Palestine, France, England, the United States and other
European countries. Due to the fact that French was the media of
instruction in Ethiopian schools in the first decades of the 20 th century,
many Ethiopian students were dispatched to France. Up on arrival back
home, the returnees played paramount roles in the fields of academy,
politics and literature.
French and Arabic were used as media of instructions in Ethiopia before
English came to replace both languages in the 1950s. Since there were
no higher education institutions in Ethiopia up until 1950, the imperial
regime sent Ethiopian students to Europe and America for tertiary
education upon the completion of their high school education. Initially,
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France and England were the main points of disembarkation for the
students, but after 1950s United States of America took the position as a
major host country. In one way or another, most of the students who were
allowed to pursue their education either in Europe or America were closely
connected to the Imperial regime or families. Given the impact of
education in the process of modernization, the imperial government had
strong confidence on students who, upon graduation, would act as agents
of social change and transformation in the country (Kebede, 2012). Either
due to their positive relationship with the government or because of their
love to their country, which was badly in need of their services, most of the
students came back home after the completion of their education and took
higher positions in the public sectors.
Higher education institutions in Ethiopia had begun in 1950 with the
opening of the University College of Addis Ababa (Zewde, 2002). Since
then, there was no significant effort to expand higher education institutions
in the country until recently. Although the numbers of universities in
Ethiopia are swiftly rising in the last two decades, particularly since 2005,
an alarming rate of population growth and demand for quality of education
has made the system of education in the country insufficient. When it is
seen from gender perspective, Ethiopian education system was not
promising and encouraging for female. In Ethiopia, higher education is
dominated by men (78 %) (MOE, 2010), though significant changes have
been demonstrated since recently. Similarly, the number of Ethiopian
female students in Turkey is small (21%) compared to their counterparts,
male students (79 %) and it reminds us this proverb, ‘we reap what we
have sown.’ This problem partly emanated from societies’ oppressive
patriarchal system and partly from socio-cultural, institutional, political and
economic factors. Although women represent at least half of Ethiopian
population, they have been excluded from education which is intimately
associated with the development of the individual woman and the country
at large.
Over the last decade, Ethiopian migrant population has grown in Turkey.
Among these segments of population are students. Ethiopian migrants
use student visa as the most popular entry permit card to enter Turkey. It
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was reported that there were about 500 Ethiopian students studying in
different Turkish universities in the 2017/18 academic year. Although
Ethiopians in Turkey are relatively small in number, they are increasing
from time to time. For instance, according to data gathered from Council
of Higher Education of Turkey, there were only 2 Ethiopian students in
1983; this number grew into about 500 in 2017. Lack of opportunities to
further one’s education, particularly in the field of choice at home, the
availability of scholarships to international students in Turkey or
elsewhere, the prestige associated with studying abroad and the
desirability of international education and the aspiration to accomplish
sociocultural and economic objectives were important factors that
motivated Ethiopian students to seek education in Turkey or elsewhere.

2.4.3. Brain Drain
It is argued that the migration of skilled persons negatively affects the
growth and development of sending countries as they are hit by problems
related to lack of productive forces and economic challenges while it offers
high advantages to the host countries. Brain drain, the most prominent
phrase used by many social science researchers, describes the
emigration of educated people or professionals usually from less
advantaged countries to highly advantaged ones (from developing to
developed countries). The most preferable destination in such kind of
migration was USA (Miyagiwa, 1991). Since many students migrate to the
advanced countries through the channel of education, they are considered
as skilled migrants (Ong et al, 1992). Students tend to stay in the host
country once they have completed their education.
Although theorization of international migration has long been given
important attention in the social science researches, discussion on the
impact of brain drain remained to be the object of economists for long
period of time. The assumption associated with brain drain was that skilled
migrants abandon their homeland due to the problem of unequal material
gains between host and home countries. It is also assumed that
employers in the home country failed to understand the potential and skills
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of foreign educated people and are not prepared to offer promising salary.
Searching for better opportunities based on the principles of demand and
supply was taken for granted as motivational factors (Devoretz and Maki,
1980).
It is obvious that brain drain has a devastative effect, particularly on the
prospect of the source countries’ economic development because the best
trained, skilled and educated people that the source country had produced
would migrate to the western world. It is devastative for source country as
it loses its promising skilled manpower (Saxenian, 2005). Some
researchers, however, argue that educated and skilled immigrants do not
abandon their home country forever as they are part of their home
country’s development by sending remittances (remittances sent back
home is assumed to have remarkable impact in the economy of
homeland) while other scholars such as Ziguras and Law (2006) do not
accept this justification as they claim that the loss of skilled and educated
human resources has no mechanism of compensation in the homeland.
Ziguras and Law (2006) condemned the recruitment policies of host
countries that drain talented students and educated people from
developing countries. The western countries have developed policies that
allow them to selectively recruit talented youth who can remain in their
countries with promising salaries but also with great contribution. Although
the losses induced by the migration of skilled people may not be truly
compensated, arguments surfaced that host/developed countries should
reimburse to the development of source countries through different
means. It is also argued that taxes should also be collected from migrants
that can be used for the welfare of homeland (Bhagwati and Rodriguez,
1975).
Recently, however, the views associated with migration of skilled
professionals has been changed from brain drain to that of brain
circulation, a shift to a concept that describes the economic contribution of
expatriates not only to the host society but also to their home countries
(Saxenian, 2002). It is assumed that international education migrants after
specific duration of stay in the host country would return and secure
important positions at homelands. Whatever the duration of stay may be,
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in both cases, the developed world seeks to benefit from the brilliant
minds of education migrants across the world by providing them with a
relatively better socioeconomic advantage that would not be easily
accessed at homelands (Basak, 2009).
Ethiopian skilled migration to the western world is unique compared with
other African countries. While migrants from many African countries move
to countries of former colonial masters due to their close historical and
cultural attachments, people from Ethiopia, a country that had no colonial
connection with western countries, migrate to the US on the ground of
education and employment opportunities. Since the 1970s, many of those
Ethiopians who went to the US or Europe for education did not return
home, and this made brain drain part of Ethiopian affair. Despite huge
investment in the process of producing skilled manpower, the country lost
these people and thus hit by shortage of professionals. The USA is the
most attractive destination for Ethiopian skilled professionals as it does for
people of many African countries too.
Ethiopia is one of the top five affected countries with brain drain in Africa
just following Nigeria (Benedict and Ukpere, 2012). Its skilled man power
failed to come back home after the completion of their studies or
education in the OECD countries. Studies show more than half of
Ethiopian students who went abroad for education did not return home.
Ethiopia lost 74% of its skilled human resources during the military
regime; from about 23 thousand Ethiopians who went abroad for
education during 1980-1991, it was only about 6 thousand Ethiopians who
returned home. It was reported that there were more Ethiopian
economists and medical doctors in America than there were in Ethiopia
(Getahun, 2002; Shinn, 2002). Chicago city single-handedly hosted more
Ethiopian medical doctors than what Ethiopia had. It is estimated that
there are more than two million Ethiopians, skilled and unskilled, living
outside of their home country. Unless appropriate policies are formulated
to address the problem of brain drain, Ethiopia’s long-term development
prospects will be damaged. Ethiopian leaders are not doing what are of
expected of them to curtail the problem of brain drain except inviting the
diaspora to come back and serve at home without preparing themselves
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and doing anything tangible to fight against bureaucratic barriers,
nepotism and corruption. It is unpalatable to call upon skilled professionals
or Ethiopian expatriates to come home in the name of loyalty and
nationalism without creating conducive working environment.

2.4.4. Labor Migration
People leave their home and cross national boundaries for various
purposes: employment, education, etc. Labor migration is defined as “a
movement of human beings away from home, undertaken with the
intention of finding employment” (Grawert, 1998, p. 117). Article 11(1) of
ILO Convention on Migration for Employment(1949) defines a migrant
worker as “a person who migrates from one country to another with a view
to being employed otherwise than on his own account and includes any
person regularly admitted as a migrant for employment”. This Convention
excludes frontier workers, short term entry of professionals and artists as
well as seamen as part of a migrant worker. As it does not consider
irregular migrants, this definition is not compressive enough.
In a relatively compressive way, the 1990 International Convention on the
Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of their
Families states that a migrant worker is a person who is engaged in
remunerated activities in a foreign country. This Convention divides labor
migrants into documented (regular) and non-documented (irregular)
migrants and their family members. International students, investors,
trainees as well as employed persons working in government and nongovernmental organizations other than their home country are not
considered by the convention as migrant workers. With todays’ complexity
of migration that made distinction between various groups of people on
the move, including workers, students, tourists etc., IOM (2000) has
offered us a more comprehensive and holistic definition of migration. For
IOM, migrants are comprised of voluntary migrants and involuntary
migrants. While voluntary migrants include persons who move to a foreign
state with own wills for various factors including employment, education
and family integration, involuntary migrants are those people whose lives
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are in danger due to political, natural and human-made problems, and
thus are forced to leave their homelands (IOM, 2000).
Nowadays, labor migration has become an option for the livelihood of
millions of peoples particularly in the developing countries where there is
no good opportunity of employment. It involves different aspects of
peoples’ movement: seasonal, temporary and permanent migration
(Grawert, 1998). Seasonal migration includes a period of a few weeks or
months and implies regular return of the migrants. Temporary migration
may last for one or more years. It comprises migrants who finally intend to
settle back at home country after specific period of stay in the host
countries. Permanent migration involves peoples who migrated with the
intention of permanent settlement in the countries of destination. Studies
indicate that the majority of labor migrants are young male adults, ranging
from their late teens to their early thirties (Williamson, 1988, p. 430;
Richards and Aaterbury, 1990, p. 382). This is what I have exactly
witnessed in my study.
The reason as to why people migrate from place to place differs from
individual to individual migrants. People leave their home country for
better employment in the receiving countries due to greater disparities in
terms of payment. Labor migration benefits both sending and receiving
countries. While sending countries benefits from the social and cultural
capitals accumulated in the host countries and the remittances sent home,
host countries get advantages from cheap but valuable and rich labor
sources in order to fill shortages of human resources and thus
strengthening their economic growth. The rich countries provide migrants
with better paying jobs or employments in contrast to home country’s
payment. And also remittances sent home by the migrants has become
important sources of financial inflow to the country in foreign exchange
(Lucas, 2008).
Labor migration to Turkey is not new. Since the Ottoman times people
from the neighboring regions moved to Turkey for employment. Since
recently, Turkey, as an emerging economy, attracted labor migrants from
diverse geographical regions, including Africa. The majority of these
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migrants came from low income Turkey’s neighboring countries such as
Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, and Georgia as well as many countries from
Asia and Africa. Africans moved to Turkey and engaged in a wide range of
areas such as academia, art, trade, sport, domestic works, sales and
construction works. The most notable groups of migrants from SubSaharan African countries are those who moved to Turkey for two main
purposes: employment (labor migrants) and education (education
migrants). After their post-migration experiences, some preferred to
return, while others settled and continued to live being part of the Turkish
society. The main sources of public images about Africans in Turkey are
local televisions and newspapers that occasionally feature African
migrants positively, but many of the news depict Africans negatively and
the depiction revolves around issues such as ‘illegal entry into the country’
or ‘transit migration’. In fact, many of African labor migrants, including
Ethiopians have no document both/ either to work and / or live in the
country.
Although there are a handful of studies conducted on irregular labor
migration in Turkey, they do not give us precise information about the
number of migrants and the process of their employment (Brewer and
Yükseker, 2006; Toksöz, 2007; Gökbayrak and Erdoğdu, 2010; Toksoz et
al., 2012; İçduygu and Aksel, 2012; Icduygu, 2013; Özçürümez and Deniz,
2014; Rittersbe rger-Tılıç, 2015). And also Turkey’s authority has not yet
explored the possibility of altering the system of irregular migration.
Aspiration to work abroad is pervasive in Ethiopia. Many Ethiopians desire
to move abroad, particularly to the west, even risking their lives through
illegal crossings and dangerous routes. Unemployment and less payable
works at homeland as well as having relatives or friends abroad contribute
as motivating forces for migration. Given the rapid process of globalization
as well as a wide range of economic differences, the migration of people
for better economic opportunity is common. As many of Ethiopian labor
migrants in Turkey are undocumented living with the status ‘illegal’, there
is less likely for them to get employed in formal sectors, and thus they are
mainly employed informally that made it difficult to know about their living
conditions and the sectors in which they are working.
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Due to the sufferings of Ethiopian irregular migrants in the Gulf region, the
Ethiopian government banned oversea labor migration in 2013, which was
preceded by the deportation of 163,000 undocumented Ethiopian laborers
(Regt and Tafesse, 2016; Fernandez, 2017). Although the number of
prospect migrants declined markedly following the ban, many Ethiopians
chose irregular migration to the Middle East. Official reports indicate that,
before the ban, about 1,500 Ethiopians were leaving their country every
day fulfilling the necessary legal migration process, though this number
signified only 30-40 percent of all migrants moving for employment to the
Middle East. Ethiopian labor migrants constituting 60-70 percent were
victims of smuggling and trafficking by illegal brokers even before the ban.
Irregular and ‘illegal’ labor migration mainly through Sudan seems to have
augmented following the ban (US Department of State, 2017). Unless
bilateral agreements are made between Ethiopia and labor migrant
receiving countries in the Middle East, the problem of irregularity and
‘illegality’ will continue as the legal ways are closed (US Department of
State, 2017). Having three years of ban elapsed, the Ethiopian
government ratified new Overseas Employment Proclamation No
923/2016 which intends to tackle the problem of migrant rights in the
receiving country and irregularity and illegality in the home country, though
it is a matter of time to see its effectiveness. With the new proclamation,
Ethiopians can apply for employment only in the would-be receiving
countries which would sign bilateral agreements with Ethiopia.

2.4.5. Social Network
In anthropology social network is understood as a set of chains
connecting individuals whereby “each person has a number of friends,
and these friends have their own friends; some of any one person’s
friends know each other, others do not…I find it convenient to talk of a
social field of this kind as a network” (Barnes, 1954, p. 43). Mitchell (1973)
also defines social network as “the actual set of links of all kinds amongst
a set of individuals” (Mitchell, 1973, p. 22). The notion of social network is
that individuals as a result of their membership to the networks of friends,
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associations, kin, religious and ethnic groups could have access to
resources and information necessary to their life which otherwise would
have been difficult to obtain in other ways. For example, in order to realize
their ends, Ethiopian migrants who engaged in transnational business
activities have established and maintained relationships that linked them
with several business individuals and agents located both in Turkey and
Ethiopia.
Scholars of migration network theory argue that migration in the course of
time is perpetuated through the system of social networks. Massey et al
(1998) have defined migration networks as “sets of interpersonal ties that
connect migrants, former migrants, and non-migrants in origin and
destination areas through ties of kinship, friendship, and shared
community of origin” (Massey et al, 1998, p. 42). Migrants are linked to
each other through social ties of friendship or kinship. Initial migration of
people may have been caused by a number of reasons but their being in
the destination countries would perpetuate the subsequent migration of
their relatives and friends from home countries. The previous migrants
could involve in the life affairs of friends and relatives left in their home
countries and would ultimately arrange their migration process and ease
adaptation in the host country. An important element of migration network
is social capital which is accumulated through the establishment of social
ties with people, institutions and resources. Non-migrants would be turned
into migrants through the help of social networks that they established
through their kin groups and friends. This inconsequence creates a culture
of migration which usually concentrates on specific areas of sending
countries (Massey et al. 1993; Faist, 2000).
Anthropological research has widely described the significance of social
networks in the perpetuation of migration streams once they have started,
as well as in helping migrants retain transnational connections with their
home country. This is because social networks “lower the costs and risks
of movement and increase the expected net returns to migration. Network
connections constitute a form of social capital that people can draw upon”
(Massey et al, 1993, p. 448). Furthermore, a focus on these social
networks describes how individuals decide to migrate for other reasons
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than purely economic (Brettell, 2003). Additionally, anthropologists have
shown how social networks of immigrants have led to migrant
communities within which shared national and cultural identities of their
homelands are reproduced (Glick Schiller et al, 1995).
Employment and education opportunity, thus, can be accessed through
social ties and networks of friendship and kinship. Social networks
importantly contributed in the migration of Ethiopian students and laborers
who relied on earlier migrants (friends, families and relatives). Although
Ethiopian students in Turkey came from various parts of their home
country, the majority are from specific regions and ethnic groups: Oromo
and Amhara ethnic groups. Specific regions for education migrants
include the belts of Arsi-Bale, Addis Ababa, Wollo, and Guraghe while
labor migrants are mainly drawn from Oromia, southern region and Addis
Ababa. Both education and labor migrants living in Turkey helped nonmigrant Ethiopian friends and relatives in the social networks to come to
Turkey either for education or employment. What the prospect labor
migrants do before their migration to Turkey is that they approach
Ethiopian brokers or individuals who have strong network with Turkeybased individuals, institutions and brokers who then arrange for them jobs.

2.4.6. Diaspora
Diaspora is a ubiquitous term difficult to define because it has narrow and
broad definitions. Narrowly, Safran (1991) puts specific characteristics that
differentiate diaspora from other types of migrants. These are: (1), being
dispersed from homeland to two or more places, (2) maintain a collective
memory or vision of homeland, (3) believe that they are marginalized in
the countries of settlement, (4) have the passion of returning home, (5)
are committed to maintain and restore their ancestral homeland and, (6)
have a sustained relationship to that homeland (Safran, 1991, pp. 83-84).
Relying on the work of Safran, many scholars outline their understanding
of diaspora.
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For Chiland and Regeau (1995), diaspora is a group of migrant people
who are forcefully dispersed from their homeland due to religious or ethnic
persecution and maintain their common ancestral identity transmitting
from generation to generation in the countries of settlement. This
assumption of intergenerational transmission of identity denies the first
generation of diaspora (Lewellen, 2002). Broadly defined, diaspora refers
to any group of migrants who maintain cohesion and emotive connection
with homeland (Shuval, 2000). Rejecting any sorts of criteria to define
diaspora or considering any kinds of migrants that maintain some sort of
cultural cohesion, postmodernists prefer “a broader, more encompassing
view that would include various refugees, guest workers, immigrants,
racial minorities, and overseas communities”(Clifford, 1994 in Lewellen,
2002, p. 161). In the perspective of postmodernism, diaspora is viewed as
having a deterritorialized identity of multiple belonging. The homeland
assumption as a characteristic feature of diaspora is problematic. For
example, not all Jews see Israel as homeland due to the fact that many of
them had no strong attachment to and do not wish to return to Israel
unless their attachment is seen from historical feeling (Clifford, 1994;
Lewellen, 2002).
Cohen (1997) identified six types of diaspora such as victims (Jews and
Palestinians), labor (Turks in Germany), trade, imperial (European colonial
masters), homeland (Zionists) and cultural (the idea of homeland as a
nation-state is abandoned in favor of cross-border culture). Cohen’s
(1997) typology of diaspora is not comprehensive in that it doesn’t include
all types of migration, including education migrants. Although all diaspora
are not transnational, many of them, in this period of globalization, have
established and kept social networks, including political, economic, social,
religious and cultural ties with their homelands.
By employing the transnational frame, Michels (2009) explains the ties of
American and Russian Jews. American socialist Jews played tremendous
roles in the development of Russian socialism from the late 1880s to the
early 1900s. Shain and Barth (2003) used the International Relations
theories of constructivism and liberalism to discuss the influence of
diaspora upon their homeland politics. With varying degrees of motivation,
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diaspora tries to influence the foreign policy of their home country. The
diaspora can play both positive and negative roles. Positively, they could
contribute for the development of their homeland by sending remittances
and investing in a range of development projects while they also
negatively contribute by sponsoring home conflicts. Immigrants or
diaspora exerts pressure on international institutions to push the
government of their country of origin to achieve their interests. As Shain
and Barth (2003) note, some diaspora “seek to advance their identity
based interests, both directly through lobbying and indirectly by providing
information to the institutional actors” (Shain and Barth, 2003, p. 462).
Organized as interest groups, diaspora can play vigorous role in
influencing the policy of both host and origin countries. Their economic
power in the home country gives them the opportunity to sway leaders of
that country. They also manipulate the home country’s situation through
their political and financial support to political leaders. They have an
overwhelming lobbying potential to meet their economic, social and
political interest both at host and home countries. They also serve as
conduits between host and home countries by establishing transnational
ties and transporting sociocultural remittances such as the values of
democracy and skills to home country (Shain and Barth, 2003).
The diaspora can exert pressure on the home country’s politics if they are
united. Although Ethiopian diaspora in America is large in number (about
one million), they lacked cohesion and unity as they were mainly divided
upon ethnic lines and political outlooks as well. Some Ethiopian diaspora,
particularly the Oromo political elites in the diaspora believe that Ethiopia
is a foreign state that colonized the Oromo people and thus seeks
independence from this ‘colonization’ (see Jaleta, 1990, 1998) while other
diaspora, mainly consisting of Amara ethnic group, look for a mere unity of
Ethiopian people based on the ‘old’ ideology of Ethiopianism which
reminds many previously marginalized ethnic groups an idea of
persecution. This kind of division made Ethiopian diaspora flimsy to
influence homeland politics to the common cause of Ethiopian people and
unable to contribute positively to the development of their country.
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Shain and Barth (2003) expounded the diaspora-homeland nexus, using
Armenian diaspora and their state as a case study which points out that
the Armenian diaspora group with cohesion had political influence over
the weak Armenian government. Although the diaspora was outside of the
state, they were perceived inside the people by engaging in domestic
politics of their homeland. Migrants or diaspora, as interest groups, have
the financial, technical and political power to influence the homeland
politics or they can lobby the host government to support their causes. For
instance, Polish, Armenians and Jewish diaspora have played major roles
for the establishment of their respective governments in areas of
‘assumed’ homeland. The Palestine diaspora is also exerting its pressure
throughout the world for the sake of having an independent Palestine
homeland. Other diaspora use their economic and political advantages to
influence the politics of home country. In Ethiopian context, during the
Derg regime, many Ethiopians were persecuted and were forced to leave
their homeland. This diaspora, united together, supported any opposition
groups to topple down the military regime which finally came to an end in
1991. Now, although the Ethiopian diaspora have strong grievances
against the current Ethiopian government, they have no cohesion to stand
together for their common interest.
The majority of Ethiopian migrants in Turkey are temporary and thus have
no the status of political diaspora in influencing their home country’s policy
and politics. My study, thus, does not deal with the political influence of
Ethiopian migrants in their homeland, while it considers their social,
economic, religious and cultural practices both in Turkey and Ethiopia.
The temporary position of many of Ethiopian migrants in Turkey, including
labor, transit and education migrants may deny them the status of welldefined diaspora; however, Ethiopian diaspora is in the making as some
Ethiopians permanently settled in Turkey, being naturalized and or
employed in governmental and non-governmental institutions as well as
marrying Turkish nationals. My research population doesn’t fit to the
specific and narrow characteristics of diaspora as defined by Safran
(1991), but they can be defined as diaspora based on the broader
definition provided by Clifford (1994). For this thesis, however, the most
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appropriate concept in dealing with the Ethiopian migrants in Turkey is
transnational social fields rather than diaspora.

2.4.7. Return Migration
Return migration can interchangeably be termed as remigration or reflux
migration. Up until the 1980s, migration scholars gave much attention to
the lived experiences of migrants in the host societies while they
neglected return migration as subject of study. Since the 1980s, however,
the field of return migration came to be given consideration, particularly
with the publication of Return Migration in the Annual Review of
Anthropology by Gmelch who defined the term return migration
as the “movements of emigrants back to their homelands to resettle”
(Gmelch, 1980, p. 136). This definition, however, excludes circular or
cyclical migrants2 and repatriated refugees3 (Sills, 2008). Traditionally,
return migration was believed to be a final phase in the migration cycle.
However, this understanding of return migration was challenged by many
scholars for 1) it merely focused on the physical mobility of return
migrants; 2) the notion of homeland changes based on conditions and
experiences of the migrants; 3) return intension may not necessarily
reflect the actual/real behavior of the migrant and finally 4) migrants’
return should not necessarily be seen as final one (Cassarino 2004).
Further studies, however, indicate that return migration is a part of multiple
phases of migration cycle. More comprehensively, return migration is
defined as,
the process whereby people return to their country or place of origin
after a significant period in another country or region… Clearly return
migration must be related to the emigration which preceded it; further
more return may be the prelude to further episodes of spatial mobility.
Return may be embedded in a cyclical process of repeat migration, for
which a variety of terms is used such as circular migration, shuttle
migration, commuter migration and so on (King, 2000, p. 8).

2

Cyclical migrants are those migrants who routinely move back and forth
between sending and receiving countries primarily for employment.
3 Repatriated refugees are generally categorized as involuntary and voluntary
refugees, all returned to their original countries being and without being forced
respectively.
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Migrants who returned to their home country are typically considered as
return migrants. The United Nations for Statistics Division (UNSD, 1998)
defines return migrants as
persons returning to their country of citizenship after having been
international migrants (whether short term or long-term) in another
country and who are intending to stay in their own country for at least
a year.

This definition contains four important elements that include sending
country, receiving country, duration of stay in the host country and
duration of stay in the home country.
Return migrants’ decision to come back home is determined by
interrelated but different reasons including economic and sociocultural
ones; their motivations for return are complex to understand and not
confined to a specific issue. While Gmelch (1980) asserts that family ties
are the most important motivating factor, Potter (2005) argues that
economic prospects at home is the principal one. Like Potter, Todaro
(1976) associates return decision from economic perspective, but he
differently asserts that migrants give rational decision on the basis of cost
and benefits, and thus capitalizes on benefits. Social ties with homeland
people are understood in terms of decreasing the cost of returning home
and increasing the cost of remaining in the host country. Coalescing both
elements, Tsuda (2009a) suggests that economic and non-economic
reasons determine the decision of individual migrants. Sharing Tsuda’s
suggestion, I argue that economic, family and emotional ties are important
elements that need to be considered while dealing with Ethiopian return
migration from Turkey. Many factors, including social, economic and
cultural, underpin the decision of migrants to return home. For some, the
decision is a strategy made at some point in time, while for others it is
motivated after realizing some aims.
When the sociopolitical and economic conditions of home country are
promising, migrants tend to return home even leaving their higher wages
in the host country. Likewise, those migrants facing the problem of racism,
xenophobia, discrimination, anti-immigrant policies as well as deteriorated
economic condition in the host country would tend to return home (Silly,
2008). Thus, motivating (pulling) factors that govern the return of migrants
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may include strong and close attachment to homeland people (family,
relatives and friends), strong affection and patriotism to home country,
homesickness as well as belief about better socioeconomic and political
prospects at homeland while the pushing factors include failure to adapt
and prosper as well as problem of discrimination in the host society (Silly,
2008). A number of migrants have no idea whether or not to return
homeland within explicit time frame. They do it on a trial basis.
In the context of return migration, reintegration is conceptualized as a
process through which return migrants are adapted to their local people
and are accepted as part of that community in many ways. But, it does not
mean that they should fully adapt to the mainstream norms. As migrants
enter into a new cultural environment, it is palpable that they undergo
acculturation process by adapting to the host culture, but still maintaining
their original culture. In a similar fashion, when migrants return to their
origin countries, they encounter re-acculturation process which is real and
unavoidable (Dona and Ackermann, 2006). Re-acculturation is about
readjusting to the origin culture after staying in another country for a
period of years. Reintegration in the homeland is not an easy task for
international migration returnees.
The difficulty associated with reintegration can be assessed through emic
and etic perspectives (Gmelch, 1980). Studies indicate that returnees may
encounter psychological problems such as alienation in the process of
their re-adaptation (Quayson and Daswani, 2013). Gmelch (1980) and
King (1986) argue that structural constraints hinder return migrants from
easily readapting to home country conditions, while Pedersen (2003) and
Cassarino (2004) recognize the agency of returnees for they negotiate
between reintegration and transnational practices. Before going home,
migrants engage in various transnational practices (i.e., sending
remittances, calling and visits) which would ease their return and
reintegration to homeland communities (De Bree, 2010). Accordingly,
returnees’ identity and sense of belonging both to homeland and the host
country are constructed and reconstructed in the process of re-adaptation
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Return migration, like initial migration, can be classified in many ways, but
the most recognized types are voluntary and involuntary migration. Other
classifications are put based on the intention of initial migration which
includes, but not limited to, migration for education and employment
(Kuschminder, 2013). Scholars considered ‘intention’ as an important
element in the typology of return migration (Gmelch, 1980; King et al.,
1983). Intension either to return home or stay in the host country varies
from individual to individual migrants depending on the accumulation of
social and cultural capitals, sense of belonging constructed and
constraints faced by migrants in the host countries. Moreover, the
socioeconomic and political conditions of homeland are important
elements that need to be taken into consideration while dealing with return
migration. Once migrants believed they have mobilized the necessary
resources (including information and finances) that enable them to adjust
in the post-return period), they usually seek to return, and hence easily
adapt to the new conditions at home (Cassarino, 2004). Intention to return
home could be temporary or permanent and this is closely associated with
the remittance behavior of the individual migrants with permanent return
intension, in contrast to those with no permanent return intension, would
engage in sending higher remittances to homeland (Ammassari, 2009).
Considering duration of stay at homeland, time is also included in the
typology of return migration. How long does a migrant stay in the
homeland? Is that a short-term visit or seasonal return? Is that a
temporary return or permanent one? In fact, a challenging point in relation
to this typology is that a returnee who intended to return temporarily may
end up as a permanent returnee or those who intended a permanent
return may change their decision and re-immigrate. The other category of
return migration considers the relationship between sending and receiving
countries. This takes account of 1) return from more advantaged countries
to less advantaged ones; 2) return from less advantaged countries to
more advantaged ones; and 3) return from countries of a relatively similar
economic position (King, 2000). Ethiopian return migrants from Turkey
could be categorized in the first group given Turkey is economically
advantaged country in contrast to Ethiopia, a country generally known as
poor.
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For

a

migrant

returning

home,

preparedness

is

very

decisive.

Preparedness in the context of return migration is about being wiling and
getting ready to return home after mobilizing resources that could be used
to adjust migrant’s life after return (Cassarino, 2004; Van Houte, 2014).
Accordingly, “the propensity of migrants to become actors of change and
development at home depends on the extent to which they have provided
for the preparation of their return” (Cassarino, 2004, p. 271).
Considering the intension of migrants to return either temporarily or
permanently, reasons for return, and duration of stay in the host country,
Cerase (1974) identified four typologies of return migration such as failed
migrants, conservative returnees, innovative returnees and retired
returnees. Those migrants who failed to adapt in the host society and
returned back are termed as failed migrants. Conservative returnees
include those people who left their homeland to achieve goals and upon
accomplishing their objectives they return home. International students
who migrated for education and returned home after the completion of
their education as well as labor migrants who migrated for employment
and returned home after meeting their financial objectives can be
categorized as conservative returnees. Innovative returnees are those
migrants who first intended to permanently stay in the host country but
returned home after witnessing sociopolitical and economic transformation
in their homeland. The return of highly skilled persons who wanted to be
part of transformation in their home country can be stated as good
example. Finally, retired returnees are those migrants who permanently
settled in the host country but returned home for retirement. They have
the advantage of spending less money in their home country compared to
the high living cost in the host country (Sills, 2008).
Anthropologist Gmelch (1980) formulated different typologies of return
migration in order to analyze the intensions, motivations and adjustment
patterns of migrants. His typology was, in fact, a reformulation of Cerase’s
(1974) typology. For Gmelch, return is guided by situational and structural
factors such as prospects that migrants expect to find in the origin
countries as well as opportunities offered in the host countries. Taking
these two elements into account, Gmelch finds success or failure of
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remigration by correlating the reality of home economy and society with
returnees’ expectations. If the social, economic or political context is not
consistent with the expectations of the returnee, reintegration becomes
difficult. Gmelch (1980) identifies three kinds of return migrants 1)
returnees of temporary migration (i.e., labor and education migrants), 2)
forced returnees (those who preferred to settle in the host country but
forced to return), and 3) returnees with permanent migration intension
decided to return home willingly (nostalgia, adaptation problem). Gmelch,
however, acknowledges that it is difficult to take for granted this typology
as final for the reason that migrants have no clear plan with regard to their
return. In this regard, he writes “they go on a trial basis, letting their
decision of whether or not to return and when to return be guided by the
opportunities they find in the new society” (Gmelch, 1980, p. 138).
Studies on return migration to Ethiopia are meager, and almost all of them
focused on labor migration returnees from the gulf region, particularly
those forcibly returned migrants from Saudi Arabia (Atnafu and Adamek,
2016; De Regt and Tafesse, 2016; Bilgi et al., 2017; Busza et al., 2017;
Kuschminder, 2017; Nisrane et al., 2017; Fentaw, 2018; Zewdu and
Suleyiman, 2018). Although their number is unknown, a number of
Ethiopian migrants in Turkey returned home either after relatively
accomplishing their migration aims or due to other reasons such as failure
to adapt in Turkey. All of them were voluntary returnees. Unlike their
counterparts in the Middle East who basically moved for employment,
Ethiopians in Turkey were and are generally classified as labor and
education migrants. I categorized Ethiopian returnees into five groups
based on their motivations and purpose of initial migration. These are:


Education migrants who were interested to stay in Turkey but
returned home due to lack of job opportunity.



Education migrants who returned home immediately after the
completion of their studies. These group members had commitment
with their previous employers or wanted to return home and find job
in their homeland (including self-employment).



Education migrants who had been employed or had the opportunity
to get employed in Turkey but returned home for different reasons
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including

socioeconomic

improvement

and

professional

engagement.


Education migrants who returned home without fulfilling their initial
migration aims (failed migrants).



Labor migrants who returned home to start new life at homeland (to
marry, start business, etc).

2.5.

LEVELS OF ANALYSIS IN MIGRATION STUDIES

Migration theories operate on different levels of analysis: the individual,
household, national and transnational. Analytical levels of migration
include macro, meso-level and micro approach. Migration researchers use
different units of analysis that differ from one discipline to another. While
some fields focus on macro level of analysis, others give more emphasis
on micro levels.
Given anthropology’s holistic approach, anthropologists have taken into
consideration the significance of all levels of analysis. Bretell (2003)
asserts that all levels of analysis are important for anthropologists and she
puts
an anthropological approach to migration should emphasize both
structure and agency; it should look at macro-social contextual issues,
micro-level strategies and decision-making, and the meso-level
relational structure within which individuals operate. It needs to
articulate both people and process” (Bretell, 2003, p.7).

After all, “examining the dynamic relationship among systems, institutions,
groups, and individuals has long been central to anthropology’s holistic
epistemology” (Pessar, 2003, p. 86). Such an approach has been inherent
in anthropological studies in general since the beginning of the field of
anthropology. For example, many facets of social life including the wider
structures operating on its periphery were considered by Malinowski in the
Trobriand Islands (Malinowski, 1922). Anthropologists engage in all levels
of analysis, but they give emphasis to micro and meso-level researches,
examining how the pattern of migration impacts the decisions and actions
of individuals and families, or how they affect changes in communities.
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While micro level research includes individual migrants, meso-level units
of analysis include, but are not limited to, households, communities, social
organizations, clans, village and town. The micro approach looks at
individuals and the reasons they choose to migrate. In this regard,
individual stories of migrants would give an insight to anthropologists
about migration (Bretell, 2003). Anthropologists look at both the causes
and effects of migration for sending and receiving societies and the effects
of migration on the individual migrants.
And also anthropologists tend to take a meso-level of analysis, studying
individuals as embedded members of households and communities to
show the human dimension of large-scale processes (Cohen and Sirkeci
2011). A recent viewpoint on migration that is appealing to anthropologists
is the meso (societal) approach, looking at household and social networks
as units of analysis. As pointed out by Du Toit & Safa (1975), rather than
being strictly an economic decision, the decision to migrate is often
shaped by social and cultural contexts. Individuals do not act on their own;
families and households often shape decision making. This mesolevel, as
detailed by Faist (1997), encompasses social relations between
individuals, families, neighborhoods, and friendship circles. Webs of
kinship relationship and social clusters are of great significance in
influencing emigration, immigration and return migration. Thus, decision to
leave, stay and return are not exclusively left to the individual migrants but
rather it involve “a complex web of interpersonal relationships and social
ties where overarching economic, political and cultural institutions shape
opportunities and constraints” (Ammassari, 2009, p. 50). The meso-level
analysis help anthropologists understand how immigrants construct and
maintain kinship, ethnic, or community ties. Analysis at household level or
what we call the new economics of migration asserts that “immigrants
rarely make decisions in a vacuum about whether to leave and where to
go, and that immigrant earnings and remittances are often pooled into a
household economy”(Brettell and Hollifield, 2008, p. 13).
This approach helped anthropologists such as Cohen (2004) to describe
the importance of household in the context of labor migration.
Anthropologists have argued that this level has been the most important in
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anthropological perspectives of migration because this is the level of
social relationships (Brettell, 2003). An individual migrant is not conceived
as a separated individual entity but rather is a member of a wider group
and his/her ties are embedded within the web of social relationships
through kinship or friendship or what we call social networks that facilitate
not only to depart from home but also how to get connected with home
country once migrants are in destination countries (Brettel, 2003). Many
anthropologists see the network approach to migration as preferable to
the economic, labor-needs approach. The choice to migrate is determined
by the experience of others, and the decision is made within a family. The
move is assisted by relatives and friends. Networks promote migration, as
each migration creates the social structure necessary to sustain it
(Massey et al., 1993; Brettell, 2003).
Despite the dominating view in anthropological studies of migration that
decision-making is made at an individual level, or at most by families
(Eriksen, 2003), it has further been seen that “such decisions are clearly
not made in a vacuum” (Brettell, 2003, p. 10). A grasp of the wider, macro
structures has been considered essential in understanding the pressures
affecting migration. The spread of the market economy along with uneven
wages and rising prices can become significant factors, pushing
individuals into making a decision to emigrate.
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CHAPTER 3
BACKGROUND OF MIGRATION IN ETHIOPIA AND TURKEY
I believe it is expedient to proffer backgrounds to the movement and
migration of people, as well as its associated repercussions both in
Ethiopia and Turkey from historical perspective for it would give us a brief
understanding of the issue under discussion. It is an obvious fact that
most countries in the world have emerged as the result of territorial
expansion, migration, assimilation and integration. Ethiopia and Turkey
are not different in this respect as both countries are formed through
territorial expansion and peoples’ immigration. Taking this into account, a
brief background of migration history of the two countries is presented in
this part of the thesis. While I have no interest to look at the history of
specific ethnic groups in this thesis, I endeavor only to concentrate on the
general history of the present-day Ethiopia and Turkey with particular
focus on people’s movements. In the context of Ethiopia, both internal and
international migrations are discussed while in the context of Turkey,
immigration is the focus. By discussing the historical background of
migration in both countries, this study provides a comprehensive thesis
about the position of Ethiopians as international or transnational migrants.
Although the social fields concerning Ethiopian migrants in Turkey is quite
recent – and have come to be seen only recently – there seem to be
several historical, religious, political, economic factors that contribute to
the migration of Ethiopians both in internal and international contexts.

3.1.

MIGRATION AND MOVEMENT OF PEOPLES IN ETHIOPIA

We live today in a period in which historical legacies of peoples’
movement, expansion, integration and assimilation have had greater
impact in the lives of many Ethiopian peoples. The present day Ethiopia
is the result of many centuries of interaction between various groups. The
north-south expansion of the Christian Highland Kingdom in the medieval
period brought it into conflict with several kingdoms, including the Muslim
Sultanates. The south-north Oromo population movement that took place
in the 16th century changed the sociocultural and linguistic landscape of
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Ethiopia in unprecedented ways, and the north south expansion of the
northerners during the reign of Emperor Menelik II in the late 19 th century
was a turning point in the establishment of modern Ethiopia. In all these
periods, people migrated to a new region and settled there permanently
where they integrated with the local people, or they were either subject of
assimilation or they assimilated others. As a whole, intermingling of
language and culture between various ethnic groups of today’s Ethiopia is
the result of this historical legacy of migration. While this historical context
can be understood from internal migration perspective, international
migration in Ethiopia was a contemporary phenomenon, particularly since
the 1970s (Kebede, 2007).
In the context of Ethiopian history, migration can briefly be categorized
into four phases.


Since the early medieval period up until the late 19 th century,
migration was characterized

by imperial expansion, ethnic

population movements.


The Haile Selassie period (1916/1930-1974) during which modern
road and railways were constructed, wage labor started in various
industries and plantations attracted rural-urban migrants; the period
also saw international migration of students to such western
countries as France, Britain and the US to mention a few.



The Derg regime during which political persecution forced
hundreds of thousans of Ethiopians to seek refugee first in Kenya
and Sudan, and subsequently to the western world and Israel. This
period was the turning point in the development of culture of
migration, both internal and international.



Contemporary period is characterized mainly by labor(economic)
migration to the Middle East region, including Turkey, where
Ethiopians, especially women are employed as domestic workers,
as well as mobility of students as a result of internationalization of
education.

Abir (1980) contends that as a result of intermarriage and integration with
the indigenous Cushitic peoples, Semitic immigrants from Arabia formed a
kind of cushitisized Semitic group called Habesha (‘people of mixed
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blood’) who contributed to the establishment of the kingdom of Aksum in
northern Ethiopia in the first half of the first century BC. Abir (1980) further
suggests that some of the Semitic groups migrated southwards and later
established a number of Islamic states which included Shawa, Ifat and
Harar. Even if these groups of peoples were identified as Semitics by
linguists, their emigration from Arabia is only a mere assumption as the
assertion is not substantiated by tangible historical evidences. In the
medieval period, while the northern part of the present day Ethiopia was
mainly composed of Christian Amhara, Tigre and Agaw peoples, the
conventional south was constituted by many Muslim Sultanates and other
political entities of traditional religious societies (before their encounter
with the Christian Kingdom).
In the medieval period, having exhausted its scarce resources and the
need to search for new lands, the Christian Kingdom expanded its territory
to the south that brought it into conflict with the Muslim Sultanates and
other political entities. Historians such as Welde Aregay (1971),
Trimingham (1966) and Abir (1980) suggest that the conflict between
Christians and Muslims had been associated with the struggle between
sedentary Christians and pastoral Muslims. However, unlike the Christian
Highland Kingdom which was established in the highlands of northern
Ethiopia, the Muslim sultanates were situated both in the central highlands
and eastern lowlands of the present day Ethiopia and they were
composed of primarily sedentary and less pastoral peoples. It is an
obvious fact that a state (sultanate) cannot be established without
sedentary life. The economic activities of Muslim Sultanates were based
mainly on sedentary agriculture and trade activities.
The Christian Highland Kingdom expanded to the south to achieve
political and economic interests against Muslims (Abir, 1980), including
trade routes, resources, and outlets on the coast. Even though many
scholars give much emphasis to economic interest as the main cause of
conflict between the Christian Kingdom and Muslim Sultanates,
Breukamper (2004) suggests religion also played a significant role in the
enmity of the two groups. Thus, as a result of the combined economic and
religious interests, the Christian Highland Kingdom moved and expanded
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to the conventional south of the present day Ethiopia. Almost all
principalities in the south were subject to repeated conquests by the
Christian Highland Kingdom (Welde Aregay, 1971).
Over centuries, the Christian Highland Kingdom, in the process of state
expansion, exerted efforts to create a culturally homogenous society
through the imposition of northern Semitic cultures upon others, including
Orthodox Christianity and their language. While the kingdom achieved a
relative homogeneity in the north, it failed to do the same in the southern
part of Ethiopia, a region that remained heavily diversified in terms of
languages, cultures, religions and economic activities (Welde Aregay,
1971). The conflict between the Muslim Sultanates and the Christian
Highland Kingdom, as well as their struggle for more power to control
trade routes and resources in the region not only eroded their power and
strength, but resulted in chaos displacing many peoples from their origins
and changing the demographic character of the region. The ChristianMuslim conflict of the 16th century had got an international dimension
when Portugal and Ottoman Empire intervened in supporting their
respective allies. While Portugal provided the Christian Kingdom with
military weapons and soldiers, the Ottoman Empire did the same for the
Muslim group. Trimigham (1966) described this as a proxy war carried out
between the Portugal and Ottoman Empire, but his analysis lacks an
insight of understanding the centuries old conflicts between Ethiopian
Muslims and Christians. The truth about Portugal and Ottoman Empire by
the time was that both groups were competing for power in the red sea
region (Abir, 1980).
The protracted wars between Christians and Muslims weakened the
Christian Highland Kingdom in that it could not revive up until the late 19 th
century. A weakened Christian Kingdom meant it had lost the capacity
and potential to control the movement of people northwards from
lowlands. As both groups were weakened, it created favorable condition
and paved the way for wide-ranging northward Oromo population
movements (Trimingham, 1965; Hassen, 2004). Beyond the protracted
wars between the two groups, population pressure, climate change and
the pressure of the Somali people towards the west were among the most
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mentioned factors for pushing the Oromo population towards the north
(Tamirat, 1972; Welde Aregay, 1971; Abir, 1980).
Although the Christian Kingdom and the Muslim Sultanates tried to control
the Oromo population from incurring into their territories, they could not do
that as the Oromo enhanced their mobility across all parts of Ethiopia.
With the exception of Harar city which was made the new capital of the
Adalite Sultanet in 1522 by sultan Abu Baker (Pankhurst, 1982), other
Muslim sultanates had been wiped out by the Oromo forces. Nur ibn
Mujahid, who became emir of Harar and successfully reorganized the
Muslim forces against the Christian Kingdom, managed to build the wall of
Harar in order to protect Harrar and its people from being occupied by the
Oromo forces.
Since the 16th century, the Oromo people moved over southern, eastern,
western and northern parts of the present day Ethiopia penetrating deep
into the center and northern parts of Ethiopia and transforming the
cultures of other groups of peoples. The movement of the Oromo people
northwards into areas that belonged to various ethnic groups in the
domains of the Christian and Muslim kingdoms had a profound impact on
the subsequent history of the horn of Africa as the ethno-linguistic, cultural
and political landscapes of the region was changed in unprecedented
ways. As they moved to the highlands of Ethiopia, initially a pastoralist
society living in the lowland areas, the Oromo began permanent
settlement adapting agricultural life which was the characteristic feature of
highlanders for centuries. The most important thing, more than anything
else, which helped the Oromo’s expansion or migration in Ethiopia was
the Gadaa system.
Traditionally the Oromo people were organized in a system of
sociopolitical and cultural organization known as Gadaa which was an
egalitarian democratic system in which democratically elected leaders
transferred power to the next Gadaa elects in every eight years (Legese,
1973). Based on Gadaa system, elected leaders assumed sociopolitical
and cultural responsibilities among which, in every eight years, they
waged war to occupy new lands that their predecessors did not reach
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before. As their main organizing social institution was clanship, the Oromo
weren’t organized under one political entity during their expansion. Unlike
Christians and Muslims, the Oromo, who were traditional believers before
they were converted to Christianity and Islam, had a system of
assimilation called Mogasa4 and Gudifecha5 by which they assimilated
non-Oromo groups and individuals they encountered in the course of their
movement.
While a handful of Oromo scholars suggest that the Oromo existed in the
central regions of Ethiopia including Waji, Shawa and South Wollo long
before the 16th century (Hassen, 1990), others such as Welde Aregay
(1971), Abir(1980), Tamirat(1972), Trimingham(1966) assert that the
Oromo migrated from the southern part of Ethiopia to the western, eastern
and northern parts in and after the 16 th century. Hassen (1990) argues
that the Oromo expansion to the various parts of Ethiopia had been part of
the greater project of reclaiming places lost to the Christian and Muslim
empires. This assertion is similar with the rhetoric of some scholars who
tried to justify Menelik’s expansion to the south as a project to reclaim
places that were previously part of the Christian Highland Kingdom but
were lost to the Muslim and Oromo expansionists (Demoz, 1977).
The earliest migration of the Oromo is believed to have occurred when
they first made an incursion to Bale region before Imam Ahmed started
fighting against the Christian Kingdom (Ishikawa, 2011). The first attempt
of the Oromo in the process of their migration was a kind of incursion in
the territories of their neighbors which they repeatedly intruded and then
returned home with raided booty rather than seeking permanent
settlement (Pankhurst, 1997). After the death of Imam Ahmed, however,
the Oromo carried out large scale expansion to various regions where
they settled permanently and advanced deeper into the northern part of
the Christian Kingdom. As the Oromo infiltrated deep into the interior and
highland areas, they assimilated different groups of people while they also
4

Mogasa is referred to as assimilation by which the Oromo adopted group of
people whom they conquered into their sociocultural system
5 Gudifecha is also about assimilation but, unlike Mogassa, it is a system of
adopting a person, particularly children. It is still important as it is used in
Ethiopia across ethnic boundaries to refer to child adoption.
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came to adapt to new cultures such as agriculture, trade and Abrahamic
religions (Islam and Christianity). For example, they were eventually
Islamized following their encounter with Muslims, particularly in the
eastern, south eastern and south western parts of present-day Ethiopia
and were also Christianized as they encountered with Christian peoples in
the Christian Highland Kingdom.
The Oromo migration was different from migrations carried out by other
groups of people in Ethiopia in that it was a great and intense population
movement that encompassed a huge swath of areas in Ethiopia. Within a
short period of time, it has greatly transformed the political and cultural
landscapes of Ethiopia in unprecedented ways. Many ethnic groups who
lived next to the original Oromo land were hugely affected by the pressure
of the Oromo migration as many of them were subject of the Oromo
assimilation as they changed their language and culture or were forced to
migrate northwards (Pankhurst, 1997). Thus, the present-day Oromo
people are composed of the original Oromo who initiated the first
migration to their neighboring ethnic groups in the south and those
assimilated as a result of the pressure of their migration. This, in
consequence, made the Oromo to be the single dominant ethnic group in
Ethiopia in terms of population number.
Penetrating deep into the Christian highland kingdom, the Oromo held
‘King making and unmaking’ power in Gonder. For example, the Yajju
Oromo rulers, having the title of Ras (literally means ‘head’), exercised the
king making power in Gondar from 1769 to 1855 (Bekele, 1990).
However, though the Yajju dynasty first maintained and made use of
Oromo language and culture in the court of Gondar, they eventually were
assimilated as they became Amaranized both in terms of religion and
language. And also abandoning their traditional social origination, Gadaa,
the Oromo created many independent monarchies in various regions of
Ethiopia; however, all these came to an end in the late 19 th century when
Menelik II, king of the Christian Highland Kingdom and the founder of
modern Ethiopia invaded and occupied not only the Oromo people and
their lands but also many other groups.
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During and after Menelik, the movement of people from north to south
became significant phenomenon affecting the culture, language, religion
and economic activities of many indigenous groups across the country.
Territorial expansion and movement of peoples in the modern period of
Ethiopia was different from that of the previous ones. Next to the Oromo
expansion, the most important historical event that shaped the present
day Ethiopia took place during the period of Emperor Menelik II. From his
center at Shawa in central Ethiopia, Emperor Menelik conquered many
independent political entities in the south with bloody wars (Henze, 2000;
Zewde, 2002). The conquest was followed by the migration of many
people who permanently settled in the newly incorporated areas. The
period of Menelik’s expansion was coincided with the period of European
colonization of Africa. Had it not been for Menelik’s expansion, however,
many ethno-linguistic groups of the present day Ethiopia would have been
prey to European colonial masters and it would have triggered a profound
repercussion and strife on the people.
The Christian Kingdom, with its political center at Shewa, spread its power
and influence all over Ethiopia. Northern life style and culture were
introduced to all corners of the country. In order to control areas which
were newly incorporated under the Christian Kingdom and to play the role
of surveillance against conquered territories, garrison towns were
established throughout the conventional southern region. While some
people, including local leaders, of the conquered territories adjusted to the
northern way of life, many of the conquered people continued practicing
their traditional culture. Thus, today we find a mixture of northern and
native cultures in many parts of Ethiopia. What is undeniable with state
‘expansion’ in Ethiopia is people dominantly from north moved and
permanently settled in the newly annexed lands either to serve within the
government structure or to achieve economic aims. In fact, there can be
no denying the significance of peoples’ movement to new areas as an
integrating factor as the new settlers intermarried with the local people
that led them to integration.
Generally speaking, the history of modern Ethiopia is comprised of many
centuries of large-scale movements of people from places to places and
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the pattern of migration was varied and complex. From about 700 years
ago, since the period of the so-called Solomonic dynasty, the Christian
Highland Kingdom had been expanding southwards that brought it into
conflict with the Muslim Sultanates. The protracted wars between the two
parties paved the way for the great Oromo population movement. The
expansion of the Christian Highland Kingdom, the Muslim Sultanate and
the Oromo peoples at various times caused extensive internal movements
of population who occupied new areas into which they migrated and
settled. When the expanding forces moved to new areas and settled there
permanently, they either assimilated or were assimilated by the local
people. For example, while the Oromo, in the course of expansion,
assimilated many ethnic groups in many regions, they were also
assimilated into Amharic speaking community in areas such as Wollo. The
internal population movements that occurred in various historical times in
Ethiopia represented a kind of migration in which large numbers of people
are not connected to the lands of their grandparents now. Beyond the
large-scale population movements, which occurred as a result of invasion
and expansion, there were also individuals or groups who abandoned
their homelands and migrated to different places to seek refuge. In this
regard, the case of Wollo Muslims during the reign of Emperor Yohannes
IV could be the best example. Through his project of religious
homogeneity,

Emperor

Yohannes

forced

the

Wollo

Muslims

of

northeastern Ethiopia to embrace Christianity. Fearing persecution, many
Muslims, including prominent religious leaders, migrated to the southern
regions (Ahmed, 2001).
The earliest migration was distinguished from that of the later in that it had
been characterized as large-scale movements of people motivated to
occupy new lands with occupying forces while the later was characterized
as small-scale movements of people motivated by economic, social,
political, religious factors. What all of them had in common, however, was
that

they

crossed

sociocultural,

political,

linguistic

and

religious

boundaries. It is a matter of fact that the present day Ethiopia is a country
formed as a result of population movements, migrations, conquests,
intermarriages as well as assimilations over centuries which in turn made
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many Ethiopian peoples mixed and intermingled. Ethiopia is ethnolinguistically and religiously diverse; many Ethiopians can trace multiethnic
ancestors. The historical legacy of past dynamism still exists in many
ways among the contemporary society of Ethiopia. Within two, three or
four generations in a family lineage, it is easy for a person to identify
himself or herself with multiethnic ancestors and multiple religious
backgrounds. A typical example to this case is Wollo, a region in the
northeastern part of Ethiopia, where the previously Oromo and Muslim
people were Amaranized and Christianized.
Migration brought many peoples into contact that changed their
sociocultural, religious and linguistic landscapes in unprecedented ways.
Different clans in a wide range of ethnic groups have developed an
established story of kinship systems that linked them with other ethnic
groups. For instance, according to Shack (1966), the Gurage ethnic group
claims that their ancestors were from Tigre. The Amara and Tigre clans of
Wolayta, a Cushitic language group, also trace their ancestors from
Amhara and Tigre (both Semitics) respectively. Out of all these
interactions, which were caused by territorial expansion and peoples’
migration, the Amhara-Tigre culture and Orthodox Christianity, commonly
called northern culture, emerged as the mainstream culture of Ethiopia.
Historical factors had played significant role in this regard. Both the
Amhara and Tigre dominated the political history of the country for
centuries while other groups were systematically pushed to embrace the
mainstream culture of the Ethiopian empire. Although Ethiopia was a
multi-ethnic and religious state, the former regimes did not accommodate
these diversities as treasures. It is only after 1991, with the existing
government, that Ethiopian peoples have come to enjoy unprecedented
cultural rights such as developing own culture and self-rule through the
institutionalization of ethnic based federalism (Clapham, 2002), though
scholars argue that Ethiopian federalism is more of rhetoric than practical
(Fiseha, 2006).
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3.2.

RURAL-URBAN AND RURAL-RURAL MIGRATION IN
ETHIOPIA

Although Ethiopia experienced rural-rural and urban-urban movements of
people, the migration of people from rural areas to urban centers is quite
tremendous. Urbanization is not a recent phenomenon in Ethiopia as it is
intrinsically associated with the history of the country since at least the 4 th
century when Axum was a powerful Kingdom of the time. The urban areas
served as important centers of administration, religion, cultures and
commerce. After undergoing a prolonged decline from the 8 th to the 12th
centuries, Axum had been replaced by another dynasty in the south where
the Agew people established the Zagwe dynasty, popular in the history of
Ethiopia for the construction of rock-hewn churches.
However, in the medieval period, due to mobile culture of the “Solomonic”
emperors, who moved from region to region and lived temporarily in royal
campus, the Christian Highland Kingdom had no fixed or permanent
capital up until the coming into power of King Fasil who established his
permanent seat in Gondar in the 17 th century (Akalou, 1967; Baker, 1986).
Within short period of time, after its foundation as capital city, the
population of Gondar had been estimated to have been over
60,000(Getahun, 2005). The other exception was Harer which served as
political and commercial center for the Muslims since the 16 th century.
Except these two prominent cities, Ethiopia had no permanent political
capital up until the emergence of Addis Ababa in 1886 during the reign of
Menelik II (Zewde, 2002). It seems to have been paradox for many of us
(Ethiopians) to claim Ethiopia as a country of civilization while it lacked the
very essence of civilization (i.e. urbanization). With regard to urbanization,
Ethiopia lagged behind many countries, even to the standard of SubSaharan African countries.
The establishment of Addis Ababa city in 1886 was a mile stone in the
process of urbanization in Ethiopia. Since the late 19 th century, with the
expansion of the Ethiopian Empire to the southern regions, garrison towns
were established and populated by people mainly from north, the majority
being Amhara. These people moved to the newly occupied areas first as
officials, officers and soldiers to serve in the government structure and
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later as economic migrants. The construction of railway road from Addis
Ababa to Djibouti and highway roads as well as infrastructural
developments helped the creation of new towns and linked many of them
that, in turn, led to the migration of people from rural areas to these
centers (Blunch and Laderchi, 2015). In the course of time, both garrison
and

non-garrison

towns

evolved

as

important

commercial

and

administration centers.
During the period of Italian occupation (1936-1941), urbanization was
more developed than before as Italians dismantled the old system of land
ownership and made urban lands easily available to the people. After the
restoration Emperor Haile Selassie’s power in 1941, following the defeat
of Italy, the growth of urbanization declined tremendously (Bjeren, 1985).
Since the 1950s, with the introduction of mechanized farms in the Awash
Valley, people were attracted to migrate and work as laborers who, in turn,
established towns in the area (Pankhurst et al., 2013). As Ethiopian urban
centers are mainly composed of people who migrated from rural centers,
they demonstrated a combination of rural-urban cultural traits and the
impact of both urban and rural cultures were and are exhibited in the life of
the migrants. Because the trans-local relations were maintained between
the two centers, there was no clear demarcation between what are rural
and urban cultures.
May be, due to alarming population growth and low level of urbanization,
the growth rate of urbanization in Ethiopia has highly increased
surpassing the growth rate of African countries, with an increasing
migration of people from the rural areas (Tegenu,2010). With a 2016
estimated population of 100 million, Ethiopia is the second most populous
country in Africa, next to Nigeria. As a result of rapid population growth
and many other factors, movement of people from rural to urban areas as
well as from rural to rural areas is substantial. The rural peoples migrate to
the nearby towns and regional capitals or the capital city of the country,
Addis Ababa, with the hope to find work or seek better life (Feleke et al,
2006; Getahun, 2007; Gebeyehu, 2014). Thus, migration is the survival
strategy of the rural peoples in Ethiopia (Mariam, 1985, Kloos and
Lindtjorn, 1994, Kiros and White, 2004). While some migrate to the urban
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centers with the plan to settle there permanently, others do it temporarily.
In the latter case, the family of the migrant stays behind in the original
place, particularly in the drought prone areas of Ethiopia and benefit from
remittances that the migrant sends or brings with them when returning
home.
While both push and pull factors are considered important for the tide of
migration of the rural people to the urban centers, the rural push factors
are believed to have stronger and compelling power compared to the
urban pulling factors (Markos, 2001). Due to lack of job opportunities to
thrive, fragile environmental conditions, drought, lack of access to & low
productivity of lands, lack of infrastructural developments and facilities in
the rural areas caused migration to the urban centers. As rural-urban
migration is increasing from time to time, it leads to urban unemployment.
Ethiopian population has risen from 56 million in 1991 to 100 million in
2016. This in turn has created strong pressure on the fragile economic
condition of the country compounded with land degradation and recurrent
drought; the result of which is a tide of rural urban (internal) as well as
international migration.
Given the fact that urbanization is a relatively new phenomenon in
Ethiopia, its level is below the African standard. Ethiopia is the least
urbanized country because more than 80 percent of its populations live in
rural areas. Subsistence agriculture provides the main livelihood for the
majority of the Ethiopian peoples. Central Statistics Agency (2010) puts
that only 16% of the Ethiopia’s population was living in urban centers
while the rest 84% lived in rural areas. Although the number of population
in urban centers is rapidly increasing given the low rate of urbanization in
Ethiopia, the stock of urban population in comparison with the general
population of the country is very low. Within 23 years, from 1984 to 2007,
the urban population increased only by 2% (CSA, 2010). According to
Worldometers (2017), in 2017, only 20 percent of the total population of
Ethiopia lived in urban centers. In fact, this figure has increased from 12%
in 1990. Out of more than 100 million populations that the country has, it is
only 21 million people who are living in the urban centers.
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When we examine the number of urban population in terms of ethnicity,
Amhara is the dominant one. The existence of relatively large number of
the Amhara population across several towns of regional states and city
administrations could be analyzed in terms of historical factors that could
be traced back to the late 19th century. The expansion of the Christian
kingdom or Abyssinia to the southern region during the reign of Emperor
Menelik II, encouraged the migration of Amhara people from highly
populated, fragmented and less productive lands towards less populated,
rich soil and more productive landscapes. It is mainly this group of people
who first established garrison towns in the southern regions of Ethiopia.
Consequently, we find today large number of northerners, particularly the
Amhara, in contrast to other groups, including Oromo, the largest ethnic
group, permanently living in the major urban centers of the country.
In fact, rural peoples do not only move to urban centers as they also
choose to move to more affluent rural areas. In this case, they migrate
from less advantaged areas to that of the advantaged ones. The northsouth migration of rural people is a good example in point. The civil war
that erupted during the Derg regime affected the lives of millions in
Ethiopia. The misery of all these was the 1983-1985 famine that took the
lives of an estimated half million peoples in northern Ethiopia, a region
prone to recurrent droughts (de Wall, 1991). In response to the famine
problem that the country faced, the Derg regime introduced ambitious and
massive

population

displacement

program:

Resettlement.

The

resettlement program was inaugurated with the objective of moving
hundreds of thousands of people from the recurrently drought affected
areas of the north to areas considered resource-rich, virgin and suitable
for agriculture in the south west (Pankhrust 1986; Clarke, 1986; Tereke,
2009).
It was recorded that an estimated 600000 people migrated mainly from
north to the southern parts of Ethiopia as a result of this program (Kloos,
1990). No consultation was made with both the migrants and the host
society as to how to deal with the resettlement program (Tareke, 2009).
The new settlers’ cultural practices associated with land and forests
affected the natural resources of the host region. The cost of damage
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caused to the host region was obvious as forests were cleared for the
construction of houses and agricultural activities (Rahmato, 2004). The
resettlement program wasn’t effective as it was expected to be. Either due
to the breakdown of social relations as the result of the physical
separation of migrants from their kin groups or because of unsuitable
weather conditions in the host regions, many of the migrants abandoned
their resettlement areas and returned home or migrated to urban centers
(Berhanu and White, 2000).
Although the current government initially opposed to Derg resettlement
program, after it came to power in 1991, it later considered it important in
order to tackle the problem of food insecurity in the country (Pankhurst,
2013). While the previous resettlement program was carried out nationally
at inter-region or inter-province level, the present one took place within
intra-regional

governments.

The

Derg

regime

launched

another

contentious program known as villagization, particularly in the southern
part of Ethiopia with the objective to relocate the scattered rural farming
population to villages where water, education and health services could
easily be accessed. The villagization program was conducted without the
consent and consultation of the rural peoples. Many rural people were
evacuated from their farming lands (Cohen and Isaksson, 1987).

3.3.

INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION

3.3.1. Political Migration
Beyond the traditional migration of pastoralists who seasonally moved
from place to place in search of water and pasture lands for their cattle as
well as those people who migrated either permanently or temporarily
within the country for better living conditions or other reasons,
international migration in Ethiopia was unusual before the 1970s. Until the
1970s, only 1,180 Ethiopian immigrants settled in America. During and
after the 1970s, Ethiopia saw a dramatic change in the number of its
emigrants; this was a period in which the 1974 Ethiopian revolution
erupted and as a consequence the military regime came to power. The
Ethiopian student movement and riots in the country as well as the Wello
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famine that left many people in desperate situation caused the
noncommissioned military officers locally called Derg6 to topple down the
last Emperor of the ‘Solomonic dynasty’, Haile Selassie I in 1974. With the
deposition of Haile Selassie, the monarchical system in Ethiopia was
obliterated once and for all. The student movement raised three basic
questions including ‘land to the tiller’, the right to ‘self-determination’ and
the right to ‘religion’ (Balsvik, 1985). These questions were important
because; first, the majority of Ethiopian farmers had been oppressed as
they were servants of landlords. Second, even if Ethiopia was a country of
multicultural diversity, it was only the culture and religion of the
northerners that got much respect and consecration by the imperial
regimes while others were anticipated to fit into the mainstream culture.
Third, in terms of religion, Muslims were the most marginalized groups of
society in Ethiopia who even had no equal citizenship status compared to
their Christian counterparts. While the Derg regime addressed the first
question, the rest remained unanswered. Infact, it is undeniable that,
during the Derg regime, Ethiopian Muslims were recognized as ‘Ethiopian
Muslims’ and their religious festivals were recognized as public or national
holidays. Once the military junta took office, they blamed the former
leaders of the imperial administration for all troubles that the country
faced, put to dispose death of top officials, targeted those who worked
with the previous regime and those who were supposed to be against the
revolution (Getahun, 2007; Kebede, 2012).
The confidence of the people to establish a civilian government was failed
as the Derg was averse to hand over power. Together with these, the
dictatorial nature of the military government flared up political turbulence
across the country which in due course turned into a civil war. The civil
war exacerbated the already fragile situation of the country (Legum, 1977;
Gupta, 1978; Chege, 1979; Keller, 1988; Tareke, 2009). Due to the
unwillingness of the military junta to establish a civil government, political
crises erupted in the country as opposition groups mainly the Ethiopian
Derg’s equivalent English meaning is ‘committee’. In short, it refers to the
Provisional Military Government of Socialist Ethiopia that came to power in 1974
after deposing Emperor Haile Selassie I and overthrowing the centuries-old
‘Solomonic’ dynasty once and for all in the country.
6
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People’s Revolutionary Front (EPRP), an opposition group that wished-for
to oust the Derg regime and its collaborators from power, started urban
guerilla fighting that came to be called Nech Shibir (White terror). As the
White Terror counted in the assassination of many government officials,
the military regime, in turn, retorted with grave counter measure called
Qey Shibir7 (red terror) that took the lives of an estimated 500000 people,
predominantly young generation of both men and women(ICMP,2014).
The government’s reaction was so grave in that it targeted all youths who
were suspected of attachment with EPRP. These situations, in turn, paved
the way for large number of Ethiopians, who were escaping incarceration
from the military junta, to immigrate to America. The majority of these
immigrants were well educated and highly professionals who served in
higher government positions. As people from north had better access to
education, in contrast to other peoples, the majority of these migrants
were from Amhara and Tigrai ethnic groups (Getahun, 2007; Kebede,
2012).
Although Ethiopia prides itself on being a country of multicultural diversity
having more than 80 ethnic groups, these diversities were not historically
appreciated because they were believed to have been threats to the unity
and the sovereignty of the country. Thus, Ethiopia, for long period of time,
was considered a melting pot rather than being a country of cultural
mosaic. Different ethnic-based liberation groups such as Eritrean People’s
Liberation Front (EPLF), Tigray People’s Liberation Front (TPLF) and the
Oromo Liberation Front (OLF) seriously engaged in fighting against the
Derg seeking liberation from what they called ethnic oppression. The
Ethio-Somali war of 1977 added the fuel in the country’s instability
(Clapham, 1991; Tareke, 2009). The repression of Derg regime against
these groups and its reaction to break the resistance with red terror forced
many people to seek political refugees in the neighboring countries and

7

Key Shibir, which means red terror in Amharic, had been an atrocious state
terrorism and mass killings against EPRP members and its sympathizers
between 1977 and 1978. While delivering a speech at the Revolutionary Square
in Addis, Mengistu Hailemariam uttered ‘death to counterrevolutionaries’, words
directed towards EPRP ‘anarchists’ (white terrorists) whom he accused of killing
government officials (Ottaway and Ottaway, 1978).
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the western world. The military intervention in suppressing any opposition
brought about considerable repercussion in the life of people both in
towns and rural areas across the country (Kibreab, 1996).
Since the 1980s, thousands of Ethiopian Jews immigrated to Israel, and
their migration was partially motivated by the political instability of Ethiopia
during the Derg regime (Kaplan and Salamon, 2004). Ethiopian Jews, also
known as Falasha8, were unfamiliar to their Jewish ‘kin’ and the rest of the
world, especially until the turn of the 20 th century. Since then, however,
they were recognized as part of the Jewish community in the diaspora and
the result of this was the establishment of Ethiopian Jewish affiliated
communities among the Jewry of the western world. Following this, some
Ethiopian Jewish students migrated to Palestine with the aim of improving
and increasing their Jewish education. Once accepted as a Jewish
community in the diaspora, various measures were taken by the Israeli
administration to move Ethiopian Jews to Israel since the 1980s. The first
migration of Ethiopian Jews to Israel took place in 1984 through the
operation of Mosses. This was followed by the operation of Solomon in
1991. These operations were the result of Israel’s Law of Return within the
context of Israel’s national mission to amass the diaspora Jews from all
over the world and bring them to the Jewish ‘homeland’.
As Ethiopian Jews migrated to Israel mainly from rural parts where most
of them had been living as farmers in an extended family and practiced
their own distinctive Jewish religious traditions, they experienced very
major changes in all aspects of their lives after arrival in Israel. As
immigrants, they faced totally unfamiliar social, economic and religious
norms and values. For the majority, the processes of change have proven
very difficult (Askenazi & Weingrod, 1987). Although Ethiopian Jews
expected that their Jewish brothers and sisters in Israel would embrace
them after arrival, they suffered from exclusion in every aspect of life,
including social, political, and educational and employment areas.
Ethiopian Jews are different from other Israeli Jews in terms of their color,
The word Falasha in Ge’ez (an ancient language of the Christian Highland
Kingdom but now limited only in the Ethiopian Orthodox Church) has derogatory
meaning in that it is used by others to refer to the Ethiopian Jews as outsiders
(exiles or strangers or landless) (Weil, 2009).
8
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religious and cultural traditions which made them subject of discrimination
and hatred (Kaplan and Salamon, 2004; Pedahzur, 1999). Ethiopian Jews
are the only black Jewish people living in Israel. This group of Jews has
been portrayed as incapable of assimilating to the mainstream Jewish
culture because of their social and cultural backgrounds.

3.3.2. Labor (Economic) Migration
Despite its long and rich history as one of the oldest civilizations in the
world, Ethiopia remains one of the poorest countries in the world (Poluha
and Feleke, 2016). The country’s per capita income is $590 which is even
below the Sub-Saharan African average (that is $1,628) (World Bank,
2016). For many people, particularly in the western world, Ethiopia is
known more as a poor country where a land-mass of people were starved
(as the country was prone to repeated drought crisis) than as a country
having old history and maintaining its independence during the period of
colonization.
Ethiopia’s population is growing fast. Following Nigeria, Ethiopia is the
second most populous country in Africa with a population of around 100
million in 2015/16. Despite impressive economic growth achievement, the
country has faced enormous socioeconomic and political challenges
particularly with regard to lack of good governance and creation of job
opportunities for its fast growing young people. 33.5 % of Ethiopians were
living in extreme poverty in 2011(World Bank, 2016). The combination of
push-pull factors such as peer pressure, seeking better life, poverty, lack
of opportunity at homeland and so on forced many Ethiopians to leave
their homeland and move to more economically advantaged areas such
as the Western world and the Gulf region. As Ethiopia, is one of the
poorest countries in the world, economic problem, among others, is the
main

force

driving

migration. In

this regard, Fernandez (2010)

compellingly puts that migration to Ethiopians is:
an important strategy to cope with the multiple crises of recurrent
famines, conflicts with neighboring states, political repression,
and high unemployment that many Ethiopians have experienced
over the past few decades (Fernandez, 2010, p. 11).
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Poverty is considered as the main factor for the migration of Ethiopians
(Zewdu and Malek, 2010). International migration in Ethiopia seems to be
a logical consequence of the country’s economic condition and lack of
opportunities to prosper in the country as well as pressures at meso-level,
mainly from family and friends and more importantly, the influence of
globalization at macro level. Due to shortage of labor, particularly house
maid in the Gulf countries, women are highly preferred. Consequently, the
majority of Ethiopians working in the Gulf countries are women. Saudi
Arabia hosted the largest number of Ethiopian migrants compared to other
countries of the region. The economic development in these countries, as
a result of the oil boom, transformed the social system and their wealth
prompted an increased demand for labor work especially the gendered
domestic and care work and lack of interest among local women to take
up paid domestic work (ILO, 2004; Beydoun, 2006).
Skilled, low-skilled and unskilled peoples of Ethiopia from diverse ethnolinguistic groups came to develop the culture of migration as a means to
seek better life in the western world and the Gulf countries. America’s
position as the prime destination of Ethiopian migrants is still unalterable,
though many labor migrants went to the Gulf countries. While the former
Ethiopian migrants found America a safe haven due to political reason at
home, the cause of migration for the later migrants was more of economic
than political or security (Getahun, 2007; Kebede, 2012). The culture of
migration in Ethiopia is not caused only by poverty in the homeland or
better life in the foreign countries but also it has been significantly
supported by various institutions and organizations related to migration.
These institutions work to facilitate the recruitment and movement of
migrants. The government has also its own share by engaging itself in the
process of ‘legal’ migration and regulating the operations of the
recruitment organizations or agencies. Since the remittances that the
migrants send home play an important role in the economy of the country,
the government’s role in the process of migration, mainly to Gulf countries,
is expectable.
Although there were a sign of seemingly seriousness among government
officials who rhetorically opposed to labor migration, particularly migration
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through illegal ways, they couldn’t stop people from leaving the country.
Ethiopia couldn’t provide jobs to its growing youth populations, but also it
couldn’t solve its serious problems with regard to balance of payment. The
Ethiopian government asserts that Ethiopia is a great country with many
opportunities, and thus citizens should endeavor day and night to change
their lives at home. This assertion of the government comes from the
belief that, if the youth work at home with passion the same way they were
working in foreign countries, they would perform better in terms of
economy and be part of the country’s development. However, this
‘invisible and abstract hope’ did not convince the prospect migrants. The
double digit economic growth and the political stability that the Ethiopian
government claimed didn’t bring any tangible change to avert emigration.
Unbalanced payment (i.e., comparing Ethiopia with migrant receiving
countries such as Saudi Arabia), and importantly population growth
continues to compel Ethiopians to use migration as a copping strategy.
The onetime of a few thousand Ethiopian migrants living overseas in the
1970s grew into nearly two millions in the late 1980s (Bulcha, 1988) and it
continued to grow. A society that previously saw international migration as
a taboo now has turned into believing that it is a very promising means to
come out of adverse circumstances. Migration is not only a response to
the economic problem and socio-political and environmental crises in
Ethiopia but it has just become a socio-culturally embedded norm, socially
accepted and ubiquitous in the Ethiopian society. Culture of migration is
influencing the Ethiopian youth of both women and men as an important
motivating factor in the process of their mobility to foreign countries. The
household and community have developed a norm that migration is a
viable option or strategy to improve their living conditions. Among some
Ethiopian communities where migration has become a norm or culture,
staying at home is associated with failure and thus migration has become
culture (to which people have developed strong positive perceptions and
encourages the youth to migrate) (RMMS, 2014). The family, relatives and
the community engage in affording the cost of migration to the individual
migrants who are, in turn, expected, after settling in the host countries, to
refund. The migration of such individuals is blinded by hope with positive
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expectations. Thus, a successful migration of an individual migrant is
meant an improved living condition of not only his/her life but also his/her
families in particular. Peer pressure, illegal brokers or smugglers, prior
migrants and the social media play important role in motivating Ethiopian
youth to migrate abroad (RMMS, 2014, 2016). Moreover, persistent
poverty and conflicts in the country could be mentioned as the major
causes of migration (Mehari, 2015). In addition, migration has become
more evident in modern period of globalization with the use of modern
technologies, transportation and communication which increased the
intensity of migration in unprecedented ways.
As formal or ‘legal’ migration to the intended destination was very
demanding, many Ethiopians resorted to using highly dangerous routes
and became victims of extreme abuse such as physical and sexual
violence by smugglers and traffickers. The Libya-Italy route is reported to
be the most dangerous route in the Mediterranean. Quoting William
Spindler, a spokesman for the UN refugee agency, UNHCR, Aljazeera
(2016) reported that in 2016 alone over 5000 migrants died while crossing
the Mediterranean Sea. It is unlikely that undocumented migrants would
stop using these routes. For them, pushing factors are more serious than
the awaiting risks and death on their way to destination. They are
escaping from poverty and insecurity to places where they aspire to
prosper. However, before reaching their destinations, some are taken
hostage by illegal agents or brokers until their families or relatives pay
money for their release.
Due to their informality or ‘illegality’, many Ethiopians were victims of
human rights violations in the Gulf countries. The absence of labor attaché
in the Ethiopian embassies of destination countries made the problem
graver. Since 2013, the Ethiopian government debarred labor migration to
the outside world due mainly to the agonies of Ethiopians in Saudi Arabia
and other Arab countries. Even going to Europe for labor work was not
legal since then. Believing that there should be binding bilateral
agreements between Ethiopia and receiving countries, the Ministry of
Labor and Social Affairs prepared policy for labor migration.and this has
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recently been ratified by the Ethiopian government as the new overseas
employment proclamation NO 923/2016.
Ethiopia is a hub of cheap labor. If properly managed, the country will
benefit from labor migration as it helps reduce poverty. However, the
migration of highly skilled human resources or ‘brain-drain’ has already
affected the country because this group of migrants permanently settled in
the countries of destination where they establish families and thus their
return to home is most unlikely. Nevertheless, all Ethiopian migrants send
money to homeland with foreign currency to help their families in many
ways, including house construction, purchase of house materials,
household expenses and business enterprises which have significant
contribution in terms of development in the country (Mehari, 2015). Since
Ethiopia is categorized as one of the 31 low-income countries in the world,
remittances sent to the country would have significant contribution not
only to the families of the migrants but also to the government. According
to Isaacs (2017), the Ethiopian diaspora sent home remittance of 4 billion
dollars in 2016, which makes up 33.3 percent of the government’s budget
for the same year (12 billion dollars).

3.4.

TURKEY, A COUNTRY OF IMMIGRATION

As one reads the history of Turkey, he/she finds immigration at the center
in the formation and reformation of the country and its society. Beginning
from ancient Anatolia through the medieval Ottoman period to the Modern
times, Turkey is well known primarily as a destination of immigrants rather
than being an emigrant sending country. However, scholars’ depiction of
Turkey primarily as a country of emigration emanates from the denial of
the very history of the country. I am not rebuffing the fact that millions of
Turkish people emigrated to the west during the last era of the Ottoman
period and after the 1960s, but my point of argument here is that Turkey
received more immigrants than what it has sent to the west.
Turkey at all times served as a host country for immigrants while the mass
emigration of its people to the west took place within a short period of time
(i.e. from the 1960s to 1980s). Scholars not only pronounced Turkey’s
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position as a country of emigration but also they get astounded as to how
Turkey transformed into a country of immigration after the 1980s (Kirisci,
2003; Içduygu and Aksel, 2012; Suter, 2013). For instance, Içduygu and
Aksel (2012) write “For a country that was well known for sending large
numbers of guest workers to European countries, it seemed out of the
ordinary for Turkey to become a ‘migrant receiving country’ within a few
decades” (Içduygu and Aksel, 2012, pp. 19-20). These scholars rarely
address history without which it is problematic to apprehend the patterns
and trends of immigration in Turkey. They rather have largely disregarded
these historical processes and have given due attention to the emigration
of the Turkish people since the 1960s.
In the history of mankind, the Middle East region has been marked as the
cradle of civilizations including but not limited to the exchange of ideas,
philosophy and religion. The region is also known as a place where
contentious historical events and processes took place as contending
powers competed against each other to seize strategic places like
Anatolia, an epicenter at the crossroad between Europe and Asia as well
as a rich site for paleoanthropological and archaological studies (Erdal,
2012; Çelebi, 2016). The history of migration in Turkey is part of the
history of the country and it can be traced back to the pre-Seljuk and preOttoman period when various groups at different times formed a sociocultural mosaic in ancient Anatolia. Anatolia for millennia prided itself as a
place made up of cultural and social mosaic rather than a melting pot as it
has been home for centuries to different religious and ethnic communities
such as Kurds, Arabs, Armenians, Yezidis, Turks, Rums etc. Since
Anatolia was situated at the crossroads between Europe and Asia,
different groups from both regions brought with them their respective
languages, religions, and cultures, and also they integrated themselves
with the previous culture.
Succeeding the Seljuk, the Ottoman Turks firmly established their power
in the first half of the 14th century not only in Anatolia but also across huge
swathes of land in Asia and Eastern Europe (Glazer, 1995; Kinross,
1997). In his analysis of the origins of Turks and their migration to
Anatolia, Findley (2005) used the analogy of a bus traveling from the east
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to the west within the Asian landscape, what he called the “Trans-Asian
Turkish Bus.”(p.6) The Turks used various routes in their way to the west,
among which one route headed to and stopped in the present day Turkey.
In the process of their migration, Turks transformed themselves as they
encountered civilizations, contributing their part to the advancement of
civilization, yet maintaining their identity. Findley (2005) identifies three
heritages of the Turks of contemporary Turkey: the Turkic heritage in
Inner Asia, the Anatolian heritage, and the Islamic heritage. During the
Ottoman period, Anatolia remained to be the symbol of co-existence and
tolerance that attracted various groups of people to immigrate to the
Empire.
During the periods of the Ottoman Empire and the Republic of Turkey (in
different places, I may use both names interchangeably) the Turkish
peoples welcomed and rescued Jews from persecution in Europe. Turkey
opened its doors and was regarded as a safe haven for the European
Jews who exiled and took shelter in the country at different historical
times. Since the last decade of the 15th century, Jews had been
persecuted, executed in and expelled from Spain, Portugal, and Italy. The
year 1492 was a turning point in the history of European Jews as mass
exodus took place from Spain and also the Portugal government policy of
compulsory conversion forced the Jews to emigrate from their homeland
to the Ottoman Empire. As the Jewish people were persecuted, forced to
convert to Christianity, and being devoid of places to resettle in European
countries, they ultimately found one safe place where they sought refuge.
That safe place was the Ottoman Empire (Ginio, 2009). Many of them
reached to the Ottoman Empire after successive migrations. Sometimes,
when their carrying vessels were captured, they were punished and tried
by European authorities (Zeldes, 2012).
The Ottoman Empire’s policy towards the Jews was of very remarkable in
that it allowed them to thrive in its territory. In the Ottoman Empire, the
Jewish exiles were free from being forced to live in a secluded area like
the Ghettos of Europe. Unlike Europe, no specific color badge was
imposed upon them to wear. They were forced to serve as executioners in
Europe while they were not obliged to do so in the Ottoman Empire.
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Unlike Spain, Portugal and other European countries where they were
forcefully converted to Christianity, the Jewish exiles in the Ottoman
Empire preached and practiced their religion freely. Therefore, the Jewish
of Europe sought refuge in the Ottoman Empire primarily for the reason of
religious persecution. This fact can be grasped from what Zeldes writes,
By that time – December 1506 – there were no longer any practicing
Jews in Portugal (or in Spain, for that matter), and, therefore, all the
passengers were former conversos immigrating to the Ottoman Empire
in order to revert to Judaism…(Zeldes, 2012, p. 178).

In contrary to the European authorities, the Ottoman Sultans saw the
immigration of the Jews as an asset rather than a threat to their Empire
and allowed them to resettle at different places of their Empire, with a
significant number in Istanbul (Lewis, 1984). The Ottoman Empire
promoted the policy of tolerance that allowed the co-existence of different
groups such as Muslims, Christians, Jews and others. Taking into account
how safe the Ottoman Empire was both to live and work, a number of
other European Jews were enthused to immigrate to the Ottoman Empire.
The overall environment in the Ottoman Empire allowed the Jews to
preserve their language, religion, and customs and achieve their
economic interest heavily engaging in business activities and craft works
(Levy, 2000). That was why the Jewish immigrants who hitherto
absconded from European pursuit and persecution, and settled in the
Ottoman Empire also played roles for further emigration of their Jewish kin
from Europe (Lewis, 1984).
In the post-Russo-Turkish Crimean war of 1854-1856 and Russo-Turkish
war of 1877-1878, the Tatars were forced to abandon their homeland and
moved to such hinterlands of the present day Turkey as Izmir, Ankara and
Konya (Chatty, 2013). Chatty puts that 1.8 million Tatars were estimated
to have resettled in Turkey. As Russia advanced and expanded its sphere
of influence against the Ottoman territories, it sought to form a Christian
majority in the Caucasus and Balkan regions by displacing the Muslims.
As a result of this move, more than two million Muslim Circassians were
evicted from their homeland and moved to Turkey to seek new life
(Chatty, 2013). This was followed by another influx of peoples from that
region. About half million of Chechnyan and Dagestan Muslims moved to
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Turkey due to the conquest of their homeland by Russia (Chatty, 2013).
Karpat (2004) explains that until 1914 more than five million immigrants
from Crimea, Caucasus, the Balkans, Crete and the Aegean islands
settled in the territories of the Ottoman Empire. These groups of
immigrants were generally referred to as muhacir9 in Turkish language
(Karpat, 2004). Since the majority of these immigrants were Muslims, they
were warmly accepted as “families” both by the Turkish government and
people. The immigrants also considered Turkey as ‘motherland’
(Amstrong, 2012).
The Ottoman Empire had long been remarkably attributed with the policy
of tolerance, co-existence and protection of Jews, Christians and other
religious and linguistic minorities. And this was materialized through a
millet system10 which allowed a group to live peacefully without
interference in the life of others. No ethnic group was superior to the other.
Moreover, from 1839 to 1876, the Ottoman Empire introduced a policy of
reformation called Tanzimat11 that sought to maintain the territorial
integrity of the Empire by addressing a wider interest of peoples living in
the Empire. The reform was envisioned to modernize the Ottomans based
on western principles and to respond to questions of the nationalist
movements which were rampant by then across Eastern Empire. Although
the Ottoman Empire provided sociocultural and political rights to the
various ethnolinguistic and religious groups, these provisions did not
reverse peoples’ quest for independent nation states. With the idea of the
nation-states, which proliferated in the late 19 th century, diversity was

9

Muhacir is a Turkish word referring to Muslims who, following the emergence of
independent nation states, were displaced from territories that had been Ottoman
for more than five centuries. These groups of people, originally from Crimea,
Caucasus, the Balkans, Crete and the Aegean islands immigrated to the present
day Turkey to run off tyrannization in their own lands.
10The millet system allowed all groups of people, in the Ottoman Empire, to live
based on their respective local, cultural, linguistic and religious tenets. The
system granted people the right to worship, the right to establish own
organizations, the right to open own schools and the right to choose a language
for the school, and the right to collect tax from their members for own
organizations (Chatty, 2013).
11
Tanzimat is about reform and its core idea is Ottomanism and equality for all
groups of people, including political representations, regardless of their ethnic
and religious differences (Deringil, 1993; Naar, 2015).
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perceived as threat rather than treasure and homogeneity was preferred
and considered ideal for a nation.
With the rise of nationalism at the end of the Ottoman period, the Greeks,
Armenians, Bulgarians, Albanians, Serbians and Arabs no longer
preferred ethnic, linguistic and religious diversity (Naar, 2015). The
emergence and development of nationalism in the multi-ethnic Empires
ultimately gave rise to the formation of nation-states, the first of which was
the Greece nation-state, followed by Bulgaria, Serbia, and Montenegro.
As these nation-states were formed based on common languages and
religions, they perceived ethnolinguistic diversity as a threat to their newly
emerging nation states (Chatty, 2013). Due to the nationalist movements
in the Balkan and Caucasus regions, many Muslim migrant groups such
as

the

Cretans,

Albanians,

Circassians,

Adyghes,

Abkhazians,

Chechnyans, Karachays, Daghestanis, Abazinians, Ossetians, Abkhaz,
Ubykhs, Veinakhs, Balkars, Kosovars, and others faced forced migration
to move to the mainland of the Ottoman Empire(Chochiev, 2007; Chatty,
2013), including the contemporary Iraq and Syria. Various quarters
carrying the names of these migrant groups were established in the
Ottoman Empire. For instance, the Crete quarter, Albanian quarter and
the Uzbek quarter were some of the popular quarters in Damascus among
others (Chatty, 2013). How did the Ottoman Empire manage all these
crises? The reaction of the Ottoman Empire to the immigrants was
overwhelmingly tremendous. To deal with immigrant crises, the Ottoman
Empire established a refugee commission in 1860 within various
government sectors. As the crises escalated, the commission was
reestablished as an independent administrative body in 1875, but its
lifespan was too short, only a year. Again in 1879, the same commission
was reestablished to provide the refugees with basic necessities such as
food, shelter and clothes, as well as to grant them with agricultural lands
in the rural areas (Mirkova, 2013).
Due to the protracted Russo-Ottoman wars, the Balkan wars, and the First
World War, the Ottoman Empire lost territories that had been Ottoman for
more than five centuries; a large number of its people died and others
suffered from forced eviction from their homelands. Unlike the Western
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European states, the Ottoman Empire was a multiethnic state in which
people of different ethnic descent lived together. The loss of territories in
the Balkan and Caucasus region and its disintegration, which occurred
after the First World War, appeared to be the root cause for the birth of the
Republic of Turkey.
Following the First World War and the establishment of the modern
Republic of Turkey in 1923, more than half of a million Greek-speaking
Muslims emigrated from Greece and settled in Turkey in exchange 12 for
more than a million Turkish-speaking Christians who left Turkey for good
and settled in Greece (Güzel, 2009). Religion played the central role for
the eviction of these emigrants. It was also clear that Armenians, Rums
and other Christians left Turkey while Turkish descent of Balkan Muslims
also immigrated to Turkey. Such tit-for-tat actions displaced millions of
people from their settlement both in Turkey and outside, and forced them
to leave their homelands for new destinations. As part of the nation
building process with homogenous society, the Turkish government did
receive migrants of Turkish origin and Muslim. And this was defined
through the enactment of the 1934 law of settlement (Içduygu and Aksel,
2013). With the emergence of the new Turkey, it became imperative to the
leaders that the country should be restructured to respond to the
questions of the time. Beyond rescuing Muslims from persecution, the
Republic of Turkey sought to increase its human resources by receiving
immigrants from such places as Balkans, Caucasus, Afghanistan, India,
and Arab regions. For instance, from 1923 to 1928, Arabs from Lebanon,
Saudi Arabia, Libya and Syria migrated to Turkey and settled in Konya
City (Kurtulgan, 2012).
Before and during WW II, the republic of Turkey rescued more than
1000,000 Jews from persecution while the European countries did nothing
(Kirisci, 2003). Great Britain and France, the then super powers, remained
silent just to appease Nazi Germany’s Adolf Hitler. Given this fact,
historians attribute Turks as the saviors of Jews during the Holocaust
(Shaw, 1993; Shaw and Shaw, 1997). While the rest of the world gave
Population exchange between Greece and Turkey was called mübadil in the
Turkish language.
12
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deaf ear to the persecution of European Jews, it was Turkey that allowed
and helped them flee from Germany and France. Since 1933, Turkey
served both as a country of destination and transit for German and French
Jewish emigrants. These Jews immigrants were given a warm reception in
Turkey, where some of them worked as academics in universities (i.e.
Istanbul University), while others used Turkey as a transit point to move
further to Palestine and America (Shaw and Shaw, 1997). The emigration
of Jewish scholars to Turkey was considered important to rigorously
transform the Turkish education system into a modern and ‘Europeanized’
one, a system that was responded with criticism even by immigrant
Jewish scholars. For instance, Erich Auerbach, a professor who emigrated
from Germany and worked in Istanbul University for 11 years, criticized
the measures taken by Turkey to sever itself from the Ottoman heritage.
By the time, of course, Turkey was in tremendous zeal of ‘Europeanizing’
itself (Konuk, 2007). As discussed somewhere above, since the late 19 th
century, an exodus of Muslim peoples such as Albanians, Bosnians,
Pomaks, Abkhazians, Ajarians, Circassians, Tatars, and Cretans and
others who took refuge in Turkey molded the country's fundamental
features (Karpat, 2009). People from these and other areas continue to
immigrate to Turkey to this day, however, the motives are more varied and
are usually in line with the trend of global migration movements.
Turkey is very well known in its history as a country of immigration both for
Turkish ethnolinguistic relatives, Muslims and non-Muslims. Kirişci (2003)
identifies two types of immigration in the history of the Republic of Turkey
(it excludes immigration during the Ottoman period): ‘old’ and ‘new’
immigration. The ‘old’ immigration started following the disintegration of
the Ottoman Empire. Beginning with the establishment of the Republic of
Turkey in 1923 until 1997, Kirişci estimated that approximately 1.6 million
people immigrated to Turkey from the Balkan region and these migrants
were given warm reception both by the Turkish government and people.
Karpat (2004) also reports that, from the late Ottoman period to the end of
the 1980s, Turkey received 10 million immigrants mainly from the Balkan
region (Karpat, 2004). Because of their kinship relations with Turkey’s
Turks, these migrants were considered as returnees to their homeland.
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The immigration of ethnic Turks continued until the 1990s (Kirişci, 2003).
While the previous (‘old’) immigration to Turkey had focused selectively on
the Turkish descents and Muslims from the Balkan and other areas of exOttoman Empire, the ‘new’ immigration beginning from the early 1980s
differs in terms of cultural diversity and geographical spaces. While the
‘old’ immigration was seen as a means of homogenizing modern Turkey,
the ‘new’ immigration includes diverse sociocultural backgrounds from a
wide range of geographical regions (İçduygu and Kirişci, 2009) (i.e.
immigrants from Ukraine, Georgia, Bosnia, Serbia, Iran, Iraq, Afghanistan,
Bangladesh, Syria, Ethiopia, Somalia, Nigeria, Eritrea, Senegal, etc.).
Kirisci (2003) asserts that Turkey has recently transformed into the era of
‘new’ immigration. The ‘new’ immigration came to the attention of scholars
in the early 1990s when migrants from various geographical spaces
including Asia, Eastern Europe, and Africa made Turkey their destination
or transit area to head to westwards. The enormous economic growth in
the country, particularly after the 1990s, not only resulted in a slowdown of
emigration of its people to Europe but also pulled a large number of
migrants from a wide range of diverse areas to seek jobs in Turkey
(Kirişci, 2007). Since the 1980s and 1990s, a large number of refugees
from Iran, Iraq and Afghanistan and very recently from Syria migrated to
Turkey due to conflicts in their home countries. The Soviet war in
Afghanistan from 1979 to 1989, the Islamic revolution of Iran in 1979, the
collapse of the soviet union in 1990, the Gulf war crisis in Iraq in 1991, the
American invasion of Iraq in 2003, and the very recent all-out civil war
crisis in Syria paved the way for the flood of immigrants to Turkey as
refugees (Içduygu and Aksel, 2012). Turkey served refugees as a transit
area where they stay temporarily until they finally move to West Europe or
North America while it also served as a country of destination.
Turkey was and is one of the top countries of asylum or refugee receivers.
According to the United Nations High Commission for Refugees
(UNHCR), in 2016, Turkey hosted the greatest number of refugees,
around 3 million (UNHCR, 2017). Particularly, the civil war crisis in Syria
forced Turkey to use ‘open door policy’ in providing ‘temporary protection’
to the Syrian refugees. More than 1.6 million Syrian refugees were
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believed to have been living in Turkey in 2014. This number increased in
the subsequent years as the Syrian refugees continued coming to Turkey
and reached over 3.5 million (UNHCR, 2017). The Turkish people and
government provided the Syrian refugees unlimited support. However,
there is a doubt that this support may not endure in the course of time if
the refugees claim to live permanently in Turkey occupying wage labor
(Erdoğan, 2014).
While the majority of migrants living in Turkey are irregular migrants who
use the country as transit or source of wage work without having the
necessary documents, there are also regular immigrants such as
students, employee and other groups who have the necessary
documents, residence and work permits (Içduygu and Aksel, 2012).
Smuggling activities reinforce the flow of irregular migration to Turkey.
Smugglers posed a great challenge to the control of irregular migration
and the number of smugglers has been increasing from time to time.
Irregular migrants arrive in Turkey utilizing various methods. They use
boats to cross rivers; use lorries and trucks, fraught documents, animal
transports such as donkey and horses to cross borders(Coban, 2013).
Of the structural factors accounting for Turkey’s present popularity as a
destination country for immigrants is because of its importance as a bridge
to enter into west European countries. Labor demand in low productivity
sectors also explains current immigration. The main jobs immigrants
occupy in the secondary sector include domestic work and jobs in
restaurants, hotels, etc. Immigrants are geographically concentrated in
areas where greater job opportunities in the secondary sector exist,
primarily in Istanbul. In addition to labor market demands, social networks
account for increasing immigration to Turkey as social networks play
fundamental role in facilitating migration (Massey et al. 1993).
In contrast to immigrants to Turkey from neighboring countries, African
immigrants constitute a small minority. The immigration of ethnic Turks
and Muslims from the former Ottoman Empire since the establishment of
the republic in 1923 and the growing number of immigrants from
neighboring countries since the 1980s was very well known; however,
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immigration of Africans from sub-Saharan African countries with no
historical and cultural ties with Turkey is a recent phenomenon. In fact,
Africans impact on the Turkish society may not be comparable with that of
other immigrants of Turkish and non-Turkish descents. Since the 1980s,
African migrants headed to Turkey either to seek job in the country or to
move further to European countries. The exact number of African
immigrants in Turkey is unknown but some estimated that about 6000
irregular African migrants were found in Istanbul in 2006 (Brewer and
Yükseker, 2006). And this number increased in the course of time.
According to data obtained from Turkey’s Higher Education Commission
in 2017, there were more than 13,000 African students studying in Turkey.
Obviously, the number is quite bigger than this figure given the flooding of
Africans through human smuggling. Since much of African immigration to
Turkey is illegal, official census figures do not capture the actual number
of Africans living in the country. It is evident from different reports that the
inflow of Africans to Turkey is growing, and they are becoming noticeable
in the Turkish ethno-cultural landscape, and yet there are no migration
researches on African immigrants, except some fragmented attempts
(Brewer and Yükseker, 2006; Schapendonk, 2013; De Clerck, 2013).
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CHAPTER 4
RESEARCH METHOD
In this chapter of the thesis, I have set the general ethnographic context of
my study. The study investigates motivations, challenges, transnational
practices, relation and integration of Ethiopian migrants in Turkey and
returnees in Ethiopia. Examining the context in which migrants were
motivated and engaged in transnational activities, the study tries to find
out meanings to their lived experiences and everyday actions. Therefore,
rather than relying on survey method, I focus on qualitative research
approaches such as participant observation and a variety of interviews,
including, unstructured interview, semi-structured interview, life story or
narrative. This part of the thesis describes the methodology, tools of data
collection, and analysis.

4.1.

METHODOLOGY

Qualitative research approach can easily uncover such fluid issues as
‘lived experiences’, ‘sense of being’, ‘sense of belonging’ and notions such
as home, etc. which otherwise cannot be revealed through quantitative
approach. Qualitative approach is best used to understand processes and
meanings (Denzin and Lincoln, 2003) and allows the researcher to collect
information from a small group of target population (Flick et al., 2004). In
my research, I did not want to test a hypothesis because I did not believe
that social science researchers, including me, who move to the research
field, could go with open mind to collect data and try to fill all the blank
spaces.
Since transnational social fields focus on the experiences, challenges,
strategies, adaptation of individual migrants as well as their transnational
practices across boundaries, qualitative approach, particularly interview is
the best way to collect and analyze data (Molina et al., 2012). As it is
understandable that a social science researcher goes to the research field
with some expectations, I preferred a subjective, interpretive approach.
Anthropological studies of transnational migration have been remarkably
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investigated in a multi-sited ethnographic approach which has been most
often qualitative in nature. As such, in this thesis, I employed a qualitative
approach in order to root-out the lived experiences of individual migrants
and group behaviors.
The most important research practice in the field of sociocultural
anthropology is ethnography (Marcus and Fischer, 1986) which is about
writing the culture of people both from emic and etic perspectives. Ninety
years ago, in his classic study of the Trobriand culture, particularly the
Kula activities, the father of Ethnographic field work, anthropologist
Malinowski stated that the principal task of an anthropologist is “to grasp
the native's point of view, his relation to life, to realize his vision of his
world" (Malinowski, 1961, p. 25). Geertz (1973) sees ethnography more
than a method. With what he named ‘thick description’, Geertz went
beyond the mere description of phenomena by searching for meanings
attached to them. Thick description, for Geertz, is the nucleus of
ethnography; it enables researchers understand not just what events took
or take place but what that events imply or what they mean.
Following Geertz’s idea of thick description, this study has intended to
pinpoint and analyze the meanings of phenomena (social events and
actions). Geertz advise social scientists to read culture as texts while
doing ethnography. Both the researcher and doers of the actions can form
meaning by reading those actions. In this way, Geertz shows us how
social science research and doing ethnography are subjective due to the
fact that “---our data are really our own constructions of other people's
constructions of what they and their compatriots are up to…(Geertz, 1973,
p. 9). Ethnography, both as a method and writing about culture, is
apposite to appreciate subjectivities as well as to provide the research
subject a voice.
Glick Schiller (2003) outlines the centrality and the aptness of
ethnographic methodology in the study of transnational migration, but the
conventional ethnographic approach, which had long focused on the study
of social phenomena in a single site, did not fit with the dynamics of
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migration. This reality is well understood from the statement of Appadurai
(1996) who writes:
As groups migrate, regroup in new locations, reconstruct their histories,
and reconfigure their ethnic ‘projects’ the ethno in ethnography takes a
slippery, nonlocalized quality, to which the descriptive practices of
anthropology will have to respond. The landscapes of group identitythe ethnoscapes- around the world are no longer familiar
anthropological objects, insofar as groups are no longer tightly
territorialized, spatially bounded, historically unselfconscious, or
culturally homogenous(Appadurai,1996, p. 48).

Accordingly, in order to deal with these dynamics, a multi-sited
ethnographic approach emerged and has increasingly become popular,
allowing transnational migration researchers for a more considered study
of the social world in different places and contexts (Glick Schiller, 2003;
Marcus, 1995, 2009; Leonard, 2009; Falzon, 2009). In Ethnography in/of
the World System: The Emergence of Multi-Sited Ethnography, Marcus
(1995) discusses multi-sited ethnography as an emerging methodological
trend in Anthropology. Multi-sited ethnography is a research approach
designed around chains, paths, threads, conjunctions, or
juxtapositions of locations in which the ethnographer establishes
some form of literal, physical presence, with an explicit, posited logic
of association or connection among sites that in fact defines the
argument of the ethnography (Marcus, 1995, p. 105).

Multi-sited

ethnography,

as

a

way

to

examine

a

growing

interconnectedness of people across borders, was developed against the
traditional trend of ethnography, which exclusively focused on a single
research-site location. Marcus (1995) outlines two modes in which
ethnographic research was embedded. The most common one was an
ethnographic research in a single-site location which could also be
supplemented “by other means and methods”, such as archives and micro
theories. The other mode of ethnographic research is:
embedded in a world system… and moves out from the single sites
and local situations of conventional ethnographic research designs to
examine the circulation of cultural meanings, objects and identities in
diffuse time space (Marcus, 1995, p. 96).

What is of significance in designing multi-sited ethnography is the
existence of connections and relationships within sites of social system.
Marcus (1995) argues that ethnographers, while conducting research (i.e.
transnational migration), should take in to account multi-sited ethnography
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so that they can appreciate how social life is embedded in a globalized
world. Multi-sited ethnography is a means to probe social issues in this
era of globalization where the process of interconnectedness is increasing
as it is displayed in the case of transnational migration. Multi-sited
ethnography is suited to analyze cultures with respect to a broader, worldsystem, including the complex network of factors that affect a given
community. As multi-sited ethnography is concerned with the movement
of people, idea, and things, it is inextricably linked with world system
theory and this enables the ethnographer to understand sociocultural and
economic issues, and associated social networks at macro level (Marcus,
1995). A researcher who conducts a multi-sited ethnography would better
understand the “…chains, paths, threads, conjunctions or juxtapositions of
locations…”(Marcus,

1995,

p.

105).

Sharing

Marcus’s

ideas,

I

accompanied migrants both in Turkey and outside of Turkey. For instance,
I moved to Ethiopia to examine the lives and transnational practices of
returnees while I also conducted Skype or video call interviews to collect
data from some migrants who moved to the western world after having
stayed in Turkey for years.
Fitzgerald (2006) discuses four methodological strategies that guide
ethnographic explorations: multi-sited ethnographies which reveal the full
scope of the migration experience and its impacts; removing national
blinders that restrict the construction of the field, integrating both sending
and receiving country sites; historicizing the field; and ethnographic case
studies that contribute to the elaboration of migration theories.
Ethnographers in multi-sited research should develop a “clear theoretical
orientation” and participate in “strategic site selection”. It is advised that
ethnographers should carefully manage their time and resources in these
sites. With careful planning, multi-sited research can be a part of rigorous
ethnographic work. Two-sited field work can be especially beneficial in
migration studies (Fitzgerald, 2006). Through the study of social problems
in sending and receiving countries, a researcher can gain better insights
about push and pull factors that contribute to international migration.
Anthropologists apply extensive and intensive ethnographic fieldwork to
come up with detail data about the holistic issues related to the live/s of
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the migrant/s. As they mainly focus on individual migrants and their
households, they employ the life history method “to access the rich texture
of the lived experience of being a migrant and the cultural context of
decision making” (Brettell and Hollifield, 2008, p. 15). The anthropological
focus on the local includes how individuals in the research site interact
with broader economic and cultural forces, and their globalized realities.
This study focuses on the transnational social fields of Ethiopian migrants
in Turkey from three ethnographic fields: Ankara, Istanbul (Turkey) and
Addis Ababa (Ethiopia) concerning their motivation to migrate to Turkey,
their adaptation to the Turkish society, their belonging both to home
country and Turkey, challenges they faced, and their transnational
relations, behaviors and communications as well as returnees’ lived
experiences in Ethiopia. The theoretical approach for this research is
mainly derived from Basch et al. (1994), who have well explicated
transnational approach as the best tool in dealing with migration in this
period of globalization. Embracing transnational theory of migration as its
frame, this thesis highlights on the social fields of transnational Ethiopian
migrants who have been clustered into three groups: education migrants,
labor migrants and return migrants.

4.2.

RESEARCH SITES AND ACCESSING TO PARTICIPANTS

As this study adopted a multi-sited ethnographic approach, it was carried
out in three different research sites such as Istanbul, Ankara and Addis
Ababa. In transnational migration studies, the researcher is required to
employ multiple-sites, usually situated between host country and
homeland (Fitzgerald, 2006). I moved to Ethiopia to interview return
migrants who settled in Addis Ababa after staying in Turkey for years.
However, I could not follow those Ethiopians who left for other countries
after staying in Turkey for years because they were dispersed in different
countries and areas; and also in the absence of research budget for this
thesis, it was almost impossible to afford traveling to such areas;
moreover, as a person from a poor country it was almost impossible for
me to secure visa of different countries.
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I chose Istanbul and Ankara because the majority of Ethiopian migrants in
Turkey (including labor, education, transit, etc.) are concentrated in these
social spaces, which are comprised of people, with different cultural,
religious and language backgrounds from diverse geographical areas,
lived together and interacted each other. Ethiopians in these places not
only express solidarity among themselves, but also try to adapt to the host
society by building social relations. Although Ethiopians are also living in
such Turkey’s cities as Izmir, Adana, Bursa, Konya, Isparta, Eskişehir,
their presence in these cities is small compared to those Ethiopians living
in Istanbul and Ankara. Amongst all the Turkish cities, Istanbul is not only
the hub of Ethiopian migrants in Turkey but it is also a place where
Ethiopian cultural markers are observed. In this city, there are restaurants
owned by Ethiopians serving Ethiopian traditional foods. Istanbul is a
place where Ethiopian goods and foods are sold.
Istanbul hosts the largest number of migrants compared to any other cities
in Turkey and is a metropolitan and most populous city in Turkey having
estimated 17 million populations who are diverse in terms of ethnicity,
language and religion. The city is rated in the top of the world’s 10 fastest
growing metropolitan areas (Trujillo and Parilla, 2015). As Istanbul is a
hub of business activities in Turkey and transit area between Europe and
Asia, people from diverse areas flood towards it. It is also a place where
one third of Turkey’s universities are located. Similarly, Ankara, as one of
the world’s 10 fastest growing metropolitan areas, is the capital of Turkey
and is the hub of technocrats and bureaucrats. While Istanbul is known as
the ‘financial capital’ of Turkey, Ankara is the political capital. Ankara is
also a place where more than 15 universities are located. For these
reasons, the majority of Ethiopian students and labor migrants are
situated in Istanbul and Ankara. As to return migrants are concerned,
many of them lived in Addis Ababa, the capital city of Ethiopia, where they
engaged in various activities. My research is multi-sited in nature,
conducted within Turkey and Ethiopia and sometimes within Turkey,
Ethiopia and other countries. These sites played an important role in the
lives of transnational Ethiopian migrants and formed a vital part of this
study.
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I went to Istanbul several times to meet my research participants. On
average, I stayed there five days per trip. Although I took appointment
from my participants before my trip, oftentimes, some of them couldn’t
avail themselves due to inconveniences and thus I would take another
appointment again. In one case for instance, I had to take appointment
three times because in the first appointment the participant was sick while
in the second one she was changing her house which she shared with
other Ethiopian friends. As I was situated in Ankara, I spent a huge portion
of my time in this city. Data collection took place mainly between August
2016 and December 2017. I spent two summer periods of 2016 and 2017
in Ethiopia where I contacted 30 return migrants. My fieldwork in Ankara
and Istanbul was conducted in two varying settings. I came to know many
of Ethiopian students studying in Turkey through a number of programs,
including events organized by Ethiopian Students’ Association, studentled organizations such as Habeşistan Kalkınma İşbirliği Derneği (HAKID)
and Horn of Africa Strategic Studies Center (HASS), Ethiopian Embassy
in Turkey and professional organizations. In general, I had closer
interactions with Ethiopian students than with labor migrants. This made
the data collection process with students relatively easy for me as I could
pick my phone and call to a participant and get appointment for an
interview. However, the context with Ethiopian labor migrants was a bit
difficult as I had no any personal contact and relation with any of them and
thus I relied on snowball technique that led me to find one and meet
others.
Ethiopian migrants in Turkey and those returnees (to Ethiopia after their
stay in Turkey for some years) were the subjects of this research. In this
research, I focused on labor migrants and students who were in unequal
footage of transnational social fields. Labor migrants migrated mainly for
economic reason either to work in Turkey or to move to European
countries through Turkey. As the majority of them were undocumented,
they have no legal rights to physically move to homeland to visit family
and come back to work at any time they like. Their immersion with the
Turkish people is also limited as compared to students or those who held
residence permits. Unlike labor migrants, students came to Turkey mainly
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to peruse education and thus have student resident permit. They regularly
visit family at home and actively engage in transnational activities,
including economic, social and cultural ones. Similarly, while return
migrants reintegrated with their community at home they have also
sustained transnational activities that connect them with the Turkish
society.
I decided to focus on the above mentioned groups of Ethiopians because
they were well known and identified by many Ethiopians and was apposite
for me to show the unequal distribution of social fields. In my research, I
included various groups of Ethiopian migrants in Turkey who helped me
get understanding of the diversity within the Ethiopian migrant population,
with different social backgrounds, which were connected, in various ways,
to the Turkish society through social life, marriage, work etc. Ethiopians in
close associations with Turks (such Ethiopian women married to Turkish
men) were included in the research and they provided me information
about their lives in Turkey. From my conversations with these groups, I
obtained stories about Ethiopian migrants’ living situations and their daily
activities.
Taking diversity into account among each group, I have considered
differences in terms of religion, sex, ethnicity and occupations.
Participants from labor migrants and returnees were identified through the
use of contacts. The types of work migrants engaged and their
experiences shed light on the unequal or differing social fields of Ethiopian
migrants. Distinctions can be made between labor migrants who lack the
necessary documents to legally live but arrived in Turkey through various
ways, and education migrants who live in Turkey with student residence
permit. Education migrants and entrepreneurs are more likely to be
transnational because they have more rooms and freedoms for
transnational activities compared to labor migrants whose transnational
activities are limited. It is difficult for undocumented labor migrants to visit
family at homeland and come back to Turkey while those migrants with
the necessary documents do it at any time they like. As the same time, all
Ethiopian migrants in Turkey were not in the same status as some of them
are actively engaged in transnational business activities while others did
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not. In this research, participants were identified into three main groups;
education migrants, labor migrants and return migrants, but migration
experiences among each group were not uniform. Ethiopian migrants in
Turkey are consisted of women and men. While the majority of labor
migrants were women who primarily engaged in domestic work the
majority of education migrants were men. Moreover, the great majority of
Ethiopian students in Turkey tend to be Muslims who are well adapted to
the

sociocultural

landscapes

of

the

country

compared

to

their

counterparts, Christians. Ethiopians’ migration intension, experiences and
outcomes are determined by the dynamics of transnational migration and
their exertions to adapt to the host society.
109 Ethiopians participated in this research (list of participants is attached
in appendix 6). Although there are ethical concerns with regard to who
should be considered as participants in the research process, I inclined
more to the snowball method through which potential participants with
valuable data were chosen. Initially, I thought it was easy to find labor
migrants for interview; however I faced crises of expectation due to the
fact that labor migrants lived in utterly different environment that was
unreachable to me. In order to get access to this world I relied on my
friends (education migrants and their spouses) who helped me visited
various neighborhoods in Istanbul where Ethiopian migrants frequented
and I reached to the first labor migrant respondents who in turn helped me
got others. I met them in cafeteria, parks and Ethiopian restaurants where
we discussed about life in Turkey and their transnational practices. They
helped me in arranging the interview session. They accompanied me
while I was going to meet my interviewee. With the help of friends and
such helping labor migrants, I was able to materialize my work which
otherwise would have been trying. By employing snowball method,
familiar in social science qualitative research, a researcher can obtain
potential respondents by contacting people in the social networks
(Spreen, 1992). The assumption with regard to employing snowball
method is that contact between the researcher and initial informant would
lead to acquiring potential research participants within the circle of
friendships or social networks (Berg, 1988; Atkinson and Flint, 2001). It is
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only after engaging in an intimate relationship with participants based on
trust that the researcher would be able to uncover information about
friends or individuals within the circle of acquaintance. Using snowball I
was successful in penetrating social network groups that offered me
potential participants (labor migrants). However, one glitch associated with
this approach is that the people I was introduced to were only those who
came to the knowledge of my friends as their acquaintances.
In addition to the target groups (education and labor migrants), I
considered stakeholders such as officers in the Ethiopian Embassy in
Turkey, Directorate of Diaspora and Consular offices in the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of Ethiopia, Ethiopian community organizations and Agents
in Turkey. Participants from stakeholders were identified based on the role
they played in the lives of individual migrants and their transnational
practices. Brokers of Ethiopian labor migrants have been considered in
this study given the fact that they produced a great deal of data related to
the migration process of Ethiopian migrants, starting with recruitment of
the migrants at homeland and moving them to Turkey. I included
community organization leaders, including HAKID Ankara, HAKID
Istanbul, Horn of Africa Strategies Studies Centre (HASS), and
Association of Ethiopian Students in Turkey (AEST), etc., so as to
understand diverse views and experiences of their members and capture
their activities in the transnational social fields.
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Chart 1. Number of male and female participants by types of migration

Chart 2.Number of Muslim and Christian participants by types of migration
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4.3.

TOOLS OF DATA COLLECTION

4.3.1. Observation
A researcher who employed participant observation often participates in
the research participants’ activities and pays attention to their experiences
(Silverman, 1993, Güzel, 2004). In the course of collecting data for my
research, I moved to Istanbul for days and went to Addis Ababa and
stayed there for months to take part in various programs, visit individual or
group migrants and share their lived experiences. Once I was in Istanbul, I
could walk around such neighborhoods as Aksaray, Kurtuluş where
Ethiopians and other Africans were concentrated; I talked to them. I could
participate in various programs and events such as mosque and church
prayer, meetings, cultural events, religious activities and weeding
ceremonies. My frequent visit to Istanbul and my stay there for days gave
me the chance to understand the city as a hub of cultural diversity and
transnational practices. Migrants from various regions and countries,
including Africa are very visible in Istanbul in comparison with other cities
in Turkey. In various spaces such as Ethiopian restaurants, prayer places,
homes and various programs (where Ethiopians gathered for events), I
came to observe and identify varying social relationships among
Ethiopians that could produce unequal distribution of social fields between
individual and group migrants. I asked myself such questions: why do
migrants come together in various events? Who are they? Do their
occupation,

gender

and

religious

differences

matter

about

their

gatherings? What are the contents of their discussions? Do events or
programs or places define the identity of its participants?
I had the role of ‘observing participant’ and ‘participating observer’
(Bernard, 2006, p. 347). Since I am an international student studying in
Turkey, Ankara, I could be treated within education migration and thus can
have the role of ‘observing participant’ in the research setting. Being an
international student gave me the advantage of being confidently familiar
with everyday life of similar Ethiopian students in Turkey. For instance, I
led and participated in a number of programs where Ethiopian students
frequented and I often visited the homes of Ethiopian students who were
living with their family. As I lived both in government dormitory and rented
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house, I was well familiar with the living conditions in both contexts. My
visits to Ethiopian families’ homes were successful in that I observed what
was going on at their homes, their living conditions and I played with their
children. Opening their homes, my informants gave me warm reception
which in turn offered me the opportunity to witness their day to day lives. I
came to know details of individual migrant’s life including their education
background, previous occupation or jobs and hometown in Ethiopia and
so forth. Relations and interactions between my informants and me turned
out to be less formal. More interactions in extended period of time allowed
me what to observe and where to participate. I made regular visits to
Ethiopian families’ homes and observed what food they eat, which TV
channel they watch, which language they speak with their children in their
daily life affairs.
For five years, since I came to Turkey, I participated in international
cultural festivals in Ankara, organized by Federation of International
student Associations in Turkey (UDEF), a non-governmental organization,
where international students got together and demonstrated their cultural
riches, including food, music, tangible ethnographic materials as well as
archaeological and historical heritages & artifacts which are illustrated in
pictures and other digital forms. It is an important event that marks
multicultural feature where students introduce and promote the cultures,
sociopolitical and economic conditions of their respective countries. The
objective of such event is to promote social relationships among
international students and between international students and the Turkish
society in general.
Since I simply participated in the labor migrants’ activities as desired, I
worked as a ‘participating observer’. My main role with this group of
migrants was to collect data for more understanding of the group’s
activities. They were aware of my observation activities. Although these
labor migrants were my co-nationals, I was not their member as the
activity of this group of migrants was different in many respects. Creating
and maintaining contacts with this group of the research population, it was
possible for me to establish rapport which is an indispensable step for
conducting ethnographic research (Bernard, 2006; Fontana and Frey,
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2003). As a native anthropologist carrying out this study among my conationals, I used my own lived experiences in Turkey as source of data in
this study. With reflexivity, not only I described my experiences as
education migrant but also my role as a researcher. Participant
observations helped me gain indispensably significant insights and
improved reflexivity.

4.3.2. Interview
It is imperative to use ethnographic interviews in order to get insiders
perspectives or point of view on the lived experiences of migrants
(Spradley, 1979; Weiss, 1994). In this research, I conducted informal
interviewing, unstructured interviewing and semi-structured interviewing
and narratives. As to informal interviewing is concerned, I collected data
through normal daily conversations which could be remembered and
recorded (Bernard, 2006). In the day-to-day interactions and activities, it is
promising to collect bulk of data. Unstructured interview method was also
used with the knowledge of both the interviewer and interviewee as a
research method and thus, it was not a simple conversation as it was in
the informal interview. While spending time with my research participants,
I raised non-predetermined questions related to my research topics.
Finally, I used semi-structured interview method which requires a
predetermined set of interview questions. Here, tape record was used
based on the consent of the participant/s. All of my interviewees were
informed that I was with them with the role as anthropological researcher.
Since my research population exclusively includes Ethiopian migrants in
Turkey, I used Amharic language as the medium of communication that
helped us get each other easily.
Most of my interviews conducted with respondents living with their family
were made in their homes. This was an opportunity for me in order to feel
family life and observe their living conditions at home, and being there I
enjoyed Ethiopian traditional foods, such as engera and wot. In some
cases, wanting to play with me or being curious to know what I was talking
with their fathers, children were matter of ‘disturbance’ or ‘noisy’, while
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conducting interviewing at home. Some conversations were extended to
other days as children who were at home or returned home from school at
the time of the interview intervened. There were also occasions where I
conducted interviews while children were around us but with no problem
to our interview session. One time, I remember while I was conducting
conversations, interviewee’s children were playing at home. Their father
warned them to stop shouting and keep silent. When his warning did not
work, he told two of his children to go to and play in the bed room. In other
case, children were told to watch films (most often cartoon) while I was
interviewing in bed rooms. As most of my interviewees were Muslims,
their wives remained in separate rooms when men gusts come and chat
with their husbands in the saloon. There were also cases in which I
conducted interviews in offices and other places where social events were
organized. However, most interviews were conducted in public spaces
such as parks, cafeterias and restaurants.
I contacted labor migrants, who were working in Ankara and Istanbul in
different employment areas through friend networks. From this first
interview, I came to know that although friend networks and snowball
method were worthwhile to search for labor migrants, their being
undocumented unfavorably obstructed my effort to easily meet them.
Some of my respondents were hesitant to talk to me about their migration
experiences for they think I was spying something that may affect their
lives and the lives of those who arranged their migration. For example,
one of the migrants who came to Turkey through a fake student visa told
me that she paid more than 125,000 Ethiopian birr (that’s almost equal to
$ 5000). This fake student visa was arranged by an Ethiopian education
migrant, who had contact with his university official or personnel to let him
have admission letter for her to come to Turkey as a Turkish language
student. Interviewing domestic workers was very difficult as most of them
were not allowed by their employers to leave their work places except for
weekly break time at weekend.
My discussion with labor migrants was different from that of education
migrants. Although I spoke the same language (Amharic) with all my
informants, my immersion varies from one group to another. While
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education migrants see me as an intimate who share similar experiences
like theirs and who usually met together in day to day life activities or in
various occasions, labor migrants considered me someone not from their
group (in this case it means an outsider or someone who did not belong to
them). The most important marker that characterized me as an outsider
was my being a researcher. Even though I initially told my informants the
objective of my conversations with them, labor migrants repeatedly asked
me what I do with the information I sought from them. I should have
balanced my position as an insider with education migrants and outsider
with other groups.
Although some felt uncomfortable in our first meeting and hesitated to
help me get the needed data, they were happy as time went. It is obvious
that any one feels stranger to tell own experiences for someone who
he/she doesn’t know well. I took their phone number and stayed in touch
with them using various online messaging applications such as viber,
whatsap etc. I met them in different places, including cafeteria, park and
houses. As we got each other, not only me who asked question but also
my informants. They asked me about my life both in Ethiopia and Turkey.
This way, I established rapport with labor migrants and their hesitation to
talk to me was sidestepped and then we chatted as if we were friends for
long period of time. It was important to conduct interviews at employer’s
home in order to capture the working conditions of my respondents, but I
could not do so because it was problematic for women domestic laborers
to invite someone who was strange not only to them but also to their
employers. Therefore, except from what they told me, I was not in a
position to observe their day to day activities at their employer’s home.
Labor migrants included in this study were caretakers, home keepers,
nanny and dancers, massage therapists and construction workers.
As an ethnographer who sought bulky of information on the life of
informants, I had to deal with them in a wide range of issues related to
migration, work or living in a host country, integration, challenges,
transnational behavior and activities. In the process of our conversations,
my informants brought topics that they thought were significant in
appreciating their experiences as migrants. In our discussion, respondents
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told me details of their life experiences across space and time.
Conversations like these produced multifarious dimensions of the lives of
migrants and it gave me the chance for a profounder understanding of
migrant’s lived experiences.
I prepared a list of semi-structured interview questions (see appendix 2)
depending on who had been interviewed (education migrant, labor migrant
and return migrant). Interview questions were intended to enable migrants
to explain a wide range of perspectives in relation to their lived
experiences. I prepared them to grasp about how migrants sensed ways
of being and ways of belonging both to sending and receiving countries,
their transnational activities and behaviors. These questions were
designed in a general manner to which migrants talked more in-depth
about their experiences, and thus it wasn’t intended to serve as a
checklist. Through these general questions, specific questions emerged
spontaneously in the interview sessions.
In social science researches, semi-structured questions allow the
researcher to motivate conversation in predetermined ways. Before
commencing the interview, I informed the research participants about the
objective of the study and the questions. There were cases in which
participants corrected my questions. In one case, for instance, I asked a
labor migrant living in Istanbul about her migration from Ethiopia to
Turkey, but she corrected me saying “I did not directly come to Turkey
from Ethiopia and I had no intension to come to Turkey while I was in
Ethiopia” as she first left Ethiopia for Dubai, then to Saudi Arabia and
finally to Turkey. Participants, in the process of semi-structured
questioning, could intervene if they felt that questions should be corrected
(Rubin and Rubin, 1995). Semi-structured Interview questions for this
study concentrated on issues related to motivations to migrate and return
home, choosing Turkey, adaptations, challenges and prospects in Turkey,
solidarity with Ethiopian fellows, Ethiopians’ transnational engagements
and those who returned home. What were their motivations to migrate to
Turkey or to return home? How did they cope with changing sociocultural
and economic conditions in Turkey? Did they integrate with the Turkish
society or re-integrate with homeland people after return, and feel sense
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of belonging both to Turkey and Ethiopia? Did they engage in
transnational activities? How?
I recorded the interviews after procuring the permission of the informant.
Although they already gave me their consent for recording, a few
respondents seem to have been perturbed when I switched on the
recorder;

however

they

immediately

forgot

it

once

we

started

conversations. While interviewing, I usually referred to a set of semistructured questions that I prepared in advance. My interview with
Ethiopian migrants in Turkey and returnees in Ethiopia intended to capture
their experiences as migrants, their adaptation with the Turkish society
and culture, challenges they faced, solidarity with Ethiopian fellows and
their

transnational

activities

and

relations,

their

integration

and

reintegration. Ethiopian Embassy officer, Ethiopian community and
organization leaders were also asked about their relationship with conationals, what they were doing to help their Ethiopian fellows in Turkey
and Ethiopia, which cases or complaints came to their attentions and what
reactions they have taken. I also did interviews with Ethiopian brokers who
were living in Turkey. These brokers facilitated the process of Ethiopian
labor migration to Turkey with their network both in Ethiopia and Turkey.
Although they were willing and I got important information from them, they
were uncomfortable with some of my questions related to trafficking and
smuggling. Interview sessions conducted with them were short compared
to other respondents.
I often carried out long interviews with both groups of migrants, education
and labor migrants, ranging from one to three hours in average. Given the
time constraints with return migrants who were busy to allot me enough
time for an in-depth interview, I resorted to short time interview and focus
group discussion. I did the focus group discussion in an occasion where
returnees got together for institutional purpose. They allowed me to have
a focus group discussion that took place within one and half hours. The
group discussion enabled return migrants to express their experiences
both in Turkey and Ethiopia through discussions and dialogues with each
other. Listening to each other, participants challenged and defended their
experiences through the construction of meaning among themselves.
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Thus, the conversation was more between the group discussants, rather
than between the discussants and me. I introduced the group about the
objective of the discussion and expressed the significance of their
conversation which invoked so many questions and answers, not just
answers for a predetermined checklist of questions. I generated a
dialogue between the group discussion participants. From the beginning, I
inspired them that every group member should engage in the discussion
and I informed them that there is no right or wrong answers. Their input
was crucial for this research. As the participants did not consent me tape
recording, I did not have any recordings of the discussion. In 2016, I,
together with my colleagues in Turkey, was tasked with a research work
on The Role of Turkish Education and Scholarship on East African
Graduates sponsored by the Presidency for Turks Abroad and Related
Communities (YTB) and coordinated by HASS. The research team
collected data from Turkish alumni located in 6 East African countries
namely Ethiopia, Sudan, Somalia, Djibouti, Kenya and Tanzania by
employing semi-structured interview and focus group discussion. The data
collected from Ethiopian returnees was selectively used for this thesis.
Interviewing migrant participants (particularly domestic workers, and
return migrants) proved to me very difficult because they were too busy
and could not find time for an interview. This group of respondents had
short break time, particularly in weekends. I called them and took
appointment for face to face communication, but it did not always work as
some of them couldn’t avail themselves on time and place. When
scheduling face to face interview was not convenient, I resorted into using
phone calls and online application tools. Accordingly, in conjunction with
face to face interviews, I employed messenger, Imo and phone call
interviews. For instance, I employed Imo and Messenger to interview
participants who were living in England and Ethiopia after staying in
Turkey for years. There were a number of other cases in which I used
these methods to interview participants located in Turkey and Ethiopia.
These tools are important in collecting qualitative data in social science
researches by saving travel time to the place where the interviewee is
located, maintaining personal interactions between the interviewer and the
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interviewee, and offering freedom to the interviewee (Bertrand and
Bourdeau, 2010; Deakin and Wakefield, 2013).
Thinking it is important to capture participants’ lived experiences through
the narration of their story, I employed life history interview. Life history
interview offers an opportunity for the researcher to collect details of an
individual migrant’s life. While I was conducting life history method, I
forwarded nondirective interview questions such as ‘Would you please tell
me what it feels like to be in Turkey?’ or ‘Would you narrate your story
about how you came to Turkey?’ or ‘Please tell me what your life in
Turkey looks like?’ or ‘Tell me a little bit about your living condition in
Turkey’ Story telling is an important tool to tell narration in a chronological
order of occurrence in which past events took place.
An anthropologist or an ethnographer is a story teller and all ethnographic
accounts contain narratives or story to some extent (Maggio, 2014;
McGranahan, 2015). The use of narratives is particularly useful for this
type of research. Narratives about migration help the researcher
understand how individuals make meaning of their lives, and experiences
against structural pressures. Narratives are very effective tool for learning
about the role of the individual in migration. The field of anthropology, with
its traditional focus on specific (the individual, group and the local),
provides an essential voice in the field of migration studies. Using in-depth
interviews, archival data, and extensive ethnographic observation and
field notes, anthropologists construct historical narratives and explore the
lived experience and realities of migrants. An ethnographer is expected to
listen to narration or stories in order to create meaning about the life of the
story teller or the narrator because narratives help him/her understand the
social world. It is the listener’s duty to give meaning and interpretation to
the narratives (Zigon, 2008; Zigon, 2012). Individual migrant stories gave
me the opportunity to gain a glimpse of the lives of Ethiopian migrants as
a whole.
Almost all participants included in this research were Ethiopians who were
living in Turkey and those who returned to Ethiopia after staying in Turkey
for some years. I conducted semi-structured interviews with 109 education
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and labor migrants in Turkey and returnees in Ethiopia. The majority of the
research participants are composed of current and former students in
Turkey. The data has helped me better understand the distinct life
experiences of individual and group migrants, particularly the unequal
distribution of social fields among the migrants. Throughout the thesis, I
used pseudonyms in order to keep hidden the real names of the
participants.
Not all Ethiopian migrants agreed to do the interview. Some raised a
number of reasons no to do the interview, one among which was time
constraint. As this study had no research fund, I could not offer any
incentives to the research participants; I was rather warmly received by
the research participants. Their hospitality was fabulous. As a student of
anthropology practicing ethnography, I was enthralled by matters, mainly
what migrants face outside of their homeland and cultures, confront with
new ideas and values which are different from their own community at
home. I came to recognize that Ethiopian migrants, as any migrants in
Turkey, confront in every day of their lives with varying cultural world
views and traditions. I, myself, as education migrant studying in Turkey,
corroborate these conditions. Although some of my respondents were
initially hesitant to talk to me as I was stranger to them, they later eagerly
shared their lived experiences by narrating their life stories. This study has
become true through my continuous contacts, dialogues and interactions
with migrants. I tried to minimize the social distance between me and the
research participants by developing friendship role, the result of which, in
due course, molded the study. I feel I had success in the course of my
research as the target groups of the research were willing to take part in
the study except some particularities.

4.4.

REFLEXIVITY AND POSITIONALITY

Here, by reflexivity I would mean enquiring into my own motives, reactions
and sentiments, and how these would affect the process and product of
my study. Reflexivity means “reflecting on oneself as the object of
provocative, unrelenting thought and contemplation” (Nazaruk, 2011,
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p.73). It is about self-consciousness and self-examination. Although I,
initially, thought that it would be easy to conduct this research among my
co-nationals, given the fact that I was an ‘insider’ (Ethiopian), I later
realized that it was demanding to get access to labor migrants and
returnees for it was not as easy as falling off a log to establish rapport with
them on the spot and to have an automatic entree into their lived
experiences. Some Ethiopian migrants and returnees whom I thought
would be potential participants of my study did not take part because they
were either busy or reluctant or indifferent or dubious or had no
convenient time to share their time with me.
Building trust with the research participants is the most important condition
in order to gather qualitative data. As Hampshire et al (2014) avers,
ethnographic data collection is commonly dependent on building trust and
harmonious relationships between the researcher and the research
participants. It is with intimate relationships that an ethnographer can
access to the kind of data relevant to the issues under study. While trying
to reach my research participants, I brought to my attention how I could
build rapport with them in order to get the type of data I sought. Ethiopians
in Turkey are considered voluntary migrants, but many of them are
informal as they have neither residence nor work permits to live and work
in the country, and hence reaching them was a difficult task.
I had to justify to the research participants how important they were for my
research and also expressed why I was interested on the topic under
study. When I told participants that I was studying the lived experiences of
Ethiopians in Turkey, they were more than happy to contribute. In the
beginning, some labor migrant participants were skeptical of me as they
thought that I was spying and dreaded that their participation might affect
their life. For instance, one of the labor migrant participants told me that
he heard some Ethiopians in Europe, acting as migrants, were working
(spying) for Ethiopian government. However, as I established close and
harmonies relationships with them, their fear about me melted away, and
this helped me build my credibility. We all (the researcher and the
participants) were interested in each other as we discussed our
experiences in the socioeconomic and political landscapes of both
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Ethiopia and Turkey, though some were indifferent to talk about politics. In
fact, Issues such as politics (some were not interested to talk about home
politics) and informality (those engaged in informal activities) were
sensitive to deal with. Having understood that dealing with these issues
was a difficult terrain, I geared myself up to be careful enough while
interviewing my participants. Actually, their skeptical characteristics
emanated mainly from being curious to know who I was, what and why I
was doing. As the research participants told me details about their lived
experiences, I shared with them my own too. They asked me where I was
from in Ethiopia, what I was working there, why I came to Turkey, what I
was doing in Turkey, etcetera. It was a motivating step to go forward with
my research process. Some pushed me to go beyond working on my
thesis. For example, a labor migrant in Istanbul called and told me that an
Ethiopian woman who was a wife of a Turkish man suffered abuse at the
hands of her husband and his parent (mother), and asked me to bring this
issue to the attention of Ethiopian Embassy in Ankara which I did so.
I included as many participants as reasonably possible in order to have a
range of impressions, feelings and experiences. Except one participant,
who was better in English than in Amharic, the media of communication
between the participants and the researcher was Amharic (the working or
official language of the Ethiopian federal government). Although my
research participants came from different ethnolinguistic groups, they all
spoke Amharic very well. As I could not speak any other Ethiopian
languages apart from Amharic, I was not lucky to communicate with my
participants in their mother tongues. Having observed that many African
students in Turkey spoke and communicated with each other in different
languages of their respective homelands, and realizing that speaking
more than one homeland language provides paramount advantages, I
was apologetic for missing many opportunities at home that would have
ultimately allowed me to learn and speak Oromiffa, one of the most widely
spoken languages in Ethiopia.
Although I did not discern matters of power asymmetry in the
interview/conversation sessions as we (I and participants) acted among
equals and the participants freely expressed their feelings and lived
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experiences, there was, of course, a power of asymmetry for I had the
monopoly of asking questions and making interpretation and analysis. As
it was I who would interpret the data and had the authority over the
product of the research, my subjectivity (feelings & intuitions) and intellect
determined what product I would come up with. It is an apt description that
neutrality was illusory as I have divulged aspects of my personal
experiences, views and emotions. Nevertheless, in order to reduce my
monopoly, I included in my thesis many voices of the research
participants.

4.4.1. The PhD Student (the Researcher) ‘Becoming’ an
Anthropologist
When I started my career at Dilla University, Ethiopia, as a lecturer, I
believed that I would become an academic, but I later came to realize that
there was a long way to go in order to reach the envisioned destination,
the academic world. Although I taught anthropology courses for years in
my home-based department and thought that I was an anthropologist, I
discovered in Turkey that I was not an academic yet, and hence had to
work harder in that regard.
I joined Anthropology department at Hacettepe University because it
interested me and I had the aim at ‘becoming’ an anthropologist. The
department was consisted of mainly biological/physical anthropologists
and also a handful of sociocultural anthropologists. I learnt a lot from all of
them. They contributed to my study from the inception of the research
topic, during the proposal development, as well as in the course of data
collection & analysis to that of its conclusion in the form of a written
account. At this stage of my life, I was a dedicated student of
anthropology. All the courses I took and this thesis in particular was meant
a requirement for me in order to hold a PhD with the aim of ‘becoming’ an
anthropologist.
In addition to the university professors, the research participants were
there to contribute to my ‘becoming’ of anthropologist. My experience as a
PhD student in the process of ‘becoming’ an anthropologist was vital to
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the activities I was involved with my research participants. Both education
and labor migrants in Turkey and returnees in Ethiopia knew that I was a
PhD student seeking information for my research, and hence were aware
of my role as a researcher or the ‘becoming’ anthropologist. Education
migrants (PhD and Masters) had hands-on knowledge and experience in
what research projects would entail while many of the labor migrants had
not. Education migrants, particularly those in the fields of social sciences,
discussed with me on issues they thought would be of significance for my
study. And also they mailed me or recommended to me to read some
books or theses written on Ethiopia. We talked how demanding a PhD
program was. Some of them returned home having completed their
master’s & PhD and some started working in Turkey after graduation.
My participants provided me invaluable information sharing their lived
experiences and sacrificing their precious time, but I recognized that no
major policy would be formulated out of my research. And also I doubt that
no government officials may read and recommend for policy change. But,
I know, for sure, that this thesis would mean to allow me to have a PhD,
ultimately legitimizing my accreditation as an anthropologist and shaping
my future.

4.5.

ANALYSIS

While interviewing, I jotted down important points on my notebook that
needed to be broadened later. There were a number of occasions in
which the interviewees did not allow me to tape-record their voices. In
such cases, I jotted down key words that could be written in a
comprehensive description once the interview session was over. I took
with me field notebook and my notes included portrayals of conditions,
description of respondents and detailed description of conversations and
events in which I participated. I also described situations that impressed
me, which also included my emotion and feelings. These activities
continued until the end of data collection. There were also many
occasions where I employed informal interviews with no predetermined
interview questions, and then I could write what I could remember of our
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conversations. All of my interviews except with one informant were
conducted in Amharic language, the working language of Ethiopian
Federal government. One of my interviews was conducted in English
because the interviewee was better in English than in Amharic. Since I
interviewed an increasing number of participants, doing transcription was
very arduous and tiresome, albeit it was in my mother tongue, Amharic.
Due mainly to lack of research fund, I couldn’t hire assistant to help me
collect data and transcribe voices from recorder. I started analysis while I
was in the field. Once I identified the themes of the first interview, I often
rethought and refined interview questions to seek more answers on some
issues. In the course of data collection, I spent times transcribing
interviews from recorder.
All in all, I disapprovingly examined the multiple alleyways in which
migrants lived by giving meanings to their transnational practices and their
adaptation to the receiving country and back at home. Transnationalism
was examined in terms of the discourses of globalization and
internationalization of education. Through the articulation and voices of
the migrants, this research uncovered a thick description of their lives.
Catching up of these pathways was true only through the voices of
migrants themselves that helped me examine multiple perspectives
apparent in the description of their lived experiences. Taking what
anthropologists call multivocal ethnographies in to account (Tobin, 1989;
Tobin et al., 2009), I included many voices of the migrants.

4.6.

ETHICAL ISSUES

To conduct this research, I first applied to and obtained permission from
ethical committee of Hacettepe University. While carrying out an
ethnographic research, the ethnographer should take into account such
important ethical elements as seeking participant’s informed consent,
confidentiality of their information, anonymity of their names and
addresses, as well as the power relations between the ethnographer and
the participants. Anthropologists reached consensus that anthropological
research should not harm the life of the research population/participants. I
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was careful enough in taking the utmost precautions to protect the
physical and psychological well-being of my research participants during
the processes of data collection and writing in accordance with the
guidelines set by the American Anthropological Association (1998).
A few individuals among the labor migrants initially regarded me a spy
mainly due to their belief that I was working for Ethiopian government, but
their suspicion about me melted away as persons in my network of
relationships explained to them about me and my research, and with the
rapport I established with them. I sought and obtained informed consent
from all of my research participants. I explained to them about who I was,
as well as what and why I was doing. I had not pressed individuals who
were thought to be potential participants in my research but were not
interested to take part in the research, just concentrating on those who
were willing to participate. From the outset, knowing that I was responsible
to protect my participants, I told them that I would uphold the
confidentiality of their information, and the anonymity of their names and
addresses. Some insisted that I should maintain confidentiality and
anonymity while some others stated that there would be no problem if I
use their names and addresses. Nevertheless, I kept the names of all the
participants secret or I obscured their identities with pseudonyms. I gave
fictitious names for many of the participants, some chose pseudonyms
from the list I offered them while others provided for themselves.
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CHAPTER 5
MIGRATION FROM ETHIOPIA TO TURKEY: TRENDS AND
MOTIVATIONS
The Ottoman Empire established the Ottoman version of Habeshistan
region in East Africa in the late 16 th century that stretched from southern
part of Egypt to that of the coastal part of the present-day Ethiopia. Since
then, the Ottomans engaged in slave trade of the region. Ethiopian slaves
were highly valued and their price was higher than other groups, such as
black Africans and white Caucasians. In the Ottoman Empire, slaves were
put in hierarchical levels: white, habeshi13 and black. As stated by
Tibebu(1995),
Ethiopia was the favorite hunting ground of slaves to provide the
insatiable need of the Arab and Ottoman worlds for their harems,
bureaucracy, army, and menial jobs (Tibebu, 1995, p. 66).

Particularly, Ethiopian eunuchs were the most expensive and were given
special places by the Ottomans as “caretakers of the imperial harem and
the treasury. Owing them was of the highest status” (Tibebu, 1995, p. 65).
Among the harem eunuchs of the Ottoman Empire, the most powerful was
an Ethiopian slave named Beshir Agha.14 In the 19th century, slaves were
one of the principal export trade items of Ethiopia while the Ottoman
Empire was the chief importer.
What happened to the descendants of these Ethiopian or East African
slaves in the modern period of Turkey is unknown but we know that there
are now black Turks who are roughly estimated to be 100,000 populations
(BBC, 2016). As African Turks are assimilated to the Turkish society and
culture, they lost their language which is typically similar to the African
Americans. Slavery critically constrained the capacity of Ethiopian or East
African slaves to observe their indigenous practices and customs,
including their language, and this may have been due to the fact that
African slaves in the Ottoman Empire came from different regions of East
13

Narrowly defined habeshi refers to the Semitic people historically inhabited in
the Christian highland kingdom (highland) of Ethiopia and Eritrea. In a broader
sense, it denotes all inhabitants of Ethiopia. In the Ottoman Empire and the Arab
world, habeshi had been closely associated with Ethiopian slaves.
14 Beshir is a name given to an Ethiopian eunuch by his master Ismail Bey
(Hathaway, 2005).
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Africa and several language speaking communities (ethnic groups) and
hence, could not communicate each other through a common language.
Except their black skin, Afro Turks consider themselves as ‘Turk’ which
has been socio-culturally built in the process of Turkification, particularly
with the emergence of the republic of modern Turkey in 1923. Although
they are curious about their roots, they have no knowledge of where their
forefathers and mothers came from (Daily Sabah, 2017). As Turkey had
no a history of colonization associated with Africa or any other parts of the
world, Africans did not migrate to Turkey up until the 1980s (Kirisci, 2003).
Now, with increasing number of African migrants coming to Turkey, it
seems that the Turkish people have been confused to differentiate
between Afro Turks and the newly arriving African migrants. Suspecting
that they are newly arriving African refugees, it is reported that the Turkish
police stopped busses full of Afro-Turks in the outskirts of Izmir
(Guzeldere, 2010).
The old migration of Ethiopians to Turkey (the Ottoman Empire) had been
associated with the slave trade of the medieval & early modern period of
Ethiopian history while contemporary migration could be understood within
the frame of internationalization of education and economic globalization.
Thus,the first group of migrants to move to Turkey were Ethiopian slaves
who were forcefully hunted, sold and exported to the Ottoman Empire
while the later (contemporary) migrants included students, laborers, transit
migrants, refugees and business persons of various ethnic, religious,
ages, gender and academic backgrounds. In this chapter of the thesis, I
briefly discuss patterns of migration from Ethiopia to Turkey, motivation for
migration, and the role of social network

5.1.

MIGRATION TRENDS

Since recently, Turkey entered into a new chapter of politics through its
ambition to become political and economic power not only in the Middle
East region but also in Africa. The country developed ken foreign policy
towards Africa in general and Ethiopia in particular through bilateral trade
agreements, cooperation partnerships as well as development aids.
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Scholarship to African students is part of the Turkish development aid.
Turkish Cooperation and Coordination Agency (TİKA) opened its first
Africa office in Ethiopia in 2005 and also Turkey joined the African Union
(AU) as ‘observer’ in the same year. The AU considered Turkey as
important country to strengthen strategic partnership with the continent.
The Turkish Embassy in Ethiopia has been given the responsibility to
observe what is going on in the African Union. Just following the reopening of Ethiopian Embassy in Ankara in 200615, Turkish airline started
direct flights to Ethiopia, Addis Ababa.
Many Ethiopians may think China surpasses Turkey in terms of
investment, but the reality indicates the opposite because hundreds of
Turkish companies were investing in Ethiopia with an estimated USD 3
billion. Currently, Ethiopia is the destination of almost half of Turkish
foreign investment in Sub-Saharan Africa (Yewondwesen, 2016). In
addition to garment and textile industries, agro processing and
construction projects which have already engaged in business activities,
Turkish investors have also interest in Ethiopia to invest in solar, wind,
hydro and sugar projects (Sintayehu, 2016). While Turkish investment in
Ethiopia created over 30000 jobs (Tekle, 2016), one third of this figure
goes to Ayka Addis, one of the promising Turkish garment and textile
industry in Ethiopia since 1998. To strengthen their relations, high profile
figure visits were made between the two countries that in turn had
significant impacts in their mutual relationships. Among many other high
level visits, the president of Turkey, Recep Tayyip Erdogan, paid official
visits to Ethiopia at different times while his Ethiopian counterpart,
president Mulatu, the former ambassador of Ethiopia to Ankara, also
made official visit to Turkey in 2017. The two countries strengthened their
bilateral economic relations since 2000.
As globalization knocked every door of the world, people started exploring
opportunities in different overseas countries. Turkey is an emerging
destination

for

those

people,

including

economic

migrants

and

international students coming from Africa. It seems clear that Turkey
15

Ethiopia was the first African country to open its Embassy in Ankara in 1933.
The embassy, however, was closed in 1984 until it was reopened in 2006.
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wanted to influence African countries not only through its direct economic
involvement but also through students of the continent who would
complete their education in Turkey and return home to bridge the two
countries. Turkey served as destination country of African students since
the 1980s, but their number was insignificant by the time. Seeking better
economic opportunity and education or exposure to the outside world,
Ethiopians turned to Turkey, the Middle East and the western countries.
The booming of international students (Ethiopians and others) into Turkey
could be understood within the changing political and economic contexts
in the country. Turkey, as an emerging economy with the current
government, did not want to confine itself within its geographical
boundary, it rather sought to go beyond that by extending its social,
cultural, economic and political influence into other geographical regions
and countries. One important tool towards implementing those intentions
was by producing pro-Turkish individuals or groups who would play
prominent roles in the ties between their home countries and Turkey.
Scholarship is the best way to that end. The growing scholarship
opportunity to international students is first the result of Turkey’s growing
interest to influence and benefit from its relations with others (student
sending countries). As the Turkish government relaxed policies on the
mobility of students, self-financed international students are also rapidly
increasing in the country.
Ethiopian migration to Turkey took place through kinship and social
networks and accordingly concentrated at specific places and members or
affiliated members of social networks. In fact, recently, Ethiopian students
did not depend on social networks or kin groups to come to Turkey,
particularly after the establishment of YTB and the commencement of
online application for Turkish scholarships in 2012. Of all Ethiopian
migrants living in Turkey with resident permits, the most numerous were
Ethiopian students and their families. This, however, does not mean that
education migrants and their families are numerous compared to labor
migrants. It is believed that about 3000 undocumented Ethiopian labor
migrants were living in the country. A number of Ethiopians who have
never been to Turkey have been predisposed by the presence of Turks in
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Ethiopia, the influence of Turkish series films and prior migrants (friends
who were/are in Turkey).
It is after 2012 that African students boomed in the sociocultural and
education landscape of Turkey. During the 2017/18 academic year, it was
reported that there were more than 13,000 African students studying in
Turkey. Among this number of students, Ethiopians were reported to be
around 500(4% of all African students in Turkey). While some Ethiopians
had exposure of the outside world before arriving in Turkey, for the
majority of them, however, Turkey is their first experience. This is the
result of Turkey’s internalization of education and easiness of Turkish visa
processing. The Turkish government took different measures to
internationalize the country, including easing of visa application for
international students, labor migrants and business persons. Unlike other
western countries, language proficiency requirement is not mandatory for
international students to acquire visa in order to move to Turkey.
Admission letter from a university or invitation letter from an employer or a
family or a relative is enough to get Turkish visa and enter the country.
I define three types of Ethiopian migrants who moved to Turkey since the
1980s. Firstly, in the 1980s and 1990s, small number of Ethiopian
students came to Turkey for education. Following this, since the 2000s,
labor migrants entered Turkey to seek job and use the country as a transit
point. Thirdly, both labor and education migrants boomed in the
sociocultural landscape of Turkey, particularly after 2012. Generally,
Ethiopian migrants in Turkey are consisted of five groups which overlap
each other in many ways. These include education migrants, labor
migrants, transit migrants, business migrants and refugees. It is difficult to
differentiate a labor migrant from that of a transit migrant and a refugee
because the migrant can share attributes associated with different
categories. For instance, the aim of some of the labor migrants was to
move further to the west after finding job in Turkey and securing
fund/money necessary to afford the cost of their travel to Europe. They
were also registered as refugees by UNHCR and were assigned to follow
their cases in various regions of Turkey. Thus, Ethiopian labor migrants in
Turkey can be categorized as laborers, transients, and refugee. This
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thesis focused on the first two categories of Ethiopian migrants (education
migrants and labor migrants) as these groups of migrants were more
visible than other groups of migrants in the sociocultural landscape of
Turkey
Table 1. Number of migrants living in Turkey with official permit in 2017
Types

Total number of
foreigners

Ethiopia

Students with resident permits

53,244

295

Migrants with work permits

61,620

335

Total resident permits

586,834

1203

Source: General Directorate of Immigration, Department for Immigration Policies
and Projects, No: 95104841-042-49291, 8/11/2017

The data given above (Table 1), particularly for Ethiopian and other
international students, contradicts with the data I obtained from Turkey’s
Council of Higher Education(YÖK) (Table 2) which puts that there were
about 500 and 110,000 Ethiopian and international students in the country
respectively.
Previously, many Ethiopians came to Turkey as undergraduate students
mainly sponsored by IDB, and their number was very small, ranging from
2 in 1983 to 49 in 2012. Since recently, however, Ethiopian students
drawn from different institutions, including universities, government and
private sectors have come to Turkey in hundreds. Ethiopian students who
pledged commitment or signed contract agreement to serve their home
based universities were entitled to have pocket money 16 paid by the
Ministry of Education of Ethiopia through Ethiopian Embassy in Turkey.
While it was reported about 90 students (PhD and Master) received
pocket money in the 2017/18 academic year, there were also many
students who had no contractual agreement with their respective home16

As the scholarship money offered by the Turkish government to international
students is believed to be not enough to afford living costs in Turkey, the
Ethiopian Ministry of Education (MoE) decided to offer small amount of pocket
money only for Ethiopian students who made pledge of commitment with their
respective home-based universities. Every year, these students are expected to
send or attach student slips to the Ethiopian Embassy that serves as a means to
follow up whether the student is active or not.
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based universities, and hence were not entitled to claim the pocket
money.

5.2.

MOTIVATIONS FOR MIGRATION

Ethiopians left their country for Turkey either to pursue education or seek
good paying jobs. Although the number of Ethiopians in Turkey is small in
contrast to hundreds of thousands of Ethiopian migrants living in the Gulf
countries, Turkey recently started attracting Ethiopians for different
reasons, including its proximity to Europe, monthly wages in dollars (for
labor migrants), popularity of Turkey across the middle East and Africa
(with its films and goods), freedom of movements, ease of work
(compared to Gulf countries), religious proximity (for Muslims), etc. Many
Ethiopian migrants who migrated to Turkey from Arab countries
acknowledged these facts. Respondents to this research indicated that
they had more than one motives while moving to Turkey. For many of
them, education and employment were the principal reasons for migration,
but they also wanted to carryout transnational business activities.
In general, I categorized Ethiopian migrants in Turkey based on their initial
aims and motivations for migration:
1. Employment related motives: better employment opportunity in
Turkey is the primary motivating factor for the migration of labor
migrants, but there are also other reasons such as social network,
peer pressure, and popularity of Turkey among the Ethiopian youth
that facilitated their migration. Most of these migrants are women
who engaged in domestic work.
2. Motive to use Turkey as a transit point: These groups of migrants
have had employment related motives to leave their homeland, but
their aim was to use Turkey as a transit route to move further to the
European Union. As most of them had no sufficient money to travel
to their destination, just upon arrival in Turkey, they resorted to find
jobs in Turkey. Some achieved their initial aims (going to Europe)
while others did not, changing their mind once they started working
in Turkey.
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3. Education related motives: intension to pursue foreign education is
the primary reason for their migration, but these groups of migrants
were also motivated, concurrent with their education, to work and
engage in transnational economic activities that tied them with
Ethiopia. They were motivated to have exposure to the outside
world. They underwent a profound personal development and
social change through the accumulation of cultural and social
capitals. This group of migrants included mainly undergraduate and
post graduate students as well as high school and religious
students.
4. Family reunion: Ethiopian migrants, particularly post graduate
students brought their family to Turkey because they felt nostalgic
or felt longing for their families, or because the scholarship fee was
not enough to afford stuff both to the individual migrant in Turkey
and his/her family at home, or because the migrant secured job in
Turkey.
This part of the thesis discusses the narratives of the research participants
as to how they were motivated to migrate to Turkey. In other words, it
presents Ethiopian migrants’ initial migration trajectories. I have found it
important to discuss the stories of migrants’ motivation to migrate to
Turkey as it entails a lot of things about home and host countries(Ethiopia
as a poor country with a deep culture of migration and Turkey as an
emerging country attracting migrants from diverse geographical areas). To
grasp the motivation of Ethiopians to migrate to Turkey, I asked my
informants what motivated them to migrate to Turkey. This was, in fact,
the first or eye-opening question to commence interviews and establish
some facts about their migration trajectories. Ethiopian migrants’
motivation to move to Turkey explains the fact that their migration with the
present scale is new.
Migrants from Ethiopia are increasingly arriving in Turkey to move further
to the western countries, do business, gain an education, or claim asylum.
Implicit emphasis on the nature of many decisions to travel abroad to seek
better life, including employment is evident in the stories of my informants.
Except one of my informants who expressed he came to Turkey
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exclusively for education purpose, others were motivated to seek work
and overseas experiences, transnational trade activities concurrent with
their education. The data also indicates that social networks are very
important in explaining how and why education migrants in Ethiopia
decide to move abroad for their tertiary education. For some of my
research participants, the impact of social networks were very important in
motivating them to come to Turkey and this network still helped them in
engaging in a number of activities that connect Turkey with Ethiopia.
Muhaba, a PhD student and assistant lecturer at Yıldrım Beyazit
University in Ankara, had worked in a number of government and nongovernment organizations in Ethiopia before he came to Turkey. In 2011,
representing Pro-Development Network (PDN), a non-profit Muslim NGOs
network, to which he was a director, Muhaba participated in an
international conference organized for developing countries in Istanbul.
This situation created a favorable environment for him to develop an
interest to advance his education in Turkey. During his stay in Istanbul, he
got Ethiopian students in Turkey who provided him information about
Turkey’s scholarship. Up on return, he applied to Turkiye government
scholarship and was admitted. Thus, for some students like Muhaba, a
wider structural influence was important to participate in programs abroad
and establish overseas relations. Ethiopian students in Turkey are only a
subgroup of the broader category of transnational migrants who indicated
ways in which their movement, relations and activities are often socially
embedded within networks of families, friends and institutions. Such ties
are useful for the development of migrant’s social capital. Knowing that
friends had gone on to study abroad is a source of significant
encouragement that pushes a migrant to leave homeland.
In order to understand migration trajectory, I asked Ethiopian migrants
about their motivation and decision to move to Turkey and if there were
also people who migrated to Turkey early and supported the process of
their migration. Saron, a domestic worker in Istanbul, explained:
My friend gave me a lot of information about Turkey before I came
here. She was a domestic worker in Istanbul and we were connected
each other through online platforms such as Facebook, whatsap, Imo
and the like. She told me that it was easy to find a good paying job in
Turkey. She helped me got a broker to process my migration.
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Before coming to Turkey, Bisrat, another participant from Istanbul,
collected a good deal of information about Turkey from friends both living
in Turkey and other European countries. Some of his friends had lived in
Turkey for months or years before they moved to Europe and they knew
very well how Turkey served as a transit point while others temporarily
engaged in construction works or employed in companies in Turkey until
they manage to move to European countries. Bisrat had two motives while
planning to move to Turkey. Given the popularity of Turkish products in
Ethiopia, his first motivation was to move to Turkey and start business
activities. To that end, he consulted some Ethiopian businessmen who
were willing to work with him. Like his friends in Europe, Bisrat’s second
motive was to use Turkey as a transit point to move further to Europe.
Bisrat commented that Ethiopia is not a land of opportunity to work and
earn money in order to change one’s life, which, in turn, pushed many
Ethiopians to seek migration to any foreign country, be it in Africa or Asia
or Europe or America. Like many of his Ethiopian friends, Bisrat migrated
to Turkey and started working in a company.
The most important reasons mentioned by informants for departing their
home country were education and employment. In Ethiopia, education
abroad is associated with prestige. Although the number of universities in
Ethiopia is swiftly rising in the last two decades, an alarming rate of
population growth and demand for quality of education has made the
system of education in the country insufficient. Lack of opportunities to
continue one’s education, particularly in the field of choice, the prestige
associated with studying abroad, the desirability of international education,
aspiration to accomplish sociocultural and economic objectives and the
availability of scholarships to international students in Turkey were
important factors that motivated Ethiopian students to seek education in
Turkey.
Studying abroad is always associated with prestige. Our people give
value for those who studied overseas. I also gave such great values
for those who studied overseas. I used to listen to their stories and
experiences abroad. Studying abroad is also associated with
economic success. Even our government believes this. For instance,
while local university students are entitled to have full pay study leave,
we, overseas students are allowed to have half-pay leave. This is so,
because it is believed that overseas students are awarded
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scholarships with promising stipend that local students may not
obtain. Although local and overseas students equally enter into
agreement with their respective home universities to discharge their
commitment of service which is most often two times the number of
years for study leave, their commitment of payment differs
significantly. While those going overseas are expected to sign money
agreement17 which is about half a million Ethiopian birr, those
studying at home are likely to sign one third or one fourth of this
amount. So, education abroad is seen differently not only by the
people but also by the government itself.(Adisu from Ankara)

Abdulmenan, an education migrant, had been studying medicine at
Gonder University, Ethiopia before abandoning his education at home and
coming to Turkey eleven years ago. Abdulmenan came to Turkey in 2006
as IDB scholarship student and studied pharmacy at Ankara University.
His objective to go overseas was not solely for education but also to find
ways to improve his and his family’s life economically. Thus, the reasons
behind Abdulmenan’s decision to abandon his study of medicine in
Ethiopia and move to Turkey were: the prestige associated with education
abroad and scholarship opportunity offered to him by IDB. Since he was
from a poor family background, he believed the scholarship stipend would
help him support his family back home. Since his high school years, he
knew that outstanding students have better chance of obtaining
international scholarships opportunity. To this end, he worked hard and
scored the best result that helped him won scholarship to study in Turkey.
Natnael, another education migrant, was motivated to apply for Turkey
scholarship following a call for scholarship application through the
university where he was working as lecturer. “I wanted to get education
abroad and thus applied for Turkey scholarship.” Although for many of
education migrants their principal reason to move to Turkey was
education, they were also motivated to start new business that connected
Turkey with Ethiopia.

17

It is a common fact that academic staffs in Ethiopian universities enter into a
pledge of commitment with their respective universities while leaving for study.
The agreement between the two parties is binding and will be enforced by law.
While the university allows candidates to have pay study leave and maintains
position after the completion of their studies, candidates, in turn, are abided by
law to discharge their obligation of services or payments (the stated amount of
money as per their agreements).
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Siti, a labor migrant who was working in Saudi Araba before coming to
Istanbul, was inspired by the Turkish movies and TV series. When she
came to Istanbul for vacation with her employer, she had in her mind to
escape and stay in Istanbul.
I was inspired by the Turkish films to come to here. I had no any
acquaintance in Istanbul or Turkey before I came here. While I was in
Saudi I used to watch a lot of Turkish movies dubbed in Arabic. Places
shown in the movies were really fascinating and wonderful, and while
watching Turkish movies I was always transported to those places. I
was interested not only to see those places but also to live .

Ousman, an education migrant, moved to Turkey because of his brother
who influenced and advised him to study in Turkey, a country rich in
history. He says.
My reason to move to Turkey is my brother who is exactly the fan of
Turkey and the Ottoman (Empire). Actually I was thinking of going to other
country. I thought to study in America. My brother said ‘you will go to
Turkey. You will go to Turkey. You will study there’. Because of him, I
came to Turkey. Had it not been for him, I might have gone to America
where many of my relatives are living. I didn’t really regret, Alhamdulillah. I
am satisfied (happy with it)

Kedir, a PhD student in Ankara, was inspired by the history of Turkey from
his previous education and readings while living in Ethiopia. He was also
motivated by the availability of Turkish government scholarships which
created an opportunity to meet his objective of overseas education.
I was a social science instructor in one of Ethiopian universities
before I came to Turkey. I had a good knowledge of Turkey’s history
both as a center of civilization and a Muslim country. I was always
interested to visit Turkey. My motivation was thus to learn from the
center of that civilizations, as the same time to look for other
opportunities, especially business.

Some Ethiopian women left their home for Turkey not only to seek better
paying jobs and be economically independent but also to escape the
domineering gender roles and oppressive practices at home. For
example, Mahlet, a nanny working in Istanbul, migrated to Turkey six
months after her divorce. While in Ethiopia, she was a house wife caring
for her daughter and doing household chores that left her to be
economically dependent on her husband. Her husband had been
insulting, morally degrading and blaming her that she was not contributing
to the household while boasting that he was the only person feeling
household responsibility. Their relationship went from worse to worst and
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finally they were divorced. She left back her two years daughter to her
mother and moved to Turkey. Mahlet was employed as a nanny in a
Turkish household in Istanbul. She knew how to care a child from her own
experience as a mother and was happy with the job she was doing and
with what she was paid, 800 USD. Now, her being economically
independent and ‘powerful’ not only allowed her to improve her life but
also to strengthen her position in her family and the community at home.
When she moved to Ethiopia for visits, she carried bags filled with Turkish
clothes and cosmetics and distributed them to her family members,
relatives and friends. From a dependent wife in Ethiopia, she emerged as
a breadwinner. Nevertheless, Mahlet felt that she gave up her
responsibility as a mother due to the fact that she left back her daughter.
What is good is that she equally believed that she left her home
temporarily for financial reasons and once she fulfilled her aims she would
return home to take care of her daughter.
Responding to the question “what did motivate you to migrate to Turkey?”,
informants provided me diverse answers ranging from a specific situation
such as education or employment, reunion to that of ‘profound’ reasons
such as aspirations of changing one’s or family lives for the better. In this
respect, Benson (2011, p. 13) states that peoples’ aspiration and
decisions for migration “should be understood within the context of the
imaginings that drive migration and influence expectations for postmigration life.” The research participants stated that their migration to
Turkey was carefully planned, and thus was not spontaneous. On the
thread of participants’ narratives, both common and individual stories were
examined. For instance, what most of participants commonly shared in
their narratives was that Ethiopia was not a land of opportunity to progress
economically and was also seen as a country with political instability. The
most pressing one was the economic problem that pushed many of the
labor migrants to migrate to Turkey. Thus, migration was seen as a way to
get out of this situation and a means to get or live a better life. In fact,
motivation for migration is not a mere intension of the individual migrants
but a complex phenomenon in which friends, families, relatives, cultures,
globalization, etc. interplay.
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5.3.

IMMIGRANTS OR MIGRANTS: LABELING OF ETHIOPIANS
IN TURKEY

Ethiopian students with whom I made conversation and exchanged idea
objected my use of the term ‘migrants’ to describe international students.
They argue that students studying abroad should not be labeled as
‘migrants’ because students do not leave their country in desperation. For
them, the term ‘migration’ describes only those groups of people who left
their home country primarily for economic motive. They contend that labor
migrants, refugees and transit migrants fit in to this concept while
international students can be described as ‘overseas students’ (i.e.,
‘Ethiopian students in Turkey’). Ethiopian students in Turkey distinguish
themselves from other co-nationals whom they called sidetegna18 (migrant
or immigrant).
Both Ethiopian students and labor migrants don’t consider Turkey as a
country of immigration. Here are some points that I want to pinpoint. The
first thing associated with their rejection of Turkey as a country of
immigration is because of the fact that some countries are more
considered as countries of immigration than other countries. In their
minds, the right places for immigration are the USA, UK, Canada, and
some other European countries because these countries provide better
job opportunities, better ways of life, citizenship rights. Accordingly, one
may come to Turkey for various reasons and stay in the country
temporarily until migrating to countries of ‘immigration’ or return home.
Despite their stay in Turkey for more than 10 years, Ethiopians keep the
idea that Turkey is not the right place to establish family and live. This
idea emanates from the fact that Turkey does not give citizenship rights to
migrants or it follows tight rules to grant citizenship. If a foreigner is not a
Turkish descent and not married to a Turkish national, he/she has to fulfill
requirements such as engaging in investment and legally living in the
country for at least 5 years and speaking good Turkish language and
In Amharic language there are no specific terms to refer to ‘migrant’ ‘outmigrant’, ‘in-migrant’, ‘emigrant’ and ‘immigrant’. All these different terms give us
different notions but are generally described in Amharic as ‘sidetegna’.
18
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investing with millions of dollars. Investment citizenship is acquired by
owning a real estate in Turkey, opening a deposit of at least $ 3 million,
engaging in investment of at least $ 2 million capital, and creating job
opportunity for at least 100 people in Turkey.
I did not use the label ‘immigrants’ to describe Ethiopians in Turkey,
though there are a handful of Ethiopian immigrants in the country with
Turkish citizenship; rather I preferred using ‘migrants’ for both group of
Ethiopians who engaged in education and labor activities in the country.
My use of ‘migrants’ has theoretical implications. My concern in this thesis
is not about how Ethiopians are integrated with and assimilated to the
Turkish society and culture for I am interested to examine how Ethiopians
in Turkey negotiate in various social fields with forces located both in and
outside of Turkey, and how these forces affect their transnational
interactions, relations and activities. By distancing myself from the
traditional studies of immigration that emphasized on the integration and
assimilation of immigrants to the host society, I benefit not only from
examining the ‘lived experiences’ of Ethiopians in Turkey but also from
examining their ties across borders that linked them to the homeland.
Anthropologists are interested in examining ‘lived experiences’ of migrants
(Brenettel, 2000) and me too.
As discussed in the section of theoretical frame, contemporary
developments in the fields of communications and technology made
easier for migrants to sustain transnational relations and connections. As
a result of these transnational ties of migrants, the label ‘immigrants’
became controversial and thus, an alternative term has become
indispensable. Responding to this need, anthropologists came up with the
label ‘transmigrants’. Transmigrants are not rooted in specific country or
place, rather they are assumed to be here and there, creating and
sustaining transnational relations and activities between home and host
countries (Basch, et al, 1994). For anthropologists, both sending and host
societies are important (Foner, 2000).
The usage of the labels ‘migrants’ and ‘immigrants’ in a research depends
on not only on the researcher’s theoretical and methodological differences
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but also on the issues that the scholar tries to focus or reflect. Thus, a
researcher can choose one of the two wordings depending on what
he/she investigates. If a researcher intends to study how Turkey-born
Bulgarians or Syrians are doing in Turkish schools, he/she can pick the
word ‘immigrant’ by locating himself/herself in the Turkish society. But,
unlike situating oneself in specific society, if the researcher is interested to
study the transnational relations and practices of migrants, then he/she is
not expected to use the label ‘immigrants’. Thus, it is problematic for me
and I avoided using the term ‘immigrants’ in this thesis to describe my
research subjects.
Throughout this thesis, I preferred to use ‘Ethiopian migrants’ to describe
both education and labor migrants in Turkey. Although some people use
this labeling to describe foreigners who entered to a host country, I do not
want to confuse ‘immigrants’ with those ‘migrants’ who temporarily stay in
the host country either for education or work until they return home or
move further to the west. Because the majority of Ethiopians in Turkey
have no intention of permanent stay, they could not be called ‘immigrants’.
The legal system of many countries (including Turkey) also do not issue
immigration visas to newcomers and do not see them as immigrants,
though it is argued that people’s aspiration and motivations are more
important than anything else to consider them as ‘immigrants’. In fact,
there are a handful of Ethiopians who seem to have well integrated with
the Turkish society through marriage and having Turkish citizenship. This
group of people includes prominent Ethiopian-born Turkish long distance
runners (athletes) such as Evlan Abeylegese (Hewan Abey), Alemitu
Bekele, Meryem Erdoğan (Mariam Tanga), Mert Girmalegese (Shimelis
Girma), Sultan Haydar (Chaltu Girma Meshesha) as well as many
Ethiopians who are married to Turkish nationals. The children of these
Ethiopian ‘immigrants’ are Turkish in the holistic frame of Turkish culture
and the third generations of the first Ethiopian migrants will claim that they
are the descendants of Ethiopian immigrants.
Immigration requires the process of assimilation and integration in the
host society. However, the majority of Ethiopians in Turkey do not identify
themselves as ‘immigrants’ and because this labeling is more relevant to
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denote foreigners who are expected to be incorporated, assimilated and
integrated in the host society, the term migrants suits the subjects of my
thesis. Since the participants of my research include Ethiopian migrants
who seek to return home or move to another country after staying in
Turkey for some years, I prefer to use ‘migrants’, a term that can be used
to describe all Ethiopians in the country.

5.4.

MIGRATION OF ETHIOPIAN STUDENTS TO TURKEY

The first Ethiopian migrants to reach Turkey probably arrived as
international students sometime during the 1980s. However, many of
Ethiopian migrants to Turkey came after the country started providing
scholarship opportunities to African students following The 2006 TurkishAfrica Forum held in Istanbul. Ethiopian students studying in Turkey are
increasing from time to time. Ethiopia takes forth rank in terms of number
of African students in Turkey, having around 500 students and following
Libya (1,943), Somalia (1,735) and Nigeria (1,031). It seems that
Ethiopian students are more visible than other African students in the
sociocultural landscape of Turkey. This may be due to the fact that
Ethiopians are actively engaged in establishing and running various
organizations, as well as in penetrating Turkish institutions. Furthermore,
as Ethiopia is an important hub of Turkish business, many Turks have
interest to establish relations with Ethiopians who can in turn help them
connect to Ethiopia, a country with a booming of more than 100 million
population and increasing consumption power.
Although the Turkish government started provision of scholarships to
international students long years ago, it was, however, after 2012 that the
number of foreign students boomed in Turkish higher education
institutions. And this boost was the result of Turkish government’s
commitment to increase scholarships to large number of international
students, including Ethiopians who arrived in Turkey in hundreds. While
the majority of Ethiopian students in Turkey were government funded,
there were also self-financed students in the country.
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Graph 1. Number of Ethiopian students in Turkey (1983/84-2016/17)
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Source: Compiled from Turkey’s Ministry of Education and Council of Higher
Education report on the number of international students according to their
nationality https://istatistik.yok.gov.tr/

International students choose Turkey for various reasons, including
religion, scholarship opportunity, and language as well as seeking
exposure to the outside world. Given Turkey is a largely Muslim nation,
the majority of international students in the country seem to be Muslims.
This reality also works for Ethiopian students studying in the country who
are predominantly Muslims too. Following the 9/11 attacks on the United
States, Islamophobia has become the most perilous bigotries in the
modern world against Muslims, particularly in the USA and Europe, that
restrained Muslim students’ acceptance in these countries. Thus, students
from Muslim countries came to find other destinations for their education
abroad, and in this case Turkey can be seen as one of them. An Eritrean
Muslim student studying in Turkey told me that before coming to Turkey
he got scholarship opportunity in America and started processing his visa,
however, his visa request was not accepted by the American embassy
while his conational friend, a Christian, who also got the same scholarship
opportunity in the same country, was allowed to have the American visa.
For this Eritrean Muslim, the only reason for the denial of American visa
was due to his Islamic faith and his Muslim name. Confused and
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frustrated, he applied to the Turkish government scholarship and was
accepted. His Turkish education visa process was so smooth, not
comparable with the American one at all. Additionally, Turkey as a Muslim
majority country was considered as the suitable destination country for
Muslim students. Oumer, an assistant professor at Social Science
University, Ankara explained how he came to Turkey as international
student to pursue his PhD.
When I was thinking of education abroad, what came to my mind was
Turkey. I knew I would have many opportunities and chances to join
western universities as I was one of the top graduate students of
sociology at Addis Ababa University. A number of friends moved to
America or Europe for their education, but I chose Turkey because I
believed I would feel more comfort in Turkey than in the USA or
Europe.

Cultural and language proximity and shared historical traits are also
important motivation factors for students coming to Turkey from Turkic
regions such as Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan, northern Cyprus and
Kazakhstan. The third main reason was the availability of scholarship
opportunity for international students and the internationalization of
Turkish higher education institutions. The first and the third reasons do
work for the majority of Ethiopian students in Turkey who are dominantly
Muslims and received scholarship grants both from Turkish government
and non-government organizations (especially Jemeats).
Admission of international students to the Turkish universities is not
uniform and it varies depending on whether the students are sponsored by
the Turkish government (YTB). Government sponsored international
scholarship students are usually assigned to universities with no entrance
exam while self-financed international and local (Turkish) students should
sit for the entrance exam. Although some departments tried to oppose in
order to accept international students without any entrance exam and
competition, it did not work. The university administration, faculties,
institutes and departments are forced by the ministry of education to admit
international students assigned to them. Some Professors and Turkish
students initially doubt the academic skills and potentials of such
government

sponsored

international

students.

They

argue

that

international students received unfair advantage in admission to the
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Turkish universities. Here following is a point described by Kedir, a PhD
student who has been in Turkey for the last 4 years.
Turkish students usually ask me how I managed to be here to continue
my PhD program and I tell them that I won the Turkish government
scholarship grant and was successfully accepted to continue my
education in this university. They continue asking me ‘did you take any
entrance exam?’ I say no. Then, they get stunned and start telling me
the procedures through which they passed so as to be admitted in the
university. I also know that some professors blaming the government for
deliberately sacking the right of universities to select international
students on competitive bases. They boldly tell us the government
intervened in the academic matters of universities in the country.
Although initially professors had no confidence on us, as time went on
they came to realize our potential. I scored best grades in my
department and everybody knows that. In fact, I partially share their
worry as some international students, especially those students who
came from French speaking African countries, failed to pass in many
courses.

Knowing the problem of international students in Turkish language
proficiency, Turkish Professors tend to be flexible, allowing students to
write exams and do presentations in English.

5.5.

LABOR MIGRATION FROM ETHIOPIA TO TURKEY

There is no bilateral work agreement between Ethiopia and Turkey,
however many Ethiopians moved to Turkey through irregular migration
facilitated by ‘illegal brokers’ and other channels. Ethiopians used different
means to arrive in Turkey. Some had tourist visas; others had education
visas and still others had culture related visas (i.e., circus professional
visas) while others entered Turkey crossing the country’s boundaries
without having any legal documents. In the absence of bilateral labor
migration agreement between Ethiopia and Turkey, it is more difficult to
deal with the process and procedures through which Ethiopian labor
migrants are recruited and employed. Labor brokers, both Turkish and
Ethiopian, exist in facilitating migration and arranging employment for
labor migrants, but they are reluctant to talk about their strategies and the
benefits they earn.
The majority of Ethiopian labor migrants in Turkey are women who mainly
engaged in domestic work while there are also men who are principally
working in construction works and companies. Both groups of migrants
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are relatively young who in average not more than 30 years old, the
majority of them are tended to be Christians, and some women labor
migrants are married to non-Ethiopian nationals, including Turkish and
Nigerians after their arrival and commencement of work in Turkey. There
are different reasons to explain why Ethiopian labor migrants chose
Turkey as their destination.
1. Compared to European countries, processing Turkish visa is easier
given the prospect migrants have close relatives, friends and
institutions to send them invitation letter or paid what they are
asked by brokers.
2. Compared to Arab countries where the great majority of Ethiopian
labor migrants work and receive their monthly salary in local
currency, Turkish employers pay in dollars. This, in turn, attracted
Ethiopians to migrate to and work in Turkey.
3. Ethiopians who had intension to move to Europe prefer to use
Turkey as a transit point.
4. Turkey is considered by many Ethiopians as a modern and civilized
country. The existence of Turkish expatriates, the popularity of
Turkish films and products in Ethiopia has also its own impact in
motivating Ethiopians to migrate to Turkey.
What many of the prospective labor migrants in Ethiopia do before their
migration to Turkey is that they informally approach Ethiopian brokers or
individuals who have strong network with Turkey-based individuals,
institutions and brokers who finally arrange a particular job. Ethiopian
labor migrants incurred financial debts to process their migration to
Turkey. These migrants are expected to pay thousands of dollars in order
to migrate and work in Turkey, and the money is usually obtained from
relatives and friends. As some migrants managed to come to Turkey
through loans that they borrowed from relatives or friends, they were
expected to return the debt once they started working in the host country.
Debts are the basic concern of migrants, particularly for those who haven’t
immediately got jobs after their arrival in the host country or are working in
low payment/paying jobs. It often takes them one or more years to pay
back the cost incurred for their migration. For example, Alemu moved to
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Turkey having paid 115000 Ethiopian birr (around 6000 UD) to a broker
based in Ankara and that money was borrowed from his relative in
Ethiopia. It has been three years since Alemu came to Turkey and
employed in a glass factory in Ankara. As Alemu earn 50 lira per day only
for the days he work, he could not pay back the money he borrowed in the
last three years.
Brokers often request the prospect labor migrants to send them photo,
video record, and information that included age and ability to speak
international languages such as Turkish, English and Arabic. Ethiopians
engaged in the Turkish labor market as nanny (caring for children), elderly
care workers, massage therapists, circus practitioners (night club players),
salespersons and construction workers. An applicant at a young age,
speaking Turkish, English and Arabic languages, and having previous
work experiences in the area of employment would have better chance of
getting hired. Except domestic workers and night club players who stay in
their employers’ house or business centers, others are engaged as a day
time workers and hence return home upon the end of their working hours.
Age is found to be important factor in determining the employability of
labor migrants in Turkey. Alemitu, after staying in Qatar as a domestic
worker, returned home and started new life. However, when she was not
effective in her small start-up undertaking at home, she decided to move
to and work in Turkey. She found a broker from Ankara to deal with her
migration process and sent him her passport. The broker, however,
having seen her passport declined to go with the process due mainly to
her age. By the time, she was 48 years old. The broker knew, from
experience, that Turk employers do not like to employ older and fat
people. He explains: “The Turkish employers prefer to have young,
energetic and active workers.” Failed to listen to him, Alemitu approached
another broker who processed her migration with the cost of 150,000 birr
(which was equivalent to around 7000 USD). Although she managed to
come to Turkey, she could not find job for 8 months and finally, being
desperate, she returned home regretting the money she spent in the
process her migration. And that money was saved during her stay in
Qatar.
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The routes to Turkey are diverse. To get to Turkey, Ethiopian labor
migrants used different ways: through agencies, institutions, individual
networks of relatives and friends as well as through informal brokers. They
used different types of visa to arrive in Turkey. These included family,
tourist, education, entertainment, fair (exhibition), and work visas. As
many Ethiopian labor migrants used formal ways to arrive in Turkey, they
directly flew from Ethiopia to Istanbul having fulfilled the necessary visa
requirements. However, as the Turkish visas are valid only for three
months, most of these migrants remained in the country for years being
undocumented; they engaged in the labor market without having the
necessary documents (such as residence and work permit as well as
lacking employment contract). The other groups of Ethiopian migrants
were those who first flew to Arab countries, then moved to Turkey through
airline either with their masters (employers) or alone; others made their
journey overland through Syria to Turkey. Respondents to this research
included those Ethiopians who were working in Sudan, Saudi Arabia,
Jordan, Syria and Iraq before coming to Turkey. For some, the journey to
reach to Turkey is longer as they crossed so many countries. For
example, Melkam first moved overland to Sudan where she worked for
one year, then flew to Syria where she stayed for two years until she
finally made her journey to Turkey in 2009. Until 2011, for many
Ethiopians who intended to migrate to Turkey from various Arab countries,
Syria was their major transit point to cross to Turkey. The civil war that
erupted in Syria in 2011 left many Ethiopians working in the country
helpless not only with no economic opportunities but also with vulnerability
to the problem of insecurity. Thus, Turkey, as a neighboring country to
Syria, was the most auspicious destination for these migrants.
I tried to collect data from Ethiopia’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs about Ethiopian migrants in the
diaspora, especially in Turkey, but these government structures have no
data bank or report about the subject under discussion. When asked, they
usually referred me to Addis Ababa University and international
organizations such as IOM. Although the Diaspora Directorate Office in
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs attempted to prepare a profile Ethiopians
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living overseas, it was merely based on guess and thus it was totally
unreliable for it was not also officially accepted by the Ministry itself. While
discussing with experts of both institutions, they confirmed me the reality
that their respective offices have no reliable statistical data on Ethiopians
living abroad. I was so astonished that such big government organizations
have no organized data system that deals with its own citizens in the
diaspora, including official migrants who left the country having the
necessary documents. In our discussions, experts expounded the
importance of having organized data but they described that the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs has no qualified experts and enough budget to do the
job. There was no specific office in the ministry that deals with ‘illegal’
migration, the problem of trafficking and smuggling in the country. They
explain that Turkey is a destination country for Ethiopian students and a
transit point for labor migrants, but they had no clue whether Ethiopian
labor migrants were working in the country. They explained that while
Ethiopian embassies in many countries sent to the Diaspora Directorate of
Ethiopian Foreign Ministry an estimated number of the Ethiopian migrants
living in their respective working countries, the Ethiopian embassy in
Ankara failed to do so. But, as per my discussion with the Ethiopian
Embassy officer in Turkey, it was believed that there were about 3000
Ethiopians living in Turkey.
When undocumented Ethiopians decide to return home, they usually
apply for laissez-passer at the Ethiopian Embassy in Ankara. One of the
Ethiopian diplomats working in the embassy told me that the Ethiopian
Embassy issued many laissez-passers as per the request and application
of undocumented Ethiopian migrants, but not all applicants would come to
receive their laissez-passers. Some applicants would decline to return
homeland as they change their mind and leave for western countries
when chance operates. He showed me about 15 laissez-passers issued a
year ago, but the applicants did not come to the Embassy to claim.
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5.5.1. Being ‘Undocumented’ is Normal
Many Ethiopians arrived in Turkey with student, tourist, business and
family visas while others crossed the Turkish boundary informally through
Syria. Even those who entered Turkey formally ended up becoming
informal after the validity period of their visa ended. Undocumented life in
Turkey is not taken as a discouraging factor for the migration of
Ethiopians. Being undocumented has less to do with social stigma in
Ethiopian society. Many problems in the process of migration and after
arrival in the receiving countries are believed to be tolerated and most of
undocumented labor migrants in Turkey are also tolerated by police who
do not hunt them unlike cases in the Gulf countries. This has positive
consequences in Ethiopia as more people intend to migrate to Turkey.
Although it is difficult to obtain statistical data about the number of
undocumented Ethiopian migrants in Turkey, it is believed that they make
up the majority of Ethiopian migrants in the country. These undocumented
Ethiopians are consisted of laborers, transit migrants, refugees and some
business intermediaries (brokers). In October, 2017, I participated in a
wedding party held in Istanbul where more than 80 Ethiopians took part in
the program. I tried to approach so many of them and asked whether they
were documented or not, surprisingly the majority were undocumented.
Most of them were women who engaged in domestic work. Despite being
undocumented, they did not fear of being caught by the Turkish police. It
is revealed that the Turkish police are not hostile towards migrants,
particularly to African migrants who are not considered as threats to the
security of the country. Selam is a typical example of Ethiopian labor
migrants with undocumented life experiences both in Saudi Arabia and
Turkey. She stated:
Although I am not documented, I am here for the last 7 years. When I
moved on the streets no police ask me resident or work permit, rather I
ask them for directions. Being undocumented in Saudi is so difficult,
many of my friends always feared of going outside of house due to
Saudi’s strict measure of deportation if they failed to show any official
documents.
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Undocumented Ethiopians tried their best to change their status of being
‘undocumented’, though they often failed in so doing because of different
reasons. For instance, Merem, a domestic worker in Istanbul, told me that
the broker who brought her from Ethiopia to Istanbul asked her if she
wanted to be documented and stay in Turkey as a legal resident. Merem
paid the broker 500 USD for the process of her residence permit. Although
two years have elapsed, she did not get any response and thus losing
hope she was forced to apply to UNHCR in Istanbul in order to get
refugee certificate. She was following her case in Konya city. A handful of
migrants, including Hana, a labor migrant from Istanbul, who paid 1500
Turkish Lira to a broker in order to facilitate the process her residence
permit, were chanceful in obtaining their resident permits. A new migrant
can apply to the Turkish immigration authority for residence permit within
a period of three months just after the issuance of Turkish visa given the
applicant has a legal host (i.e, employer, relative, etc).
As UNHCR generally categorizes Ethiopian migrants as economic
migrants, Ethiopian labor migrants in Turkey pretended to be Eritreans or
Somali because people from these countries are given priority to claim
asylum. One of my participants came along the Syrian-Turkish border and
before entering Turkey, she eliminated her Ethiopian passport and other
documents identifying her with Ethiopia. She did so to apply to the UN
refugee organization disguising herself as Eritrean that would in turn
increase her chance of being accepted. Due to the dictatorial and
totalitarian nature of the Eritrean government and the civil war in Somalia,
many people fled their home countries seeking shelter in other countries,
especially in the western world. Although there is mixed migration with an
influx of people leaving their home for political, security and economic
reasons, Ethiopians have not been given equal attention like Eritreans and
Somalis.

Eritreans

and

Somalis

have

better

chance

of

being

acknowledged as refugees and asylum seekers once they are out of their
home countries. It is for this reason that some Ethiopians eliminate, before
or after entering Turkey, any documents that prove that they are
Ethiopians or identify them with Ethiopian nationality. Two Ethiopian
students, who worked for UNHCR, Turkey as translators, explained that
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many Ethiopians were registered mainly as Eritrean refugees to seek
asylum in the western world. The paradox was that many of these
‘refugees’ could not speak Tigrigna, one of the working languages of
Eritrea. And also on one occasion, three Ethiopian women were brought
into the Ethiopian Embassy to inquire into whether they were Ethiopian
nationals or not. These women were working in a night club in Ankara
without having work permit. When police asked them to show their work
permit, none of them had the document, and also when they were asked
about their nationality one replied Somali, others Eritreans. The police
brought them first to Somali Embassy where the Embassy personnel
explained to the police that these women were habesha (Ethiopian). That
was why the police brought them to the Ethiopian Embassy, but the
Embassy could not verify that these women were Ethiopians because they
insisted that they were not Ethiopians. Finally, the police took them to
UNHCR where they were registered as refugees.
Many Ethiopian migrants were victims of smuggling and human trafficking.
Their migration process had many negative repercussions on their lives as
multiple exploitations could occur. Turkey, a crossroad between the
Middle East, Europe and Africa, is one of the top destination countries for
people subjected to smuggling and human trafficking. Eastern Europe and
Asia were the main sources of victims of human trafficking and smuggling
in Turkey (US Department of State, 2016). Mixed and irregular migrants
from Ethiopia relied on smugglers to enter the Middle East and European
countries as well as South Africa and Turkey. The routes to Turkey are
diverse. Some came to Turkey directly via airline; others used boats and
cars to reach to Turkey (from Ethiopia to Yemen to Jordan to Syria, and
ultimately to Turkey). In fact, Turkey is not the final destination for some
Ethiopian labor migrants for their intention was to move further to western
countries. As many labor migrants coming from developing regions are
unauthorized (Martin et al., 2006), many Ethiopian labor migrants are
unauthorized too.
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5.6.

SOCIAL NETWORKS IN THE MIGRATION OF ETHIOPIANS
TO TURKEY

Social networks importantly contributed in the migration of Ethiopian
students and laborers who relied on earlier migrants (friends, families and
relatives). Although Ethiopian students in Turkey came from various parts
of their home country, the majority are from specific regions and ethnic
groups, mainly from Oromo, Amhara, Tigre and Guraghe ethnic groups.
Specific regions for education migrants include Addis Ababa, Wollo and
Arsi, Bale, while labor migrants are mainly drawn from Oromia, southern
region and Addis Ababa.
It is common to hear while some Ethiopian education and labor migrants
talking about their migrant relatives or friends who are also living in
Turkey. Prior migrants (both education and labor migrants) as well as
homeland people having close associations with Turkish institutions
helped non-migrant Ethiopian friends and relatives in the social networks
to come to Turkey either for education or employment. For example, a
group of Ethiopian students who came to Turkey in 2011 through Turkish
government scholarship grants knew each other through a network of
friends working in a local non-government organization. One of the group
members, Munir, while he was in Ethiopia, was informed to send his
academic documents to a local organization that mediated between the
prospective students and the scholarship provider in Turkey. He did so
and was awarded the Turkish government scholarship. Abdulmenan’s
situation was also the same as he was first informed by his relative to
apply for scholarship. He states his experience like this:
Having obtained high points in Ethiopian High School Leaving
Examination, I was assigned in Gonder University, Faculty of
Medicine. My relative working in the council of Ethiopian Muslims
asked me if I was interested to apply for Islamic Development Bank
(IDB) scholarships. As the council was responsible to select students,
there was no strict competition between students. I was also sure that
I would be selected not because I know someone in the council but
because I was one of the few students who got the highest points in
Ethiopia in the university entrance exam. After two months, I was
informed that I was accepted in Turkey. Had it not been for my
relative, I would not have the information about the scholarship and I
would not have applied.
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In Ethiopia, the Turkish government scholarship scheme for international
students was not known to the general public in Ethiopia until 2012,
except to those who were within the circle of friendships and networks. In
2012, YTB did officially start its operation as the main authority of the
Turkish government scholarships for international students, and since
then, application has only been done online through the website of
Turkiyeburslari.
May be due to lack of serious academic criteria or selection procedures or
the influence of individuals in the decision making of scholarship
providers, some Ethiopian students coming to Turkey might not be
considered competent enough compared to those Ethiopians who were
working at homeland universities as academics before coming to Turkey.
As these latter students came from various Ethiopian universities where
they were working as assistant lecturers, lecturers, academics and
researchers, they actively engaged in academic research and produced
articles that were published in national and international journals.
Ethiopians enter Turkey through student, work, family, tourist, and
business visas. Some pretended to be students, tourists and family
members but actually their motive is either to stay as laborers or use the
country as a transit point. University admission letters could be procured
through the network of friendship or brokers who had connection with
people working in Turkish universities. These individuals would offer
admission letter to the prospect migrant with a charge ranging from 4000
to 5500 USD. Earlier migrants (students and laborers) turn to institutions,
friends and prominent Turkish figures (particularly, in the government
circle) for scholarships or employment opportunity for their friends or
siblings or relatives. Habiba, a labor migrant employed as a domestic
worker in Ankara has to say this:
My sister is living in Ankara and her husband is a PhD student there.
When she was pregnant, they sent me an invitation letter to go and
take care of her and her baby. I came here and get employed soon in
Ankara as a massage therapist.

Social networks play great role in the employment of labor migrants.
Migrants with relatively good social networks had better chance of
employment with higher wages compared with those migrants who had
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weak or no network and lacked alternative sources of information. Helena
has this to say:
My friend was working in Istanbul while I was living in Ethiopia. We
used to communicate each other. She was telling me the working and
living conditions in Istanbul. Her monthly salary was 1000 USD that
motivated me to come here. I started the process via her friend.
When I came here, I had no problem of employment. Thanks to my
friend who arranged my employment. I started working in a
household with monthly salary of 700 USD.

Given the relaxation of Turkey’s visa process, many Ethiopians who
sought to move to Turkey for economic purpose relied on student, family
and tourist visas. Some of the earlier migrants partnered with Turkish
business owners (companies, shops, hotels or restaurants) inviting the
prospective migrants who are often their friends, relatives or anyone
related with him/her through the network. Tigist explains how she
depended on her boss to find a job in Istanbul to her Ethiopian friend.
I first came here with education visa arranged via my friend who was
living in Turkey. I went to a Turkish language school for a year and then
was hired in a Turkish company in Istanbul. Since I had no residence
and work permit by the time, I talked to my boss who allowed me to go
to Ethiopia and come back again with a new visa. I went to Ethiopia
and stayed there for three months and finished visa process in the
Turkish Embassy in Addis and came to Istanbul. I have good
relationships with people working in the company, including the boss. I
lobbied my boss and did me a favor by allowing me to bring one of my
friends from Ethiopia. My friend is now working in another company.

While education migration from Ethiopia to Turkey could mainly be
justified as the result of the provision of Turkish government scholarships,
the increment of Ethiopian labor migrants to the country seems to have
been so influenced by friendship, kinship and, social networks mainly
situated in Turkey. Some early migrants became human traffickers or
brokers. Since brokers have relative advantage in influencing people
working in government structures in Turkey, prospective migrants relied
on them to realize their migration aspiration. Fees for the process of
arranged migration of labor migrants were often much greater than the fee
paid through the process of ‘normal’ migration.
One of the research participants, Zinet, told me that she came to Turkey
with the help of a student studying in Turkey. While she was living in
Ethiopia she discussed with her neighbor that she was motivated to go to
Turkey but she had no idea how to get there. Then, the social network
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came through that neighbor who had a brother-in-law studying in Istanbul.
The student ‘broker’ started his job by informing her that she should get
prepared to pay him 125000 birr (more than 5000 USD). He sent her an
admission letter for Turkish language training from the university where he
was studying. She stated that the process of obtaining her education visa
was easy once she had the admission letter. Although initially she was
told by the ‘broker’ that her Turkish language course was free of charge,
she could not start the course as the university did not receive tuition fee
related to her language training. Thus, she was obliged to pay for her
language training until she moved to Ankara after three months of stay in
Istanbul. Thanks to her husband living and working in Norway, she had no
problem of money except for specific periods of time. By the time I
interviewed her, she was waiting for visa to reunite with her husband in
Norway.
Since academic fee is not compulsory to deposit money from a
prospective student or migrant before the process of visa application,
Ethiopians who came to Turkey with fake education visa ended up in the
labor market, especially in domestic works. Beti confirms this:
When I first asked people how to go and work in Turkey, they told me I
should contact a broker. He sent me an admission letter for language
training and I started student visa process in the Turkish Embassy.

Not all migrants had friends or families living and working in Turkey or
elsewhere who could afford their living costs until they get employed. In
this case, they would be forced to borrow money from those whom they
knew as broker or any other Ethiopians whom they met after arrival. In
fact, later being introduced to earlier migrant co-nationals, they received
solidarity as they were provided with shelter and food. For some of the
labor migrants, the first few days or months were nightmares due mainly
to their lack of knowledge or information about the whereabouts of
Ethiopians in Turkey. Selam and her friend (also Ethiopian) served as
domestic workers in Saudi Arabia before coming to Turkey with their
employer. While she was in Saudi, Selam always dreamed of visiting
Turkey, especially Istanbul, a metropolitan city. Her love to Turkey was
inspired by Turkish films which she watched through Arab channels in
Saudi Arabia. The opportunity that could change her dream into reality
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came five years ago when her Saudi employer told her to be ready to go
together to Istanbul for vacation. After arriving in Istanbul and staying in a
hotel for a week, Selam and her friend planned to stay behind in Istanbul
by hiding themselves from their employer. They escaped from their hotel
two days before the date of their return flights. Having known anyone in
Istanbul, they walked along the city streets until the midnight in which case
they slept on the ground floor of a residence building where a woman
resident saw and gave them a blanket. As they did not move from that
place in the next day, the same resident approached and took them to her
home where they spent three months until they got domestic work through
the help of their host.
I meet an Ethiopian domestic worker in Istanbul who crossed the Syrian
border to reach to Turkey nine years ago. Finding reliable or promising job
was unthinkable after her arrival in Turkey. As months passed relying on
earlier Ethiopian migrants for shelter and food, she would resort to menial
manual jobs with low wages. Such lived experiences are shared by many
Ethiopian migrants who came to Istanbul without securing jobs in
advance. Imu, a domestic worker in Istanbul, came to Istanbul through
direct flight from Addis Ababa after securing tourist visa from Turkish
embassy in Addis Ababa. Initially, the broker, who was responsible in the
process of her migration, promised her that she would start job
immediately after her arrival. While she was at home, Imu was told that
she would be paid in dollars that would range from 700 to 1000. It was
really difficult for someone who came to Istanbul with this promising
payment but months passed without being employed. The broker/agent
told her to tolerate for some time until she fixes the problem. After two
months, Imu was informally employed in a hotel as a cleaner with 1000
Turkish lira which could not cover her monthly living expenses. This way
she continued until she was employed first with USD 500 and then USD
750.
Important difference between Ethiopian labor migrants and education
migrants was that labor migrants typically shouldered much heavier
financial burdens, sometimes several times more, upon their arrival in
Turkey. Relying on brokers or intermediary agents to process their
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migration from Ethiopia to Turkey, labor or transit migrants paid more than
5000 USD. Ethiopian students, in contrast, did not have such financial
burdens as they were hosted by the Turkish government providing them
accommodation such as dormitory, food and pocket money. As all labor
migrants had no equal chance of being employed immediately after their
arrival, their stay in Turkey was accompanied with extra costs.

5.7.

GENDER ISSUES: MALTREATMENT AND ABUSES
EXPERIENCED BY ETHIOPIAN WOMEN MIGRANTS

Labor migration comprises both men and women who aspire for better life
with a relatively better employment. Women’s migration is not something
new or a recent phenomenon as they migrated throughout history, mainly
accompanying their families as wives, daughters or relatives. However,
today is different from that of yesterday in that today’s migration of women
has substantially increased not only in terms of their number but also with
regard to their independence (Kofman et al., 2000). Now, our world has
seen unprecedented events with an increased number of independent
women laborers.
Turkey is a destination country for a number of women migrants coming
from diverse geographical spaces, including Ethiopia. Like Ethiopian
women in the Gulf countries, the majority of Ethiopian women labor
migrants in Turkey are engaged in domestic jobs. Many Ethiopian parents
their daughters as an asset who would migrate overseas and send them
remittances. Parents, families, relatives and friends pay for their travel.
The assumption with the migration of women is that they would change
their lives within short period of time and start helping their family, parents
and relatives back at home. In some communities, staying home at young
age is associated with taboo due to the fact that youth migration is taken
for granted as a means for success.
It is true that many Ethiopian labor migrants in Turkey are working in the
informal sectors where some of them faced abuses and mistreatment,
including withholding or denying monthly payment (salary), limiting
freedom of movement, rebuffing weekly rest breaks. Here below are the
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narrations of three Ethiopian women workers, Yemsrach, Chalitu, and
Mahlet, who experienced maltreatment in their work places by their
employers. Yemsrach, a domestic worker in Istanbul, said that her
employer withheld three months of her salary for more than six months.
The story goes like this:
I left my work place for weekly rest break. By the time, my employer
allowed me two days off work. Previously, I had a one day rest break,
but this time she allowed me two days. You know, she had in her mind
to do something evil. When I returned to my work place on Monday
morning, there was no anyone in the house. I was shocked and was
thinking what happened to my employer. I repeatedly called to my
employer, but her phone did not respond. It was switched off. I
wondered what was wrong with them. I went to the next door and
knocked the doorbell, and asked the householder what happened to
my employer. The woman responded me: ‘did not they tell you that
they were going to Germany? What a damn shame’

When the ex-employer returned home after six months of stay in
Germany, that neighbor woman called and informed Yemsrach about the
return of her employer. Yemsrach went and asked them to pay her salary.
They promised that they would pay her, but three months elapsed without
payment. Since Yemsrach was an ‘illegal’ or informal worker, she could
not formally prosecute her employer or apply the case to the Ethiopian
Embassy or Turkish legal institutions in the country.
The other woman migrant with similar story was Chaltu who was denied of
her salary by her employer. Chaltu reported that she was at odd with her
employer over issues such as demoralization and hate speech. Despite
strenuous working conditions in her work place, she continued working up
until her boss obliged her to leave. Being denied of her salary, Chaltu
appealed to the Ethiopian Embassy seeking help to deal with the
employer. When the employers (husband and wife) were asked, they
responded that they did not know who Chaltu was.
Mahlet, another woman respondent from Istanbul, who worked in Syria
until the eruption of the civil war in the country in 2011, moved to Turkey
together with her Syrian employers. She was maltreated both in Syria and
Istanbul in the hands of her boss who restricted her freedom of
movement. While other Ethiopian women migrants working in Turkish
households had weekly rest breaks, she had no permission of days off
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work. In 2013, at summer time, Mahlet and her employers went to a mall
where she got Ethiopian women with whom she shared phone numbers
and information about life and working conditions in Turkey. Before that
moment, she had no information whether Ethiopians were living in Turkey.
Since then, she kept in constant communication with those Ethiopian
women. She explained:
They repeatedly advised me to leave this Arab employer and get
employed in the houses of Turkish employers. I agreed. They finally,
arranged a taxi to take me to their home from the place of my work. I
left a lot of stuff and my passport in the hands of my employers and
went off without informing them.

Mahlet stayed in her fellow Ethiopians’ home until she got domestic work
in a Turkish household. In terms of working conditions, she noted that
there is a big difference between her former Arab employer and the
Turkish

employers.

She

considered

her former

employer

as a

conservative while the later as liberals.
There were cases where Ethiopian women workers were psychologically
abused as well as sexually harassed. Some Ethiopian women migrants
who work as night players faced challenging conditions in which their
passport is confiscated and at times their salary is withheld. Although
there are no rules that allow sponsors or agents to possess the passports
of their employees, they use strategies to keep Ethiopian night club
players with them by controlling and possessing their passports. Helina
moved to Turkey with other five Ethiopian girls to work as circus experts
and players. Her harassment started in the first day of her job in a night
club in Ankara-Ulus. Her manager usually ordered her to sit next to
customers and chat with them while drinking. She explained:
I did not see who the guy was and felt I was ashamed as well as
sexually harassed. I did not do such thing in my life and I had not been
told that I would do such stuff. As days went, customers asked me if I
could go out with them. Knowing that I had already been vulnerable to
sex trafficking, I decided to escape to Istanbul where my friend was
working.

When players get abused and harassed, they look for different
occupations or jobs, including domestic work, massage and sales. They
risk their lives by becoming ‘illegal’ migrant without having the necessary
documents. Once they have left their former employer, it is obvious that
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they lose their legal bases. Employers do it so in order to ensure that their
employees stay with them and also to control them from fleeing their
original work places. The finding of this research is supported by previous
researches that came up with similar results about the living conditions
and

lived

experiences

of

migrant

women

workers

who

were

psychologically abused and sexually harassed in the host countries (IOM,
1995).
There were also long-term or permanent Ethiopian women migrants who
mainly moved to Turkey as a result of their marriage to Turkish nationals.
Some of them explained that they had limited space of attachments to
Ethiopian fellows (education and labor migrants) and less freedom of
movements in the country. This is because of the fact that their spouses
or the families of their spouses did not allow them even to go out for
shopping, let alone to let them meet their Ethiopian fellows. They have no
freedom of movements as they were confined to the homes of their
husbands or the parents of their husbands.
As many Turkish companies were situated in Ethiopia, there were /are
many Turkish expatriates working there. A number of these expatriates
married Ethiopian women and brought them to Turkey upon return. Some
of these Turkish men had already Turkish wives and children living in
Turkey or were divorcees while marring Ethiopian women. Most often,
there was a wider age gap between the Turkish husbands and the
Ethiopian wives, ranging between 40/50s and 20s respectively (to the
participants in this research). These days, it has become common for
economically disadvantaged Ethiopian women to marry foreign nationals,
principally for economic reason, but also due to having the desire to live
abroad. They are married without knowing each other properly and
without considering the sociocultural and religious differences. For some,
their marriage relationship became terrific, nightmare and regrettable.
Sitina and Zeritu’s stories explain how Ethiopian women are maltreated by
their Turkish husbands or husbands’ relatives. Sitina happily married to a
Turkish company worker in her hometown, Bishoftu (Debre Zeit) where
she was working as a coffee vendor. She explained that she regretted
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marrying this man for her decision was a very excruciating one. Her
spouse, who was in his fifties, repeatedly came to her work place where
she was selling coffee drinks. While she couldn’t understand a single
Turkish word, he had an elementary comprehension of Amharic. She
explained:
He approached me as a good man; our relationship was good, he
proposed, and was persistent with his aim to marry me… I took time to
think, my friends encouraged me, and I saw him that he was a
matured man, hence accepted his proposal. His kindness compelled
me to accept. But, after I came here things became different. His
kindness went for good and he became totally a different person
acting badly against me.

Sitina became pregnant and gave birth to a baby girl. However, at birth
both the mother and the baby girl were diagnosed HIV positive. Although
her spouse found out that he was HIV positive too, he did not tell her
about what happened to the whole family members. As she could not
understand the Turkish language, she sent the medical test result
documents to an Ethiopian doctor working in Istanbul. The doctor
informed her that all the family members were HIV positive. She
explained:
When I was told that I was HIV positive, my heart was smashed into
pieces, could not stop crying, and started thinking how it happened. I
was speechless and couldn’t believe it. I know and believe myself that
I was HIV negative just before starting relationship with my husband.
Before his proposal, I was diagnosed and found out to be negative. In
fact, I know that I made a great mistake as we did not go to hospital
for HIV test before the consummation of our marriage. He was the
reason for our (mother and baby girl) infection, but he started pointing
his finger at me and totally ignored me. Insulting and cursing, he and
his mother demoralized and dehumanized me. They do not allow me
even to call my family or friends and I have no right even to go out for
a shopping. The worst thing is that they repeatedly told me that I
should leave Turkey and go back home with my baby daughter.

Sitina said that she reported to the Ethiopian Embassy about the
maltreatment she was facing in the hands of her husband, but the
embassy did not do anything to help her.
The other Ethiopian woman who married a Turkish man and suffered was
Zeritu. Zeritu married a Turkish man in her hometown Kombolcha while he
was working there in a Turkish construction company, Yapı Merkezi. Until
Zeritu moved to and started living in Turkey, her husband did not tell her
that he had a wife and children. Although she has a residence permit to
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live in Turkey, she was not recognized as a legal wife in the country due to
the fact that Turkey’s constitution does not allow polygamy. She
explained:
You know, I came here because I am his wife…he didn’t tell me that
he had a wife…His first wife also had no and still has no information
that he has a second wife. He is so a man in the shroud that I do not
trust him more. My mother-in-law is extremely disrespectful of me.
She constantly treated me lesser to my husband. As the pain is deep,
I could not delete from my mind. I asked him to send me back home
but he refused. However, looking my insistence that I was serious to
go back home and seeing that my baby boy is growing, my mother-inlaw started looking at me positively. She is finally in love with her
grandson, but fears I would take him to Ethiopia.

Although she wanted to work and save some money, her spouse did not
allow her to do so. She is in dilemma either to go back home or stay in
Turkey. Like Sitina and Zeritu, many Ethiopian women, married white men
or “ferenj” as a strategy not only to escape from economic problems at
homeland but also as a means to live in a better living conditions abroad.
Some Ethiopian labor migrants who were working in the Gulf countries
moved further to Turkey not only for employment but also to escape
maltreatment. They migrated to Turkey to escape from abuse and
mistreatment in the Arab countries where they had been exploited as their
masters withheld or deny their monthly salary, had been demoralized
because of hate speech, or they were vulnerable to sexual abuses.
Previous researches conducted in the Gulf region also indicate this fact
(Jureidini, 2002; Beydoun, 2006; Fernandez, 2010). Selam, who worked in
Saudi Arabia as a domestic worker before coming to Turkey, had been
insulted and degraded by her employers. “While working in Saudi, my
employer always insulted me, saying ‘you animal, you dog’. Here my
employer loves me and I respect them very much.” As women are
concentrated on domestic works such as caregiving, cooking and cleaning
(which are traditionally assumed to be ‘unskilled’ daily activities), massage
therapy, entertainment services (i.e., circus sports) (Lan, 2006; Zheng,
2008), their work is gendered and many of them are victims of
mistreatment and abuses. Studies reported that mistreatment, abuse, and
manipulation of women are less discernible, compared to the abuse of
men labor migrants (Liu, 2007). Women laborers are vulnerable to abuses
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and exploitations predominantly because of their engagements in the
informal labor markets.
Ethiopian women in Turkey maintained division of labor as practiced in
their home country. Gender relation did not change that much as women
stayed at home doing household chores. Hado, ex-student but currently a
journalist in one of the Turkish media agencies, explained that she was a
married woman two years ago, but she divorced because her husband
could not help her in household chores and lacked emotional intimacy with
her. And also she was always against his views about division of labor
and gender roles. Although both of them were students, he expected her
to do all the stuff in the house, including caring for their baby, cooking and
cleaning. An advocate of women rights, Hado could not continue with all
these burdens, and hence divorced. She pointed out that Ethiopian
traditional patriarchal system was still maintained by Ethiopians (both
women and men) living in Turkey, and this did not matter whether they
were educated or not. She explained:
I have a number of male friends who are living with their wives and
children. We usually discuss about gender roles and relations, and it
seems that they have good understanding about the issue, but the
problem is that they are not what they talked when they are at their
home with their wives. They preferred staying outside of their home
talking and discussing with us (friends) rather than spending time with
their spouses. A husband should be the best friend of his wife. When it
comes to gender issue, they are good in talking, but poor in practice.

What Hado stated is true given Ethiopia is a country where women live in
a patriarchal culture (Haregewoyn & Emebet, 2003). Although educated
women realized that they are systematically oppressed and started to
challenge inappropriate gender roles in the country, there are still many
women including educated ones who accepted for granted the patriarchal
system and are part of its reinforcement. Although Turkey has
demonstrated positive changes with regard to gender equality, patriarchal
attitudes are still dominant in the country (Engin and Pals, 2018). Some
Ethiopian women who married Turkish men experienced abusive
relationships. The mistreatment and abuses that Sitina and Zeritu suffered
in the hands their Turkish spouses reveal this fact.
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Although abuses experienced by Ethiopian women are not confined to the
aforementioned cases and stories, it is worth noting that most of the
women labor migrants interviewed for this research were content with the
conditions in which they were living. What they argued was that, in Turkey
they get paid more than when they were in Ethiopia or elsewhere. For
instance, while Almaz was working in Ethiopia her monthly salary was not
more than 150 USD, but here her monthly salary was 1050 USD. There is
also a common understanding among Ethiopians that once a person left
his/her homeland, he/she should be tolerant enough until he/she
materializes his/her objectives and return home. One folkloric poem
related to this is:
ከአገሩ የወጣ አገሩ እስኪመለስ
ቢጭኑት አህያ ቢቀመጡት ፈረስ
One who has left his/her homeland, until he/she returns
Is ladened like a donkey, and galloped like a horse
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CHAPTER 6
THE SOCIAL FIELDS OF ETHIOPIANS IN TURKEY
In 2012, I got scholarship from the Turkish government (YTB) to pursue a
PHD in Anthropology. While I was in Ethiopia, I and many of my conational friends had been informed via email address that we would be
received, just on our arrival, in Istanbul, Ataturk International Airport, by
the crew of the Presidency for Turks Abroad and Related Communities
(YTB) and then to be housed in our respective dormitories. But, no YTB
crew came to receive us. Instead, prior Ethiopian students studying in
Turkey gave us warm reception as they were waiting for us in the airport
and took us to the Istanbul bus station because many of us had to go
further to Ankara where also Ethiopian students waited for and took us to
our respective dormitories.
It was totally shocking for a PhD student like me who was expecting to be
housed in a single room or a flat, but assigned in a room of ten students
who were predominantly undergraduates. While I was an undergraduate
student in Ethiopia, I had lived in a room of maximum four students and no
graduate student was mixed with undergraduates. Thus, in Turkey, I,
instantly,

faced

crisis

of

expectation.

All

my

roommates

were

undergraduates which I found very shocking. As there was noise and
distraction all day and night, I could not do any work in the room. The only
quiet place I could find to study was the study room in the dormitory. I
could not sleep at night because my roommates were playing games and
making noises in the room constantly.
I repeatedly reported the matter to the dormitory administration, but no
immediate measures were taken. It took them six months to transfer me to
a much better dormitory of one or two students in a room. This housing
issue was very frustrating for me. Living with Turkish undergraduate
roommates was very demanding not only for me but also for many
Ethiopian graduate students. As there were no any graduate Turkish
students (Master and PhD) living in dormitories, undergraduate students
initially considered all international graduate students as undergraduates.
When I told them that I was much older than their ages, they would ask
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me why I was there with them as a student while others thought that I
started going to school too late. But, when I told them that I was a PhD
student, they would get astounded. In the last one and half years, I left the
dormitory and started living in a rented house. I maintained good
relationships with my previous dormitory mates as I used to go to their
dormitory to visit them while some of them also came to my home.
Although I moved to Turkey to pursue a PhD in Anthropology at Ankara
University, upon my arrival, I was informed that the university would not
receive PhD students in the program of sociocultural anthropology as
there were not enough professors (five and above) in the field. As I could
not find social anthropology program in other universities, I was advised
by YTB to continue my PhD in sociology at the same university, which I
accepted by the time. However, after TÖMER (Turkish language class),
when I went to register for courses in sociology, I was told that I had to
take a one year preparatory courses. Even though I got registered in the
department of sociology and started taking preparatory courses, I was not
happy not only taking the courses but also joining sociology department
for I was more interested in anthropology than in sociology. I, thus, started
searching for a way out of this. Accompanied by a friend of mine from
Ethiopia, who at that time was pursuing a PhD at Hacettepe University
and had a Turkish friend whose father was a professor of physical
anthropology, I went to the department of anthropology to make inquiries.
I met the professor, discussed with him, and he told me that the
department was not offering PhD in social anthropology. Fortunately, as I
was leaving his office, the department head was walking in. I spoke to him
and he told me that the department would be willing to accept me in social
anthropology if my scholarship provider (YTB) allows transferring me from
Ankara University to Hacettepe University. The process to join
anthropology department at Hacettepe University took me more than two
months. Had it not been for the help of Prof. Erdal, the then head of
anthropology department at Hacettepe University, I would not have
continued my study in anthropology.
I stayed in Turkey as student-cum-teacher. Concurrent with my education,
I worked in schools as English speaking teacher for two years. As the
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scholarship stipend was not enough to afford to live with family, many
Ethiopian students engaged in different activities, including teaching,
brokering, and transnational business. In terms of saving scholarship
stipend, those students living in dormitory have advantage over those who
are living in rented houses. Dormitory students are not expected to pay
fee for dormitory (they rather are provided foods with modest price) and
thus have better opportunity to save money unlike those living in rented
houses spending their money on electric, water, heater and internet cost,
in addition to the cost of food and so many other stuff. Thus, Ethiopian
students living in houses with their family have less opportunity of sending
money home unless they are employed (formally or informally) in various
organizations or engaged in business activities (most often transnational).
During my stay in dormitory, I used to send money home to support my
family and pay condominium house in Addis Ababa. But, after renting
house, I could not do that as I was run out of pocket due to the cost of
stuff I mentioned above.
In Turkey, I visited a number of places, including Istanbul, Izmir, Bursa,
Konya, Eskişehir, Kapadokya, Kızılcahamam, Çanakkale and Bolu. I went
to these places for different purposes, including entertainment, visits to
cultural and historical sites and presentation of research pieces. I also
actively participated in organizational activities. For instance, I served as
director of Horn of Africa Strategic Studies Centre (HASS) in the first year
of its foundation and organized a number of seminars on issues related to
Ethiopia and the horn of Africa. I also participated in a number of
seminars, meetings, and training programs organized by a variety of
Turkish organizations. All these not only made a positive contribution to
my adaptation to the Turkish sociocultural landscape, but also provided
me a valuable Turkish experiences.
I maintained intimate relationships with my homeland people via calling,
texting and visiting. In the first three years of my stay in Turkey, as internet
connection in Ethiopia was so poor, I used Voip phone system to reach
my people at home, but later I replaced it by Vodafone international call
package. Vodafone was more preferable than Voip in terms of per minute
rate. And also unlike Voip that needed internet connection in order to call,
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Vodafone was used for offline calls. More often than not, I used social
media such as Facebook and a variety of applications, including Imo,
WhatsApp, Viber and Messenger in order to send texts and make video
and audio calling not only to people at home but also to my friends living
in different parts of the world. I had been to Ethiopia four times in summer
months since I came to Turkey. Every time I went home, I carried big bags
filled with Turkey-made clothes which I distributed as gifts to my parents,
siblings, relatives and friends.
The narratives indicated above are representatives of the livedexperiences of many Ethiopian education migrants and elucidate their
post migration experiences in Turkey as well as their transnational
practices between Turkey and Ethiopia. The participants in this study were
varied in terms of their engagement in transnational practices and
integration to the Turkish society. What I want to deal with in this part of
the thesis is adaptation-transnationalism nexus. The main social fields that
Ethiopians engaged in to cope with various challenges include adaptation
to the Turkish society & co-nationals in Turkey and engagement in
transnational practices. In fact, migrants’ adaptation to the host society is
not at odd with their attachment in the homeland, and hence here comes
simultaneity, a concept that describes the individual migrant’s participation
in the host culture while concurrently engaging in the homeland. In this
chapter, I respond to the question, how Ethiopians in Turkey are adapted
to the Turkish society while maintaining transnational practices? By so
doing, the study provides a good insight about the relationships between
adaptation and transnational practices in the context of Ethiopian migrants
in Turkey and offers a general understanding about Ethiopians’
adaptation& lived experiences in Turkey and their attachment to homeland
society.
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6.1.

ETHIOPIANS’ ADAPTATION TO THE TURKISH SOCIETY

Migration studies in anthropology reveal the fact that migrants experience
substantial social change through the process of adaptation to the host
cultures. From classical anthropologists, Gamio (1931) studied about the
Mexican immigrants’ sociocultural and economic backgrounds and their
adaptation or integration to the American society. And also, when
describing an African migrant adapting to city life in South Africa,
Gluckman (1961) also writes, “He works with different tools in a different
system of organization” (Gluckman, 1961, p. 69). There are different tools
through which integration can be achieved. As argued by Remennick
(2003, p. 27), language, education and social skills are important
elements in the process of migrant’s integration in the host society.
Adaptation deals with peoples’ ability “to come to terms with and exploit
changing habitats” (Cohen, 1974, p. 7) and is a long-term process which
is the outcome of such various factors in the host society as sociocultural
engagement (language proficiency, social skills, intermarriage, citizenship,
etc.) and economic involvement (employment).
International students leave their homeland and move overseas for
several reasons, including seeking better education, experiencing new
environment, developing intercultural competency, improving self-efficacy,
accumulating sociocultural capitals and broadening one’s world views
(Andrade, 2006; Sherry et al., 2009). As international students travel to
new countries, it is apparent that they are likely to face cultural shock
resulting from cultural isolation & homesickness (separation from families,
friends and relatives), and adaptation problems to the new sociocultural
and political settings in the host society, and thus are exposed to such
problems as financial, cultural, academic, psychological, physical, and
also they are vulnerable to manipulation that in turn would adversely affect
their social wellbeing as well as academic performances (Ward et al.,
2001; Altbach and Teichler, 2001; Brown, 2007; Charles-Toussaint, 2010;
Russell et al., 2010).
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Imagine you left behind everything you had possessed or your loved ones
and moved to a country where many things you see look to be different
from your previous experiences, and then you try to adapt yourself in the
new sociocultural setting. Imagine this new setting as a sea. The better
you swim the sea, the more you save yourself from the storms and the
ferocious waves. Sometimes, you may feel that you have got drowned
and have no knowledge what to do. You may feel that everything is going
wrong and you may get confused as to what you are doing. This is exactly
what happened to some Ethiopians following their arrival in Turkey.
Addisu shares his story like this:
I came to Turkey for a PhD program in the field of hydraulic
engineering. Before coming here, I was working as a university
lecturer in Ethiopia and also engaged in a number of water related
projects which helped me got enough money not only to build my own
villa but also to buy latest car by the time. I received due respect both
in my university community and outside. When I won the Turkish
government scholarship, I was also to work in different projects among
which one could allow me to reap more than 20, 000 USD. I was
caught in a dilemma and could not decide either to continue with the
project or my education. I discussed the issue with my family and
friends and finally decided to continue my education. Following my
arrival in Turkey, the government housing authority assigned me to a
dormitory of eight-beds in a room. I was the only Ethiopian PhD
student in that dormitory and all my roommates were Turkish
undergraduate students. Few days later, I started Tömer (Turkish
language course) class. As none of my roommates spoke English, I
could not communicate with them except exchanging such greeting
words as nasılsın? (How are you), merhaba! (Hello?), etc. The
problems of new environment, language, food, loneliness, noise of my
roommates, and others dimmed my impression of Turkey and of
myself as a self-confident person. Added with homesickness, I was
not sure if I continued with my study and I was on the verge of going
back home, but there is a taboo in Ethiopia that undermines a person
if he/she fails and returns back home without succeeding his/her
objectives, be it academic or economic. Everything became murky at
that time. I talked to myself saying ‘you should endure challenges and
unbroken continue with your academic efforts.’ One of our Ethiopian
friends who could not adjust himself with financial constraints,
relationship problems, loneliness problem and homesickness and
Turkish language difficulties abandoned his study after the end of his
second year stay in Turkey.
More than 6 Turkish house owners were not willing to offer me their
houses for rent because I am a foreigner. Most often, observing
notices for rent houses, I called and physically went to ask the owners
to allow me to rent their houses, but they refrained from doing so. I felt
many times that I was discriminated, but the good thing is that the
majority of the Turkish people I encountered are so friendly, kind and
helpful (Oumer from Ankara).
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I am not cooking Ethiopian food at my home because my neighbors
are not ok with it. You know, as Ethiopian wot (stew), particularly the
spicy chicken stew smells in the building where I am living, my
neighbors come and ask me ‘what is it, smelling like this? Some of
them warned me not to cook such spicy food, and thus I did stop
cooking Ethiopian spicy stew at home. When I miss and am in need of
spicy stew, I go to Ethiopian friends’ home and have it there(Sofi from
Ankara).

Traveling to a different cultural setting, students experience cultural
shocks. Cultural shock emanates from the fact that a migrant or a person
to a new environment perceives one’s culture as the only or the best
standard to judge other cultures. Cultural shock should not always be
seen as a psychological disorder, resulting into negative effects but it
should also be seen as an opportunity to accumulate social and cultural
capitals, learn new things, and increase intercultural understanding and
developing self-efficacy (Milstein, 2005). It is a matter of fact that culture
shock is not just caused by external factors but it is also equally caused by
internal factors associated with the individual migrant, which include lack
of cultural knowledge about the host society and lack of readiness to
adapt to the new culture. One of my informants, Zeytuna, articulated her
experience as the following:
In my first arrival in Turkey I was shocked that everybody, including
women with hijab (veil), smoked cigarette. Although I thought some
people may have smoked as it also happened in Ethiopia, I did not
expect people smoke everywhere with such great number in Turkey.
Due to the fact that I did not see any women (be Muslim or Christian)
smoking in Ethiopia, I was particularly shocked when I saw many veiled
women smoking in Turkey. In Turkey, you do not need to buy cigarette
as you breathe everybody’s smoke. A new comer who did not
experience smoking while he/she was at home, would live in Turkey as
a passive smoker. Although it scared me in the first instance and the
first few months, as time goes on, I got accustomed and took it normal .

Fentaw, an education migrant, having darker skin compared to the
majority of Ethiopians living in Turkey has ever faced culture shock after
arriving in Turkey. He states that his darker skin caught attention among
the Turkish youth.
People stared at me and boys grouped around me asking for taking a
picture with them. This happened not in one place in an occasion but
in a number of places. They asked me why my skin is so dark. When I
move together with friends, Turkish boys and girls single out and ask
me for a selfie. May be they are curious to know about black people
but I felt I was scared.
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Ethiopian students benefit from studying in higher institutions in Turkey by
accumulating social and cultural capitals as well as enhancing intercultural
communication skills. However, due to the fact that they were outside of
their home country, they had to experience and unravel different
sociocultural, economic, psychological and academic problems while
studying in Turkey. It is an obvious fact that migrants face the challenge of
learning new language in the host country. Learning new language of the
destination country is the most important tool for migrants to adapt to the
culture of the host society as it is also crucial to their academic success &
employment.
The most important thing to live in Turkey is to speak the Turkish
language because the great majority of the Turkish people, including
educated ones, do not speak foreign languages such as English,
Arabic or French. If someone intends to stay and work in Turkey, then
he/she should learn and speak Turkish language without which it is
almost impossible to adapt to the society and engage in the economic
market (Muhdin, a PhD student from Ankara).
Being unable to speak Turkish is being unable to establish and
develop rapport with Turks. To live in Turkey you should learn and
speak Turkish language. No one cares your English (Muna from
Istanbul).
Turkey is a museum if we want to learn. The people are open and their
culture is amazing, but unless you speak Turkish how do you get all
these stuff? (Adugna from Istanbul).
Knowing a new language is an advantage. Let us be honest each
other, even those Turkish people who did their Masters and PhD are
in great challenge of speaking English. Unless a foreigner speaks
Turkish, how can he/she buy an egg or bread? So, you should know
what bread is, what egg is in Turkish language. Knowing an extra
language has no loss to you because you are able to think
dynamically (Kedir from Ankara).

Language proficiency plays important role in the social interactions of
multi-cultural societies (Ward & Kennedy, 1993a). As Ethiopia is home to
diverse language families, many Ethiopians in Turkey spoke more than
two languages before they came to Turkey, and then they learnt Turkish,
thus they chose which language when and where to speak. For example,
Musa spoke Oromiffa with his co-ethnic members; he spoke Amharic with
his non co-ethnic Ethiopian nationals; he spoke English with international
students who could speak English; and he spoke Turkish with the Turkish
people and non-Turkish people who could speak the language. This is an
example that also applies for many Ethiopian migrants in Turkey. Almost
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all education migrant participants interviewed for this research talked
Amharic and Turkish in their day to day life. They spoke Turkish while they
were in school, while they were with Turkish or non-Ethiopian friends in
work places or elsewhere. They talked Amharic when they were with
family at home, with Ethiopian friends at dormitory or elsewhere. All of
them went to Turkish school to study Turkish language, and only a few of
them already knew some Turkish before coming to Turkey. For instance,
Kalid was among those students who attended his high school education
in Ethio-Turkish School in Ethiopia where Turkish language was given as
a subject.
Understanding the key role of Turkish language in the day to day life of
international students, beyond its role as a media of instruction in many
universities, the Turkish government arranged a period of one year
language training program upon their arrival in the country. Moreover,
monthly or weekly sohbetler (chat) programs, trainings, Turkish language
improvement sessions, and other social programs facilitated by local
organizations in Ankara and Istanbul were of great significance for
Ethiopian students to easily learn Turkish language and integrate to the
Turkish society. My informants assert that all these opportunities enabled
them to engage as active participants in the Turkish society, enhanced
their social relation with the Turkish people and proliferated the chance of
getting to know Turkish culture well. Accordingly, education migrants
seem to have formed closer attachment than labor migrants with Turkish
people and this made Turkish easier for them to better learn and speak.
Haymanot, Kalid, Zeytuna, Zelalem, Talha, Alamin,Muktar, Sofyan and
Ousman spoke good Turkish not only because they attended Turkish
language training at TOMER (Turkish and Foreign Languages Research
and Application Center), but also because they established and
maintained close relationships and interactions with Turkish friends or
people and actively participated in various events and programs organized
by Turkish organizations.
I used to participate in a number of events and language improvement
sessions organized by Turkish organizations where everybody
practiced his/her Turkish skills, including speaking, writing and
reading. I also benefited from my Turkish roommates and classmates.
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As months went on I was sure that my Turkish was improving (Talha
from Ankara).
I studied Turkish at Tomer and also as all of my classmates and
roommates were Turkish students, I spoke Turkish in my daily life.
Turkish language is easier than English for me. I studied English since
I was a kindergarten student but I better express myself in Turkish
than in English. Now, it has become habitual for me to mix Amharic
with Turkish while talking with Ethiopians. There are many instances
where I mix Turkish words with Amharic (Zeytuna from Istanbul).
I studied my bachelor and master’s degree in Turkey where the media
of instruction was Turkish. After graduation, I started working here
(Ankara) in a construction company. I am the only foreigner working in
this company. My flat mate is Turk and my colleagues are all Turks. I
feel more confident while speaking Turkish than any other languages
(Hasen from Ankara)
Hadn’t I spoke good Turkish I would not have been employed in the
hospital where I am working. For any medical doctor who wants to
work in Turkey, he/she should first speak good Turkish (Ousman from
Istanbul)

Language proficiency has an overriding implication not only for the
academic performance but also for the social adjustment of the student in
the new environment and integration with the local society (Andrade,
2006; Andrade, 2009). The media of instruction in most universities of
Turkey is Turkish, while there are also universities and faculties or
institutes where English is used. Ethiopian students, as any other
international scholarship students, were located in both kinds of
universities. Students with the former category are likely to suffer from the
problem of academic Turkish writing skills which particularly hindered
them from confidently writing their thesis. They are subject to unnecessary
payments for translation of English manuscripts to Turkish version. Due to
the fact that no MA and PhD government scholarship students in Turkey
receive research fund either from scholarship provider or the university in
which they are based, doing research is categorically challenging,
particularly when it comes to translation of English manuscripts to Turkish
version. For instance, Musa paid 7,000 Turkish liras. Musa explains the
Turkish language and financial constraints he faced while studying in
Turkey and translating his thesis manuscript into Turkish version.
The most challenging issue and with which I felt so weak was the
Turkish language. I came from a country or society where I did not
meet any Turkish people and did not have any exposure to Turkish
words, phrases or generally Turkish language. Although I learned
Turkish language in my first year of stay and I subsequently took
university courses in Turkish, it was really demanding for me. Since I
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could not write my thesis in Turkish, I first wrote it in English and then
paid more than 6500 Turkish lira for a translation agency to have the
Turkish version of my paper.

Ethiopians speak their home language, especially Amharic, when they get
together at any events and places. As many PhD students were reunited
with their families, they most often communicate in Amharic. Although
Turkish was the media of instruction in many Turkish universities,
professors allow international students to do papers, assignments and
exams in English, which might hindered them from improving their
academic Turkish. Although speaking Turkish language was relatively
easy for international students who immediately started learning the
language upon their arrival, many students found Turkish language very
demanding when it comes to academia.
My initial thinking was that I would communicate with the Turkish
people in English, but it did not work. So, I was left helpless as I could
not speak in Turkish language in the first semester of my Turkish
class. I took Turkish language course, but still I could not express
myself well in this language. I think Turkish is demanding for all PhD
students when it comes to academic Turkish. And that was why many
of our friends paid much money to get their thesis translated from
English to Turkish (Adisu from Ankara).
While I was attending Turkish language course in my first year, I was
afraid of how to continue my education with the Turkish language. I
was to go back home, but when I went to exam it was not bad and
friends were surprised. There is a lot of stress among international
students because of the language (Munir from Istanbul).
Studying in Turkish language was not good for me because I got
difficulty with it. I recommend that Turkish language should not be
used as a media of instruction, particularly for master’s degree and
PhD students who would get difficulty to learn new language quickly
(Adem from Ankara).
Turkish language serves as a media of communication as far as we
are in Turkey but after the completion of our education we return
home and engage in activities related to English language, For
example, we write proposals, projects, researches and reports in
English rather than in Turkish. So, I do not see Turkish as a media of
instruction is important for international students, though it is very
important to learn and speak the language in Turkey (Yusuf from
Istanbul).

Turkish was difficult for labor migrants as they were not entitled to have
the opportunity that students got. Aster who lived in Turkey for six years
as a domestic worker told me that she spoke a little Turkish. She started
working in a family of three members (husband, wife and son). Both
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parents usually leave their house for work early in the morning while she
and the kid stay behind. In her weekly break times, she went to church
where Ethiopians participated and then to the house which she rented
with her seven Ethiopian friends. Thus, Aster has a very limited space to
learn and speak Turkish.
Turkish language was not a requirement for employment. In the first
two years, as my employers spoke English, we communicated in
English. All of us spoke a little English. Over years, I also learnt a little
Turkish. Although I could not very well express myself, I could
understand what people were talking (Aster from Istanbul).
I have learnt some Turkish on my own and with the help of some
friends; most of them are Turks and Arabs who are working with me.
(Alem from Istanbul)

The spouses of education migrants interviewed for this research went to
local Turkish language training centers which were administered under
local governments such as sub-cities or NGs or associations. They took
the language training for some weeks or months but they said they felt
weak at spoken Turkish.
I went to local Turkish classes to learn and improve my Turkish
language, but as teachers were not serious and the program was not
strict enough students were not also serious learners (Rahma from
Ankara).
Although I attended Turkish language training for some months, I only
speak a few Turkish. I am poor in spoken Turkish, but I have no
problem of going to markets and buying things (Lube from Istanbul).

A wife of an education migrant, Hikma, describes her lack of linguistic
skills in communicating with the Turkish people.
Because of my dearth of Turkish language skills, I was usually inept
to support my children in their education. Being unable to help my
children brought about anxiety, and sense of feebleness and
meagerness in my life. While I failed to support my children in school
related tasks, they helped me easily communicate with Turkish
people, be it in the school, neighborhoods or in the streets or
elsewhere, by translating Turkish into Amharic.

Ethiopian migrants’ children who were born in Turkey or came to Turkey
at their early childhood are far better in Turkish than in Amharic or any
other native languages and they speak better Turkish than their parents.
Learning host language is usually easier for children than their parents.
Their strong contact, in their day to day life, with the Turkish community
and media as well as their formative period that allowed them to learn
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things easily, helped them mastering better Turkish compared to their
parents. They go to Turkish schools, attend education with the Turkish
children in Turkish language, hence they are exposed to the Turkish
culture which, in turn, helped them swiftly learn the host language and
easily adapt to the host society. Participants revealed that their children
have well integrated into the sociocultural landscape of Turkey as they
passed their important time in Turkish schools with Turkish children and
watching Turkish cartoon films at home. Ethiopian children are bilingual in
that they deal with Amharic with Ethiopians and Turkish with Turkish
speakers, though the later has much more influence than the former. For
some children, however, Amharic seems to have been fading up as they
could not express themselves in this language.
I can say my children are fluent in Turkish and they helped me many
times as translators. They communicate and converse each other in
Turkish both at home and outside. I could understand what they say,
albeit I could not speak well (Rahma from Istanbul).
My children are fluent in Turkish and they started forgetting Amharic.
Now, I used one strategy to help them improve their Amharic. No one
among the family is allowed to speak Turkish at home (Munir from
Istanbul).
I brought my family just after one year of my stay here. You get
surprised how fast my children learnt Turkish language. I feel
ashamed of myself when I see them speaking Turkish fluently. They
learnt fast from school, friends and animated cartoons. Their minds
are like sponges that absorb a lot of things while ours are fed up
(Muhaba from Ankara).

The first time Zinet came to Ankara she had no Ethiopian friends or fellow
to help her, except a Turk family, whom she got by coincidence in a small
park at Abdinpaşa, who gave her a warm reception in their home and
helped her rented a flat in their own district, Abdinpaşa. This Turk family
was the main source of comfort for Zinet and her son and played
important role in the process of her integration to the Turkish society. Zinet
outlined that she and her son have already become member of this
Turkish family, oftentimes her son stay in their home, and thus, her close
relationship with this Turkish family enabled her to be able to speak
Turkish language and become familiar with the Turkish culture and values.
As times went on, Zinet got acquainted and made friends with Ethiopian
families living in Ankara. When she moved to Turkey, her aim was to use
Turkey as a transit point to move further to Norway in order to reunite with
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her husband, but, for the last four years, she could not move to her
destination due to the fact that her visa application was still in due
process. In all these years, she created strong social ties with Turks and
Ethiopians who helped her making Turkey her home and feeling of
belongingness to the people and its culture.
Table 2. Education migrants have better opportunity and exposure to better learn
and speak Turkish language compared to labor migrants.
Education migrants

Methods of learning
Turkish language



Attending Turkish language
class and formal courses



Reading
Turkish
books,
newspapers, magazines, etc.



Speaking with Turkish friends.,
international students



Speaking Turkish in daily life,
i.e. while in the supermarket,
cafeteria, social gatherings,
etc



Watching Turkish TVs



Listening to Turkish Radios



Writing thesis, assignments
and doing exams in Turkish
language

Labor migrants


Listening
to
people while
speaking
Turkish



Watching
Turkish TVs



Listening
Turkish
Radios

Adaptation has also economic dimension in a sense that employment
affects the degree of migrant’s attachment to the host society. In order to
enter the job market in Turkey, types of profession are important as some
professions are more preferable than others in the host country. Thus, it is
important to ask and answer this question: how education abroad is
intertwined with international student’s engagement in the labor market of
the host society before and after the completion of their study? I bring into
the spot light the cases of Ethiopian students who were engaged both in
the skilled and unskilled labor markets in the host country, both in the
formal and informal work settings as skilled and unskilled labor migrants.
Ethiopian Education migrants in Turkey can be described as studentsCum-Laborers-Cum-Entrepreneurs who engaged in various wage labors

to
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ranging from high school teaching to university lecturing, from internship
to fulltime medical field jobs, from transnational business to daily laborers
while low skilled labor migrants, mainly women involved in menial jobs as
nannies, housekeepers, salespersons and night club players. Many
education migrant participants engaged in informal labor activities,
particularly in private schools where they work as English speaking
teachers.
My informants have lived in Turkey from three to fifteen years during
which time they have established new social networks and developed
familiarity with the Turkish culture. In fact, the degree and intensity of
informants’ social network and relationships with the Turkish society is not
equally distributed and it varies from individual to individual migrants.
While some students established intimacy and friendships with several
Turkish friends, including officials at government and non-government
organizations (as in the case of Muhaba) having regular contact, others
have one or two friends as class mates, or dorm mates (who reside in the
same neighborhood or building). The first group’s social network with the
Turkish society allowed them to obtain work in different Turkish
institutions. For instance, Muhaba was employed as lecturer since 2014 in
one of Turkey’s government universities while other informants work as
teachers in various primary and secondary schools. Sualih and Muhaba
were prominent Ethiopians in the lands of Turkey who influenced and
convinced Turkish officials for the employment of many Ethiopians. For
instance Sualih was the reason for the employment of two Ethiopians, one
in a government university and the other in a bank. And also using his
social skills, Sualih convinced officials working in the office of scholarship
authority to help his friend change his previous university. Talha who was
also used to teach English in one of Turkey’s private schools in Ankara,
before he was hired as a university instructor, found teaching positions for
a number of his Ethiopian friends in the same school where he was
teaching. I myself was informally employed in this school through the
network of Talha and worked for two years.
You need to have someone in the Turkish network to get job in
Turkey. Even though I am not 100% sure, many of those Ethiopians
employed in the Turkish institutions got their job because of the
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network. A few Ethiopians are part of that network and have influence
on government officials (Sofi from Ankara).
I got this job through my friend who called and asked me if I was
interested to work in this school after he received a message from the
school director who was in need of English teacher (Murad from
Anara).
I had been in many English teaching centers in Ankara where I
submitted my CV but none of them called me for interview. However, I
started teaching in a private school because of my friend who was
also teaching in that school (Hassen from Ankara).

The impact of social network is undoubtedly great in facilitating
employment in Turkey, and all these have, in turn, impacted their
integration to the Turkish society, developing strong positive attitude
towards the Turkish society and government. However, some Ethiopians
who were informally working particularly in schools were not happy with
their employers. The most known problems they encountered include, but
not limited to, withholding of wage payment, payment delay and firing with
no prior information of the employee. Zelalem was teaching English in a
small school in Istanbul where he worked for a year but left his job
because he did not feel good with the school:
I was teaching English in a small school in Istanbul. Since I was
working there informally, I used to receive my salary in cash while
other formally employed Turkish teachers have their salary deposited
in their bank accounts. Every month, the school did not pay me on
time. When I asked them, they told me that they would pay me next
week, then next week. I worked there for a year and there was no
change. Finally, I left the school. In the new academic year, in
September, I applied to different schools and was accepted by one of
them. I am still working there informally and here also they delay
salary, but I receive the salary every two weeks after each month.

Addisu, an education migrant, who was teaching English in a private
school for two years was promised by the school director to continue in
the school in the new academic year and he also filled the school form
that requested him if he was interested to continue teaching in the school,
but in the new academic year when he went to start work he was told that
he was fired and replaced by another teacher. He says “I received
excuses from the school as to why they hired on my place. They said I
was late but I was not late.”
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As managing home and fulfilling the interest of their family were
challenging for Ethiopian migrants living with family members, they were
forced to do hard manual jobs most often with unfair payment. Ahmedin,
engaged in manual construction works with other Ethiopian friends. Being
in need of money at summer time during which they had no academic
commitments, they started working in construction in Ankara. However,
the contractor withheld their money telling that he had no money to pay
them. They were paid after a year.
It is important to note that the majority of Ethiopian education migrants,
especially PhD students are not employed in the academia. Employment
in Turkey is attached to social networking and acquaintance. Of the
hundreds of Ethiopian PhD and Master’s students in Turkey, so far it was
only seven Ethiopians who managed to formally get employed in
academia. Turkish universities are not open to international students for
employment unlike universities in the European countries such as
Germany, Norway and Netherlands who see PhD students as employees
(Else, 2017). Interviewees elucidated that inadequate Turkish language
skill may not only hinder the chance of finding employment, but also
restricts the kinds of work they apply for.
As the media of instruction in many Turkish universities is Turkish and
many of us are not fluent in this language, we usually do not apply to
such universities (Temam from Ankara).
As to me there are two reasons why Turkish universities do not hire
foreign teachers; one is that they have ample human resources while
the other is that they are not open for foreign applicants (Muna from
Istanbul).

Nevertheless, some Ethiopians are formally employed by and working in
various institutions including media outlets (such as Anadolu agency, A
News Channel), hospitals, factories and construction companies. Although
the number of formally employed Ethiopians in Turkey is insignificant
compared to those who returned home after the completion of their
education, their intension to stay in Turkey need to be given attention as it
will have implication of risk of brain drain for Ethiopia. The issues of brain
drain and brain circulation may not necessarily apply to all international
students as they are not homogenous in terms of abilities and credentials.
They are heterogeneous in their composition and motivations for
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education abroad. For instance, those Ethiopian students studying in
Turkey in the field of medicine and engineering are small and have better
chance of being employed in the country after the completion of their
studies.
Muktar is an Ethiopian medical doctor who first worked in Eskişehir for
three years before moving to Istanbul. He also engaged in transnational
health tourism in which he arranges the mobility of Ethiopian patients who
are in critical health problems such as cancer, heart attacks and others
which cannot easily be medicated at the capacity and facility of home
hospitals. He says medical doctors have no problem of working in Turkey.
If a medical doctor is willing to go to the border areas of Turkey, he/he will
be paid much better salary than those employed in big cities. Alamin,
another medical doctor working in Başkent hospital, has this to say:
We were two Ethiopian medical doctors employed in Başkent Hospital,
I and a friend of mine. Now, my colleague has left Başkent Hospital and
is working in Istanbul. There are also a number of Ethiopian medical
doctors who are working in Turkey after the completion of their
education. In fact, there are also friends who returned home, but their
salary is not promising compared with our salary here. The most
important thing here is that you work and learn a lot while working. If I
go to Ethiopia and get employed in a government hospital located in a
regional state, I would probably be the only medical doctor. Here you
find so many specialists and professors working with you at daily basis
and learn from them so many things that would allow you to be a good
doctor. May be after specialization I would think to go to home and
have my own contribution for my people. I know how Ethiopia is
suffering from lack of medical doctors, but I want to work, accumulate
experiences and knowledge and save some money before going to
Ethiopia.

Hasen, an employee in a Turkish construction company based in Ankara,
after his graduation in engineering six years ago, stated Turkey is an
emerging country and it has many construction companies working both at
home and abroad. As the country is also booming with construction,
engineers are needed. Knowing Turkish language gives him a leverage to
work with Turkish company. He moved to different countries to inspect
construction works. He wants to work in this company for some years to
come.
I have a plan to establish my own engineering consultancy in Addis. I
believe that the expertise and experience I collected from Turkey
would help me develop and prosper and also enable me to transfer
knowledge and technology to home country.
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For Ethiopian Muslim migrants, their religion has served as source of
comfort in Turkey because it provided them the opportunity to easily adapt
to the host culture and receive social services from various organizations
in the country. Many of my participants living with their family got
assistance from Turkish organizations. Their houses were furnished by
Turkish aid organizations that provided them such home furniture as sofa,
tables, beds, foams, fridge, chairs, laundry, oven, stove, etc. Some of
them also used to receive food provisions such as rice, oil, macaroni, flour
and the like. HAKID played important role in this regard by mediating
between its members and the Turkish aid organizations.
All the house furniture that you see at my house are provided by the
Turkish aid organization. I did not buy a single stuff, thanks to Deniz
Feneri19. Had it not been for Turkish charity organizations, it would
have been difficult or impossible for many of us (Ethiopians living
family) to buy and furnish our homes with such furniture.
Until I became self-sufficient, I used to receive aids from Turkish
associations. Deniz Feneri is very helpful to Ethiopians in many ways.
Not only they furnished hour homes with the necessary stuff, but also
they provided us a variety of food items. Now, I am not receiving any
aid as I am doing well in business.

Ethiopian Orthodox Christians in Turkey receive religious services in the
Armenian and Greek Orthodox Churches in Istanbul and Ethiopians’
connection to these churches could be explained in terms of theological
and historical reasons. Ethiopia and Armenia were the first countries to
accept Christianity as official religion in the 4 th century. Armenian
Apostolic Church and Ethiopian Orthodox Church are categorized as parts
of the oriental orthodoxy and share a common theology (Coleman, 1846),
though they vary in some rituals and customs. Although both groups have
independent ritual traditions held in their own churches, members of a
group can attend and receive the services of the other group. Beyond the
common orthodox theological beliefs that brought Ethiopian Orthodox
Christians to the churches of Armenians and Greeks in Istanbul there is
also another historical fact worth of mentioning. Armenians and Greeks
migrated to Ethiopia at different times for different purposes as craftsmen

19

Deniz Feneri is mainly a faith based international Turkish NGO in Turkey.
Initially established as a television program in 1996, it developed into aid
organization in 1998. First supplying aids to the poor in Turkey, Deniz Feneri
later enlarged its charity to other parts of the world, including Ethiopia.
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and traders. The most prominent one was the Armenian migration of the
20th century following the aftermath of the First World War. Zewde (2002)
states, “The Armenians, also Orthodox Christians, like the Greeks, were
welcomed to Ethiopia at a time when they were suffering persecution in
their homeland” (Zewde, 2002, p. 98). The 40 orphans or arba lijoch (in
Amharic), were the most widely known Armenian children adopted in 1924
by the then Ras Teferi and the later, Haile Selassie I, Emperor of Ethiopia,
following his visit to the Armenian quarter of Jerusalem in 1923. It was this
group of children who formed the first national orchestra of Ethiopia.
Although their number was small, both Armenian and Greek communities
played important roles in the social, economic and cultural landscapes of
Ethiopia (Pankhurst, 1977).
Solomon, Hiwot, Saron, Beza, Bereket, Admasu, and Bisrat were
orthodox Christians who went to the Armenian Church in Karakoy or the
Greek Orthodox Church in Fatih, Istanbul to attend religious services.
However, as there was no Orthodox church in Ankara, Ethiopian Orthodox
Christians didn’t perform their religious practices. But recently, some
started going to the Catholic Church where Orthodox services have been
offered.
I sometime go to the Catholic Church on Saturday. I pray in my own
language and come back to my dormitory. Although the service
(orthodox) is given once every month, I could not understand the
language. It is offered in Russian language (Natnael from Ankara)

Many of the Orthodox Christians celebrated their religious holidays either
in their dormitory or in friend’s home.
For three years, we celebrated our religious holidays in our friend’s
room in Ankara University. The dormitory had kitchen where students
could cook their foods. We also celebrated in our friend’s home
(Natnael from Ankara).

Cultural, language and religious differences between Turkey and Ethiopia,
and lack of cross cultural experiences among Ethiopian migrants may
affect their adaptation process, but they have their own mechanisms how
to cope with those problems.
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6.2.

TRANSNATIONAL SOCIAL FIELDS OF ETHIOPIANS IN
TURKEY

There are various perspectives with regard to the scope of transnational
practices in migration studies. Portes et al (1999) distinguish three
different dimensions of transnationalism that included economic, political
and socio-cultural, but emphasized on recurrent transnational economic
engagement. However, Basch et al (1994) assert that all aspects of social
practices transcending host and home countries are imperative while
dealing with transnationalism. Taking the degree and intensity of
homeland involvement into account, Mahler (1998) classifies transnational
practices into ‘narrow’ and ‘broad’. Narrow transnational practices include
transnational engagement in politics (i.e., being member of a political
party, being executive member in hometown or migrant association),
cultural production, and transnational business firms while broad
transnational practices involve occasional visits to homeland, carrying
bags filled with Turkish products. As differences between narrow and
broad transnationalism rely on degree rather than categorical, I do not like
to employ them as analytical tool in this thesis. It is problematic to
delineate boundaries between ‘narrow’ and ‘broad’ as they overlap each
other.
Although it seems arbitrary, I divide the transnational involvement of
Ethiopian migrants into economic, cultural, communication and socio-civic
domains. I said it is arbitrary because some activities may be included in
two different domains. For example, is carrying bags filled with gifts for
family or friends an economic or sociocultural practice? Nevertheless, I
believe it is important to rely on these divisions to make my analysis
clearer. Therefore, business activities and remittances are considered
economic practices while religious practices, group solidarity, identity,
feeling of home, traditions and values are categorized into cultural
practices. In this paper, I did not consider the political dimension of
transnationalism, because Ethiopian migrants in Turkey are not involved
in ‘pure political activities’ as such while they are active in economic,
cultural, social and civic practices.
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6.2.1. Transnational Economic Practices
The transnational economic practices in which Ethiopians engaged are
epitomized in the flows of trade items, gifts and remittances. Ethiopian
migrants who established own businesses have so far engaged in export,
consultancy,

informal

money

transfer,

and

brokering.

They

are

transnational in nature and involved in businesses that connect Turkey
with Ethiopia. Ethiopian trade ‘brokers’ in Turkey have their own domain of
specialty. For example, Sualih has specialized on food related products
and knows where to go to obtain the product with fair price, and it is
similar to other brokers such as Tefe who has specialty on clothes, and
Nazim on metals and machines. They started from the scratch with no
money and business experiences, yet were able to transform themselves
into millionaire. Most of them started their business carrying Turkish
clothes to Ethiopia by big bags and eventually searched for better ways to
prosper more.
Looking the popularity of Turkey’s products, particularly clothes, in
Ethiopian markets, Ethiopian education migrants engaged in an informal
trade activities that connect Turkey with Ethiopia, and as they have
developed a distinctive form of transnational informal trade (business),
they buy Turkish goods, particularly textile mainly from Istanbul and
distribute (sell) them to non-migrant retailers in Ethiopia, while some have
engaged in their own export business. They collect fashion clothes and
send them to Ethiopia via post office or cargo or they travel in person to
Ethiopia by airplane packing Turkey-made clothes in bags. If the products
pass with no custom charges, the profit would be two-folds. Five of my
informants who first engaged in informal business activities by carrying big
bags were later transformed into formal businessmen with legal trading
license.
Tefe, a student-cum-entrepreneur, expressed that he was the first among
Ethiopian students in Ankara to start transnational informal trade activities
by exporting textile to Addis. He came to Turkey with the purpose to do
transnational business activity concomitant with his education. Business
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activity is not something new for him as he was also doing it while he was
studying his Masters in Addis Ababa University, Ethiopia. After spending a
year in Turkey (Ankara), he went to Istanbul looking for advice about
business

from

a

friend

who

already

engaged

in

transnational

entrepreneurship. But, since his friend did not want to tell him how to deal
with and where to go in Istanbul to buy cloths, Tefe decided to take risk.
He did it and the result was positive. Overtime, he extended his
transnational business activities to a wider circle. He has recently obtained
business license and permit to import and export textile products between
Turkey and Ethiopia. Following Tefe’s feet, a number of Ethiopian
education migrants in Ankara engaged in transnational informal trade.
Sualih, another student-cum-entrepreneur, participated in transnational
business activity as an agent or broker of business owners located in
Addis and other cities in Ethiopia. Going to Gaziantep and Istanbul, he
facilitated the process and shipment of Turkish products such as biscuit,
chocolate, candy, juice and oil for his customers in Ethiopia. He says:
I came to know in Turkey that I am a good broker or agent that I did
not realize when I was living all my life in Ethiopia. My long term aim
when I came to Turkey was to empower myself in education and
actively engage in academia. My objective was to be good academics.
Now, I got involved in this job and I do not know what would happen
tomorrow.

Sualih got good amount of commission by doing this job from both parties
(Turkish companies and Ethiopian merchants). Recently he started his
own business by exporting juice to Ethiopia, and also, together with
returnees, he established at home a transnational consultancy firm that
connects Turkey with Ethiopia. He bought a minibus for transportation in
his hometown.
The research participants who engaged in transnational business
activities believed that their life situation was increasingly improved, albeit
there were challenges. Their engagement in such activities enabled them
to have a transnational trade network with Ethiopian businessmen, with
whom they were sharing reciprocal benefits. Tefe’s experience as a
transnational businessman developed from time to time. Initially, his
network was only limited within his relatives, especially his sister in
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Ethiopia, but, after she closed her shop due to personal reason, he got
other businesspersons to whom he could deliver (distribute) products.
Over time, he managed to expand his transnational ties with a number of
businessmen in Ethiopia and finally having his own import and distribution
center in Addis Ababa.
The advantage of informal business activities was mainly associated with
free charge of custom tax while exiting check points in Ethiopian airport.
All of my participants who involved in cloth business activities agreed that
men’s suits made them more profitable than any other items when it pass
the check pints with no charge of custom taxes. Although many business
activities were informal and lacked institutionalizations, such business
activities involved regular movement of people and products between
Turkey and Ethiopia. It was difficult to know how many Ethiopians
engaged in these activities but those Ethiopians who involved in
transnational business activities (both formal and informal) traveled back
and forth frequently, ranging from weeks to months. This way, within short
period of time, some Ethiopian informal traders transformed not only their
individual lives but also the lives of their parents and relatives. Temam,
Sualih and Tefe first started their informal business by carrying bags from
Turkey to Ethiopia; now they owned business centers in Addis as they all
started exporting Turkish products ‘legally’ via cargo. In fact, not all people
who engaged in informal business were successful. Some failed from the
beginning. Ahmedin and Muna, who for the first time took clothes of two
bags each, were charged of custom taxes in Addis and the retailers who
received their products did not give them back their money for more than
a year.
For migrants like Temam, a PhD student living with his family, hardships
in Turkey paved the way for their active participation in transnational
business activities. Temam’s narration informs us how hardship pushed
him to involve in the transnational activities and what consequences his
involvement brought about. As his scholarship was cut in 2014 academic
year, life became difficult for him and his family (his wife and three
children), and hence he and his wife started thinking of what to do. He
utters:
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As my wife was active in business activities while we were in Ethiopia,
she proposed me to engage in informal trading by carrying Turkish
cloths to Ethiopia. Usually, we took these products in bags which
rarely subject to revenue charge, but in many times we were free of
charge. My wife is a very talented business woman and she is always
lucky in that she was not charged at any time she traveled to Ethiopia.
She used to go to Ethiopia every two weeks.

When some Ethiopian students in Turkey intend to go to Ethiopia but
could not afford flight ticket by themselves, they ask Temam if he could
afford in return for them to carry his big bags filled with Turkish clothes (for
sale in Ethiopia). Sending clothes via students, particularly with those
students who do not go to Ethiopia regularly, was a safe choice for doing
business. In this respect, Temam bought many flight tickets for Ethiopian
students in Turkey who had no money to afford flight tickets, but intended
to go to home. This arrangement was reciprocally beneficilal for both
parties.
As they made good profits from their transnational business activities,
Temam and his wife transformed themselves from practicing informal
business to formal one. A year ago, his wife processed and got import
licensing for clothes in Ethiopia and since then their Turkish products have
been shipped by cargo ships and airplanes. Since recently, Temam
expanded his business by importing tires from China and food products
(such as juice powder) from Turkey to Ethiopia. He told me that he
ordered tires that cost about $ 40,000 and juice powder with the cost of $
45,000. Temam rented three rooms in Addis Ababa to store these
different business items (clothes, tires, juice). “I have rented store houses
in Addis from where we distribute these items to retailers” Now what is
challenging for Temam and other importers in Ethiopia is lack of foreign
currency in the country. As the Ethiopian government is run out of foreign
currency and could not provide enough dollars for sale, Temam resort to
black market in order to buy and send dollars or other currency to a
foreign country like Turkey.
In addition to their participation in transnational business activities,
Ethiopians in Turkey also participated in businesses that were situated in
Turkey, particularly Istanbul by owning restaurants, Cargo Company and
consultancy. What is taken as a characteristic feature or common for all
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Ethiopians living in Turkey, including me, is that while traveling to home
for return visits or other purposes, they usually carry big bags filled with
Turkish merchandise. These products are carried either for gift or to make
some profits by selling them. Given the popularity of Turkish products in
Ethiopia, people at home expect that a migrant relative or friend living in
Turkey would bring them gifts.
Other Ethiopians such as Solomon, Salah, Gech and Mustefa got
economic advantages by helping newly arriving Ethiopian businessmen
and women during their stay in Istanbul. They received per-diem in dollars
for helping the businesspersons buy Turkish goods. Gech says:
Ethiopian businessmen communicate me in advance before coming
to Istanbul, and then I would arrange my programs. When they came
here I receive them in the airport to take them to hotels and shops.
They sometimes pay me $ 50, sometimes $ 70 and rarly $ 100.

Transnational economic activities play important role in positively affecting
the life of people who engaged in it and the remittance sent home also
contributes to affect the life of people to whom it is sent (Vertovec, 2000).
Beyond its economic importance, Cohen (2011) argues that remittances
are associated with sociocultural importance both for the migrants and the
people at homeland. Those who are involved in sending remittances are
likely to earn social status in the homeland community. Scholars such as
Portes

(2009),

however,

argue

that

remittances

may

reinforce

dependency and lead to a more culture of migration. Underscoring the
significance of remittances, many households encourage their members
to migrate, and while earlier migrants supply information to facilitate the
migration of their people at home, the perpetuation of which created
culture of migration in the country where people developed positive
impression about migration. Although there are income differences among
Ethiopians in Turkey, many of them sent remittances to support the
livelihood of their families. Labor migrants send home more money
compared to education migrants and also those scholarship students
living in dormitories are more likely to send remittances compared to those
students living with families.
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Almost all the labor migrants participated in this thesis receive their salary
in dollars, ranging from 500 to 1500 and actively engaged in sending
remittances to family. The remittance is disbursed for different purposes
including the livelihood of the family, construction of houses and also used
to buy property and start a business. Here follow some narrations. Siti, a
labor migrant working as a domestic worker in Istanbul, remitted more
than 600,000 birr just for the construction of family house and purchase of
furniture. Her future plan is to return home, get married and start business
with the money she saves. She wants to stay at her present job either for
one or two years until she saves enough money in order to achieve her
objectives. When she came to Turkey six years ago, she had no intension
of further moving to western countries as her objective was just to work in
Turkey for some years, help family, save money and return home.
Samrawit, another labor migrant who was also working in Istanbul as a
domestic worker, has a similar remittance sending experiences like Siti.
Before migrating to Turkey, she was working in Addis Ababa as hair stylist
but as her salary was not enough to sustain life and afford necessities she
started thinking of migration. She came to Istanbul and was employed as
a domestic worker with $ 800 of monthly salary. She has been at this job
since 2014 and still wants to work for some years but her future plan is to
return home and open a beauty salon in Addis and work as hair stylist.
Like Siti, she affords the livelihoods of her mother and two brothers.
Nejat told me that she primarily came to Turkey to work and change the
life of her parents through remittances that she was sending since she
started working as a domestic worker in Istanbul. The remittance sent
home helped her brother establishing small business and her family
building a house. Nejat has lived for 5 years in Istanbul as a domestic
worker. Her monthly salary was $ 1100. She bought land in her
hometown, Adama for the construction of a house for her parents:
I used to count how many days were left to the next salary because I
was eager to send money to my parents and brother. My parents were
living in a small rented house. Now, thanks to God they have their own
house and my brother also started a small retail business.

Her future plan is to return home and start her own business. Remittances
and gifts have symbolic significance associated with emotional connection
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of the migrant with homeland people. Like Nejat, Hana also sent
remittances to her parents:
My employer pays me $ 900. I usually spend no more than 200 dollars
here for I live together with my employer. I do not need money for
food. During my weekly break time I go to our rented house where I
pass time enjoying together with my Ethiopian friends. My share is not
more than 200 lira. I spend some of my money on stuffs, like
cosmetics and clothes. I send the rest to my family. I paid tuition fees
for my brother who studied accounting, and my family bought for me a
house with the money I sent them.

The narratives of participants such as Siti, Samrawit, Nejat and Hana give
us an insight about Ethiopian labor migrants’ diverse motivations for
leaving their home country. For some, the most important motivation of
migration is primarily attributed to find better paying jobs in Turkey and
return back after some years of work their interest to move to the western
world while some are interested to move to the western world.
Ethiopians in Turkey send remittances to homeland through friends (when
they physically move to Ethiopia either for return visits or other purposes)
and informal money transfer system. Informal hawala allowed Ethiopians
to send remittances with an advantage of black market exchange rate.
Since recently, one US dollar was exchanged with a rate of 27.7 Birr at
the National Bank of Ethiopia while it was 35 Birr in the black market.
Generally, one dollar was about 35 times more than the Ethiopian Birr.
Informal money transferring employed by Ethiopians in Turkey involved
large amount of hard currency that ranged in hundreds and millions of
dollars.
Labor migration turns to the Ethiopian government’s advantage in two
ways: it mitigates the headache of youth unemployment in the country,
and the remittances that migrants send home not only provide direct
benefits to their family but also it turns out to be the main source of foreign
currency. For example, according to Isaacs (2017), the Ethiopian diaspora
sent home remittance of 4 billion dollars in 2016, which makes up 33.3
percent of the government budget for the same year (12 billion dollars).
While this amount was the recorded flow of remittances, the unrecorded
flow is larger as migrants prefer to send their money through informal
channels. Ethiopians in Turkey, both education and labor migrants,
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principally depend on informal channels to send their remittances.
Whatever amount of money they send, remittances have substantial
impact for poor family living in Ethiopia.
Remittances were not only one directional as they were moving in two
ways. The individual migrant in Turkey was not the only sender of
remittances as he/she also received remittances from home, which
included spices (pepper and black cardamom), foods such as enjera20,
shiro21, kolo (roasted barley grain), butter, teff, habesha kemis and natala
(women dress and single layer shawl), ethnic clothes), others such as raw
and roasted Ethiopian coffee beans, jebena (small coffee pot), rekebot
(small table used to put coffee cubs on it), etan (incense), cosmetics,
books, etc. I observed all these in my informants’ homes.

6.2.2. Transnational Cultural Practices (Identity)
As far as cultural dimension of transnationalism is concerned, it is obvious
that migrants are more likely to endure their relationships with their
community both at host country and homeland. Transnational cultural
practices refer to those activities associated with symbols, meanings and
identities. Ethiopians in Turkey have possessed diverse identities that
differently describe who they are, including being African, Ethiopian,
Muslim, Orthodox Christian, Protestant, Oromo etc. and they appropriate
these identities as situations and contexts allow them. For example, an
Ethiopian Muslim attach himself/herself to an Islamic organization in
Turkey not just as Ethiopian but as the adherent of Islam; Ethiopian
Orthodox Christians find suitable prayer place in Armenian church in
Istanbul not just because they are Ethiopians but they are closely attached
to the Armenian church than to any other churches in the country. And
also an Ethiopian protestant who affiliates himself/herself to the global
protestant network is not because he/she is an Ethiopian but a protestant.

20

Enjera is a traditional Ethiopian spongy pancake bread most widely consumed
accompanied by a spicy stew. It is made of flour called teff, a gluten-free small
grain native to Ethiopia.
21
Shiro is spicy flour made of beans, lentils, peas and chickpeas, and it is used
to make Ethiopian traditional stew.
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Ethiopians in Turkey were ethno-linguistically and religiously diverse but
unlike Ethiopians in the western world they were not ethnically divided,
rather they were more organized into or affiliated to co-national religious
groups. However, it does not mean that there are no any ethnically
affiliated groups as there were some groups who were informally
organized and affiliated to their co-ethnic group in many ways, including
informal

discussions

through

online

applications

and

extending

humanitarian aid to their co-ethnic community in Ethiopia at times of
humanitarian crisis.
Cultural identity is a socio-culturally constructed, reconstructed, negotiated
and renegotiated attribute with complex meaning depending on contexts
and is expressed in flexible ways. Anthropologists use the term ‘identity’ to
describe a multitude of socio cultural and political realms, and are more
interested in emphasizing group identity (such as ethnic, religious,
language and nationality dimensions) than the individual identity. Identity
basically refers to where an individual or a group belongs to and how does
an individual or a group distinguishes itself from others, defines itself and
is defined by others (Deng, 1995; Jenkins, 1996; Golubovic, 2011).
Contrasting to primordialists who view identity as a fixed biological
attribute, Clifford (1988:10) argues that identity is “relational and inventive”
and hence is not static as people continuously acquire it throughout the
period of their lives.
Cultural traits such as language, religion, food habits, etc. serve as an
index “that people look for and exhibit to show identity” (Barth, 1969, p.
14). The idea of steadiness and stability in reference to identity has
principally been abandoned and replaced by fluidity. A person may
possess diverse identities and choose those attributes on the basis of
historical, cultural contexts and other situations. One important question to
ask in relation to Ethiopians’ identity in Turkey is how are national,
religious and ethnic identities intertwined with their transnational migration
experiences and practices? How do they express their belonging towards
co-ethnics, co-nationals and co-religious groups, and how does this affect
their social interaction within and between groups? Ethiopians have
constructed diverse identities within their own groups and by the time they
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migrated they convey those attributes. Their identity is shaped and
reshaped, negotiated and renegotiated as they engaged with and came
into contact with others; and they employed their identities for various
purposes.
As far as Ethiopians’ identity as Africans was concerned, many of the
research participants interviewed for this research asserted that though
they were from Africa, they have no African mentality which is in contrast
to other African students of sub-Saharan countries. Black Africans across
the globe considered the defeat of Italians by Ethiopians as the victory of
the black people over the whites, and hence the possibility of reclaiming
their freedom and independence from European colonial masters.
Ethiopia played important role in the process of the decolonization of
Africa and served as the seat of African Union (AU), however, many
Ethiopians do not consider themselves ‘Africans’ for they give much
attention to their ethnicity and nationality rather than attaching themselves
with Africa (Molvaer, 1995). Following the defeat of Italians at the battle of
Adwa in1896, Europeans came to conclude that Ethiopians were different
from black Africans. It is a common fact that Ethiopians discern
dissimilarities between themselves and other sub-Saharan Africans as
they believe that they are different from others in many ways including
skin color and history. Ethiopians call black skinned people as Africans
while they do not attach the same name to themselves. They assert that
Ethiopia is home to Islam, Christianity & Judaism since the earliest period,
the source of ancient civilizations, and long history of state system, never
colonized in history. The following respondents agree with the idea that
Ethiopians are different from other sub-Saharan Africans.
I do not know why, but I did not identify myself as African. Unlike
many Africans living and studying here, I have no African mentality.
Many African friends here usually discuss about pan Africanism while
I do not feel anything about it. They also know that we (Ethiopians)
here have no African mentality. (Munir from Istanbul)
I can say Ethiopians are different from proper black Africans because
they have different skin colors and unique history. Africans themselves
tell us that we are not as black as other black Africans, though we are
all categorized blacks (Kalid from Ankara).
Unlike sub-Saharan African countries, Ethiopia created its own
alphabet and system of writing since ancient times; it is a non-
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colonized state in Africa. Despite poverty and the history of wars,
Ethiopians feel pride and are proud of their unique history (Adugna
from Ankara).
Ethiopian state history has evolved over thousands of years, with
tremendous impact in the horn of Africa. Ethiopia is a unique country
and Ethiopians are also different from other Africans. Many of
Ethiopians do not consider themselves as Africans (Yusuf from
Istanbul).
I did not call myself African. Although I came from African continent I
have no feeling of Africa unlike black Africans. While some people
assume that I am a Syrian or Arab, others generally identify me as
African (Hiwot from Istanbul).
While I was living in Ethiopia, I considered black Africans as
categorically different from Ethiopians, but here everybody calls you
African. I know I came from African continent but I have no the
passion of being African. We Ethiopians always considered ourselves
different from sub-Saharan black Africans (Solomon from Istanbul).

Many Ethiopians in the diaspora identify themselves with ‘habesha’ a
name historically associated with the highland people of Ethiopia, mainly
composed of the Amhara and Tigray ethnic groups (Levine, 1974;
Donham, 2002; Habecker, 2012). While many of my respondents liked to
be called habesha, still there were also many who did not like to associate
themselves with that name. I asked respondents about their selfidentification with habesha or Ethiopia and they provided me remarkably
different responses.
I love Ethiopia and am proud of being an Ethiopian. People call me
here habesha (habeshistan). My heart is always in Ethiopia. I always
miss my hometown. I am an Ethiopian by nationality, but a Turkish
citizen (Helen, a wife of a Turk national).
For me both habesha and Ethiopia have equal meaning. I am an
Ethiopian and a habesha. I can’t find difference between the two.
Habesha refers to the old name of Ethiopia that is Abyssinia. Some
people try to associate habesha with Amhara and Tigre but it is about
the Ethiopian peoples (Adugna from Ankara).
In my locality and community where I was born and grew up, people
do not use the name habesha to identify themselves. It is about
Semitic peoples. I read somewhere that habesha referred to the Arab
migrants who moved to Ethiopia and were mixed with the rest of the
people in the northern part of the country either during or before the
Aksumite period (Musa from Ankara).
The name habesha is problematic when we use it to refer to the whole
Ethiopian peoples. It is up to the individual. There are individuals or
group who like to identify themselves with this name and also there
are people who do not like the name. I do not mind if I am called as
habesha or Ethiopian. It has already become part of who we are. It is
associated with something good and something bad. It is associated
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with heroism and proudness while it is also associated with
unpunctuality (Munir from Istanbul).

When Ethiopians see an African with light skin and habesha face, then
they approach and ask if that person is a habesha, “Are you habesha?”
They say it in Amharic. Feleku’s experience relates with this:
While leaving a supermarket in Kurtulus (Istanbul), I encountered an
African woman. Initially, I thought she was habesha and asked her in
Amharic. She looked at me and responded in English “excuse me! I
did not get you”. I switched my language into English and said ‘sorry I
thought you are habesha because you have skin complexion similar to
us.’ She told me that it was for the second time that people from
Ethiopia told her that she resembled Ethiopians. She was a
Tanzanian.

Although it seems easy for Ethiopians to identify their co-nationals from
other sub-Saharan Africans (just looking at their face and skin color),
recognizing habesha is complicated. Five years ago, when I was a Turkish
language student, I had a classmate from Libya. The moment I saw him I
thought he was habesha; I approached and greeted him in Amharic. He
laughed at me and told me that he was a Libyan. He said he had many
Ethiopian friends who initially recognized him as habesha. Our friendship
continued to this day.
Solomon’s experience is a bit different. He recalled how he was
confronted with a man in Istanbul when he asked him the same question
that many Ethiopians did and do. The man reacted, “how did you think
that way?” Solomon replied, “You have lighter skin which is similar to us.”
The man said “are you the only people with light skin?” Although
Ethiopians easily identify their co-nationals instantly in their first
encounter, it is not always true. What is odd, sometimes, is that some
Ethiopians may not recognize some of their co-nationals as habesha.
Solomon had an Ethiopian friend whose skin color was not similar to the
typical habesha and while they were in an event in Istanbul they
encountered Ethiopians, one of them asked Solomon where his friend was
from. When Solomon told him that he is an Ethiopian too, the man said, “I
thought he is Afican”
Another important element associated with Habesha is punctuality.
Ethiopians are generally accused of being not-sensitive to time for they
disregard punctuality. This culture of lateness seems to have been socio-
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culturally constructed in Ethiopia and is commonly called ye habesha
ketero22 (habesha’s appointment). This culture of lateness still exists in the
day to day lives of many Ethiopians in Turkey. Many of them are usually
late in meetings, events and programs, albeit they know that lateness is
ethically wrong. Ethiopians find similarity of ye habesha ketero in Turkish
society. Murad has this experience:
Like us, Turkish programs, events and meetings do not begin exactly
on its time table and schedule. I participated in a number of programs
and events organized by Turkish institutions and none of the programs
started on time. It is normal to wait for about an hour or more for a
program to start. Like us, they have the culture of ye habesha ketero.

Ethiopia is a country of multi ethno-linguistic, religious, cultural and
biological diversity and is home to more than 80 ethnic groups, each
having own language, music, dressing style, food, belief and historical
heritage. It is also home to different religions such as Islam, Christianity
(Orthodox, Protestant, and Catholics), Jewish and indigenous religions.
Despite its long history, linguistic, cultural and religious diversity,
Ethiopia’s past is overwhelmingly embedded in domineering and despotic
traditions. The majority of Ethiopian ethnic groups and non-Orthodox
Christians were excluded from power and were often abandoned. Ethnic,
religious and linguistic minorities were, thus, victims of discrimination and
were devoid of their cultural rights in the previous regimes. This, in turn,
created among the ‘marginalized groups’ an image of ‘Ethiopia’,
symbolized with oppression. Thus, here it is imperative first to understand
the symbolic meanings associated with ‘Ethiopian nationalism’ as the
social fields of Ethiopian migrants in relation to their Ethiopian identity is
inextricably linked to broader economic, cultural, political and historical
processes in the country. The names ‘Ethiopia’ and ‘Abyssinia’ or
‘Habesha’ are disputed and equivocal among many of Ethiopian nationals.
Both names, beyond their geographical description of the existing
Ethiopia, have far reaching symbolic meanings. For northerners,
particularly the Amhara the name Ethiopia is associated with one religion
(Orthodox Christianity), one language (Amharic) and one flag which were
symbolically connoted with historical oppressions (ethnic and religious) for
22

It is Ethiopian culture of disrespect for appointment, and is an ethical issue with
which Ethiopians are usually criticized.
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other peoples. In fact, Ethiopia is a project not yet well defined and thus is
still in the process of making and its non-geographical meanings (symbolic
and historical) contributed to its contestability.
In fact, Ethiopians’ experience in Turkey as habesha is fascinating and
complex. Many Turkish people identify Ethiopia with its former name,
Habeşistan (Ethiopia or Abyssinia). Although many Ethiopians, particularly
from the conventional south didn’t identify themselves with Habesha
previously, they came to attach habeşistan identity after their encounter
with the Turkish society. This identity inspiration seems mainly to have
stemmed from the Turkish people who give special attention to the name
Habeşstan. Because Ethiopia is associated with the 6 th century Islam for
protecting the first Muslim migrants during the reign of Armah(Nejashi)
and becoming the homeland of the first caller of Islamic prayer (Bilal alHabesh), Ethiopian migrants in Turkey have received special place among
the Turkish society. Temam states, “I observed Friday prayers in several
mosques in Turkey where the name of Bilal al-habeshi was mentioned
recurrently” It is imperative to understand what it means to be an
Ethiopian or Habesha while living in Turkey. Ethiopians in Turkey seem to
have redefined the meaning and symbols associated with Ethiopia. And
this has a lot to do with the history of Islam and the image of Habeşistan in
the eyes of the Turkish society. Ethiopians’ assumption about habesha
before and after their arrival in Turkey was totally different as they came to
know how the Turkish society loves habesha or Ethiopia.
My thinking of habesha was really changed after I came to Turkey.
Previously, I did not call myself habesha as it was a name mainly
given to the Christian people of northern Ethiopia, but here the Turkish
peoples’ understanding of habesha is closely associated with Islam.
They consider habeşistan (habesha) as Muslim. They tell you about
Nejashi and Bilal. This inspired me to identify myself with habesha.
Turks ask me, nerelisin? ‘Where are you from?’ and I usually respond
to them ‘Habeşistanlıyım’ (‘I am from habesha’) (Salah from Ankara).
Some Turkish people do not know what and where Ethiopia is. When
you tell them Ethiopia is Habeshistan then they easily understand
where you are from. Still others when you tell them that you are from
Ethiopia, they immediately associate it with Habeşistan and Bilal. For
Turks hasbeshistan is closely attached to Islam (Muna from Istanbul)
When you tell them (the Turkish people) that you are from Ethiopia,
what comes to their mind is Bilal al-Habeshi (Imu from Istanbul).
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When I was Turkish language student in my first year stay in Turkey, a
Turkish man in his fifties approached us (two Ethiopians and one
Ugandan); he introduced himself, and asked us where we were from. The
moment we told him that we were from Ethiopia, his face was flushed with
excitement and kissed all of us. He said “Habeşstanı borçluyuz (we owe
Ethiopia). We have special love to Habeşistan because it is the home of
Bilal al-Habeshi and Nejashi.” He described that Ethiopia is a country of
justice; it is a country where the first Muslim migrants who escaped
persecution from the Quraysh Arab of Mecca were protected.
The hegemony of northern Ethiopian culture over the south had been
supported by many Ethiopian scholars, including Hable Selassie (1972),
Tamrat (1972), Trimingham (1952), Budge (1965), Abir (1968), Levin,
(2000), Erlich (2000), etc. who were very compassionate to the culture
and religion of the north. Although almost half of Ethiopia is constituted by
the Muslim population, this group of people were paradoxically disavowed
from ‘Ethiopian nationhood’, framed as the socio-political problem of the
country and denoted as ‘others’ which served various aims of the state,
and hence they were excluded from the mainstream political, social,
economic, and education domains of the country or their participation in
these domains was and is so trivial (Ostebo, 2008). Ethiopian Muslims
had long been called ‘Muslims living in Ethiopia’ which had an
overwhelming impact on their emotional attachment to the ‘Christian
Ethiopia’ and the social landscape that explains, why Ethiopian Muslims
would legitimately feel an Ethiopian while they were not included as part of
it? This thought-provoking question goes hand-in-hand with so many other
questions in the minds of many Ethiopian Muslims who think of who they
were as Ethiopians.
Truly speaking, I feel more comfort in Turkey than in Ethiopia. Muslims
in Ethiopia are still seen as second citizen. How do Muslims in
Aksum23 feel that they are truly Ethiopians when they have no right to
construct a single mosque in their own birth land? (Musa from Ankara)
When you try to establish an organization, people in the government
office asks you why you all are Muslims and tells you to include
23

Aksum is a town in the regional state of Tigray, northern Ethiopia, and this
town was the seat of the Kingdom of Aksum in ancient time. It was in the
Kingdom of Aksum that the Mecca Muslims took shelter due to their persecution
by the Quraysh Arabs in the first quarter of the 7 th century.
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Christians but the same people do not ask Christians the same
question. Ethiopia still lacks behind when it comes to religious equality
which is only enshrined in the constitution. I know, now is better than
before, but the government lacks determination with regard to
Muslims’ rights (Muna from Istanbul).

The consciousness of Ethiopian Muslims being discriminated and
marginalized from the social, cultural and political landscape of the
country had been and is part of the social processes which are
unremittingly reshaped by social groups and actors. Rather than cultural
mosaic, which is the typical attribute of Ethiopia, the notion of ‘melting pot’
perspective prevailed in the country until it was demised in 1991 with the
coming into power of the Ethiopian Peoples’ Revolutionary Democratic
Front (EPRDF). The intent of the melting-pot project was to belittle or deny
the identity of ‘others’ as part of Ethiopia. Since 1991, new Ethiopia in the
making has become certain. Indisputably clear is that Muslim’s cultural
right in the existing government has relatively been promising and was
unthinkable in the imperial regimes. In recent times, Ethiopian Muslims
went away from the ‘question of being Ethiopian’ as citizens to a duty with
the construction of better Ethiopia for all. But, due to historical and
systematic discrimination and lack of sociocultural capital, only a small
number of people from Muslim communities made it possible to attend
university education, let alone be part of the academic community.
The Ethiopia we knew in history is the Ethiopia of the Christians and
the northerners. I don’t want to be considered as an Ethiopian with
those symbolic markers. I am an Oromo Muslim who supports the
redefinition of Ethiopia. People are struggling to redefine Ethiopia, an
Ethiopia that belongs to all and an Ethiopia that could accommodate
diversity. I have Ethiopian nationality but Ethiopian identity is a
complex one (Musa from Ankara).
I am an Ethiopian Muslim. I have both Ethiopian and Muslim identity.
Here we gather together in a number of events as Ethiopian Muslims.
Ethiopian peoples lived together for centuries regardless of religious
differences. Oppression and discrimination against Muslims were
orchestrated by authorities of the Ethiopian empire. We need to
differentiate the difference between state and people (Muna from
Istanbul)

While the current government provides affirmative action to redress past
injustices to a historically disadvantaged ethnic groups and women,
Muslims are excluded from consideration. Presently, though there is an
increment of Muslim students going to schools and higher education
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institutions, still they represent a small minority of the whole Ethiopian
students.
The Muslim group of Ethiopian students in Turkey is not to utterly fill the
gap in the academy, but to contribute in that regards. Education is taken
for granted as the most important tool of empowering Muslim Ethiopians.
Turkey seems to have hosted the largest number of Ethiopian Muslim
students compared to their numbers in the western countries. Given the
relatively high number of Ethiopian Muslim students in Turkey, the
expectation of Ethiopian Muslims at home is also quite tremendous.
Selam stated: “they believe Ethiopian Muslim students in Turkey would
represent the Ethiopian Muslim population both in the realm of religion
and academy.” Sualih adds, “I think we cannot find such number of
Ethiopian Muslim students in other foreign countries.” Although the
majority of them are scholarship students, still there are many selffinanced students.
Since 1991, Ethiopia has been led by EPRDF, a coalition of four ethnicbased parties drawn mainly from Tigray, Amhara, Oromo and Southern
peoples. Although the existing government of Ethiopia has been
established on ethnic politics that envisioned to get rid of the ‘old’
establishment associated with the ‘Ethiopianist’ camp, it recently reverted
to that ‘old’ establishment and elegantly chose the term ‘renaissance’ to
mobilize the mass of the country towards achieving national and political
goals. For example, one of the largest dams in Africa under construction,
the ‘Renaissance Dam’, has been aimed to inspire and motivate
Ethiopians and bring a sense of ‘national pride and patriotism’, and hence
political support to the government in general and the ruling party in
particular. The dam is believed to be the symbol of Ethiopian renaissance,
the sense of privilege to the legacies and accomplishments of old
generations and forefathers.
I bought bond for the construction of the renaissance dam. The dam
is about who we were and what we envisioned to be. For decades,
Nile was untouchable due to internal and external reasons. The
external reason was associated with Egypt and its accomplices who
did all they could to proscribe us from utilizing our water resource. The
other reason was our poverty and leadership problem. Now, our
government decided and started this huge project (Yemsrach from
Istanbul).
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Our people are the only source of capital for the construction of this
dam without external backing. I bought bonds while I was in Ethiopia
and here too. Four years ago, our dam was hot news and I quarreled
with some Egyptian nationals and others who thought Ethiopia
declared war against Egypt. I told them that our dam is not different
from Turkey’s Ataturk dam on Euphrates River that flows to Syria.
Ethiopia, as the source of Nile, is entitled to utilize its water resource
and if Egypt dares to fight us it would get the consequence (Alamin
from Ankara).

However, mobilization of bond sale for the renaissance dam had been a
bone of contention among Ethiopians when some Muslim students
opposed to what they said the Ethiopian government’s intervention in their
religious matters and suppression against Ethiopian Muslims at home.
When AEST (Association of Ethiopian Students in Turkey) was
requested to mobilize Ethiopian students in Turkey to buy bonds as a
symbolic gesture in support of the renaissance dam, some of us
rejected the idea because our brothers and sisters at homeland were
suffering from the measures of the government and we wanted to
send a message that the government should refrain itself from
intervening in the affairs of the Muslims (Adem from Ankara).

Although the ruling party in Ethiopia installed ethnic federalism since
1991, the great majority of Ethiopian people predominantly the Amhara
and the Oromo ethnic groups felt that they are discriminated from ‘real
power’ (political and economic) and are victims of government measures
against ‘dissidents’. The ethnic tension in Ethiopia had its own impact in
the life of many Ethiopians living in Turkey.
The protest in Oromia affected the life of many people across the
country as businesses were closed for days. The immediate cause for
the protest started when the government planned to expand the
boundaries of Addis to Oromia but the real cause is lack of justice,
corruption and the domination of political power by minority ethnic
group over majority groups like the Oromo (Musa from Ankara).
We condemned the violent actions against our people in Ethiopia. We,
Oromo people in Turkey collected and sent home about 5000 dollars
to show our solidarity in support of our people who were displaced
from Somali region. The government remained silent and gave deaf
ear when more than a million people were displaced (Salah from
Istanbul).
There has never been ‘real federalism’ because the ‘real power’ of the
country remained in the hands of a few political and military elites
drawn from the Tigray ethnic group that makes up only 6% of the
whole Ethiopian population(Munir from Istanbul).
Ethnic federalism provided various ethnic groups the right to promote
and develop one’s culture, language and so on, but it has also
developed distrust between various groups. Demands for ‘real power’
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and democracy were responded with strong hands from the
government (Adugna from Ankara).
You know what has happened in the last three years in Oromia and
Amhara regions. The agazi24 forces targeted and killed hundreds and
thousands of innocent peoples. The government thought it would
solve all problems by killing our people, but I am sure it will backfire.
The people are seeking justice that should prevail across the country
and peacefully demanding the government to respect their rights
(Musa from Ankara).

In the last three years, Ethiopia has gone through a grim of political crises,
especially in the regions of two major ethnic groups, the Oromo and
Amhara that eventually obliged the government to declare state of
emergency two times within two years. Alamin points, “The best option to
bring about stability in the country should be through the maintenance of
democratic principles, ‘real federalism’ and wider political space, rather
than through the state of emergency and coercion.” The political
development in Ethiopia affected the lives of Ethiopians in the diaspora.
Ethiopians in the diaspora are the most polarized community who seem to
have been divided into political, ethnic and religious lines (Kebede, 2011);
unless the Ethiopian government relaxes the rigid political conditions that
it followed for decades and open spaces for political dialogue, the
polarization will continue to affect the life of the diaspora and the Ethiopian
society in general.
Despite these feelings, one of the key characteristics denoting Ethiopians
in Turkey is the feelings of being and belonging to Ethiopia. When they get
together they communicate in Amharic (Ethiopian official language), they
discuss about the sociopolitical problems of their homeland, Ethiopia, and
they send remittances, try to reach their people at homeland with
humanitarian aids collected in millions of Turkish lira from Turkey’s
government

and

non-governmental

organizations.

Their

active

participation in Ethiopian transnational social fields by maintaining social
and cultural capital through transnational networks and institutions
substantially influences their attachment and identification with Ethiopia.
They feel belongingness to their homeland as it is the place where they
were born, they miss the neighborhood in which they grew up playing with
24

Agazi is a notorious special military force known by many Ethiopians as a
killing squad for it crushed any popular violence using forces.
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friends, and they feel they are intimately connected to that place and the
people through close relations, shared values and history. Adugna has
this point:
I always miss my family, friends and Ethiopian foods. I missed the
unconditional carrying I received from my family and friends. I have
strong sense of belonging to my family and friends in Ethiopia.
Although I am sociable and have so many friends in Turkey both
Ethiopians and Turkish, none of them is comparable with my friends in
Ethiopia. Here, friendship seems to be artificial and not genuine. I
know the Turkish people are good in general but there are also some
people who disregard you because you are from Africa. My home
country is a place where I can be heard; it is a place where I can
express my thought in my language; it is a place where I can directly
engage in matters of my people; it is a place where I receive the best
love and respect. I even miss the mud and dust. We, Ethiopians may
speak different languages, we may believe in different religions but
one thing that should be clear is that we are Ethiopians who
intermarried and co-existed together for centuries.

6.2.2.1.

Food Habits

Ethiopians were adapted to the Turkish society and culture, while they
simultaneously maintained their ways of belonging to Ethiopia. Salih loves
Turkey, its people and culture but his love to enjera is special. In fact,
enjera is not special for Salih as it has already become the day to day
food item of Ethiopian students living with their families in Turkey. At
homeland, enjera is prepared from teff. Since it is too costly to buy and
import teff from Ethiopia to Turkey, Ethiopians in Turkey designed
something unusual; they used wheat flour to make enjera and they did it. I
visited some of my informants’ home and enjoyed enjera with them.
Ethiopians believed that their country’s foods are not only organic and
healthy but also they provide emotional benefits. Teff flor, an organic and
gluten free, and a variety of spice constituents are imported from
homeland. Feleku, a massage therapist in Ankara, explained that her
family and friends periodically send her enjera (both soft and dirkosh
crunch), berbere, shuro that could be used for cooking at her home. Like
Feleku, many Ethiopian migrants living with their family usually cook
Ethiopian traditional foods and thus receive food ingredents sent to them
by their homeland people. As not all Ethiopian families have the
opportunity to bring teff flour from Ethiopia, they cook enjera from wheat
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and barley flour. Ethiopian enjera in Turkey are small in size as they are
baked on pan. Almost in all Ethiopian homes I was served Ethiopian
delicious foods.
Ethiopians in Istanbul opened restaurants that served both Ethiopians and
non-Ethiopians, including the Turkish people with Ethiopian traditional
foods. Ethiopian traditional foods such as enjera, wot, tibs25 and drinks
such as tej are available in the Ethiopian restaurants and these foods
have become part of Istanbul’s diet. Turkish people come to the
restaurants both to eat the spicy Ethiopian food and drink tej. Ethiopians
working or studying in Turkey visit these restaurants when they feel that
they missed Ethiopian foods. For Bereket, a laborer in Istanbul, coming to
Ethiopian restaurant gives him much sense after weeks of having Turkish
foods. He stated:
I miss Ethiopian food much and coming to this restaurant gives me a
special space and I feel as if I am in Ethiopia. Here I eat the original
Ethiopian food which I always miss.

Unlike the Ethiopian diaspora in the USA or elsewhere, Ethiopians in
Turkey did not penetrate in the Turkish landscape with regard to
introducing Ethiopian food in the country, but I can argue it is in the
making, particularly in Istanbul. Ethiopian foods have distinct features
compared to Turkish or any other culture foods. Although spice is always
in Ethiopian cuisines, their use in Turkey is not the same like in Ethiopia
as some customers do not like the extreme spiciness of the food. Like
Ethiopians, non-Ethiopian customers, including the Turkish people use
their hands to eat Ethiopian foods. Eating in hand is a typical practice in
Ethiopia.
Ethiopian/habesha restaurants in Istanbul are not only meant for business,
but provide a number of social services by bringing Ethiopian migrants
together and dealing with personal, group and country issues and it is a
means to promote Ethiopian cultures and entertain customers. The
restaurants were decorated with cultural materials, including traditional
tables, trays and seats (chairs) bought and brought from Ethiopia.
25

Tibs is a meat food cooked with Ethiopian spices, onions, and peppers. Once
tibs is ready, it is served alongside enjera and awaze (a powered and powdered
red pepper).
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Ethiopian food cultures are often described as a blend of the influences of
different cultural groups of the country. One of the Turkish news
broadcasting channels, Show Haber has recently broadcasted such
Ethiopian cultural food items as enjera, wot, tibs and tej from an Ethiopian
restaurant situated in Taksim, Istanbul. Ethiopian cuisines and cultural
coffee ceremony are significant parts of Ethiopian cultures and they also
became part of the sociocultural landscape of Turkey. Moreover,
Ethiopian traditional music is the other cultural traits introduced in the
cultural landscape of Turkey and may become indispensable parts of
Turkish lifestyle as the Turkish people are also the targets of the
entertainment. Coffee ceremony, which has special place in many
Ethiopian cultures, is also the other component added to the Turkish
cultural landscape. The restaurants have not only importance in terms of
providing Ethiopian foods for its customers and promoting Ethiopian
culture, but they have of great importance in symbolic terms. For Turkish
people who think of Ethiopia as totally a poor country with no food or food
culture or those who developed negative stereotypes, the restaurants
contribute in changing those bad images about Ethiopia.
The Ethiopian style of eating is different from that of others, including
Turkish peoples. Most often, Ethiopians do not use spoon and fork while
consuming food. In Ethiopia, across cultures, traditional food, either at
home or indoors, is eaten with hands from a utensil usually surrounded by
two or more peoples. Ethiopian traditional food habit gives emphasis to
socialization which is marked as the symbol of a virtuous individual. This
socialization is reflected through chatting while being served the food on
the same plate.
Whatever the food kind I have I prefer my hand to spoon and fork.
Eating with hands is our culture and I like it. When we go out for a
picnic and eat Ethiopian foods, some Turkish people seem to have
been curious (Musa from Ankara).

Ethiopian traditional food seems to be a must in special programs such as
picnics and holidays. For most Ethiopians living in Turkey going out for
picnic is a new experience as Ethiopia has no parks prepared to
accommodate people with meals, or no place to cook food in the parks,
even in the capital city, let alone in the cities of regional states. Ethiopians
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in Turkey most often go out for a picnic in groups, though they also go out
for a family picnic where they enjoy Ethiopian local foods, i.e., enjera and
tibs, and beverage, i.e., coffee. In fact, the picnic is more than food. It also
includes competition games for children, football game for the youth and
adults, volleyball for women, as well as group discussion or presentation.
The event is usually organized by HAKİD. HAKİD avails car for the
community to bring them to the park sites where the picnic is carried out
and bring them back home after the event.
If I return home, one of the most important thing that I miss about
Turkey is our picnic gathering in which we strengthened our
relationship, and shared ideas. Picnic in Turkey gave us an important
lesson about the picnic culture of the Turkish people. We also
adopted that culture, but with our own style (Murad from Ankara).

Like the Turkish women, Ethiopian women are exempted from cooking
picnic foods, except bringing enjera which had been prepared in advance
at home. As male were responsible for organizing the picnic event, they
would bring the necessary stuff with them to the picnic in order to cook
their food and make it ready for eating. Tibs is the popular food that
Ethiopians cook in the park. As Ethiopians eat in their hands, they may
draw attention among the Turkish people. Salah states, “As we eat our
food in hands, many Turkish people become curious to know what we are
doing.”
Ethiopian Christians, especially Orthodox Christians in Turkey maintained
their religious practices notwithstanding their migration to Turkey, a
predominantly Muslim country, but they underwent significant changes in
the country in terms of their food culture and habits. At times of religious
fasting, which ranges from two days per week to two months every year,
Ethiopian Orthodox Christians abstain from consuming meat, fish (since
recently) and dairy products (even mixed with any kinds of foods such as
biscuit and cake). Rather than separation, Ethiopian Orthodox Christians
in Turkey chose adaptation to the Turkish society by breaking their
religious fasting until they return back home and hence consuming Turkish
foods, which is composed of meat and meat products. In Ethiopia,
Muslims and Christians have good relationships and increasingly feel
close to each other in many respects, but they do not eat each other’s
meat for the reason that, they believe, it is ‘polluted’ as the animal is
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slaughtered by the tradition of each religion. Adisu, an Orthodox Christian
PhD student explained:
I have Muslim relatives and friends in Ethiopia. We have intimate
relationships. We eat together except meat. Meat is a boundary
between Christians and Muslims. Here, you cannot find such thing as a
Muslim or Christian meat. I think it is only in Ethiopia that we find
Christian and Muslim butchers.

As the consumption of meat and its products are religiously structured in
Ethiopia, there is a dietary boundary between Muslims and Christians who
co-existed for centuries with the dichotomy of Christian-Muslim knife
(Zellelew, 2015). This shows us that religion and religious elites regulate
food habits of their followers (Sheikh and Thomas, 1994). Natnael,
another orthodox Christian student puts his account of eating Muslims’
meat in Turkey as follows:
Although my religion does not allow me to eat meat slaughtered by
Muslims, I have no other option as far as I am living in Turkey, a
Muslim country. It is in Turkey that I first eat meat in Muslim
restaurants, hotels or canteen. When I first decided to come to
Turkey, I knew it would be difficult for me to eat Muslim’s meat and
find prayer place (Orthodox Christian church). I did eat because I
have no alternatives. Here, every food you eat has either meat or
dairy products. I will repent of this when I return home. I know one
Ethiopian student in Turkey who is also a deacon and strict in his
religion, abstaining from eating meat.

6.2.2.2.

Belonging to Homeland with Visit and Return
Intension

The concepts of ‘rooted’ and ‘routed’ are very important while dealing with
transnational ways of belonging. Different scholars denounced the
concept of ‘root’ for conceptualizing society as always territorialized in a
given geographical boundary. They contend that in the period of
globalization people are moving from place to place, country to country,
becoming the ultimate source of social change (Malkki, 1992; Savage,
2005; Urry, 2007). On the other hand, scholars such as sociologist Levitt
and anthropologist Glick Schiller (2004) argued that migrants are
embedded in transnational social fields, encompassing relations between
individual migrants in the host country and those of non-migrants at
homeland. Thus, the concepts of ‘rooted’ and ‘routed’ help us grasping
migrants’ lived experiences and belonging in transnational social fields
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both in the host and home country. Belonging is something that migrants
construct and feel about in the country of destination, and something that
they maintain and feel about homeland. Ethiopians in Turkey were
connected with their homeland through transnational practices, one of
which was return visit.
Return visits have significant roles for migrants to establish and sustain
close relationship with homeland people as well as to smooth readaptation after return. Basch and her colleagues put “vacations become
an important peg in the transnational field, contributing to its viability and
continuity” (Basch et al., 1994, p. 84). For children born and raised in the
country of destination, moving to ‘root’ country for summer vacation with
parents is common and this, in turn, creates opportunities to embed
children in the sociocultural landscape of source country, hereby adapting
to the society and its culture there ( Ali and Holden, 2006; Wessendorf,
2007; Gerharz, 2010).
By conducting periodic physical movements (return visits) to homeland,
Ethiopians expressed ways of being. Almost all education migrant and
some labor migrant participated in this research reported that they visited
family and friends at homeland. Education migrants, particularly those
engaged in transnational business activities made frequent return visits.
Return visit was also a norm for most of returnees while living in Turkey.
Some of the respondents interviewed used return visits as a means to
facilitate their permanent return. For example, Muhaba who was teaching
in a public university in Ankara moved to Ethiopia following the coming to
power of the new prime minister, Abiy Ahmed, who is supported by the
majority of Ethiopians both at home and in the diaspora for doing his best
in reforming the political landscape and working to widen up the political
space of the country. Since he has intension to be politically active in his
homeland, during his visit, Muhaba searched for and got job at Addis
Ababa.
As most of Ethiopians in Turkey were temporary migrants who always
were thinking of return, having no permanent settlement intension, they
had strong connection with homeland people, thus had return plan from
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the outset. Many of my respondents have no intention to live in Turkey
permanently because they do not consider Turkey a country of
immigration and thus have intension to return home after some years of
work or completion of their education. There are also some labor migrants
who would like to migrate to European countries. Aster has already
decided to go back home within the next two years. She has stayed in
Turkey for 6 years as a domestic worker and she did not visit her family
because of the fact that she is ‘illegal’, “I did not visit my family since I
came here, I miss my family, friends and relatives; I will return home next
year …I do not want to move to Europe.” Almaz has also the similar story:
My friends went to Europe; one is in Germany and the other in
England. I had got several chances to go to Europe but I did not want
to do that because I did not want. I want to return home. I have got my
house built in my hometown. I am saving money to start business in
Ethiopia.

Merem, like Aster, is illegal domestic worker in Istanbul but unlike aster
she wants to go to England where her friend is living.
My final motive is to go to Europe, but I want to work here for some
years. I have already bought a house for my parents and a minibus for
my brother.

There are significant differences between those Ethiopian migrants who
have the necessary documents and those who lack it. For them the most
arduous thing is their being unable to travel home to visit family because
they lack the necessary (official) papers. Solomon told me:
I have not traveled home since I came to Turkey. I could travel with a
laisses-passer, but once I moved there I could not return to Turkey.
My return to Turkey may cost me more than what I paid before. Thus,
I want to stay here for some time and return home for good.

Many undocumented labor migrants interviewed for this research,
including Siti, Ayal, Chaltu and Ageritu share the narration of Solomon.
Although they have no financial constraints to travel home and come back
for work, their being undocumented affected and hindered them from
doing that. Many of them have been in Turkey for more than three years.
Alem has been working in Istanbul as a domestic worker for the last seven
years, but before coming to Turkey she was working the same work in
Lebanon. She narrates how and why she came to Turkey “I dreamed of
moving to Europe, UK and living there” but going to Europe was more
complicated compared to Turkey’s moderate visa process. She used
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direct flight to come to Istanbul with the intention to cross from Turkey to
move further to Greece then to other countries and ultimately to UK.
Meanwhile, she was told that there was job opportunity in Istanbul. As she
worked in Istanbul as domestic worker for three years, she changed her
mind of moving to Europe. She requested her employer to help her get a
legal paper to which he agreed and thus she had to return home and start
new visa process. Now, she is a legal migrant who freely move back and
forth between Turkey and Ethiopia. In the last four years, she has visited
her family two times. There are also other labor migrants such as
Samrawit who first stayed in Turkey as undocumented workers but later
managed to have the papers with the help of her employer. Samrawit
uttered, “Thanks to God, now I have no problem of paper. I was in
Ethiopia last September”
Beti, a legal migrant employed as a salesperson in Istanbul, has visited
her parents 3 times in the last three years. “Every year, I was traveling to
Ethiopia to visit my parents. Although I am in close contact with them
through phone calls, I miss them much and thus, physically move to see
and pass time with them” Solomon, another labor migrant from Istanbul,
wants to stay in Turkey but is not sure how long to stay “I am here now; I
will see what will happen tomorrow. I like Istanbul but I do not like to stay
here for long years” Zinet has been also living in Ankara with her son for
the last four years and she continues to live here until she moves to
Norway to get reunited with her husband.
Almost all participants of education migrants who were living in
dormitories visited family, parents, relatives and friends back at home
every summer while some of those living in with their family were unable
to do so due mainly to travel cost constraints. Munir, Kedir, Sofya and
Belachew usually travel home country during the period of summer breaks
which ranges from two to three months. On the other hand, those
Ethiopian migrants who engaged in business activities travel home three
to seven times a year. Tefe traveled home 6 times last year. Every time he
went home he carried two to three big bags filled with Turkish goods. His
duration of stay at home ranged from five to fifteen days during which he
visited his family and friends.
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Although many education migrants seem to have adapted to the
sociocultural landscape of Turkey through socialization, employment,
business and education, they believe that Turkey is not a kind of country
to permanently settle and establish family. Unlike America or other
western countries, participants believe that Turkey is not a land of
opportunity to prosper.
Compared to Ethiopia, you may get a better salary job in Turkey but
you cannot extend your hand to people in Ethiopia with that salary.
The salary is enough to live happily with your family. My friends in
America work hard and get much. Turkey is not comparable with
western countries. For me, I did not yet decide when to return Ethiopia
but I am sure I do not stay here permanently (Murad from Ankara).

Some education migrants traveled to Ethiopia at the time of Eid al-Adha in
Arabic for ‘Feast of the Sacrifice’ (Kurban Bayramı in Turkish) to serve as
translator or guide to Turkish aid organizations who sacrifice animals,
distribute meat and other forms of aid to the less fortunate in selected
areas of Ethiopia. Those Ethiopian students who have also administrative
responsibilities in HAKID have undertaken trips to Ethiopia together with
representatives of Turkish aid associations or organizations to help with
projects for installing new water wells, schools, orphanages and mosques
in Ethiopia.
As direct flight both from Turkey and Ethiopia is much more costly,
Ethiopians in Turkey rely on transit flights, particularly through Egypt and
Saudi Arabian flights. Kedir has this to say, “Ethiopian and Turkish airlines
are so costly compared to Egypt and Saudi airlines. I and the majority of
Ethiopians in Turkey usually use Egypt and Saudi airlines in order to fly to
Ethiopia”

6.2.3. Transnational Communication Practices
Electronic media combined with migration has given rise to the formation
of ‘diasporic public spheres’. In contrast to Anderson’s theory of ‘imagined
community’ (1983), Appadurai (1996) argues that electronic media
transcends boundaries by connecting senders with the receivers. In this
period of advanced technology, moving images and electronic speeches
can easily reach co-national or co-ethnic migrants no matter where they
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are living. Ethiopians in Turkey are not exceptional to this reality. Media is
an important tool to maintain transnational cultural connections. The
booming of communication technologies has made connection easier both
for migrants and people at homeland. Given good access to internet
connection in Turkey, Ethiopian migrants easily keep themselves updated
with information about homeland or friends and relatives elsewhere. They
visit Ethiopian websites, read articles and newspapers written in local
language, listen to Ethiopian radios and watch Ethiopian TVs and movies
as well as they communicate through text messages, audio and video
calling. However, unlike the Ethiopian diaspora in the western countries,
Ethiopians in Turkey haven’t yet established Turkey-based televisions and
radios, albeit there were efforts made in the last three years. Ethiopians’
active participation in appropriating media to connect themselves with
their homeland reinforced their identity as Ethiopian, a sense of being
imagined community across borders.
Undocumented Ethiopian migrants could not conduct transnational
physical movements for it requires them being ‘legal’, but they are
attached to their homeland people through remittances (money and
goods) and basic communication tools such as cellphone. Siti says,
“Since I have no resident and work permits, I did not visit my parents since
I came here in 2013. But I am always in contact with them through
telephone.” Another labor migrant, Almaz utters that it is totally impossible
to make a clean break with the homeland people and hence she
meticulously follows what is going on there. She follows news about her
country through social media watching TVs, reading newspapers and
following Ethiopian bloggers and activists who could break news.
Samrawit, Almaz’s friend, on the other hand, was not interested to keep
an eye on Ethiopia the same way as what Almaz did. Samrawit rather
watched Amharic films, listened Ethiopian FMs and chat with friends on
social media platforms such as Facebook, whatsUp, etc, but she notes
that it is boring to stick on social media for chatting:
You talk to the same people and exchange similar messages every
day. You receive such messages from different Facebook friends,
even from those who I do not know ‘Hi, how are you? How is life?
Where are you living? Are you single?’ Sometimes, I do not respond
to such questions.
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communication tools connect people who are from different ends of the
globe. In this regard, online social networks and cheap telephone calling
helped Ethiopians connect themselves with family, friends at homeland or
elsewhere. Whenever they feel homesickness, they pick their cell phones
and call to their family and friends. Ethiopian migrants’ transnational
connection is not limited to people at homeland but it transcends diverse
national boundaries as they communicate with friends, relatives and
friends living in different parts of the world. Given its low accessibility to
the public, its complete interruption and blockade by the government at
times of political turmoil, in addition to its low-speed connection, the
penetration of internet in Ethiopia is very low even by African standard
(Atnafu, 2014). As a result of this, Ethiopians in Turkey usually resort into
expensive international telephone calls to reach to their families, relatives
and friends at home, particularly living in small cities and rural parts.
For years I had phone called my family but recently, I video called my
friends, family and relatives on skype and Imo. The first time my
mother watched my face on skype, she could not control her emotion.
She was left in tears saying ‘I miss you my daughter. Thanks to God, I
saw your face for the first time since you went there’ (Chaltu from
Istanbul).

Ethiopians were principally communicating with their friends living either in
Ethiopia or elsewhere. Among these were women labor migrants who
were emotionally attached to their boyfriends in day today life. A few of
them were boyfriended with or married to Nigerian men. As many Nigerian
men in Istanbul were assumed to have involved in transnational drug
smuggling and trafficking (KOM Presidency, 2014; Hurriyet Daily News,
2016; Cengiz, 2017), they have no problem of money in order to comfort
their girlfriends or wives. For a contented life in Turkey, Ethiopian women
preferred Nigerian men while Nigerian men, in their part, were also
interested in praying beautiful Ethiopian women. One of the research
participants, Emebet who was working as salesperson and has a Nigerian
boyfriend, told me that Ethiopian men are not as active as Nigerians in
terms of making money. Although she did not talk whether her boyfriend is
engaged in drug related activities or not, she said that an Ethiopian
woman married to a Nigerian man was suspected of drug trafficking and
was arrested with her husband in Istanbul. Although some women found
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Ethiopian or Nigerian partners in Turkey, the majority of them established
and maintained relations with Ethiopian boys living in and outside of
Ethiopia.
I have a boyfriend in Ethiopia. As we are from the same hometown I
knew him before I came here but we had no intimate relationship.
We started communicating through free calls and instant text
messages since I came here. Initially, it was like simple
communication but through time it developed into affection. Every
day, I miss him and he tells me that he does too. We call each other,
we contact through video and audio calls and also I use phone
calling, especially when internet connection in Ethiopia is not good or
working (Ageritu from Istanbul).

6.2.4. Transnational Civic Practices
Civic participation of the individual migrant is one dimension of social
adaptation to the host country, and the participation is not limited to civic
organizations that belong to the host society, but it also includes
participation in associations established and run by migrants (Bilgili,
2014). In today’s world, migrants in host countries have organizations that
operate to unite them in different respects and enable them to extend their
hands to homeland people. Organizations or institutions formally
established by migrants play the role of organizing and unifying migrants
of same origins, creating self and group-consciousness and offering
mutual assistances. Some are religious while others are of socioeconomic and political nature.
The number of Ethiopians who came to Turkey in the 1980s and 1990s
were very small, they were dispersed across the country in various
universities, and their sojourner mindset hindered them from establishing
their own organizations, restaurants or shops until recently. Over the last
decade, Ethiopians engaged in transnational civic activities mainly through
Turkey-based Ethiopians’ associations/ organizations that included
Association of Ethiopian Students in Turkey (AEST), Association of
Ethiopian Community, Habeshistan Development and Cooperation
Association (HAKID) and Horn of Africa Strategic Studies (HASS). AEST
was established in 2004 by a group of Ethiopian students in Turkey and it
remained to be the only recognized Ethiopian association in the country
up until 2013. This year, non-education Ethiopian migrants mainly living in
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Istanbul founded the association of Ethiopian community with the
coordination of Ethiopian Embassy in Ankara. Subsequently, two other
associations were established by Ethiopian students: HAKID and HASS.
HAKID and HASS were founded by vibrant and dynamic generation of
Ethiopian students who arrived in Turkey in 2011 and 2012. The majority
members of this group were PhD students who worked or engaged in
different government and non-government organizations in Ethiopia
before coming to Turkey. As any migrant associations, the objectives of
these associations were to promote and represent the interests of
Ethiopians both in Turkey and Ethiopia. Ethiopian migrant associations in
Turkey were more of social, cultural, development and religious in nature
rather than political one. Their activities range from civic to socio-cultural.
These organizations contribute in bringing together Ethiopians to help
each other, play the role of socialization and assist people at homeland at
times of need. As far as the civic participation of Ethiopian migrants in
Turkey is concerned, there is variation between education and labor
migrants. While education migrants participate in Turkish associations,
trade unions, and actively take part in their own associations, labor
migrants have limited space to do that.
As there were no institutions or organizations ready to help the incoming
students upon their arrival in Turkey, AEST was established to respond to
this need. For new students, the most challenging thing in Turkey is lack
of understanding the Turkish language and what to do after arrival (i.e.,
registration and processing residence permit). Thus, as students were in
desperate need of help from prior Ethiopian migrants, AEST was
established to address the needs of Ethiopian students studying in Turkey
in an organized way. After its establishment, AEST started helping
incoming students upon arrival to easily adapt into the group of conational students in their respective cities, sometimes arranging airport
pickup, taking them to dormitories and helping them in the process of
registration in their respective universities and application for resident
permit. Most importantly, AEST serves as a means of socialization by
bringing together Ethiopians across Turkey in a two-day event every year
whereby a number of programs are organized, including election of new
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administration, getting to know each other, discussing on different social
issues about Ethiopia, celebrating the anthem of Ethiopia and Ethiopian
coffee ceremony. Invited guests to such an event often include Ethiopian
diplomats in Turkey, members of Turkish parliament, representatives from
ministry of national education(MoNE) and presidency for Turks abroad
and related communities(YTB), and representative from the city where the
meeting is held. Various activities are designed to facilitate social
integration and team building; they may include visits to cultural and
historical sites, picnics, sporting events.
When we first came to Turkey, senior Ethiopian students received us
from Istanbul airport and took us to a bus station from where we
bought tickets and traveled to Ankara. In Ankara too, Ethiopian
students received and took us to our dormitories. We were warmly
welcomed and the reception was organized by Ethiopian student
association in Turkey (Muhaba from Ankara).
When some of us were run out of money in the first month of our
arrival in Turkey in 2012/13, the then president of Ethiopian student
association loaned us some money. It was this association that first
brought us together with other Ethiopians to celebrate both Muslim
and Christian religious holidays (Musa from Ankara).
Since I came to Turkey in 2013, I have been participating in the yearly
student gathering program organized by AEST. The event helped us
know each other, share experience and feel about home (Salah from
Istanbul).
The gathering is important for both students and their families. We
invite all students and their families, including their wives and children
to come together and pass good time (Mura from Ankara).
Events are likely to have an exciting impact if they are held in different
places. That is why we are holding our yearly gathering in different
cities of Turkey. Three years ago, it was held in Istanbul, then in Izmir,
then in Bursa and this year in Ankara (Yusuf from Istanbul).

EAST played important roles in reinforcing the identity of its members by
promoting and introducing Ethiopian culture. EAST, in collaboration with
Federation of International Student Associations (UDEF), coordinated
cultural festivals in various cities of Turkey, where international students
got together, promoted and demonstrated their cultural riches, including
food, music, ethnographic materials as well as archaeological and
historical heritages & artifacts illustrated in material forms and photos. It is
an important event that marks multicultural feature where students
introduce and promote the cultures, sociopolitical and economic
conditions of their respective countries. The objective of such an event is
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to promote social relationships among international students and between
international students & the Turkish society; enable participants to share
different world views and various ways of life.
In collaboration with the Ethiopian Embassy in Ankara, AEST organized
bond sale event to contribute to the ongoing construction of the Great
Renaissance Dam of Ethiopia. Compared to other Ethiopian student
associations in the western world, however, AEST was not active as it
was expected to be in promoting Ethiopian cultures in the Turkish society,
did not engage in academic interactions, has no system of cooperation
with other sister associations. As the administration of AEST has only a
one-year-term, it is undoubtedly predictable that it cannot plan and
perform on long term strategies such as personal development and
political solidarity. It is not legally registered and has no office in Turkey.
Although the earlier Ethiopians who pursued their education in Turkey
were active in transnational practices at individual level through their
participation in Turkish organizations, they might have lacked prior
experience and technical skills necessary to organize and run NGOs or
they might have lost interest to do so. As the majority of them were
undergraduate program students, the first reason may define them well.
Most importantly, however, since recently, especially after 2013, a new
generation of Ethiopian students, who eagerly engaged in NGOs, private
business and brokering, helped tie Turkey and Ethiopia in transnational
economic activities, channeling not only Turkish products but also aids
and humanitarian assistance to the needy people at home. Indeed, it is
not common for international students to establish NGOs, mobilize
resources and lend penurious people at homeland a hand with
humanitarian assistance. Unlike other international students and their
former Ethiopian co-nationals, the 2012 and post 2012 Ethiopian students
in Turkey established and run humanitarian and development NGOs
concurrent with their education. The inception of NGO idea and
subsequently its commencement were materialized through the efforts of
those students who had prior knowledge and experiences of NGOs while
living at homeland.
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In 2013, a group of Ethiopian education migrants in Turkey established an
association known in Turkish as Habeşstan Kalkınma ve İşbirliği Deneği
(HAKID)-‘Habeşstan Development and Cooperation Association’. With
regard to Ethiopian migrants’ civic organization in Turkey, HAKID gives a
particular setting for the study about the significance and impact of such
organization in the country of origin, Ethiopia. HAKID has two branches
situated in Ankara and Istanbul with their respective board members. The
executives, under the elected board, manage various activities at home
country ranging from education, health, water service to the construction
of mosques. HAKID is a Muslim-affiliated organization and engaged in
providing sociocultural and adaptation services for Ethiopians both in
Ankara and Istanbul and function as a welfare agency to the Ethiopian
people at home.
HAKİD has become more efficient and migrant friendly in many respects
as it is working to respond to many questions coming not only from its
members in Turkey but also from diverse communities in Ethiopia. Over
time, HAKİD widened its services covering all corners of Ethiopia having a
number of ongoing projects which are typically aimed to support needy
people in the country. Both HAKID and HASS are spearheaded by
Muhaba who was well experienced in forming and leading organizations
while living in Ethiopia. He contends:
Here we have potentially capable individuals. Our capacity at
individual basis does not bring tangible contributions for our
people back home, but when we work together as institutions we
will be strong and will have significant impact and influence. That
is why I, together with my friends, discussed and took the
initiative to establish HAKİD and HASS. Since its foundation,
HAKID implemented a number of development projects,
humanitarian aids, construction of mosques, etc.

The board director explained the mission of HAKID:
HAKİD is a bridge that connects Turkey with Ethiopia. We
mobilize
resources
from
Turkey,
both
from
associations/organizations or individuals who showed
sympathy to the needy people in Ethiopia.

HAKID, as an infant organization in the first two years after its
establishment, did not secure enough budgets for executing various
development and humanitarian projects to be implemented at homeland
based on its objectives and missions. As members of HAKID were mainly
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students, they could not raise the needed capital from their pocket.
HAKID, thus, lobbied various Turkish government and non-government
bodies by assigning its members who actively engaged in a number of
weekly programs. The programs varied from religious teachings to
trainings on various issues such as innovation and creativity, career
planning and development etc. Over time, HAKID alleviated its financial
problems. Deniz Feneri Association in Turkey served as the main source
of budgets for HAKID’s projects. HAKID received applications of aid
projects from home-based NGOs, scrutinized their plausibility before
sending them to the Turkish governmental and non-governmental
organizations for aid approval. Some were accepted while others were
rejected; still others were waiting time for approval. Over the last three and
four years, HAKİD mobilized and spent million dollars in order to carry out
different projects at homeland. HAKID organized different fund raising
events in collaboration with Turkish organizations (both government and
non-government) for specific purposes in Ethiopia such as helping people
in drought hit areas of Somali, Afar and Oromia regions. Beyond
transnational development and humanitarian activities, HAKID involved in
transnational social and economic activities by organizing trade fair held in
Ankara and Istanbul in 2016 and 2017 respectively, where about 150
Ethiopian businesspersons participated. As HAKİD is mainly represented
by Muslim students, its ongoing projects across Ethiopia focused on areas
dominated by Muslims.
Following its foundation in 2014 as a research unit within HAKID, HASS
organized seminars by inviting guest speakers from Turkey’s Think tank
organizations,

universities,

governmental

and

non-governmental

organizations. In 2015, HASS was established as an independent
research and policy institution that invited scholars from Ethiopia to
present their works for Ethiopian community in Turkey. The purpose of the
seminars was to promote HASS’s objectives and missions, that is,
capacity building and contribution to policy research. Generally speaking,
Ethiopians in Turkey are more affiliated to their religion than ethnicity,
albeit elements associated with ethnicity seem to have appeared since
recently, particularly among the Oromo. Ethiopian organizations in Turkey
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are religious in nature but this is not reflected in the missions, objectives
and naming of their organizations. For example, Ethiopian Community
Association in Istanbul is composed of predominantly Christians while
HAKID and HASS are Muslims’ organizations.
Migrant community’s associations and solidarity in the host country are
important forces to maintain sociocultural attachment with their homeland
(Goulbourne et al., 2010). The findings of this study go hand in hand with
this view. All informants explained that they have close relationship and
strong social ties with their Ethiopian co-nationals. Ethiopian Community
association, AEST, HAKID and HASS helped Ethiopians feel at home,
and establish & maintain close relationships and interactions. Not all
participants had close attachment with these associations as there were
some who distanced themselves from such groupings.

6.3.

EXPERIENCE IN TURKEY AND ENCOUNTERS WITH THE
TURKISH SOCIETY

From history course that Ethiopian students took either in high schools or
universities, they were familiar about the history of the Ottoman Empire
and Portugal in the red sea regions in general and Ethiopia in particular. In
the 16th century, Portugal militarily supported the Christian highland
kingdom while the Ottoman Turkey backed the Muslim group in their fight
against the Christians (Trimingham, 1966; Welde Aregay, 1971; Abir,
1980). Although the Muslims defeated the Christians and took power over
Ethiopia, it was ephemeral. The Ottoman Turks, however, continued their
existence and influence in the coastal regions sometimes occupying lands
which were parts of the Christian highland kingdom, and thus the two
were in conflict for long period of time. Kings of the Christian highland
kingdom considered the Ottoman not only the enemy of Ethiopia but also
the Christian world and that was clearly reflected in the rhetoric of
Emperor Tewodros (1855-1869) who developed a strong hatred towards
Turks and always wished to liberate Jerusalem from the ‘Muslim’
occupation. He even suggested to the Tsar of Russia “for a joint
expedition to liberate Jerusalem from the Turks” (Henze, 1991, p. 66).
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Although Turkey and the existing Ethiopian government have established
intimate relationships in economic partnerships and that Turkey comprises
one of the top foreign investment in Ethiopia, the idea that Turkey is a
‘historical enemy’ of Ethiopia persisted to this day.
An average Ethiopian men and women would tell you how their
forefathers bravely drove any foreign enemies back, including the
Ottoman Turk, Egypt and Italy. Now, Turkey is invading Ethiopia in
terms of economy and culture (Kalid from Ankara).

That historical enmity is still alluded to in the comments of many
Ethiopians, particularly non-Muslims about the nature of the Turkish
investors and their Turkish employees working in Ethiopia. They assume
that while the historical Ottoman Empire tried to occupy Ethiopia through
war, the present Turkey is occupying the country in the name of
investments and films which what some call it ‘economic and cultural
capitalism’. This idea was reflected by some of the research participants in
this thesis.
I used to hate Turkey and Egypt because they were our enemies. Our
ancestors gave their blood defending our country from Egypt, Turks
and Italy. None of our enemies were successful. I am proud of that.
Now, Turkey is invading Ethiopia both economically and culturally.
You find a number of Ethiopians putting Turkish names to their
children due to Turkish films (Akalu from Istanbul).

Ethiopians’ experiences in Turkey were different from what they were
thinking before. Turkey inspired them in many aspects, including the high
academic competency and performance of female students, strong work
culture, and strong feeling of patriotism and nationalism among the
Turkish society. The Turkish people are friendly to foreigners. They are
friendly because they did not experience colonial mentality in their history
unlike the western world. The Ottoman Empire with its huge territories was
known for its accommodation of diversity with no discrimination of people
based on their religion, language and ethnicity.
Meki explains how she was surprised by the fact that female students in
Turkey are more active than their male counterparts. She states;
In Turkey, female students outnumbered males in many
departments; they are also active and tend to get better results in
their education. It is also surprising to see large number of women
lecturers in many departments. I took different courses from different
universities, and all my teachers were women except two lecturers.
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The majority of my classmates were also female. It seems that the
Turkish people more invested in their daughters. When it comes to
Ethiopia, female participation in higher education is very low. In many
universities, academic staffs are predominantly males.

Turkish nationalism and the way it is reflected among the Turkish society
is appreciated by Ethiopians. Munir explicates his understanding about
this,
My Turkish friends frequently asked me if I have knowledge of Turkish
history. I know how they love Kemal Ataturk, the founder of the
Republic of Turkey. Knowing how patriotic they are, I discuss with
them the patriotic attributes of Kemal Ataturk. From child to old,
Ataturk received special place in Turkey and his legacy is incredible.
At the first glimpse, you may think that it is compulsory by law for all
Turkish people to post his photo on the wall of their working, meeting
and living places but it is because they love him more than anything
else. Ethiopia lacked such a unifying figure as division between its
people has been polarized in the last three or so decades. While
Turkish people are patriotic, I fear that we are losing that attribute.
When it comes to sympathy, the Turkish people have special place in
my heart. While flag is a bone of contention among us, Turks have
special love to their flag.

Ethiopians underwent cultural changes in their work habits after coming to
Turkey and their encounter with the Turkish society. Many participants
interviewed for this research second this assumption. Samrawit said:
I have been working for seven years in a family of four numbers. They
tell me that I am a hard worker and loyal to them. They told me that
they heard Ethiopians are good and they employed me from an
agency. I have been with them for seven years and I do not remember
any serious problem I encountered. They usually tell me Ethiopians
are good. My employer asked me to find an Ethiopian girl to work in
his friend’s home and I did.

These labor migrants would not have engaged in domestic work had they
been in Ethiopia. Domestic workers in Ethiopia work hard with less salary
that is not enough even to afford basic necessities; domestic work is also
believed to be too menial and inappropriate, and thus, involvement in such
jobs is considered a shame for many. Some of the research participants
from labor migration were not from ‘poor family’ (in Ethiopian standard) for
they migrated to Turkey having paid more than 5000 USD. The main
reason for their migration was to seek better life. In Ethiopia, in any
government sectors, including universities, workers receive less salary,
the maximum of which may not be more than 500 USD for a professor.
Thus, when Ethiopians migrate to a given country they know that they
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should work hard to earn and save money. This requires a working culture
different from their homeland, a work habit that fits into the contexts of the
country in which they are living and working. In his study of Ethiopian
migrants in the USA, Kebede (2012) notes that Ethiopians underwent
cultural changes in their work habits. An Ethiopian holding a degree would
engage in menial jobs in America and feels no shame. The same job,
however, would have been the source of shame for many Ethiopians had
it been at homeland. Many Ethiopian labor migrants in Turkey say they
didn’t work as domestic workers before coming to Turkey, although there
are also many Ethiopians who worked in the Gulf countries before their
arrival in Turkey. For Ethiopians, the most motivating factor to engage in
domestic work abroad is the salary.
I did not think, even for a day, that I would engage in domestic work
but what matters is the money. I have a brother, sisters, friends and
relatives working in different government institutions. Although they
hold degrees, the average of their salary is less than one fifth of my
salary here. Having obtained a diploma from a vocational college in
Ethiopia, I started working in a private company, but the salary was
small. I abandoned my job, came to Istanbul and found domestic
work. Now, when I call and chat with friends, they tell me how I am
lucky. They know how much my salary is, it is 1100 USD. In black
market exchange rate, it is more than 38,000 Birr (Beti from Istanbul)

Such interviewees as Siti, Ayal, Chaltu, Ageritu and Solomon were
‘illegal’,

having

no

resident

and

work

permits.

Despite

being

undocumented, they did not fear of being caught by Turkish police. They
all agree that the Turkish police are not hostile towards migrants.
Ethiopian education migrants in Turkey were good at seizing opportunity
that they got in the country. They engaged in business activities that they
did not think of while they were in Ethiopia. Many of them were university
lecturers in Ethiopia and their future plan was to become academics,
however, after starting studies in Turkey they engaged in business
activities both as agents and owners of Private Limited Corporations
(PLC). For them, Turkey has played important role in changing their view
and

provided

them

productive

working

environment

filled

with

opportunities. Sualih was a university lecturer before coming to Turkey for
PhD program five years ago. Initially, he started business activity by
carrying big bags filled with Turkish clothes to Ethiopia for sale, but he
changed this activity and started working as an agent for Ethiopian
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wholesalers. He has been too busy in ordering processed food products
and sending cargo to homeland. He has already bought for himself a minibus that is working in Ethiopia. He is not sure if he continues with his
profession as a university lecturer and researcher. The same applies to
Temam who came to Turkey together with Sualih. Like Sualih, Temam
used to carry large bags filled with Turkish goods to Ethiopia until 2016.
This year, he established his own PLC located in Addis. Like Sualih, he
was a university lecturer before coming to Turkey. He believes that his
idea of business was totally changed after he came to Turkey. Today he is
an employer having hired three workers in Ethiopia to sell and distribute
imported Turkish goods. Temam, before starting transnational business,
worked in a construction company as laborer for specific period of time.
Money constraint was the reason for him to engage in this kind of work,
but the experience he got changed his view about work. He explained:
I am a different person from what I was in Ethiopia. For a person
who was lecturing in university before coming here, it is absurd to
work in construction, but I did it in Turkey. Since the scholarship
stipend was not enough to afford necessities with my family, I should
have engaged in such work. In fact, I worked for short period of time,
and then I started carrying Turkish clothes to Ethiopia for sale

Participants accentuated how they were influenced by the Turkish work
culture, dedication and commitment of Turkish people to their work,
discipline and respect to bosses. Many also emphasize that they have
taken important lessons from the Turkish people how to respect and help
others. Temam has to say this:
I am living here with my wife and three of my children. Hadn’t it been
for their (Turkish people) help, we wouldn’t have lived in this house
with all these furniture. I received them from Turkish humanitarian
organization. I was also receiving food items. The Turkish people are
gracious and care about others, particularly foreigners. They are fond
of giving away what they have. They taught me how to help others.

As far as his encounter with Turkish people, Musa’s experience was also
similar to that of Temam. His advisor was always ready to lend a hand
throughout the period of his study; the professor paid for the translation of
his English thesis to Turkish version, and he also gave him money to buy
air ticket while he was going to visit family at home. Musa tries to compare
his instructors in Ethiopia with that of those in Turkey. Ethiopian university
instructors or professors do not give due attention to class schedules. He
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remembers how some instructors in Addis Ababa University claimed to
have finished courses by availing themselves in classes three or four
times in a semester while the Turkish professors are too strict in
maintaining class schedules and also if a lesson is missed due to various
reasons, they inform students in advance and compensate the missed
lesson by offering make-up classes. Musa believes he has taken
important lessons from Turkey and will maintain those values with him
when he returns home to his home-based university.
Table 3: Capitals Accumulated by Ethiopian Migrants in Turkey
Capitals

Kinds

Methods of accumulation

Social
capital

Professional Networks

School/alumni associations and work

Personal Networks

Colleagues

New contacts

Friends, family, online community

Cultural awareness

Academic conferences and business events

Values, taste and

Studying/working with people from diverse
backgrounds, life experiences

Lifestyle

Daily life (outside the classroom) and
Reflexivity
Cultural
capital

Academic knowledge

Formal education (classroom) and learning

information

Classroom and work place

Subject expertise &
Know how

Turkey is not homogenous because simply its cultures are diverse; it is
heterogeneous in many ways, including language, food ways & habits,
political views, religion and so on. As one travels from one part of Turkey
to the other, he/she can easily notice how the country is rich in diversity.
More importantly, Istanbul represents not just the diversity of Turkey but
also the diversity of the world as it is the hub of all cultures, religions, and
languages where both western and eastern ways of life intersect in
harmony. In terms of political views, the Turkish society can generally be
divided into secularists, nationalists and Islamists. Islamists believe that
Turkey, as the heir of the Ottoman legacy, should work to revive the
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power of the Ottoman Empire at least by taking leadership of the Muslim
world, while secularists advocate religion should be detached from state
politics. Ataturk was considered to be the father of secularism, albeit there
are debates that suggest his secularism was combined with Islamic
religion and Turkish nationalism (Cagaptay, 2006). Receb Teyib Erdogan,
the present Turkish president, is equally considered to be the father of the
new Turkish Islamic identity with Ottoman heritage. The third political view
comes from the Turkish ultranationalists who have a pro-Islamic stance
with extreme idea of Turkish nationalism and unitary state (Sullivan,
2011). Any foreigner or migrant living in Turkey would encounter Turkish
people having these diverse political views. Ethiopians in Turkey are not
exceptional. Many of Ethiopian Muslims are advocators of the Islamic
group, particularly affiliating themselves to individuals and institutions
which have strong connection with the ruling party. That was why many
Ethiopians openly expressed their solidarity to the Turkish government in
the aftermath of the July 15 failed coup attempt. They demonstrated
together with Turks in the streets of Ankara and Istanbul wearing the
Turkish flag and praising Erdogan.
The only leader who openly speaks about the Muslim issues in any
world forum is Erdogan. He is concerned with all Muslim issues, be it
in Burma or Palestine or elsewhere. He is not only the leader of
Turkey but he is also the leader of all Muslims. I believe he is my real
leader and hero. When something wrong happens on him, I regard it
as if it happens on Muslims (Sualih from Ankara).

However, since recently, with Turkey’s strong measures against
dissidents (especially if individuals or organizations are suspected of
affiliation with the Gulen movements), some Ethiopians came to conclude
that Turkey is not a suitable place for foreigners to freely live. In fact, this
conclusion came from those Ethiopian students who were victims of
expulsion from Turkey. Ethiopian students sponsored by institutions or
organizations allegedly loyal to the outlawed Fettulah Gulen movement or
self-financed students studying in such Gullen linked universities were
expelled from Turkey while they were at the verge of finishing their
education; still others were not allowed to claim their degree after the
completion of their education.
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The other important point associated with the experience of Ethiopians in
Turkey is the way they are depicted by the Turkish people. As Ethiopians
are not different from other sub-Saharan Africans in terms of color (though
many claim to be), they felt what feels to be black in particular and African
in general. Although racism is not a problem in Turkey, many Ethiopians,
like their African counterparts, are exposed to the color line for the first
time after they left their home and were reminded that they came from a
poor continent. Blacks in Turkey are generally referred to as Zinci in
Turkish language, which has equivalent meaning to Negro.
The Turkish society has not racist mentality but they look down black
Africans. Some of them consider Africans as deprived of everything,
including food, shelter, and education to mention a few. They also
consider Africa as a country rather than a continent. They call all blacks
as Africans, but I did not hear them calling any white German or Italian
as European or any Chinese and Russian as Asian (Munir from
Istanbul)
For many Turks, Africa is poor and backward, and they do not know
that it is transforming. Some ask you if there is food in Africa because
they know Africa from ‘Ayna program’26 which broadcasts only the
‘bad’ things of African countries. Turkish people even do not know
how many Turks are working in Ethiopia (Yusuf from Istanbul).
A Turk asked me where I am from and I told him that I am from
Ethiopia. Knowing that many Turks are poor in Geography, I asked
him where Ethiopia is located, but his answer was really
embarrassing. He said, “I give donation to Africa but I do not know
exactly whether or not it reaches you” (Murad from Ankara).

Many informants told me that they were scared by Turkish students who
always asked them silly questions that had nothing to do with their
identity, country and ways of life. In this context, Yusuf has this point
which is also shared by many others:
I have so many Turkish roommates and classmates. I have good
relationship with them. They have also positive attitudes about me.
But, I am bored of listening and answering their silly questions. Every
time we talk, they ask me silly things. For instance, they ask me,
‘does orange exist in your country?’ ‘Do you have such foods in your
country? Even, I heard that an African was asked if water existed in
his country. I am scared of such silly questions. When they asked me
these questions, I felt discomfort as if I was regarded with contempt; I
felt that they were degrading me because I am from a poor country,
Ethiopia. I know how I am proud of being Ethiopian and most often I
disregard their comments, but I am scared of these questions
26

Ayna program was a widely watched series documentary transmitted on
Samanyolu, a Gülen affiliated TV channel in Turkey and was known for
producing and transmitting African cultures and traditions, focusing on the ‘bad’
sides of the continent rather than the ‘good’ ones.
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What is also common in Turkey is that if you are black, Turkish people
usually ask you ‘çorumlu musun?’(‘Are you from Çorum27?’), which is most
often associated with humor and joking, but hurts the feeling of the target
person. The question “çorumlu musun?” seemingly joking slurs the
persons who are physically and symbolically associated with ‘Çorum’.
Sub-Saharan African or Ethiopian migrants, even those who have no
information or knowledge about Çorum, are the subject of the joke. It is
believed that the people of Çorum are not well educated compared with
other people in Turkey, they are laborers and their body color is a bit
different from other Turks. In Turkey, when a person makes a mistake,
people may describe “bunu çorumlu bile yapmaz” (“even a person from
Çorum does not make this mistake”). These kind of joking relationships
share

similar

characteristics

with

ethnic jokes

that

focused

on

“ethnocentrism, in-group adulation, out-group resentment, prejudice, and
intolerance of the life-styles of others” (Apte, 1985 cited in Haghish et al,
2012, p. 9).
Turkish people have mixed feelings about Ethiopian skin color. Some
people called me ‘çikolata çocuk’ (chocolate boy), sometimes, few
people called me Zenji (Negro), still others asked me if I am from
Syria, particularly after the flooding of many Syrians to Turkey. Turks
call Africans as Zenji but I know they have no racist intension in their
mind. In fact, some people may do it deliberately but they are few. Still
others call me Çorumlu (Kalid from Ankara).

This also happened to me two years ago at a seminar held in a dormitory
conference hall where I attended as the only black African participant.
When the seminar organizer made an introduction about the program, he
looked at me and said “çorumlu musun?” Participants, almost all
undergraduate students, laughed at what he said, but me. I replied to him
“Çorumlu musun derken ne demek istiyorsunuz?” (What do you mean by
“çorumlu musun”?) He instantly felt uncomfortable asking the question
and came to my side to explain as to what he means with those words.
There are a number of similar instances where Ethiopians or Africans
were asked if they were from “çorum”

27 Located between black sea and central Anatolia, Çorum is a small city which
is about 240 km away from Ankara and was a place of ancient civilization in
Turkey.
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Duration of stay in the country does not change the status of the migrant
from being “foreigner”. Almaz has given me her take on this: “I love Turkey
and its people, and consider it my second home, next to Ethiopia but I
also feel being a foreigner whenever they (Turkish people) call me
‘yabanci’ ‘foreigner’.”
In general, in this chapter of the thesis, I argue Ethiopians in Turkey
maintain two ways of connection: 1) adaptation/integration to the Turkish
society and 2) transnational attachment to homeland but with different
degree of adaptation and transnational experiences and practices.
Ethiopians in Turkey have maintained transnational sociocultural,
economic, and communication practices that attached them to the
homeland people while adapting to the Turkish society, but the degree of
their adaptation and transnational practices differ from individual to
individual migrants. Therefore, adaptation and transnational practices are
not equally distributed among Ethiopian migrants. Good integration with
the host society would mean better chance of conducting transnational
practices. This means Ethiopians’ participation and linkage in the
sociocultural landscape of Turkish society would give them more chances
of connection with people at homeland. There were also Ethiopian
migrants whose adaptation to the Turkish society was limited as their jobs
were confined to home (the case of domestic workers), they lacked civic
and social involvement outside of their co-national groups. As far as
transnational

practices

are

concerned,

Ethiopian

migrants

sent

remittances to family, carried or sent bags filled with Turkish products,
engaged in business activities, traveled back and forth, participated in
events, and communicated on the internet and phone calls.
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CHAPTER 7
RETURN MIGRATION FROM TURKEY TO ETHIOPIA
In this thesis, returnees refer to those Ethiopians who moved back home
and started life after staying in Turkey for some years. This chapter
basically tried to address such questions as what motivated Ethiopian
migrants to go back home and how they adjusted themselves to the postreturn situation while maintaining transnational practices, and finally, how
& what they contributed to the sociocultural and economic landscape of
their home country.

7.1.

MOTIVATIONS FOR RETURN

In this part of the thesis, return motivations of Ethiopian migrants are
examined by considering their experiences in initial migration and
transnational practices. Return migration is associated with economic and
non-economic reasons. I asked the research participants why they
returned home and their answers to this question differed from individual
to individual returnees. Both economic and non-economic reasons were
mentioned. The following table shows motivations or reasons for initial
migration and return as expressed by the participants.
Table 4: Characteristics of returnees in relation to their motivation during initial
and return migration
Types of migration
Initial migration to Turkey

Return migration

Reasons
 Education
 Job
 Transit
 Reunion
 Completion of study
 Lack of job opportunity in the fields of
study in Turkey
 Family and emotional attachment,
marriage
 Commitment
to
home-based
institutions (i.e., universities)
 Business, better job prospects


Failure to adapt conditions in Turkey
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In the context of return migration, establishing business in hometown,
looking for job opportunities & better prospects at homeland, close
attachment to family, relatives and friends, and commitment to homebased institutions are Ethiopia related factors while failing to adapt
conditions in Turkey, completion of studies and lack of job opportunity in
the fields of study are associated with Turkey related factors. The majority
of the respondents stayed in Turkey until they achieved their aims
(completion of studies for education migrants and saving money for labor
migrants) while others frequently postponed their return.
Reasons for return vary from individual to individual migrants, but it can be
condensed into two issues: economic and non-economic ones. Return
migration is a process of multifaceted aspects. Some of the returnees
achieved their aims (educational and economic), others did not. Some
said they were well integrated into the host country speaking local
language, socializing and working with host society, participating in
different programs organized by host country’s organizations, while others
were not. They commonly shared that they have all returned voluntarily.
The research participants described that their return migration was
something that they were always thinking about. Their return was actually
anticipated given their strong sense of belonging to homeland and
emotional attachment to their local people.
The expression below shows a typical account of both labor and
education migration returnees who initially moved to Turkey with the aim
of study and employment, and finding better paying jobs, but did not want
to settle there permanently. Their narratives demonstrate the relationship
between their initial migration and return.
I can say it was lack of job opportunity here that pushed me to leave
my country for Turkey. My family had seven members: two parents
and five siblings. We were living in a rented house and had tough time
even being unable to afford basic necessities. As I was the eldest
daughter in my family, I was thinking of what to do. Thus, just upon the
completion of my high school education, I first moved to Lebanon
where I stayed for a year as a domestic worker. But, knowing that
Turkish employers payed better for domestic workers, I headed to
Turkey through Syria. I lived in Turkey for five years. In those years, I
could not visit my family because I had no legal documents. My aim
was to help my family build their own house, support my siblings in
their education and save money to set up my own business in my
hometown. All in all, the purpose of my migration was financial. Once
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my family built their home and I saved some money, I returned home
(Tizita, 29/06/2018)

Ayub, now assistant professor, moved to Turkey for his PhD program and
returned home just following his graduation. The following text belongs to
his experience as education migrant in Turkey and motivation to return
home. He explained:
I moved to Turkey just for my doctoral studies. Although I visited my
family and friends during summer times, I thought that I was away
from family, relatives and friends. I was missing everything about
home. The moment I completed my study I returned home as I had no
any other aim to stay in Turkey. I had also commitment to my homebased university, and thus I should have returned.

Others were interested to stay in Turkey provided they could get job, but
when they could not get job, they returned home and engaged in various
types of work, including professional and business activities. After the
completion of their education, returnees felt that finding jobs is easier in
Ethiopia than in Turkey because Ethiopia is a country with scarcity of
trained and skilled human resources. Upon return, they were employed in
universities (government), government and private sectors as well as
NGOs.
Having completed his undergraduate studies, Habtamu, wanted to work in
Turkey but couldn’t find a job. Had he managed to get job in Turkey, his
interest was to continue his graduate studies concurrent with his job. In
fact, he did not plan to stay his whole life in Turkey as he was always
thinking about going home. His intension to stay in Turkey was temporary,
that was until he felt that he got relevant job experiences in his field of
study. He elucidated:
I returned home because it is my home. Although I had interest to stay
in Turkey, it was only for two or three years. I had wanted to work,
accumulate experiences in my field of training, and to further my
master education, but as I could not find job there I returned home.

Abebe, another participant, tried many times to get job in his profession in
Turkey. He gave out his CVs to different academic institutions including
government and private, but failed to have a position as none of them
called him for interview. He said:
My intension to stay in Turkey had been to accumulate working
experience that would be used at home. When I couldn’t get job in my
profession, I decided to return home.
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In Turkey, not only professional jobs are scarce for foreigners, it is
also very complex from legal and bureaucratic perspectives. Although
few educated Ethiopians were officially employed in universities and
hospitals, many Ethiopians engaged in teaching English in different
private schools without having work permits. Abebe kept saying:
I exerted effort to find job in Turkey in my profession, but I couldn’t. I
finally started teaching English in a private school without having work
permit. In the school, I was acquainted with so many Turkish
colleagues. While many of them were good and friendly, some others
were not. Some Turk English teachers were not happy with foreigners
who spoke English better than what they did. They felt envy of me and
were putting pressure on me in order to leave the school. Upon
finishing my education, I returned home.

Returnees with strong linkages and social network with people in the host
society are more likely to conduct transnational practices and easily adapt
to the new environment at home. Some of my research participants
suggested the importance of social network in getting jobs in Turkey.
Absence of that network is to mean no chance of employment. Similarly,
the extensive social network they maintained at homeland helped them
get jobs upon return. With the help of social networks many Ethiopian
returnees were either employed in or working with Turkish organizations
or companies in Ethiopia.
Although I was interested to work in Turkey after graduation, I had no
someone to help me get job in my profession. Thus, I had to return
home where I had no problem of social network to search for a job. My
father had a friend who owned a pharmacy and suggested that
pharmacy for me to start work. I worked there for two years until I
found another job in a Turkish company. In fact, now I am not working
in my profession but the organization pays me well (Seble, 07/07/
2017).

Some of the research participants stated that they had chances of staying
and getting job opportunities in Turkey, but once they achieved their initial
objectives they did not want to stay there. Their return was motivated not
just by negative feeling towards Turkey or not because they couldn’t get
job in the country. Rather, it was due to the fact that they had strong
emotional and social connection to their people in Ethiopia.
I only waited my graduation to return home. The only thing in my mind
was just to return home and be with my family, friends. I had the
chance of moving further to Europe…..I had spent a semester in
Portugal as an Erasmus exchange student. After graduation, I had
chances of getting jobs in Turkey. I feel better being here with my
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family, parents and intimate friends. It is my home where I was born
and grew up. I feel I truly belong here (Alebel, 16/07/2017).
Ethiopia as my home country gives me a strong sense of belonging.
Although I had the opportunity to work in Turkey I returned home
because I was always longing to return and work at home. I feel that I
also belong to Turkey as I consider it my second home (Ahmed,
26/06/2017).

Selamawit, a labor migration returnee, also felt that Ethiopia was the place
where she belonged to. Because of the absence of Ethiopian Orthodox
Church in Turkey, Ethiopian Orthodox Christians in Istanbul had to go to
the Greek or the Armenian churches for prayer. Selamawit explained:
I had no other option rather than going to the Armenian church which
has many similarities with ours. I did not fully immerse and feel
comfort with the Turkish culture when it comes to my religion and I
was always thinking of going back home.

As stated somewhere above, Ayub’s decision to return home was mainly
motivated by the completion of his education and strong sense of
belonging to his home and emotional ties to his family, friends and local
people in general. He did his PhD at Ankara University. Let alone staying
in Turkey, he blamed those Ethiopians who did not return home after the
completion of their education and he upset with many of them for they did
whatever it took to stay in Turkey after graduation. For him, the only
reason with which these Ethiopians opted to stay in Turkey was material,
that was about better living conditions; it was about finance and facility.
I raised a question to those returnees who had worked in Turkey for some
years before their return. The question was about why they wanted to
work in Turkey. Their response ranged from seeking job opportunity and
overseas experience to saving some money. Sabri worked in Turkey for
two and half years before he returned home. His reason to work in Turkey
was not only to work and earn money to save but to get better experience
in his profession and develop his construction skills. Sabri uttered:
Construction is a growing business in Ethiopia, and the Turkish
experience would add significant value in this regard. Turkish
construction companies are known for their quality work and
international experience. For example, Turkish companies such as
Yapı Merkezi participated in the construction of railroad in Ethiopia
and built good name there.

I asked him why he returned home rather than moving to other countries
such as America where his brothers and other relatives were living. He
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responded that he wanted to settle in Ethiopia permanently and had no
intension to go anywhere to live except going for such purposes as visit
and engagement in different programs.
There were also Ethiopians who worked in Turkey for years and returned
home as they believed Turkey is not a land of opportunity to economically
prosper. Among these respondents were Bilal and Alebachew.
I was employed in a production company in Turkey where I worked for
finding target clients from Africa, in particular Ethiopia. It was really a
boring job as I could not find customers during my stay in the
company. I participated in various trade fairs and exhibitions to
introduce the production of the company. I was not also happy with
what the company was paying me (Bilal, 20/07/2016).
It should be noted that Turkey is not like western countries such as
Germany, England, Canada and USA where an employee gets
promising salary. Turkey is an emerging economy still in a process of
development, and thus is not a land of opportunity (Alebachew,
29/06/2017).

Like Bilal and Alebachew, Ali who, after the completion of his dentistry
studies, worked for two years in a private company in Istanbul explained:
Although my salary was enough to afford living expenses there, I
could not support my parents at home. I decided to move to Ethiopia
and see better prospects. My decision worked.

For some Ethiopians, tying the knot in marriage was another significant
reason that motivated them to return home. Marriage issue as a factor for
return was mentioned only by women returnees. Seeking a partner in
marriage, Alem returned home in 2013. Alem had a boyfriend when she
migrated to Turkey, both of them pledged that they would marry each
other, but their friendships couldn’t last long as her boyfriend married
another girl years before her return. Initially, she felt sorry and thought that
she would never try to find a man for marriage, but as time went on, she
saw that her age clock was ticking and got reminded that she was getting
older, and thus decided to marry and have kids. Given the scarcity of
Ethiopian men to choose in Turkey, Alem, after staying in Turkey for eight
years, returned home, a homeland with the availability of a ‘wider
marriage market’. She got her partner and married in 2015. By the time I
interviewed her, she had a nine-month old son. She had mixed feelings
about her return. On the one hand, she was grateful to her almighty for
blessing her with a beautiful family, for physically being near to and
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emotionally attached to her mother, friends and relatives, but on the other
hand, she felt sorry that her financial condition was not good at the
moment. Although she did not regret her return decision, she had
intension to re-migrate to Turkey for financial aim, just to work there for
some time, save money and return home again. That is what we call a
cyclical migration in which a migrant temporarily moves back and forth
between sending and receiving countries typically for the purpose of
employment.
Kalu, another informant who was also working as a domestic worker in
Istanbul, returned home mainly for establishing family (marriage). Unlike
Alem, her husband waited on her until she returned home, after seven
years’ duration in Turkey. She kept her promise though a handful of men
including a Turkish guy asked her for a relationship. Kalu’s mother was
also begging her (the only daughter to her mother) to return and be with
her. Thus, returning home, Kalu wanted to be physically nearer to her
mother and establish her own family. Kalu said:
my main reasons to return home was just to establish new life by
marrying my man who was waiting for me for a long period of time and
to be on the side of my mom.

Among the returnees were also those Ethiopians who migrated to Turkey
with the aim to move further to Europe (as transit migrants), but remained
in the country until they finally returned home. When Blen moved to
Turkey in in 2007, her intension was to use Turkey as a transit point to
head to England where her friend was living. As she had no money to
afford her travel to Europe, she wanted to work and save some money in
Istanbul. But she changed her mind from going to Europe when she got
promising salary as a domestic worker. She stayed in Istanbul for six
years until she moved back home in 2014. From the time she changed her
mind going to Europe, she was thinking of return. Having saved up money
to start a business, she returned home in 2014 and set-up a shop.
I asked participants if they faced discrimination while living in Turkey, and
if discrimination was a factor for their return. None of them reported
experiences of discrimination except some minor problems, and hence no
single discrimination case was stated as a factor for their return.
Accordingly, their decision to return home was not motivated due to
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discrimination, xenophobia or racism as the Turkish people intrinsically
have no such problems so far. Many of my participants consider
themselves as part of the Turkish society. Almost all participants agreed
that the Turkish people have a culture of comfort to their foreign guests.
Part of it stemmed from Islamic or Muslim culture. Even non-Islamic
practicing Turkish people, those who openly declared atheist or socialist,
maintained the culture of being kind or caring to their foreign guests. In
this regard Salahadin stated:
The Turkish people look foreigners out of curiosity. The good thing of
Turkish people is they have no inbuilt anti-social system. They have
no hidden agenda in their heart against foreigners. When they deal,
they openly deal with you. When they get to know you, they open to
you their heart and homes.

It was reported that the Turkish people usually ask Ethiopians and other
migrants about why they moved to Turkey and when they would return
home, but it was only out of curiosity rather than discrimination.
I did not see any open racism. The people are curious to know
foreigners. They approach and start asking you questions which our
people may not ask here. Initially, in the first few months, you may get
irritated and nervous, but in the course of time, you feel it better
(Endris, 25/07/2017).

Generally speaking, prejudice and discrimination is not a big deal in
Turkey due to the following reasons: 1) the Turkish culture does not favor
discrimination, 2) the number of migrants living in Turkey and engaging in
the country’s job market is very limited and 3) the Turkish people are not
well exposed to other cultures. Like European countries where the local
people believe immigrants came to their country to steal ‘their’ jobs and
consider them threats to the national security, the same feelings may
occur in Turkey in the future when the number of immigrants increases,
particularly when migrants growingly engage in the job markets of the
country. Thus, taking these into account, it is a matter of time for migrants
to face the challenges of discrimination. Nevertheless, participants
mentioned some points related to prejudice that they encountered while
living in Turkey.
Some Turkish people think Africans are inferior. They don’t think we
have foods to eat and water to drink, let alone other things. A Turkish
man said to me, ‘I know Africa is poor, I usually donate money to
charities, but I have no clues if the money reaches you’ (Abdurehman,
06/07/2017).
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When it comes to Africa, there is a problem of reductionism across
Turkey. The Turkish people, including officials call all black people as
Africa; their misapprehension of Africa is obvious, they consider it just
like a country. They didn’t understand the fact that Africa is such a
huge continent with more than 54 countries, one billion populations
and thousands of ethnolinguistic groups. Some Turkish people think
that Africans are all poor (Tesfu, 09/07/2018).
While the Turkish people know that Europe and other continents are
consisted of so many countries, I do not understand why they failed to
understand the same for Africa. They think as if Africans live in the
same house. A Turkish man may ask you ‘I had an African friend, his
name was blah blah. Do you know him?’ This is what some of the
Turkish people asked me about their African friends (Sabri,
14/08/2017).
They also prefer to ask leading questions rather than non-leading
ones, they guess what comes to their mind. For instance, rather than
asking, ‘where are you from’, many of them prefer to ask “Are you
from this country or that country? I remember a man asked me this,
‘are you from Nigeria? I said no, and then he continues ‘ok are you
from Somalia?’ I said ‘no’, finally, when he asked me ‘where are you
from?’ I responded ‘I am from Ethiopia’ Most of the Turkish people are
very nice respecting and helping us, but there are also some people
who think negative things about us (Salahadin, 23/07/2017).
My general evaluation is that they are not discriminative, but there are
certain threats and behaviors that I have seen in classes. Some
teachers discriminate against international students. I remember a
professor said, ‘Can you answer this question? I do not think you can
answer it’. However, as I scored top marks in many exams, teachers
were astounded and started appreciating me They might have thought
that blacks perform less compared to their Turkish or white students
(Negash, 08/08/2017).

The above narrations represent experiences of labor and education
migrants who migrated to Turkey typically for better paying jobs, and
education respectively and returned home due to different reasons.
Lack of job opportunity in the area of study in Turkey, commitment to
home-based organizations in Ethiopia (i.e., universities), better job
opportunity at home, lack of reliable social networking in Turkey,
emotional connection with homeland people(family ties, marriage)
were illustrated as influential pushing factors for return migration from
Turkey. There were also Ethiopians who secured a good amount of
salary both in formal and informal jobs but intended to return home.
Only a few of the returnees failed to meet the objectives of their initial
migration (failed returnees) while the majority of them could be
categorized as successful. They relatively achieved their financial and
education goals and moved back home to benefit out of what they
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accumulated in Turkey (social, cultural and economic capitals) and
with what they would establish, engage and maintain in the
homeland.
The findings of the research evinced that decision to move back home is
not prompted just by a single motive for it is a result of intertwined and
manifold reasons. What became clear in the narration of the respondents
was that most of them, while living in Turkey, had the intension to return
home. They envisaged returning home, had been enthusiastically and
heartily attached to Ethiopia, felt profound loyalty to their local people at
homeland, and thus they moved back home as their return was expected
and inevitable. The finding of this research goes in line with the result of
earlier researches that assert migrants with a strong sense of attachment
to homeland people have the dream of returning home (Wessendorf,
2007; Tartakovsky, 2008).

7.2.

INTEGRATING DIMENSIONS AND STRATEGIES

Successful reintegration of returnees in the homeland relies on the value
and significance of accumulated capitals in the host country, and this is
directly related with the fulfilment of initial migration aims. For migrants
who had initially been motivated to work as laborers in the host country,
returning home with ‘saved money’ to start new life or establish a business
was expected. Similarly, when migrants are motivated to pursue higher
education abroad, then returning home with the needed social and cultural
capital would let them easily adjust themselves in the homeland. Taking
the above points into account, the thesis has responded to the question:
how do Ethiopian return migrants adjust themselves to the post-return
situations in their homeland?
Ethiopian migrants moved to Turkey and tried to fit in to the local society
with varying degree of adaptation. While some were well adapted, still
others did not; a majority of them achieved their objectives (economic and
education), while a few of them did not. Nevertheless, they did all return
back home. Ethiopian migrants who 1) used to send remittances to
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homeland people, 2) started investment or established business at
homeland, 3) had intension to return home from the beginning of their
initial migration, 4) used to visit their families and friends regularly were
better reintegrated with their local society than those who had no strong
social attachment (friends and relatives) and those who returned home
with no money to start business (i.e., labor migrants). Similar to the
previous literatures, this research also shows that migrants who had
emotional attachment to family, relatives and friends, and prepared to
return were easily readapted to new conditions and started new life at
homeland.
While living in Turkey, Ethiopians had good feeling to their home county.
Their belonging is partially the result of local peoples’ respect to foreign
educated returnees. Similarly as many of the labor migration returnees
were the reasons for the comfort of their family, relatives, and friends by
sending remittances (both in cash and material), they received due
respect from the local people. As these returnees had already established
intimate relationship with their local people either by sending remittances
or paying regular visits while living in Turkey, they had no serious problem
of re-adaptation upon return. Many participants including Ali, Sabri,
Ahmed, Akmel, Abdul Jebar, Salahadin and Negash unequivocally felt
that they were highly regarded in Ethiopia.
The research participants, especially labor return migrants who did not
visit their homeland while living in Turkey found it more difficult to
reintegrate after return. A typical example to this was Mekdes who stayed
in Ankara and Istanbul as a player, salesperson and domestic worker for
six years. In 2008, Mekdes migrated to Turkey with the intension to
migrate further to Europe, but abandoning moving further to the west, she
stayed in Turkey until she finally returned home in 2014. As an
undocumented migrant she did not make any return visits for six years. Up
on her return, Mekdes was surprised with everything she saw at
homeland. Her neighborhood in Addis was destroyed in the name of
urban renewal; many people were displaced, and also most of her friends
were dispersed across the city or elsewhere. Mekdes was happy that she
married her boyfriend after return, but she was woeful that she was
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secluded at home as a house wife. She did not want to continue this way,
and hence contacted her ex-employer in Istanbul to let her have an
invitation letter to move to Istanbul. Back in Istanbul, she processed and
possessed work permit, but this time her motive was not to work as a
domestic worker, rather, it was to start own business by carrying and
distributing Turkish clothes to retailers in Addis.
The research participants stated that they faced minor problems which
might have affected their re-adaptation. I asked them what made their readaptation challenging. The most mentioned challenging issues in the
process of their re-adaptation included;


Lack of work commitment among the local people



Problem of punctuality among home people



Polarized ethnic politics in Ethiopia



Problem of access to needed types of materials with fair prices
(supermarket items, clothes, etc. as they are imported from
overseas)



Lack of recreation centers and public parks



Communication problems with government sectors



Deteriorated relationship with friends or family members



Crisis of expectation

The

aforementioned

challenging

issues

can

be

categorized

as

sociocultural, economic and political problems. Narrations of the
respondents describe their account of experiences and insights about the
challenges they faced in the process of reintegration/adaptation. Their
narration shows variations in their experiences both in the host and home
countries.
As I returned home from Turkey, many of my friends thought that I was
rich. We usually had lunch together but I used to pay the bill. It is
expected from a returnee to give gifts to friends, family members etc.
A returnee who has come back with no gifts does not feel so good. It
is really challenging. People try to use you (Alebachew, 29/06/2017).
Although we have ethical values of paramount significance, we are
also blamed for lateness. When it comes to appointments, we are too
unethical. During my stay in Turkey I was changed in many ways and
became a man of principle and ethics. Here, people do not understand
how precious time is. I have disrespect for those who disrespect time.
Here, I encountered so many people who do not care about
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respecting appointments. I quarreled with many of them and we were
not on good terms for some times (Negash, 08/08/ 2017).
The most challenging issue that I encountered here is lack of
commitment among employees. An activity that may take you an hour
would take them full day to finish. I am doing well in terms of money
but dealing with people is too difficult. Since I worked in Turkey while I
was living there, I knew how employees were committed, disciplined
and punctual (Ali, 05/08/2017).
In the first two years it was really difficult for me to adjust myself in
Addis. I could not start my own business because I had no enough
money to do that (Endris, 25/07/2017).
A Turkish company owner who was planning to open an office in
Ethiopia promised me that he would employ me, offer me a good
salary and a profit share. In the first four months after return, I did not
engage in any activities as I was waiting for the opening of the office.
But, I was told that the company was trying to move its business from
Turkey to another country due to allegations of connection with the
Gulen movement (Salahadin, 23/07/2017).

Upon return to Ethiopia, Tesfu applied to different Turkish firms with
higher salary expectation but as many of them declined to offer his salary
proposal, he applied to Anadolu agency which promised him that he would
be employed, but was told to wait until final decision was made.
It took eight months for Anadolu Agency to finally decide and inform
me that I was not accepted. What was surprising is that I was told that
I had been affiliated to Gulen linked associations and individuals
(Tesfu, 09/07/2018).

For some, family responsibility and establishing new life made things
difficult for them (i.e., to set up their intended business activities). They
returned home with some saved money to start small business but could
not materialize their plan due to re-adaptation problems. Tizita’s story tells
us how she finally ended up moving back to Turkey.
When I came back to Ethiopia, I had a plan to start a business. I lived
with my family and you know I had to afford stuff which I did not plan
before. Just at the end of the year, I was run out of pocket and thus
looked for ways to move back to Istanbul. I went to Turkey in 2014 for
the second time, worked there for two years and came back in 2016.

While trying to readapt, children felt more acculturative problems than
their parents. Although children were excited and passionate visiting
Ethiopia, particularly at summer time, it became difficult for them to adapt
after returning home with their parents. They had stronger feeling of home
for Turkey than for Ethiopia. As they were well accustomed to the cultures
and ways of life of the Turkish people, they were discontented with what
they experienced at homeland, and this created incongruity between what
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they expected while living in Turkey and what they actually faced after
returning home. They developed a higher sense and feeling of ‘home’ to
Turkey than to Ethiopia.
My son usually goes to Ethiopia for return visit at summer, his initial
interest to stay there the whole summer would melt away within one or
two weeks and begin to disturb us insisting that we should return to
Turkey. He does not feel that Ethiopia is his ‘home’. He insists to
return to Turkey simply because he was out of his comfort zone
(Sualih, 02/06/2017).

Temam returned home with his family after opening a wholesale
center in Addis from where he distributed Turkey-made clothes. One
of the challenges he faced after return was lack of access to public
parks and recreational facilities for his children. Temam explained:
I was worrying where to take my children to provide them recreational
needs. You cannot find here public parks like in Turkey. In Turkey, you
can easily afford a wide range of product from supermarkets for your
children, but here you cannot do so because they are simply
expensive. Almost all supermarket companies in Addis import
products from abroad, including Turkey.

In fact, the majority of my research participants underwent smooth
process of re-adaptation. I asked them what contributed to their readaptation and what strategies they used before or after return. When
return was decided based on the preparedness of the individual migrant
rather than a spontaneous decision, it was reported that the experience of
re-adaptation was smoother. Preparation while living in the host country
helped returnees avoided or curtailed possible troubles during readaptation time. Many returnees of education migration stated that before
their return, they used to visit their family, friends and other people,
particularly during summer period. However, all respondents of labor
migration returnees did not conduct any physical visits to homeland during
the period of their stay in Turkey due to the fact that they were
undocumented migrants. However, they kept social relations across
distance with homeland people through online and offline networks and
also they had sent remittances to help their family and their own
readjustment. While some of the research participants were originally from
Addis Ababa (born and grew up), others were not, but all of them used
various reasons in order to decide Addis Ababa as their destination or
settlement location. The most mentioned reasons in order to choose Addis
Ababa as their final destination after return included strong social ties with
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family and friends, emotional attachment to hometown (Addis) and better
job opportunities.

7.3.

TRANSNATIONAL PRACTICES OF RETURNEES

In this period of rapid technological advancement, the pattern and trend of
migration

have

been

changed

in

unprecedented

ways.

Modern

communication tools made it easy for migrants to get connected with
homeland people and beyond at any time they like. Free online
applications such as messenger, Imo, whatsap, etc., email, cheap phone
calls and flights enabled migrants to maintain close ties with homeland
family, relatives and friends. Migrants engage in transnational practices
and

occasionally visit their home

communities and

thus adopt

transnational activities and identities (Guarnizo, 1997; Cassarino, 2004).
As immigration and transnationalism are connected and related to each
other, so do return migration and transnationalism. Important elements
that need consideration in association with return migration are that
returnees do not sever transnational relations and belonging once they
returned home. They are linked with their co-national communities in the
country of destination and the host society. After returning home,
returnees maintain the already established transnational practices and
activities between their home and host country, and also create and
maintain new ones. As returnees belong to both the host and home
societies through economic, social networks and psychological integration
(Ruben et al, 2009), embeddedness is not restricted in a specific
geographical space. In anthropology, embeddedness is conceptualized as
a social relation that is “an integrated part of the larger social
system”(Betts, 2011, p. 27); it is about involvement in the economic and
social network of society where individuals are related to each other with
family ties, kinship, friendship, nationality, professional affiliation etc.
While living in Turkey, Ethiopians held jobs, gave birth to and raised
children, spoke Turkish language and engaged in various organizational
and civic activities. They engaged in transnational practices including, but
not limited to, family reunions, meeting and helping co-nationals in Turkey,
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remitting money to homeland as well as crossing borders to visit family
and friends at homeland. And hence transnational practices while living in
Turkey played significant role in smoothing their return migration. Many
Ethiopians returned home particularly after completing their education or
achieving their financial aims in Turkey and their return was preceded by
frequent visits to homeland and sending of remittances which is a gesture
of family support and startups. Ethiopian migrants appropriated social
fields in order to adapt and fit diverse environments. Like Ethiopian
migrants in Turkey who paid regular visits to their homeland and
maintained transnational attachment to their local people, so did returnees
by connecting themselves to the people in Turkey. In fact, the degree of
their transnational practices was not similar with that of those Ethiopian
migrants who were living in Turkey. After return, returnees maintained the
relationships that they established during their stay in Turkey, and through
transnational business activities, belonging, visits, and participation they
connected their home country with Turkey. Few returnees engaged in
transnational practices that included physical mobility, and many of them
maintained transnational belonging with Turkey.
Here below, I want to assess how returnees construct, reconstruct sense
of belonging as well as maintain transnational practices between Ethiopia
and Turkey. I want also to explore how their transnational practices affect
their belonging both to home (i.e., reintegration) and Turkey. While some
made frequent visits and trips to Turkey, others never did after their return
to Ethiopia. But, living in a transnational world, all of them maintained
close connections with people across borders and have better
understanding of the changing conditions in both countries. Not only
returnees were nostalgic for Turkey, its people and culture, but also
maintained transnational practices by watching Turkish TVs and films,
reading Turkish news, calling and chatting with friends in Turkey as well
as establishing and maintaining friendly relationships with the Turkish
society in Ethiopia.
Many returnees of education migration stated that they moved to Turkey
for

various

undertakings.

reasons

including

business,

visit,

and

institutional
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I have been to Turkey several times. I usually go there to participate
in different forums and programs organized by Turkish and
international organizations. I am also planning to import medical
devices and technologies from Turkey (Akmel, 04/08/2017).
Initially, I took business men to Turkey. As they do not know Turkish
language, they wanted me to be with them. Their intention was to
assess potential businesses from Turkey. In other times, I went to
Turkey many times for my own business (Negash, 08, 08/2017).

Abdurehman stated that he frequently moved to Turkey for various
reasons, including participation in conferences, business activities, etc. He
visited Turkey many times since he returned home. “I went to Turkey at
least four times since I came back home. Two times, I went to attend
conferences and two times for business reasons.”
Although many of the returnees did not return to Turkey for visit or other
purposes, they were connected with the Turkish people in many ways.
Asmamaw didn’t go to Turkey after his return but was always connected
to the Turkish people by watching Turkish series and Turkish TV shows,
chatting with, calling and emailing his friends. He received Turkish
products sent to him from friends. Asmamaw uttered:
As I have many Turkish fb friends, we chatt and call each other. When
Ethiopian friends come here they bring me Turkish clothes and other
materials, then I repay the money that they spent to buy the products.

Returnees also remained nostalgic about the good days they had in
Turkey.
I miss all the good and bad days I passed in Turkey. I always miss
Turkey and its people. I visited more historical and cultural places in
Turkey than I did in Ethiopia and have unforgettable memories to
those places. Even if Turkey is not my birth place, I always feel it is
my second home. I am in close contact with Turkish nationals who are
living both in Turkey and here (Ibrahim, 14/08/2017).

For Mekdes, the social network that she established while she was living
in Istanbul helped her start business that connected Ethiopia and Turkey.
Mekdes went back and forth between Addis and Istanbul to carry out her
business and stayed in Istanbul at her friends’ homes. Sometimes, without
engaging in physical movements, Mekdes received Turkish goods. Such
transnational practices allowed Mekdes to adjust herself at homeland. She
maintained communications and contacts with her friends and exemployer in Istanbul. Mekdes stated:
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I go back and forth between Ethiopia and Turkey to do business. This
year, I have been three times in Istanbul. When I go to Istanbul, I don’t
have to book hotel as I stay in my ex-employer and friends’ homes.

Others also explained:
I continuously moved back and forth between Turkey and Ethiopia.
During my stay in Turkey, we (Ethiopian students) founded
Association of Ethiopian Students in Turkey in 2004 which is still
operating. This association worked as a bridge to strength the
relationship between the two sister countries. We brought
businessmen to Ethiopia and helped Ethiopian government officials
when they moved to Turkey for official purposes. We also played
important roles in lobbying Turkish companies to move to Ethiopia and
invest in the country. It was a privilege for us. Turkish graduate
association in Ethiopia is the extension of our experience in Turkey.
The association is established as a local NGO to support needy
people in different parts of the country. As association, we also help
Turkish companies get connected with Ethiopian government, and
hence serve as a bridge between the two countries (Ali, 05/08/2017).
I have a number of Turkish friends with whom I maintained good
communication and exchange greetings at times of holydays. Turkish
friends come here and visit us. We also pay visits to them. Establishing
such kind of friendship is a privilege for me; it is obtained as a result of
those good times I passed there (Abdul Jebar, 06/0772017).
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Table 5: Ethiopian Returnees’ transnational and local practices by sociocultural,
economic and civic domains
Practices
Sociocultural

Transnational
Local
 Physical visit to Turkey
 Visiting (friends and
relatives,
historical
 Speaking Turkish language with
and cultural sites)
Turkish community in Ethiopia or
 Watching
local
new Turkish guests; writing in
Turkish language
televisions, reading
newspapers
 Perception of Turkey as a second
home, nostalgia
 Speaking and writing
in local languages
 Self-identification with a group or
groups in Turkey
 Interaction (face-toface or online)
 Membership to clubs/associations in
Turkey
 Mobilizing resources from Turkey
and utilizing them at homeland
 Participation
in
humanitarian
activities in collaboration with Turkish
associations and organizations
 Watching Turkish films, news etc.
Economic
 Spending money on Turkish products
 Running
own
business
 Sending Ethiopian goods and food
 Possessing houses
items to Ethiopian friends living in
Turkey (Berbere, shuro, doro wot,
and goods
enjera).
 Spending money on
 Receiving money and goods from
local goods
Turkey
 Engaging in transnational business
activities (importing Turkish goods).
 Engaging
in
consultancy
and
brokering firms that bring together
Ethiopian and Turkish institutions or
business persons.
Politico-civic
 Affiliation and membership to Turkey Involvement in local
based
Ethiopian
and
Turkish
based associations
associations
 Engagement in civic
 Following events that take place in
activities
(helping
Turkey(reading
newspapers,
others)
magazines,
bulletins;
watching
 Holding
public
Turkish channels)
responsibility
 Holding a Turkish residence permit
 Holding
Ethiopian
card
passport and Identity
card
Source: Compiled from the findings of the research

Ethiopians who returned home from Turkey for better socio-economic
prospects were prepared in advance by sustaining strong transnational
activities, including building houses, sending remittances, making periodic
visits and keeping close ties with homeland society. These individuals
returned home not because they completed their education or faced
socio-economic problems in Turkey rather their return was enthused by
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their interest to search for better economic opportunities in Ethiopia. Since
they engaged in transnational business or organizational activities while
living in Turkey, their close social relationships with friends and family at
home allowed them to establish and maintain business companies in
group. For example, Geleta, a PhD graduate who had served as board
president of an Ethiopian NGO based in Turkey and who had also
engaged in transnational business activities as a broker, returned home
after his graduation. He started working in a group business both as an
employee and a shareholder. Despite many job opportunities in Turkey,
he did not want to stay in the country; he rather saw better opportunities to
pursue at homeland. He run a consultancy company of four shareholders
among whom one was living in Turkey and the rest were located in
Ethiopia, Addis. As their company was engaged in transnational practices
that

connected

Ethiopia

and

Turkey,

Geleta

maintained

daily

communication with his friends, institutions and companies in Turkey.
Geleta elucidated:
As our business is transnational by its nature, connecting Ethiopia and
Turkey, we have strong relations with business institutions and
individuals in both countries. We are playing mediating roles,
particularly connecting Ethiopian business men with Turkish
companies in different parts of Turkey. In our daily work we are
connected with Turkish people.

Another returnee with the same narratives was Negash who having
withdrawn his PhD studies in Turkey moved to Ethiopia to pursue
economic prospects. Negash did two Master’s degrees in Turkey and
upon graduation he continued his PhD program. However, having finished
course works, he withdrew his studies for two reasons: the first was to
catch-up opportunity (employment in TIKA, Ethiopia where he worked for
a year) while the other was to start his own businesses (such as travel
agency and retailing centers). His travel agency worked in close contact
with different Turkish and Ethiopian organizations, and provided
Ethiopians and Turkish people with travel and tourism services such as
flight ticket, car rent, tours and etc. Moreover, Negash also opened
clothing retails in different towns, including Addis Ababa, Hawasa, Dessie,
Kombolcha and Bahir Dar. He imported and distributed Turkish clothes to
these centers. He stated that his decision was right at the right time. When
TIKA was in need of someone to hire, he caught-up that opportunity,
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worked with them and saved some money. At the end of the year, he left
TIKA to establish his own businesses: travel agency and clothing retails.
His nice-looking offices were furnished with Turkish products. He believed
that his Turkish experiences played greater roles for his present position
and success. Recently, he established a shareholding consultancy
company with three of his friends and also engaged in health tourism.
Another return respondent having own business firm in Addis and moving
back and forth between Ethiopia and Turkey was Temam. Although his
family returned home, Temam has a residence permit in Turkey and
usually go to Istanbul to import Turkish cloths which he distributed from
his store in Addis to his retailing customers. Recently, he widened his
transnational business by importing some juices from Turkey and tire from
China. In the future, he has a plan to set up a factory in Ethiopia.
As a result of their Turkish experiences, Ethiopians got not only social and
cultural capitals, but also symbolic one. The popularity of Turkish
manufactured goods and films as well as the fame of Erdogan among the
wider Ethiopian Muslims contributed to the symbolic capitals of returnees.
Returnees asserted that they were respected by their fellow Ethiopians at
home.
People ask me about Turkey and listen to me attentively. You know
how Turkish films are popular here. Kana TV channel transmits mainly
Turkish movie serials dubbed in Amharic. Everybody watches this TV
channel, every day (Blen, 26/07/2016).
Just watching Turkish films, some people love to visit Turkey,
particularly Istanbul. The Muslim people in Ethiopia have special place
for Turkey and its leader, Erdogan (Habtamu, 15/07/2017).

Transnational practices helped returnees’ maintain sense of belonging
both to Turkey and home country; eased their reintegration after return.
Ali, for instance, was a member and president of the association of
Ethiopian-Turkish graduates who engaged in civic and humanitarian
activities including health, education, agriculture and food, which entails
contributing its part in solving societal problems in different parts of the
country. He regularly traveled to Turkey in order to take part in different
programs and seek assistance to his organization. He has also regular
and close contacts with Turkish organizations and communities located in
Ethiopia. Ali explained:
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We want to work with the Turkish government and people, and
strengthen the relationship between the two countries. You know
Ethiopia is a strong regional hub in terms of stability and economy.

This research found that there is strong connection between return
migration and transnationalism among Ethiopian returnees. It has shown
that transnational post-return practices and relations as well as sense of
belonging created and maintained during the time of initial migration in the
host countries continued after return. Return migration is not just moving
home and fitting into the old norms as returnees do not cease their sense
of belonging to the host country, though the return itself is thought to be
for good.

7.4.

ARE RETURNEES AGENTS OF CHANGE?

A growing number of scholars including anthropologists suggest that
individual returnees add significant values to the socioeconomic and
political developments of their homeland as they bring with them skills,
knowledge and financial capitals that they accumulated in the host
countries (Gmelch, 1980; Basch et al., 1994; Guarnizo, 1997). The impact
of returnees depends on the types of work they engaged in, the amount of
money and types of social and cultural capitals they accumulated, and the
transnational practices in which they engaged and with which they
influence societies both in the home and host society contexts.
In this section of the thesis, I examine the sociocultural and economic
contribution of Ethiopian returnees and their working experiences. The
following questions are important in order to deal with ‘returnees as
agents of change’: Have returnees achieved their return intension? What
are the outcomes of their return? Theoretically, the thesis aims to address
the working experiences of returnees in relation to their contribution as
agents of change in their home country and examine their everyday
experiences and contribution in their work places at home country as well
as the factors that would either boost or thwart their contributions.
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Table 6: Types of employment in which returnees engaged
Dimensions
Local

International

Transnational
Others

Firms
 Government sectors


Private sectors



NGOs



Education



Turkish
government-owned
organizations(i.e., TİKA, Turkish airline,
Turkish embassy)



Turkish business companies




Own private companies
Marriage

Research participants of return migrants lived in Turkey for a period of
time ranging from 1 to 10 years. While living in Turkey, they engaged in
professional development, accumulation of social capital and experiences
that helped them, upon return, occupying high-ranking positions in private,
government and non-governmental organizations. Returnees of education
migration engaged both in professional and non-professional jobs, and
have higher status and rank compared to returnees of labor migration. For
education migration returnees, getting job in Ethiopia was easy as they
already accumulated cultural capital that scarcely existed in the country.
There existed scarcity of skilled human resources in public sectors in
Ethiopia, but returnees preferred to acquire positions in the Turkish
companies and organizations, though their jobs are not related with their
field of studies.
Participants believe that Turkish associations and individuals played great
roles in changing their views of the world. The result of such experiences
gave rise to the opening of private firms by graduates in their home
country. It is imperative to mention that some of my respondents owned
their own business firms such as hospitals, architectural and engineering
consultancies, manufacturing companies, import and export agencies, etc.
Turkish graduate returnees indicated that their academic and social
experiences in Turkey were in the context of molding their capacity and
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personality that made them not only competitors in the job market of their
country but also made them bridges between Turkey and Ethiopia.
The knowledge I took from architecture department of Ankara
University is still advanced. The teachers trained us how to be good
architects who think about and work to meet customers’ needs.
Similarly, the experience I accumulated from architectural consultancy
firm in Ankara where I worked for two and half years also impacted my
life. I have got a good deal of experiences from this company,
particularly practical knowledge. When I returned home, I had no
problem to work independently, open mindedly and confidently (Sabri,
13/07/2018)
The Turkish impact in my life is enormous. When I went to Turkey for
education, I was too young and returned home after eight years, I
passed the very important period of my life in Turkey. Frankly
speaking, I learnt a lot of lessons from Turkish people (Ali,
05/08/2017).
I lived in Turkey for seven years and got a lot of good things; Turkey
really widened my perspective how to deal with situations. It has
changed my thought for good. The Turkish culture that we
encountered, the quality of education and many other valuable
attributes that we got from Turkey really put us in a very unique
position in terms of assisting us to undertake our day to day
responsibilities wherever we do our jobs. I gained from Turkey not
only formal education but also a lot of lessons and experiences about
business and personal development. Turkish organizations or
associations and individuals played greater role for who I am now. My
Turkish experiences opened and determined my future (Akmel, 04/08/
2017).
Turkey opened our eyes and mind inherently changing our
understanding of the world. Returnees who took their education or
lived in Turkey for years have expanded their world views better than
those who have no foreign experiences. We have taken important
lessons from Turkey, particularly from its hard working and helping
people. In many ways, we wish Ethiopia to be like Turkey (Ali,
05/08/2017).

Some though they had chances to move to America and live there, they
did not want to do so. I asked Ali why he did not move to America while he
had the opportunity to do that.
I had many chances to move to Europe or America, but I didn’t want
to do that because I didn’t want to be a bad example to others.
Ethiopian students studying abroad should return home after the
completion of their education. I know some Ethiopians who were
studying in Turkey went to America and didn’t come back. While some
of them went there after graduation, others did before the completion
of their education. These Ethiopians cannot be good examples to the
young people. By returning home and serving their society here at
home, they should have become examples to their followers. I went to
America and visited my relatives while studying in Turkey. I have still
the opportunity to move and live there. I never had any intension to
live there (Ali, 05/08/ 2017).
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Returnees were mainly concentrated in Addis Ababa, engaged mostly in
private

businesses,

and

employed

in

Turkish

companies

and

organizations. Addis Ababa is the hub of hundreds of Turkish private
business companies as well as Turkish government and non-government
organizations such as Turkish Embassy, TİKA, Anadolu Agency, TRT and
Turkish airlines. Ethiopians who graduated in Turkey and returned home
were employed in these organizations. Because returnees working in
Turkish organizations and companies were performing well, they were
given a number of activities, including running different projects.
Moreover, their Turkish experiences uplifted them as they established
their own transnational firms such as design consultancy, travel agency,
dentistry, hospitals, and brokerage agency.
I asked informants what contributions they made or are making to their
country in their day to day activities. Some of them didn’t expect that I
would ask them this question, and hesitated to respond as they felt that
they did not contribute that much and felt that they have no stories of
significant contributions, but I pushed them to say something. Akmel who
was working as a medical doctor and managing director of his own
hospital in Addis stated that the knowledge and skills he got from Turkish
university and the experiences he accumulated outside of the university
contributed a lot in molding his world views and day-to-day activities. He
was born from a poor family that had eight children. His father used to
work as a waiter and was unable to afford basic necessities. Upon the
completion of his high school education, he got IDB scholarships to
pursue his medicine study at Istanbul University, Cerrah Paşa Faculty of
medicine and graduated in 2008. Upon his graduation, he returned home
and was employed in Black Lion Hospital where he worked for a year and
then established his own clinic which was later developed in to a general
hospital. Other than his education in medicine, his experience from Turkey
has a lot of influence in his thoughts and views about the world. “My
experiences in Turkey have changed my views about business.” Akmel
serves as a medical director in his private hospital and has 85 workers
including specialists, general doctors, nurses, pharmacists, laboratory
technicians and sanitary workers. He suggests that
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As there is no other hospital between Butajira and Addis Ababa, large
numbers of people come to my hospital for medication. And also as
the hospital is equipped with modern medication materials and
specialists, many people choose my hospital.

Ali, another returnee, who first moved to Turkey in 2003, studied
pharmacy at Istanbul University and upon graduation he worked in a
Turkish factory in Istanbul for two years until he returned home in 2012.
Upon his return, he started working in a Turkish chemical industry where
he served in high ranking position as Deputy Manager. He had been a
founding member of Ethiopian Students’ Association in Turkey and served
as the President of Turkish Graduates’ Development and Cooperation
Association in Ethiopia, and was a member of Board of Directors of
Ethiopian Football Federation. In the sport federation, he served as
director of health committee and director of sport security. He had good
relationship with TIKA, Turkish Embassy and Turkish NGOs located in
Ethiopia. As the president of the Turkish graduate association, he was
working to address the problems of education and water supply among
the poor in Ethiopia. His association was actively engaged in providing
medication services to mothers and children, and offering food supply to
the needy people at times of emergency. He explained:
As association, we are working in all regional states and two city
administrations of Ethiopia. We have a number of projects that deal
with education, health, water, emergency humanitarian services.

Ahmed, a graduate in business management from Anadolu University,
returned home and joined his previous employer, a local NGO. As a result
of his potential, capability and commitment, he was promoted to director of
the NGO. His NGO’s activities are concentrated on Somalia region,
especially helping the pastoralist society. His NGO also works, in
collaboration with Turkish and non-Turkish organizations, in order to reach
people who are destitute and are in need of help. He believes that he has
taken important lessons from the Turkish people while studying in Turkey.
Ahmed uttered:
I know how the Turkish people are helpful and committed to serve
others. While I was studying in Turkey, I accompanied Turkish people
who came to Ethiopia (Somali) to help people during ‘Eid al-Adha
(feast of sacrifice). Still we work with the Turkish people in this regard.

Sabri and Salahadin, now owners of architectural consultancy firms in
Addis, had been working in their profession concurrent with their
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education while studying in Turkey; Sabri worked in architectural
consultancy firm in Ankara. He got this job through a network of a friend
who was working in a similar architectural consultancy firm in Istanbul. He
worked in this firm for two and half years. After return, he sought to work
as a freelancer but many architectural consultancies asked him to work
with them based on monthly salary, but he declined to accept the offer.
Financially, assisted by his brother, Sabri opened his own consultancy
office and engaged in a number of projects. He explained:
Here, in Addis, there are various Turkish companies and
organizations we are working with. Since we speak the same
language, it has become too easy for us to understand each other.
And also, when new Turkish companies come to Ethiopia, they
consult us. We are working a number of projects for Ethiopian and
Turkish customers.

In 2015, Salahadin received an award from President Erdoğan for his
educational achievement on the graduation ceremony of international
students organized by YTB. Like Sabri, concurrent with his education,
Salahadin was informally employed in a design company in Turkey where
he worked for two years. Upon return, he opened own firm and engaged in
architectural design works. He said:
TIKA and different Turkish companies asked me to work with them, but
I didn’t accept their offer. I started my career as a freelancer, and
within months I, together with a friend of mine, set up an interior
design company in Addis. Ethiopia, as a country of large population
and a booming economy, has a high demand of professionals and
skilled man power in the construction sectors. I wanted to contribute
my part in this regard. Now, my company is working a number of
projects for Turkish and Ethiopian organizations.

Upon return, many of the Turkish graduates employed in Turkish
companies in Ethiopia, but many of them were engaged in jobs unrelated
to their training and profession and they were happy with the salary they
received. While some left the Turkish companies after working for some
years, others continued. The salary in the Turkish companies and
organizations were promising for it was more than two or three folds of the
monthly income of many local Ethiopian employees working in
government sectors. Accordingly, returnees’ contribution in governmental
sectors was very uncommon as a majority of them were employed either
in Turkish companies/organizations or set up their own businesses.
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Because of the fact that my friends with the level of my education are
paid three times less than what I get, I did not and will not apply to
work in governmental sectors (Habtamu,15/07/2017).

As some respondents quitted their jobs in the government sectors and got
employed in Turkish associations and companies, I asked them why they
engaged in jobs not related to their professions. They explained that as a
result of imbalance between the cost of living and monthly salary in
government sectors, they were forced to look for other jobs, mainly in
private companies. Bilal explained why he chose to work in a Turkish
company, just quitting his previous job in his profession.
The cost of living in Ethiopia obliges you to find a better paying job.
Immediately after return, I started working at a federal government
sector in Addis Ababa, but I couldn’t endure monthly expenses with
the salary I used to receive. Accordingly, I looked for a better paying
job which I eventually got in a Turkish company. But, the work is not
directly related to my profession.

Returnees, however, were criticized for being money seekers rather than
serving their people in their profession as they engaged in works
unrelated to their professions (such as translation in the Turkish
companies) just for a better salary which leads us to question the
significance of their costly education. Although graduates believe that
working in the Turkish organizations is by far better in terms of payment,
the anticipation of the Turkish government seems to have been different.
Discussion with a Turkish diplomat and a TİKA officer in Ethiopia reveals
that the Turkish government’s expectation was that graduates after
returning home would take prominent position in the government
structures (bureaucracy) so that they would play prominent roles in the
relationships between the two countries. In fact, there have been big
differences of salaries between government and non-government
organizations. Turkish companies and organizations payed better salaries
to their employees compared with what the Ethiopian government sectors
did.
Returnees’ salary expectation is high. Many of them didn’t engage in
jobs related to their profession. They work in Turkish companies as
translators or else…they only think about the money they possibly
earn. Most of them want to earn 1000 USD or above as a monthly
salary. It would be better if they engaged in works associated to their
qualifications as they are potentially capable of helping their country in
their fields of training (TİKA officer in Ethiopia, 17/07/2016)
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Our assessment indicates that many Turkish graduates in Addis
Ababa are not working in their profession. It is a loss for the country
that expected them to serve in the fields of their professions. They
preferred money to their profession. Earning a good amount of salary
and doing business is ok, but engaging in one’s profession is the best
thing given the amount of money and time spent in the process of their
education. When they engage in their professions returnees can
strengthen the relationships between Ethiopia and Turkey (Turkish
Embassy officer in Ethiopia, 17/07/2016).

Unlike the local Ethiopian employees who worked in various Turkish
organizations and companies located in Ethiopia, returnees stated that
they played significant roles in bridging the two countries. Their Turkish
language skills, education and experience allowed them to secure better
positions in the Turkish organizations in Ethiopia and to act as skillful
collaborators between the two countries.
I believe returnees play significant roles to their country, particularly
through the transnational social links they establish and maintain as
well as the skills and knowledge they bring to their home. These days
Ethiopians going to Turkey for education have increased and many of
them returned home. I found they were dedicated and devoted to their
job. They are also more creative than local workers (Akmel,
04/08/2017).

As stated in a number of places in the previous chapters and sections,
there were hundreds of Turkish companies investing in Ethiopia and
sought potential employees with better skills of Turkish and local
languages. In this regard, Ethiopian Turkish graduates who returned home
fit these positions. My research participants, including the president of the
Turkish graduates’ association stated that returnees filled many positions
in the Turkish companies. He asserted that behind the success of Turkish
companies there existed the roles of returnee employees.
If you ask me the reason for the success story of Turkish companies
in Ethiopia, then I will tell you it is because of Ethiopian Turkish
graduates working with them. Returnees are eyes and legs, and are
also the reason for the success story of many Turkish companies.
Turkish companies ask us to find Turkish graduates who are
interested to work with them (Ali, 05/08/2017).

He himself, working as a vice manager of a Turkish chemical industry, Ali
played a significant role in the day to day activities and performance of the
company. The participants indicated that their ability of speaking and
writing in Turkish was a major plus for it made them top competitors in the
Turkish companies and organizations. They wrote reports in Turkish,
organized meetings, made translations (most often from Turkish to local
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language or vice versa), augmented relationships and cultural awareness
between the local and Turkish communities. Speaking Turkish gave
returnees the power to communicate with different cultures (Turkish and
Ethiopian) and enabled them to build trust that breaks down cultural
barriers.
Because we graduated from Turkey and speak Turkish language, we
are paid better salary than those who don’t speak the language.
Those who were working in the government sectors abandoned their
job and came to be employed in Turkish companies or organizations
(Alebachew, 29/06/2017).
Since I took education in turkey and speak Turkish language, Turks
trust me very well. When I tell them that I took education in Turkey,
they do everything for me (Endris, 25/07/2017).

Temam engaged in an import business in the last three years. He believes
speaking Turkish language and building trust are important to do business
with Turkish business men. Temam elucidated:
Added to my Turkish language skill, I am open-minded, flexible and
confident about my work. Trust is decisive for business; I have built it
with the Turkish people both here and in Turkey. Turkish companies
send me products before transferring money to their accounts.

Seman and Aschalew, Turkish graduates working for Turkish companies
in Addis Ababa, believed that they performed better than local employees.
In this company, I have a strong team spirit and have worked together
with many peoples, including Turkish and Ethiopians. The fact that I
speak and write in Turkish certainly gave me advantages. For
example, I usually accompany Turkish officials when they go to meet
Ethiopian officials in different ministries and authorities. I also made
work trips to Turkey where I interacted with different people and met
friends. My cross cultural competence and ability to speak Turkish
language helped me doing tasks better than others (Seman,
29/06/2017).
I started my study at Police Academy in Turkey, but graduated from
Yıldrım Beyazit University, Ankara in 2014. The Turkish business
companies in Addis preferred us to other Ethiopian graduates
because they simply know that we perform well (Aschalew,
07/08/2017).

Another informant, Alebachew, worked in different Turkish companies
before he got employed in UNHCR. He explained:
I started working in a Turkish humanitarian organization as a
manager, and was responsible for the overall activities of the
organization. Since this work was not related to my profession, I
applied to another Turkish company, which was a real estate firm
where I worked as a lawyer up until I was finally employed by UNHCR.
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The main reason for returnees to engage in jobs that are not related to
their fields of education wasn’t because of lack of job opportunities in their
profession in the government sectors, rather it was because of the fact
that government sectors didn’t pay them the same amount of salary that
Turkish companies and organizations did. But, some feel that their Turkish
employers disregard them.
You know Turkish companies here always calculate how to make
profits. They want us to serve them as bridges connecting them with
the Ethiopian government officials. Beyond this, they also want us to
do something that is silly and garbage, I mean they want us to bring
them beautiful Ethiopian girls. Although we endeavor our best with our
work, the Turkish employers do not respect us. They know everything
about Ethiopia, our ethnic-based politics, the positive effect of bribing
Ethiopian officials for their business. They tell us they are paying us
the best salary in Ethiopia, which always irritates me. We Ethiopians
believe in dignity and I feel something bad when they try to disregard
me (Alebel, 16/07/2017).

Ethiopian migrants in Turkey returned home being changed in many ways.
During the period of their stay in Turkey, they changed themselves by
accumulating skills, knowledge and values as well as creating and
maintaining sense of belonging and identities. Return migration is not just
a physical movement but it is also about the movements of sociocultural,
economic and political practices crossing borders. Given the cultural,
social and economic capitals they accumulated from Turkey, Ethiopian
return migrants have had their own contribution in the social and
economic conditions of their home country. As education migrants
returned home with the necessary skills and sociocultural capitals that
they accumulated from Turkey, their return has significant contribution to
their country in general and their people in particular. Given the scarcity of
skilled and trained human resources, they had no problem of getting jobs;
they were employed in government, non-government and private sectors,
and contributed to Ethiopia’s sociocultural and economic globalization.
Ethiopian returnees brought with them social, cultural and economic
capitals that they accumulated during the period of their stay in Turkey,
and hence acted as agents of change in their homeland. And these
capitals have an impact not just on the lives of the returnees but also on
the lives of a large group of people. In fact, not all returnees have similar
success stories as their work engagement and experiences differ from
individual to individual returnees. Although unskilled returnees who had
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been involved in domestic work and had no opportunity to acquire formal
education or training during their stay in Turkey, their lived experiences in
the country have had paramount significance in their current life conditions
at home.
It is important to take into account the fact that these returnees are
contributing in the sociocultural and economic landscapes of their home
country. For instance, they played roles in bridging Ethiopian and Turkish
communities; showed up better intercultural competence compared to
local employees; have better understandings of the two cultures
(Ethiopian and Turkish) and; were equipped with global views and Turkish
experiences. As suggested by the president of the Turkish graduates’
association in Ethiopia, the success stories of many Turkish companies
are the results of the indispensable roles that graduate returnees played.
They offered many benefits both to their country and Turkey moving
between

their

country

and

Turkey,

strengthening

Ethiopia’s

connectedness with Turkey and beyond. Using their cross-cultural and
language skills, they acted as bridging agents between the two countries,
which, in turn, benefited not only individuals engaged in transnational
relations but also the society at large. They repeatedly narrated that they
became well aware of the fact that they went through changes while living
in Turkey, and this was acknowledged just after return. In general,
returnees explained that they adopted from Turkey such attributes as
devotion, commitment, determination, enthusiasm, loyalty and punctuality,
but they asserted that it is difficult to find the homeland people exercising
those attributes with the level of their expectations. Some returnees have
owned companies and hired local employees who were reported to have
lacked those attributes. Studies suggest that return migrants’ crosscultural

competence,

intercultural

communication

skills,

ability

of

international language, flexibility and confidence of work make them
apposite to the interest of many employers (David et al., 2006; Di Pietro,
2013).
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION
This research illustrates transnational social fields of Ethiopian migrants,
including education and labor migrants living in Turkey and those who
returned home after staying in Turkey for some years. Theoretically, I
used transnational social fields as analytical tool to examine Ethiopian
migrants’ transnational practices, lived-experiences and their agency while
living in Turkey and after return. The study has been guided by three basic
research questions. The questions concentrated on 1) motivations,
decisions and values buttressing migration; 2) adaptation to the host
country as well as creation and maintenance of transnational practices
between Turkey and home country; and 3) returnees’ transitional practices
while adjusting themselves to homeland society, and their role as agents
of social change in their homeland.
It has been decades since the conception of migration, as exclusively
attached either to sending or receiving societies, was abandoned by many
scholars of the field. In this period of globalization, migration has been
thought differently as people across spaces are interconnected through
transnational social networks and practices, and this made an apt
description that migration is not a single event for it rather is a process by
which people, values, finance, materials, etc. flow across borders. The
forces of globalization and transnationalism have paramount impact in
connecting people of various countries and regions beyond the control of
nation states. In connection with this, it is imperative to consider and
reconsider power as it is implicated in all social relations (Foucault, 1977).
Transnational social fields approach is used as a lens through which we
better understand power

relations and identity

construction

and

reconstruction. Ethiopian migrants’ lived experiences in Turkey entail us
many different kinds of power from local, national and international social
fields for they established and maintained several overlapping social
fields, both physical and social, and moved between these social fields
having their own transnational experiences. Crossing borders in
thousands of miles, Ethipians’ social field is constructed and reconstructed
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through sustained interactions and transnational practices between
Turkey and Ethiopia.
This thesis reveals a crucial component of transnationalism with which
Ethiopian migrants often endured their practices and conducted activities
that connected them with their homeland, and explores the ways in which
they negotiated with the host society. The social fields in which Ethiopians
engaged in transnational practices, the fields that they constructed,
reconstructed, and maintained between host and home countries are
diverse and lopsided in many ways as they did not have the same
capacity, skills, opportunity, and legality to play, and also it illustrates
differences of migration experiences not only among migrants living in
Turkey, but also those who returned home, Ethiopia. The research
generally shows that Ethiopians moved to Turkey with varying motivations
and aims, and illustrates the fact that they returned home with varying
experiences and capital.
Since recently, Turkey entered into a new chapter of politics through its
ambition to become political and economic power not only in the Middle
East region but also in Africa. Turkey, as an emerging economy with the
current government, did not want to confine itself within its geographical
boundary, it rather sought to go beyond that by extending its social,
cultural, economic and political influence into other geographical regions
and countries. One important tool towards implementing these intentions
was by producing pro-Turkish individuals or groups who would play
prominent roles in the ties between Turkey and their respective home
countries. Scholarship is the best way to that end. Turkey had and has
been a country of immigration receiving millions of migrants who were
forced to leave their homelands due to political, security and economic
problems in their homelands. And it will continue receiving migrants
ensuring its position as a country of immigration. In this regard, the
Turkish government took different measures to internationalize the
country, including easing of visa application for international students,
labor migrants and business persons. However, the government also
wants to make sure that these migrants are not permanently settled in the
country by rebuffing access to citizenship status, an important dimension
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for developing a sense of identity and belonging to the host society. As
Turkey has tough citizenship laws for migrants, citizenship policies remain
a major area of weakness in the country. And this highly discourage
migrants to seek permanent settlement in Turkey as many of them plan
either to move further to European countries or return home after some
years of stay.
Political unsteadiness, economic problem, lack of better paying job
opportunity at homeland, as well as the force of globalization and
internationalization of education are reshaping migration trends in
Ethiopia. While economic reasons will remain an important driver of
migration in Ethiopia, other factors such as internationalization of
education, social networks, the forces of globalization will play an
increasingly significant role as well. Ethiopia’s rapid population growth and
the depth of its poverty are putting an increasing pressure forcing people
to leave their homeland. Ethiopian migration to Turkey is a recent
phenomenon which is noticed over the last four or three decades due to
intertwined factors such as globalization, poverty, social network,
motivation to find better paying jobs, internationalization of education,
business opportunity and internal developments in Turkey. As Ethiopians,
both labor and education migrants, started exploring opportunities in
different overseas countries, they found Turkey as one of their potential
destinations. Participants of this research indicated that they had more
than one motives while moving to Turkey. For many of them, education
and employment were the principal reasons of their migration, but they
also wanted to carryout transnational practices, including business
activities as Turkey-made products are very popular in Ethiopia.
Ethiopian migration (particularly labor migration) to Turkey too+k place
through kinship and social networks, and hence concentrated at specific
places as well as in some members or affiliated members of social
networks. Social networks importantly contributed in the migration of
Ethiopian students and laborers who relied on earlier migrants (friends,
families and relatives) and its impact is undoubtedly great in facilitating
multi-stranded social relationships both in Turkey and at home, which in
turn, affected migrants’ adaptation to the Turkish society, allowing them to
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develop positive attitude towards the host country and its government.
The impact of social networks was very important not only in motivating
Ethiopians to move to Turkey but also allowing them to engage in a
number of activities that connected them with homeland.
Ethiopians make up only a drop in the ocean of multicultural groups in
Turkey and can be categorized as temporary migrants. Although many
Ethiopian labor migrants are considered transit migrants who seek to
move further to European countries, many of the participants interviewed
for this research have future intension to return home. Most of them earn
a living as domestic workers, night-club players, salespersons, massage
therapists, and construction & company workers. In contrast to other
categories of Ethiopian migrants in Turkey, Ethiopian education migrants
are located in various Turkish universities across major cities and are
relatively visible in the Turkish sociocultural landscape. As Ethiopia is an
important hub of Turkish business, many Turks have interest to establish
relations with Ethiopians who can, in turn, help them connect to Ethiopia.
Participants in this research are examples of Ethiopian migrants in Turkey,
not generalizations. It is undoubtedly not sound to believe that the
experiences of participants in this thesis would transfer to all Ethiopians
living in Turkey and returnees at home because it is wrong to conclude
that the experiences and negotiations of a migrant is the same for all
Ethiopian migrants. Accordingly, it should be noted that the experience of
an Ethiopian migrant does not represent the experiences of all Ethiopian
migrants in Turkey. Migrants’ narratives are born out of experiences.
Migrants’ lived experiences are dependent on personal activities,
institutional contexts as well as social networks and opportunities
accessible at local, national and international scales, and hence it does
not allow generalization.
The narratives indicated in this thesis are representatives of the livedexperiences of many Ethiopian migrants and elucidate their post migration
experiences in Turkey, as well as their transnational practices between
Turkey and Ethiopia. Ethiopians in Turkey have adapted to the Turkish
society while maintaining transnational sociocultural, economic, civic and
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communication practices that attached them to the homeland people, but
the intensity of their adaptation and transnational practices differs from
individual to individual and from group to group of migrants. Good
integration with the host society would mean better chance of conducting
transnational practices. This means Ethiopians’ participation in and
linkage to the sociocultural landscape of the Turkish society would give
them more chances of connection with people at homeland. Because
Ethiopian labor migrants’ adaptation to the Turkish society was limited, as
many of them were undocumented and their jobs were confined to home
(i.e., domestic workers), they lacked civic and social involvement outside
of their co-national groups. The social fields that I explicated in this thesis
indicate that the lived experiences and the transnational practices of
Ethiopian migrants in Turkey are embedded into power relations on local,
national and international scales.
Turkey gives a unique setting in the transnational sociocultural and
economic practices of Ethiopian migrants. The way in which the social
fields and their accompanying habitus are constructed and maintained by
Ethiopian migrants in Turkey depends on many factors, including Turkish
language proficiency, employment, and social activities or engagement to
mention few. I have well explicated with empirical evidences how learning
and speaking Turkish language is the most important tool for migrants to
adapt to the Turkish society as it is also crucial to their academic success
& employment. TÖMER, monthly or weekly sohbetler (chat) programs,
trainings, Turkish language improvement sessions, and other social
programs facilitated by local organizations were of great significance for
Ethiopian students to easily learn Turkish language and integrate to the
Turkish society. These opportunities enabled them to engage as active
participants in Turkey, enhanced their social relation with the Turkish
people and proliferated the chance of getting to know Turkish culture well.
For this reason, among others, the social field of labor migrants is not as
strong as it is for education migrants. Being student is regarded as a good
way not only to improve Turkish language that allowed them to have
active participation, but also to engage in transnational practices resulting
in multidimensional embeddedness, and thus bridging the two countries.
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Ethiopian students who engaged in employment and business practices
are more transnational in their activities and behaviors. Unlike education
migrants, labor migrants, who moved to Turkey either for employment or
to use the country as a transit point, had limited spaces in transnational
sociocultural and civic engagements as well as limited freedom of physical
movements between Turkey and Ethiopia, though they actively engaged
in transnational practices through online and offline communication
channels as well as remittances of both kinds (material and financial). The
transnational economic practices in which Ethiopians engaged are
epitomized in the flows of trade items, gifts and remittances. Some of the
participants used return visits as a means to facilitate their permanent
return. As most of Ethiopians in Turkey were temporary migrants who
always were thinking of return, having no permanent settlement intension,
they had strong connection with the homeland people, and thus had return
plan from the outset, and this has also a lot to do with the belief that
Turkey is not a land of opportunity in contrast to countries in the western
world.
Turkey is a country hosting a predominantly Ethiopian Christian labor
migrants and Muslim students. Ethiopians in Turkey have possessed
diverse identities that differently described who they are, including being
African, Ethiopian, Muslim, Orthodox Christian, Protestant, Oromo etc.
and they appropriate these identities as situations and contexts allow
them. They also developed a more pervasive sense of identity as they
were adapted to the Turkish society by establishing friendships with the
local people, speaking Turkish language, marrying Turkish nationals,
watching Turkish televisions, movies & news, listening to Turkish music,
having Turkish foods, consuming Turkish products, participating in a
number of programs organized by Turkish or Ethiopian community or
organizations. As many Ethiopian Muslims developed intimacy to Turkey,
a predominantly Muslim country, Islam could be taken as a social field in
which transnational and everyday practices are conducted. And this has a
lot to do with the history of Islam and the image of Habeshistan in the
eyes of the Turkish society. Islam helped Ethiopian Muslims, particularly
students to build social fields by creating and maintaining multi-stranded
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social relationships that tie them with the Turkish society and homeland
people. The social field of Islam in relation to Ethiopian Muslim migrants in
Turkey is strongly associated with people and institutions closely attached
to the incumbent Turkish government.
Given good access to internet connection in Turkey, Ethiopian migrants
easily keep themselves updated with information about homeland: they
visit Ethiopian websites, read Ethiopian newspapers, listen to Ethiopian
radios and watch Ethiopian TVs & movies, and communicate through text
messages, audio and video calling. Online social networks and cheap
telephone calling helped Ethiopians connect themselves with family,
friends at homeland or elsewhere. Whenever they feel homesickness,
they pick their cell phones and call their family and friends. As far as the
civic participation of Ethiopian migrants in Turkey is concerned, there is
variation between education and labor migrants. While education migrants
actively participated in Turkish associations, trade unions, and run their
own associations, labor migrants have limited space to do that. Over the
last decade, Ethiopians engaged in transnational civic activities mainly
through

Turkey-based

Ethiopians’

associations/

organizations

that

included Association of Ethiopian Students in Turkey (AEST), Association
of Ethiopian Community, Habeshistan Development and Cooperation
Association (HAKID) and Horn of Africa Strategic Studies (HASS). Their
activities range from civic to socio-cultural. Such organizations contributed
in bringing together Ethiopians to help each other, play the role of
socialization and assist people at homeland at times of need.
The stories of return migrants elucidate their motives to migrate to Turkey,
their post migration experiences in Turkey, and post return conditions at
homeland. Ethiopians underwent cultural changes in their work habits
after coming to Turkey and their encounter with the Turkish society. The
research participants accentuated how they were influenced by the
Turkish work culture, dedication and commitment of Turkish people to
their work, discipline and respect to bosses. Many also emphasize that
they have taken important lessons from the Turkish people how to respect
and help others. Return migrants primarily moved to Turkey to pursue
higher education or to look for better paying jobs and their return was
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viewed as intended strategy following the completion of their education
and saving of some money, which means achieving the purpose of their
initial migration. From the beginning of their migration to Turkey, they had
no intension to settle or stay in Turkey permanently. They envisaged
returning home, had been enthusiastically and heartily attached to
Ethiopia, felt profound loyalty to their local people at homeland, and thus
moved back home as their return was expected and inevitable. None of
them reported experiences of xenophobia or racism except some minor
problems. Almost all respondents agreed that the Turkish people have a
culture of comfort to their foreign guests. Part of it stemmed from Islamic
or Muslim culture. Even non-Islamic practicing Turkish people, those who
openly declared atheist or socialist, maintained the culture of being kind or
caring to their foreign guests.
As returnees had already established intimate relationship with their local
people either by sending remittances or paying regular visits while living in
Turkey, they had no serious problem of readaptation upon return. When
return was decided based on the preparedness of the individual migrant
rather than on spontaneous decision, it was reported that the experience
of readaptation was smoother. Preparation while living in the host country
helped

returnees

avoided

or

curtailed

possible

troubles

during

readaptation time. Ethiopians who returned home for better socioeconomic prospects were prepared in advance by sustaining strong
transnational activities, including building houses, sending remittances,
making periodic visits and keeping close ties with homeland society. Upon
return, they maintained the relationships that they established during their
stay in Turkey, and through transnational business activities, belonging,
visits & participation, they connected their home country with Turkey.
This research found that there is strong connection between return
migration and transnationalism among Ethiopian returnees and has shown
that the transnational practices and relations as well as sense of
belonging created and maintained during the time of initial migration in the
host country continued after return. Although few returnees engaged in
transnational practices that included physical mobility, many of them
maintained belonging and relationships with Turkey in many ways of
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transnational practices. Education migration returnees, who combined
opportunities across spaces and maintained socioeconomic connection
with Turkey, engaged in transnational practices and embeddedness better
than labor migration returnees who have had limited space in doing so.
Returnees of education migration moved back and forth between Ethiopia
and Turkey as they have easier access to Turkish visa while labor
migration returnees have limited space and are unable to have equal
access to Turkish visa that, in turn, stalled their transnational
socioeconomic embeddedness. Return migration is not just moving home
and fitting into the old norms as returnees do not cease their sense of
belonging to and transnational relations with the host country, though the
return itself is thought to be for good.
Ethiopian migrants in Turkey returned home being changed in many ways.
During the period of their stay in Turkey, they changed themselves by
accumulating skills, knowledge and values as well as creating and
maintaining sense of belonging to and identities associated with the host
society. Return migration is not just a physical movement, but it is also
about the movements of social, cultural and economic practices crossing
borders. As education migrants returned home with the necessary skills
and sociocultural capitals that they accumulated from Turkey, their return
has significant contribution to their country in general and their people in
particular. It is an obvious fact that migrants after return no longer would
be able to remit but they usually move back home with the material and
financial resources they accumulated in the host society, which would be
invested at homeland. They contributed to Ethiopia’s sociocultural and
economic globalization; their Turkish experiences uplifted them as they
established their own transnational firms such as travel agency,
wholesales, shops, hospital, brokerage agency, architectural and
engineering consultancies, import and export agencies, etc. Unlike local
Ethiopian employees who worked in various Turkish organizations and
companies located in Ethiopia, returnees played significant roles in
bridging home and host country, showed up better intercultural
competence; have better understandings of the two cultures (Ethiopian
and Turkish) and; were equipped with global views and Turkish
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experiences. Their Turkish language skills, education and experience
allowed them to secure better positions in the Turkish organizations in
Ethiopia and act as skillful collaborators between the two countries.
The impact of returnees from Turkey may not be significant compared to
other returnees from the western world but their contribution as agents of
social changes in their hometown and beyond is very visible. Like other
graduate returnees, they brought with them social and cultural capital that
could be used in different forms; they displayed loyalty to their employers,
expressed keenness to maintain positive relationships between Turkish
and Ethiopian communities and treasured for their Turkish language
ability. Having intercultural competence and awareness, as well as using
their cross-cultural and language skills, returnees contributed in innovative
works, especially in technology and business activities and they acted as
bridging agents between the two countries. De Haas (2009) clearly
illuminates the fact that returnees act as agents of social change
depending on various conditions including capital accumulated in the host
country and the politico-economic situations of their homeland. De Haas’s
point is relevant in relation to this research as it has been empirically
supported, and hence, success stories are more appropriate than failure
ones.
Based on the points discussed above, this research asserts that
transnational social field is constructed, reconstructed and negotiated,
being always on the making.

8.1.

DIRECTION FOR FUTURE WORK

This study has theoretical, methodological and empirical contribution in
the study of transnational migration. There are a range of theoretical and
conceptual frameworks that have populated international migration
literatures. These conceptual frameworks, however, should be revised in
light of today’s real world. Old literatures do not fit today’s world, and the
new world needs new assumptions to address such realities as
internationalization of education, multi-stranded social network of
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relationships, globalization and unequal distribution of power across
spaces and between peoples. In this respect, transnational social field
approach is not only effective to examine those points outlined above but
also empower migrants through the network of relationships across
borders, and hence allow them to manipulate opportunities here and
there.
Ethiopian migrants in Turkey build different types of social fields as they
do not have the same experiences, capacity, skills, opportunities, and
legality to play. Rather than fully immersing in the culture of the host
society or just keeping homeland connection, Ethiopian migrants in Turkey
maintained two ways of connections: adaptation to and engagement in the
host society as well as transnational connection to homeland people. And
this can be explained in terms of host and homeland orientations.
Although the features addressed above help explain Ethiopian migrants’
creation and maintenance of social fields, their practices give us light on
how they are heterogeneous as they yield diverse lived experiences. This
research contributes to a new perspective in understanding transnational
social fields through looking at the Ethiopian migrants in Turkey and the
distinct features of education and labor migrants. In order to examine the
features of Ethiopian migrants in Turkey, I used two different groups
(education and labor migrants). As explicated in detail in chapter 5,
Ethiopian migrants in Turkey can be understood as different groups based
on their being of education migrants and labor migrants, as well as based
on their shared cultural traits particularly religious belief in order to
maintain their boundaries.
In the part of analysis, I tried to give balance between migrants’ adaptation
process and homeland attachment as well as between returnees’
readaptation process to homeland and transnational engagement to host
country. The thesis was aimed to be cross-sectional in nature as it was
conducted to explore the links between (re)adaptation and transnational
attachment to homeland & host country, and was aimed to show the two
ways of connection at a given point in time. As this research, however,
was conducted just to explore the existing transnational social fields of
Ethiopian migrants in Turkey, it is beyond the bounds of possibility to
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come to reach any conclusions with regard to change in the course of
time. In order to understand change in the course of time as well as the
dynamics of host-home orientations and sociocultural relationships, it is
important to conduct a longitudinal research over years by interviewing
migrants at various times. Methodologically, employing methodological
transnationalism and qualitative perspective, this study contributes a
relevant point in relation to understanding the lived experiences of
Ethiopian migrants both in the context of host and home countries. This
study is carried out exclusively based on qualitative approach; I thus
recommend that it will be important to study how Ethiopian migrants´
adaptation/ integration to host society and transnational homeland
engagement relate to each other in a quantitative manner. Sociologists fit
well to this recommendation.
Although their number is small, there are Ethiopian migrants who seem to
have permanently settled in Turkey having acquired Turkish citizenship as
the result of their marriage relationships to Turkish nationals, as well as
their professional engagements as athletes. In this study, I did not treat
about the association between citizenship and homeland engagement.
Does Turkish citizenship affect the transnational attachment of individual
migrants to their homeland? How do Ethiopians with Turkish citizenship
express their ways of being and belonging both to Turkey and Ethiopia?
These questions can be addressed in the future. Moreover, I recommend
future researches to deal more in-depth on transnational economic and
sociocultural practices. This research focused on host-home orientations
and simultaneous embeddedness of Ethiopian migrants in Turkey, but
transnational connection is not confined only between host and home
countries as it transcends beyond that. Thus, I also recommend future
research to engage in multi-sited transnational practices that connect
migrants with more than two countries, and thus explore their multiple
national belonging.
As a final remark, given Turkey’s ken foreign policy towards Ethiopia
through bilateral trade agreements and cooperation partnerships (having
hundreds of Turkish companies investing in Ethiopia with an estimated $ 3
billion and making Ethiopia the destination of almost half of Turkish foreign
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investment

in

Sub-Saharan

Africa),

Ethiopians,

particularly those

educated in Turkey could serve as bridges between Turkey and Ethiopia
due mainly to their cross-cultural skills. In this regard, Ethiopia and Turkey
need to recognize the capacity and ability of these actors as agents of
social change. Both countries would benefit in terms of economy and
sociocultural relationships by increasing capabilities of these actors for
better contribution. However, it should be noted that I am not dictating any
groups towards those transnational practices as it should be left to the
choices of the individual agencies.
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APPENDIX 2. INTERVİEW QUESTİONS

Ethiopians in Turkey


What were your reasons and motivations for leaving Ethiopia and
choosing Turkey as a country of destination? Is there anyone who
influenced your decision to migrate to Turkey? Was there any
friend of you living in Turkey before your migration? Did they
encourage you to migrate?



Why did you prefer to migrate to Turkey as international student?
What were your motivations and reasons to study in Turkey?



Who did arrange your migration? Parents or relatives or friends or
smugglers or yourself? What was the kind of visa you used to go to
Turkey? How much did you pay to go to Turkey? Who did pay your
travel cost? Did you have anyone to help you when you arrived in
Turkey? Who was your financial source? Where did you stay until
you get employed?



What job do you do in Turkey for a living? How was it arranged for
you? Is that formal or informal?



Did you engage in any work/job activities or entrepreneurship in
Turkey concurrent with your education? Was the job legal or
illegal? What and how did you benefit out of it?



Do you see Turkey as a temporary or permanent place of
residence? Do you consider yourself a transit migrant?



What do you feel about your work? I.e., payment, work burden and
working hours, harassment, weekly/monthly rest period. How does
your employer see and treat you?



What problems did you face in Turkey? How did you cope with
them?



How did social networks with co-nationals or co-ethnics or other
groups of people help you cope with problems or perform
transnational activities? How did social networks affect your life
both in Turkey and homeland?



Who was the source of your emotional, social and financial support
in Turkey? Family or Friends or Organizations?
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Do you feel you are integrated with the Turkish society? How?



Does your religion affect your relationship with your co-nationals of
different religion and the Turkish society?



What is the effect/impact of speaking or not speaking Turkish
language to live in Turkey?



How do you endure homeland ties and attachment through
transnational

economic,

sociocultural,

political,

religious,

communication engagements and visits? Have you ever gone back
home for return visit? Do you send remittances? Who does receive
the money? What do they do with the money?


What social activities do you perform with your Ethiopian fellows,
Turkish community or neighbors?



How do you support or contribute to your hometown/Ethiopian
associations in Turkey?



Do you have any nostalgia about your country, community?



Do you intend to live in Turkey temporarily or permanently? Do you
have return intention?



How do you reflect sense of belonging and connectedness both to
Ethiopia and Turkey?



What are your future plans?

Returnes in Ethiopia


Why did you return home? Did you achieve your initial migration
aims while living in Turkey? Was your return spontaneous or
carefully planned? What job did you do for a living? What did you
expect after return? Are you living to the expectations you set?



What were the challenges you faced, the coping strategies you
used and patterns of reintegration at home country?(economic,
social, cultural, political)



How do you describe your professional and financial status after
return? What roles do you paly in your society? What kinds of local
events you are engaging in? Are you member of or affiliated to any
Ethiopian or Turkish organizations or associations situated in
Ethiopia and Turkey? How does the local society see those
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persons who returned from overseas? Do you think you are
respected by the homeland society?


How do you describe your relationships, while you were in Turkey,
with local institutions in Turkey and the Turkish society as well as
relationships with local institutions and the society in Ethiopia?



How did the social, cultural and financial capital accumulated in
Turkey affect your life at home country? Do you think your Turkish
experiences changed your world views? In which ways?



How do you describe your nostalgia about Turkey?



What

transnational

activities

did

you

engage

in?,

i.e.,

communications as well as sociocultural, economic, religious ties
with people in Turkey


How do transnational links enable you to maintain relationships
with Turkish society at homeland and in Turkey? Describe social
networks in Turkey, homeland and other places.



What roles does the Turkish language play in your daily activities at
home and in Turkey?



How do home and host country experiences relate to each other in
a dynamic way?
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APPENDIX 3.THE AMHARIC VERSION OF THE INTERVIEW
QUESTIONS

መጠይቅ
ቱርክ ለሚኖሩ ኢትዮጵያኞች






















አገርህን/ሽን ለቀህለ/ሽ ወደ ቱርክ ለመሄድ ምን አነሳሳህ/ሽ? ቱርክን ለምን
መረጥክ/ሽ?
ወደ ቱርክ ለመሄድ ያመቻቸልህ/ሽ ሰው ወይም ተቁአም ነበር?
ቱርክ በምን ሥራ ላይ ነው የተሰማራሐው/ሽው? የተሰማራህበት/ሺበት ስራ
ሕጋዊ ነው ወይስ ሕጋዊ ያልሆነ? ሕጋዊ ካልሆነ ከአሰሪ፣ፖሊስና ከሌሎች ሕጋዊ
ተቁአማት በኩል የገጠመህሽ ችግር አለ?
የደሞዝ ክፍያ፣የስራ ጫና፣የስራ ሰዓት፣ሳምንታዊ/ወራዊ እረፍት፣በሥራ ላይ
በደልና የመሳሰሉትን አስመልክቶ ስለስራህ/ሽና አሰሪዎችህ/ሽ ምን ትላለህ/ሽ?
(ለሠራተኞች)
ከትምህርትህ/ሽ ጎን ለጎን የተሰማራህበት/ሽበት ሥራ አለ? ለተማሪዎች
በቱርክ አገር ያጋጠሙህ/ሽ ተግዳሮቶች ምን ምን ናቸው? እንዴትስና በምን
መልኩ ተግዳሮቶቹን ለመቅረፍ ሞከርክሽ?
በችግርህሽ ጊዜ ከጎንህሽ በመሆን የሚረዳህሽ ማነው?
ከአገርህሽ ልጆች ጋር የነበረህ/ሽ ትስስር ችግሮችን ለመቅረፍ ምን ያክል
አስችሎሃል/ሻል? ማህበራዊ ትስስር በህይዎትህ/ሽ የፈጠረው ተፅኖ ምን ይሆን?
ከቱርክ ህዝብና አኗኗር ጋር ተዋህጃለሁ ብለህ/ሽ ታስባለህ/ሽ? በምን መልኩ?
እምነትህ/ሽ ኢትዮጵያውነትህ/ሽና አፍሪካውነትህ/ሽ በቱርክ ምን እንድምታ
አለው?
በቱርክ አገር የቱርክ ቁአንቁአ መናገር ወይም አለመናገር ያለው ፋይዳና ተግዳሮት
ምንድነው?
አገር ቤት ካሉ ቤተሰብ ዘመዶች ጉአደኞችና ማህበረሰብ ጋር ያለህ/ሽ ማህበራዊ
ትስስርና ግንኙነት ምን ይመስላል? ትስስሩ በምን ይገለፃል?
ቱርክ አገር ከሚኖሩ ኢትዮጵያኞችና ቱርኮች ጋር ያለህ/ሽ ማህበራዊ ግኑኝነት ምን
ይመስላል?
ቱርክ ካሉ የኢትዮጵያ ወይም የሌላ በተለይም የቱርክ ማህበረሰብ ማህበራት ጋር
ያለህ/ሽ ግኑኝነት ምን ይመስላል? እነዚህ ማህበራት ላንተ/ችም ይሁን ለሌሎች
ያበረከቱት አስተዋፅኦ ምንድነው? ያንተ/ቺ ሚና ምን ይመስላል?
ለቱርክና ለአገርህ/ሽ አጋርነትህን/ሽን በምን መልኩ ነው የምትገልፀው/ጪው
አገርህን/ሽን
ቤተሰቦችህን/ሽንና
ማህበረሰብህን/ሽን
ምን
ያክል
ትናፍቃለህ/ቂያለሽ?
ቱርክ አገር የመኖር ነው ወይስ ወደ አገር የመመለስ እቅድ ያለህ/ሽ? ቱርክን አንደ
ቁአሚ ወይስ እንደግዘአዊ መዳረሻ ነው የምታያት? ለምን?
የወደፊት እቅድህ/ሽ ምንድነው?
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ተመላሾች
 ከቱርክ ወደ ኢትዮጵያ ለምን ተመልስክ/ሽ? ቱርክ የመቆየት ፍላጎት
አልነበረህም/ሽም?
 ቱርክ በቆየህበት/ሺበት ወቅት ከቱርክ ህዝብና ማህበራት እንዲሁም ቱርክ ይኖሩ
ከነበሩ ኢትዮጵያኞች ጋር የነበረህ/ሽ ግንኙነት ምን ይመስል ነበር?
 በቱርክ ቆይታህ/ሽ የገጠሙህ/ሽ ተግዳሮቶች ምን ምን ነበሩ? ተግዳሮቶቹን
በምን መልኩ ፈታሃቸው/ሻቸው?
 ከተመለስክ/ሽ በሁአላ ከማህበረሰብህ/ሽ ጋር በቀላሉ ለመዋሃድ ተቸግረህ/ሽ
ነበር? ከነበረ ችግሮቹ ምን ምን ነበሩ? እንዴትስ ችግሮቹን ለመፍታት
ሞከርክ/ሽ?
 በቱርክ ቆይታህ/ሽ ያገኘሐው/ሽው ልምድ ማህበራዊ ትስስር ሀብትና እውቀት
ከተመለስክ/ሽ በሁአላ የነበራቸው አስተዋፅኦ ምንድነው?
 ከተመለስክ/ሽ በሁአላ በምን ሥራ ላይ ነው የተሰማራሐው/ሽው? በሙያህ ነው
ተሰማርተህ የምትሰራው/ሪው?
 ኢትዮጵያ ከሚኖሩ የቱርክ ማህበረሰብ ጋር ያለህ/ሽ ግኑኝነት ምን ይመስላል?
 የፋይናንስ አቅምህ/ሽ ምን ይመስላል?
 እያበረክትክ/ሽ ያለው አስተዋፅኦ ምን ይመስላል? በአገርህ እራስህን/ሽን
እንደለዉጥ አጋር ታያለህ/ሽ?
 ቱርክን ታስባታለህ/ሽ? ትናፍቃለህ/ሽ? ስለ ቱርክ ምን ታስባለህ/ሽ? ህዝቦቹአንስ
እንዴት ትገልፃቸዋለህ/ሽ?
 ቱርክ ከሚኖሩ ኢትዮጵያኞች ፣ቱርኮች ወይም የሌላ አገር ተወላጆች ጋር ያለህ/ሽ
ግኑኝነትና ትስስር ምን ይመስላል? ግንኙነቱና ትስስሩ በምን መልኩ ይገለፃል?
በኢኮኖሚ ማህበራዊና ባህላዊ
 ቱርክ በነብረህ/ሽ ቆይታና ከተመለስክ/ሽ በሁአላ የቱርከኛ ቁአንቁአ በሂዎትህ/ሽ
የነበረውና አሁን ያለው ሚና ምን ይመስላል?
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APPENDIX 4 DATA PROVIDED BY THE GENERAL DIRECTORATE OF
IMMIGRATION, TURKEY
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APPENDIX 5. NUMBER OF ETHIOPIAN STUDENTS IN TURKEY
(1983/84- 2016/17)
Year
Male
Female
1983-84
2
1984-85
2
1
1985-86
5
1
1986-87
6
1
1987-88
5
1
1988-89
8
1989-90
7
1990-91
7
1991-92
4
1992-93
3
1993-94
4
1994-95
8
1
1995-96
9
2
1996-97
9
2
1997-98
6
2
1998-99
6
2
1999-2000
7
2
2000-2001
12
3
2001-2002
13
2
2002-2003
17
1
2003-2004
22
1
2004-2005
27
1
2005-2006
25
2006-2007
34
1
2007-2008
35
1
2008-2009
35
4
2009-2010
30
4
2010-2011
34
4
2011-2012
43
6
2012-2013
77
10
2013-2014
147
37
2014-2015
249
79
2015-2016
331
101
2016-2017
376
101
Source: Compiled from Turkey’s Ministry of Education and
Education report on the number of international students
nationality https://istatistik.yok.gov.tr/

Total
2
3
6
7
6
8
7
7
4
3
4
9
11
11
8
8
9
15
15
18
23
28
25
35
36
39
34
38
49
87
184
328
432
477
Council of Higher
according to their
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APPENDIX 6. LIST AND BACKGROUNDS OF THE RESEARCH
PARTICIPANTS

No.

Names of
respondents

Age

Sex

Marital
status

Place of
interview

Type of
migration

Interview
date

Single
Married

Years
of stay
in
Turkey
4
5

1
2

Kalid
Temam

23
36

M
M

Ankara
Ankara

Education
Education

05/06/2017
14/05/2017

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Munir
Muhdin
Ahmedin
Addisu
Musa
Muhaba
Salah
Sofi
Tefe
Zelalem
Kedir
Oumer
Meki
Natnael
Abdul Menan
Adugna
Selmawit
Muna
Adem
Talha
Alamin
Ousman
Sualih
Munira
Hikma
Haimanot
Zeytuna
Muktar
Murad
Oumer
Hassen
Yusuf
Hado
Meseret
Rahma
Zinet
Hanan
Sitina
Husna
Zeritu
Alem

29
35
34
34
37
44
27
36
26
23
38
33
26
34
30
27
35
29
32
25
29
32
35
35
28
22
25
32
33
33
31
35
29
25
26
27
28
29
26
25
37

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
M
M
M
M
F
M
M
M
F
F
M
M
M
M
M
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

Married
Married
Single
Married
Married
Married
Single
Married
Single
Single
Married
Married
Single
Single
Single
Single
Married
Single
Single
Single
Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Single
single
Married
Married
Married
Single
Married
Divorced
Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Marriage
Single

7
5
6
6
5
6
5
6
4
4
6
3
4
5
11
4
5
5
11
4
9
13
6
6
5
3
6
11
5
5
12
6
5
2
3
2
4
4
5
5
13

Istanbul
Ankara
Ankara
Ankara
Ankara
Ankara
Istanbul
Ankara
Ankara
Ankara
Ankara
Ankara
Ankara
Ankara
Ankara
Istanbul
Ankara
Istanbul
Ankara
Ankara
Ankara
Istanbul
Ankara
Ankara
Ankara
Ankara
Istanbul
Istanbul
Ankara
Ankara
Ankara
Istanbul
Ankara
Ankara
Ankara
Ankara
Ankara
Ankara
Ankara
Istanbul
Istanbul

Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Edu/work
Education
Skilled
Skilled
Education
Marriage
Marriage
Education
Education
Skilled
Education
Edu./work
Skilled
Education
Edu./work
Marriage
Marriage
Marriage
Marriage
Marriage
Marriage
Marriage
Labor

08/10/2017
11/11/2016
08/06/2017
06/06/2017
05/04/2017
10/11/2016
14/05/2017
06/10/2017
27/04/2017
09/04/2017
27/04/2017
08/04/2017
21/03/2016
05/03/2016
04/04/2017
10/12/2017
13/04/2017
16/05/2017
16/05/2017
17/04/2017
01/06/2017
14/05/2017
02/06/2017
02/05/2017
11/06/2017
16/10/2017
02/05/2017
01/06/2017
17/06/2017
23/07/2018
08/04/2017
13/05/2017
13/03/2018
13/06/2017
02/10/2017
15/04/2017
15/04/2017
27/05/2017
11/06/2017
12/06/2017
07/10/2017
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44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98

Meskerem
Aster
Selam
Helena
Imu
Solomon
Samrawit
Tigist
Habiba
Siti
Hiwot
Hana
Nejat
Helina
Sofyan
Beti
Mahlet
Bisrat
Ahlam
Yemserach
Mekurya
Mustefa
Bereket
Admasu
Almaz
Beza
Ayal
Chaltu
Ageritu
Agere
Kerim
Shemsiya
Feleku
Saron
Melkam
Merem
Abdul Jebar
Negash
Selamawit
Endris
Ibrahim
Salahadin
Alebachew
Ahmed
Alebel
Muhsin
Habtamu
Abdurehman
Bilal
Tibebu
Ayub
Abebe
Ali
Mekdes
Asmamaw

27
25
31
23
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Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
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Married
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Single
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Married
Single
Married
Married
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Single
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Single
Single
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Married
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Married
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6
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4
3
6
7
6
4
5
7
4
5
5
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4
7
5
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4
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3
5
5
5
3
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7
4
5
2
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6
7
7
8
6
7
7
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4
4
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7
4
6
7
8
6
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Istanbul
Istanbul
Istanbul
Istanbul
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Istanbul
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Ankara
Istanbul
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13/05/2017
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03/10/2016
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09/12/2017
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14/05/2017
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09/12/2017
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13/05/2017
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10/12/2017
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Akmel
Seman
Aschalew
Tizita
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Tesfu
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F
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Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Single
Married
Married
Married
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4
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Addis
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Return
Return
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13/07/2017
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05/08/2016
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APPENDIX 7. CONSENT LETTER FROM ETICAL COMMITTEE,
HACETTEPE UNIVERSITY
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APPENDIX 8. ORIGINALITY REPORT
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APPENDIX 9. PICTURES

Figures 1.Interview with participants
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Figures 2. Seminars and discussions (on issues related to Ethiopia) as well as
trainings in Turkey
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Figure: 3. International Students’
Cultural Days in Turkey

Figure 4. Ethiopian coffee ceremony
in Turkey

Figure 5. Ethiopians celebrating party
anniversary at the Ethiopian Ambassodor’s
home in Ankara

Figure 6. A visit by Ethiopians to
Çanakkale, a historical place in
Turkey
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Figures 7. Ethiopians going out for picnics in Turkey
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Figure 8. With the Turkish Ambasador to Figure 9. Receiving incoming
Ethiopia in Addis
Ethiopian students at Istanbul airport

Figures 10. Ethiopians participating in a wedding party of their co-nationals in
Turkey. As the marriage was between a student and a domestic worker, both
groups of Ethiopian migrants came together for the party.
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Figure 11. An Ethiopian Performing Nejashi (the Ethiopian King who allowed the
first Muslim migrants to thrive in his kingdom) character in Turkey

Figure 12. Ethiopian students’ football groups in Turkey
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Figure 13. Ethiopians as Osmanlı Sport
club fans in Ankara

Figure 14. Ethiopians visiting
their patient friend in a hospital
in Istanbul

Figure: 15. Ethiopians in Turkey gathered for candlelight vigil expressing
solidarity for the victims of the killing by ISIS that left more than 20 Ethiopian
migrants in Lybia

